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-ductionl 

One of the more beguiling notions that arose during the early days 
of personal computing was the concept of shareware. Microcom
puters, as they were then called, were proliferating every which 
way, but mainstream software publishers were only just getting a 

feel for how the public wanted to use them. The result was that many people 
found themselves in possession of machines whose power was often more 
potential than actual. Hardware with all kinds of intriguing possibilities 
might be sitting on their desks, but the programs to exploit those possibili
ties were still in relatively short supply. 

So a number of private individuals, some just dabblers and others truly 
inspired hackers, leapt in to fill the gap. Using programming tools that by 
today's standards were pretty rudimentary, they began writing hundreds
thousands is actually more like it-of the programs that personal computer 
owners craved but couldn't find. (Yes, they also wrote some programs that 
nobody craved, and others whose bugs would tie a computer into knots that 
called for an out-and-out steam cleaning, but that's a story for another time.) 
Lacking access to commercial channels of distribution, these independent 
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software authors created a distribution system of their own, and thus did 
shareware come into being. 

The concept relied heavily on computer bulletin board systems-BESs in 
the lingo. Largely as a public service to computer users (and here and there 
in hope of making the odd buck or two from membership fees), a number of 
people around the country had already begun hooking up their computers to 
phone lines and leaving them on for long periods, often 24 hours a day. Of 
course, the crucial nexus between phone line and computer was the modem, 
and BBS operators-system operators, or sysops in the jargon-and their 
patrons were the first heavy non-corporate modem users . The computers in 
question would run one or another piece of BBS software-host programs is 
what they're called in the telecom world-and the public was invited to call 
in and post messages on the bulletin board. The messages themselves were 
a mixed bag. Some were available to anyone who logged onto the BBS, others 
were private and readable only by someone with the right password. In time, 
computer BBSs came to be a lot like CB radio. Users exchanged real informa
tion and casual wisecracks, pos ted "for sale" ads and dirty jokes, even left 
chapters of their sci-fi novels-in-progress for others to critique. By and large, 
however, the focus of all this telecom traffic remained the computers 
themselves. just a few years ago modems were substantially more expensive 
than they are today, but having one gave you access to an endless trove of 
computer lore. Owning a modem meant that you were serious about computers. 

When you're online with a BBS, you can post messages in one of two ways. 
You can type to the BBS directly, in which case your software and modem send 
along each character as you type it, or you can prepare material in advance 
and then send it all at once. The second method-which is faster and cheaper 
because you're not on the phone while you're thinking-is commonly called 
uploading. The files you can upload to a BBS are by no means limited to 
English prose. You can post any kind of fil e you want. What these one-horse 
software developers did (and still do) was upload the programs they'd written 
to BBSs so that others could try them out. 

Generally, each program was packaged with some documentation (the 
telecom-ese term is docs) and a plea for remuneration. A typical plea would 
go something like: 'This program is being distributed under the shareware 
system. You may use it without charge for 30 days, and you may give it to a 
friend. If you like it and find it useful, please send $25 to John jones at 
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Carefree Software, 10 Pine St., Hoboken, NJ. In return you'll receive the latest g 
version on disk, etc., etc." 

When people found the listings of these programs in the libraries of a 
bulletin board, they'd sometimes instruct the BBS to send them along-i.e., 
they'd download the programs from the BBS to their own computers. Then 
they'd try them out, separate the gems from the junk, and stash any 
genuinely useful ones in their own personal software libraries. Very rarely, 
they'd even pay the shareware fees. 

As shareware matured, the programs tended to fall into two broad catego
ries. Some, as we've already said, aimed to fill the gaps left by commercial 
software publishers. But others challenged the commercial developers head
on. One of the best-known Macintosh programs in the second category was, 
of all things , a telecommunications program. For reasons that remain vague 
it was called Red Ryder, and for years it probably kept more Macs yodeling to 
more computers through more modems than any other Mac telecom program 
around. In its shareware form, it evolved through nine full versions and many 
more modifications. Its developer named his company FreeSoft, and, while 
technically speaking, Red Ryder wasn't free, even if you paid the shareware 
fee it was vastly cheaper than the commercial competition on a feature-by
feature basis. 

This all happened against the mercantile mentality of the 1980s, so it felt 
more or less inevitable when Red Ryder's developer (who'd become some
thing of a folk hero among Mac telecommunicators) went commercial. 
Although still a bargain at the price, version I 0 of Red Ryder was sold through 
normal commercial channels. Later FreeSoft broke with its mainstream allies 
and marketed the program on its own. The name Red Ryder, however, 
remained enmeshed in contractual boilerplate, and the program was rechris
tened White Knight (perhaps an unfortunate choice). Today White Knight is 
one of the most widely used telecommunications programs for the Macintosh 
and one of my own personal favorites. 

"Red Ryder" was a great name for a telecom program. Like "Apple ," the 
name is literally impertinent: Red Ryder, the cartoon cowboy of the forties 
and fifties, has no more to do with telecommunications than apples have to 
do with computers. It all harked back to the funky sense of community that 
pervaded the sixties, when names were intentionally unconnected to the 
things they were naming and a shareware developer could still permit 
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himself to believe there was an honor system. Actually the cowboy he ro Red 
Ryder harks back even further to a frontier era in which people rallied to put 
up a settler's barn the way BBS users still often rally to solve each other's 
computer problems. 

I' Thi s is what the 5creen o f the fi r5t comherc la l ver si on o f Red Ryder ll 
I ooked I Ike. It c I ose I y resemb I es the screens of ea r I I er s hare ware .11 
ver s i ons o f t he prograra, and It ' s the r efor e a f a mil iar si ght t o t he !.,_1!;··. !

1

:,; 
thous and s o f Mac intos h t elecoramunl cat or s for who m Red Ryder wa s a .. 
slap I e . . l!~ 

Figure 1.1. Main window from Red Ryder v.10.3. 

II: 
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~!' 

J:\!\ 

;~~~ 
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In fact, when something's gone awry with my computer and I'm stumped, I 
usually compose a note about it, dial up a BBS that carries one of the national 
Macintosh echoes and post the note for all to see. 

What's an echo? It's part of a system that allows bulletin board systems to 
share their message bases over a network extending all the way around the 
world. One such system called FidoNet offers net-mail forums on dozens of 
topics, many not related to computers. None, so far as I know, deals 
specifically with the building of frontier-style barns, but the one on home 
repair is getting more popular all the time. Red Ryder, the lonesome cowboy 
who solved people's problems and then rode off into the sunset, the man in 
whose saddlebag no copy of Self magazine was ever tucked, would probably 
approve. 

A final note on the subject of cowboys, particularly as it relates to being in 
love with one's horse. For people of Red's ilk, loving your horse wasn't all that 
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preposterous an idea. A good horse was reasonably trustworthy, useful and f) 
obedient, and generally it whinnied only when it was spoken to. Much the ~ 
same thing can be said of one's computer, and, like lovers in a state of high 
enchantment, a human being and his/her computer often constitute their 
own self-enclosed universe. Pecking away at the keyboard, the computer user 
may see nothing beyond the screen in front of him; everything else-the 
surrounding room, even the surrounding world-may for all intents and 
purposes cease to exist. 

That kind of relationship tends to be especially intense where the Macin
tosh is concerned. Fielding allegations that the Mac was just a toy, or that 
even if it wasn't a toy it still wasn't a serious computer, Mac owners used to 
plunge into battle with IBM enthusiasts like Montagues jousting with Capu
lets, their loyalty becoming fiercer with each encounter. Even now, when they 
discover one another at work or social gatherings, they can talk MacinBabble 
for hours at a time, usually to the utter boredom of whoever else is listening. 

But whatever private passion may exist between a computer owner and his 
Macintosh, good relationships must eventually open outward or risk becom
ing too hermetic. The best couplings bear fruit and also require nourishment 
along the way. Computers need a dose of data every now and then, and they 
also need a way to get their reports, spreadsheets, and databases out into 
the world. 

For many of those purposes, printed paper works just fine. And when 
connectivity is wanted there's always the floppy disk. Where greater speed or 
volume is called for, a good short-range solution is the LAN, the now much 
talked- and written-about local area network. Longer range, we arrive at that 
favorite instrument of lovers, the telephone. And from early on, Macs took to 
the phone with singular alacrity. Computers normally link up to phone lines 
through their serial ports, and while some machines used to come with no 
serial port at all - if you wanted one you had to buy a special board-every 
bare-bones Macintosh has always come with two. Mac telecommunications 
software therefore matured very fast, and several surveys conducted during 
the 1980s indicated that the percentage of Mac owners who used modems 
was higher than with any of the other popular computers. 

Apple then came forth with the AppleFax modem, which essentially lets 
you print almost any document at all to someone else's fax machine. Modems 
also got cheaper and faster very quickly. Other fax modems-better ones 
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than Apple's-showed up, and the 300 bits-per-second non-fax standard 
escalated through 1200, 2400 and 9600 and is now hovering around 14,400. 
As BBSs and online services became less clique-y and appealed to a more 
general audience of telecommunicators, it dawned on many people that 
there's a great deal of interesting information to be had out there, and that a 
modem is a handy device for acquiring it. Soon Prodigy, a huge online service, 
was marketing itself through network te levision, boasting of an interface so 
non-technical that almost any idiot could use it. 

Prodigy, it should be noted, often comes in for particular contempt among 
experienced telecommunicators. They'll criticize this or that aspect of it, but 
I think what really bugs them most is its very simplicity. If you go to France 
and find that the French have all started speaking English in an effort to 
encourage tourism, France isn't going to feel very much like France, regard
less of how user-friendly it's become. Similarly, by adopting an interface that 
spares you from having to learn virtually anything at all about telecommuni
cations, Prodigy can make you feel you aren't really telecommunicating. So if 
you want to start using a modem with your Mac, you can join Prodigy and 
learn next to nothing about what you're doing, or, the intensely curious 
reader that you no doubt are, you can forge ahead in this book. 

What will we be covering? Well, partly to put the current state of Macintosh 
telecommunications into the perspective of history and partly to introduce 
some telecom vocabulary, we'll start by taking a quick glimpse at the art of 
sending messages over wires during the last century-and-a-half or so. Then 
we'll examine some of the basic telecom necessities-modems, cables, 
programs-and try to match them to your needs. 

When you use a modem with a Mac, you normally wind up talking to at least 
three different entities. Yes, you connect with the party at the other end of the 
line, but before that you're usually called upon to say a few things both to 
your telecom program and your modem. Using the right program settings for 
each connection is half the battle, so we'll spend some time on how you go 
about configuring your settings. Modems prefer being spoken to in Hayes 
language (not among the Indo-European tongues), and we'll also spend some 
time on that. Then we'll get down to the basic business of computer 
telecommunications: typing back and forth and transferring files. Since files 
can be transferred in a variety of forms, we'll also talk about preparing files 
before you send them and what to do with them when you receive them. En-
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route we'll look at any number of Macintosh programs which, while not 
telecom programs as such, can be of great assistance to the telecommunica
tions process. 

Budding telecommunicators often develop a lively interest in finding other 
parties they can contact with their modems, so we'll give some special 
attention to commercial online services and amateur computer bulletin 
boards. As your telecom proficiency grows, you'll probably want to make 
increasing use of the conveniences offered by your software. To that end, 
we'll explore the automation and scripting capabilities of some of the better
known Macintosh telecommunications programs. We'll also take a closer look 
at high-speed modems, and we'll venture only slightly far afield to investi
gate fax modems and also how to use your data modem to dial voice calls. 
When we've accomplished all that, several appendices will add some infor
mation that lends itself to being listed rather than narrated, and there'll be a 
glossary for quick reference to all the specialized terminology introduced 
within the book. 

Enjoy! 



Chapter II 
How Things Got to Be the \Nay 
They Are: A Very Brief History 
of Telecommunications 

Nearly everyone who approaches computer telecommunications 
for the first time is struck by the sheer quantity of new terminology 
encountered. Yes, they happen upon any number of familiar 
words - flow, handshaking, protocol, etc.- but in the dusky nether

world of telecommunications those everyday words are often apt to take on 
special meanings. Sometimes it will seem as though one can't read about the 
subject without first mastering some sort of pseudo-English dialect made up 
partly of scientific nomenclature and partly of modem-junkie street slang. 

We could attempt to make things easy here by trying to substitute ordinary 
language for telecom-ese wherever possible, but in the end we'd likely find 
ourselves in a worse morass than if we simply go ahead and learn some basic 
vocabulary. What's the point of ducking the jargon only to be baffled when 
it turns up in the manuals and menus of every te lecom program you're apt to 
find? Copious nomenclature often comes along with tricky concepts, but as 
we venture into our subject you may discover that the nomenclature is 
actually a lot more daunting than the concepts behind it. And once you're at 
ease with a couple of dozen common terms, you' ll probably be ab le to 
grapple with just about any telecom program you care to try your hand at. 

9 
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An interesting thing about telecom terminology is that much of it came 
into use long before anyone even dreamed about the first computer. In its 
most basic sense, telecommunications is the transmission over wires of 
digital data-strings of ones and zeroes, nos and yeses, ons and offs-and 
it's been going on full tilt for more than a century and a half. Nowadays the 
wires are telephone lines, but the process isn't so different from traditional 
telegraphy, in which the ones and zeroes were dots and dashes. Modern 
telecommunications even more closely resembles the teletype technology of 
the recent past. It's true that most teletype terminals have given way to 
computers by now, but a great many of the standards, conventions and 
nomenclature that arose with teletype-and even telegraph devices-still 
prevail today. In fact, any number of telecom applications for personal 
computers still call themselves terminal emulation programs. And the 
terminals they emulate are mainly te letype terminals. So, while it's hardly 
necessary to master the entire history of telecommunications in order to 
telecommunicate, it may be worth a few moments of your time to see 
computer telecommunications in the perspective of what came before it. 
However forbidding the lingo of te lecom may appear when approached from 
a cold start, it will probably make considerably more sense after you know 
why things are called what they're called. 

Let's begin with the early nineteenth century, when sending a telegraph 
message was still almost magical. By current s tandards it was also ridiculous
ly simple. You ran a wire from point A to point B. At point A you connected 
a battery in series with a switch. At point B you hooked up an ordinary 
electromagnet. When you closed the switch, the battery sent current through 
the wire and energized the electromagnet , which in turn deflected a needle. 
In t ime the switch took the form of a te legrapher's key. When you held down 
the key, you sent a pulse through the wire and the needle wou ld be deflected. 
A unique pattern of pulses was assigned to each letter of the alphabet. That 
done, you could send letters, words, and sentences (albeit very slowly) to 
whomever was watching the needle, so long as they also knew the pulse code. 
Quite a few prominent experimenters of the time-among them Carl Gauss 
and Andre Ampere-tinkered with telegraphy, and eventually a pair of 
Englishmen, Charles Wheatstone and William Cooke, hooked up the world's 
first railway telegraph in 183 7. 
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Another experimentor who'd been working with the telegraph was the ~ 
American Samuel F. B. Morse, and by 1831 he'd developed what was to 
become the standard telegraph receiver of its time. What Morse did was 
replace the electromagnetically deflected needle with a scribe held against a 
moving strip of paper. As the paper rolled by, the undeflected scribe traced 
only a straight line. But its deflection by the electromagnet, which traced a 
blip on the paper, meant the sender was holding down the key-i.e., closing 
the switch. Morse then went on to create his dot-dash (short pulse/ long 
pulse) method for encoding a lphanumeric characters. 

Note that Morse code is already a binary system. Even before electricity 
mutated into electronics, the on-off, dot-dash, one-zero method of encoding 
was in wide use. Collaborating with Alfred Vail, Morse soon improved his 
receiver to a point where it could print the dots and dashes directly as they 
were received, and it was to this new receiver that in 1844 he sent his famous 
query-"What hath God wrought?"-from Baltimore to Washington. Curious
ly, people who worked every day with Morse telegraphy became so facile with 
it that they no longer had to look at the moving scroll of paper in order to 
know what was coming in over the wire. The scribe would cl ick with each 
deflection, and operators soon learned to interpre t the clicks. Possibly to 
protect their specia l skills by crea ting a closed fraternity, most telegraphers 
came to abandon the scroll and rely entirely on the ir ears. And with the 
advent of radiotelegraphy much later, facili ty with purely auditory Morse 
code remained a vital skill well into the twentieth century. 

The burgeoning popularity of telegraphy quickly made for inevitable 
traffic problems-crowded wires. At first only one s ignal could be sent in one 
direction along a given wire , but the efforts of a number of other experimen
tors led to the development of multiplexing-sending more than one signal 
along the same line. And it's here you might want to begin paying particular 
attention, since a number of the following concepts are a) still valid today and 
b) found in the menus and buttons of many Macintosh telecommunica tions 
programs. The first breakthrough was the introduction of duplexing, which 
allowed for simultaneous transmission of s ignals in both directions along a 
line. Duplexing was followed by diplexing, in which two signals could 
simultaneously be sent in the same direction. Then, in 1874, marrying 
diplexing to duplexing, crafty old Tom Edison created quadruplexing, in 
which two duplexed signals could be sent along the same wire at the same 
time-four signals a ltogether! 
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In an effort to send still more information over existing wires, inventors 
began tackling the problem of human limitation. Because an operator can key 
and interpret Morse code only so fast, people kept seeking ways to automate 
the entire telegraphic process. By the mid-nineteenth century, an apparatus 
appeared which could print telegraph signals on paper tape, followed almost 
immediately by another that punched holes in paper tape. Soon operators 
were preparing punched paper tapes on keyboards and feeding them to 
devices that could read the perforations and transmit them as Morse code 
over telegraph lines. Paper-tape readers were faster and more accurate than 
people, and as the nineteenth century came to a close automated telegraphy 
was pushing speeds of nearly 400 words per minute. 

Meanwhile, multiplexing saw further development with the introduction 
of what was called the time division system of telegraphy. Divide a minute into 
its component 60 seconds and then apply an arbitrary rule: If there's current 
flowing during any given second, that signifies a one or dash or whatever else 
you like to name your binary units. If there's no current flowing during that 
given second, it signifies a zero or dot or whatever else you've named the 
other of your two binary units. Now go ahead and create a device which either 
does or doesn't send current every second, depending on whether it's 
supposed to send a dash or dot. Then create a second device that inquires 
every second if the current is on or off. If the current is on, the device assumes 
you're sending a dash; if it's off, you're sending a dot. As long as both of your 
devices are synchronized, the sender can transmit 60 dots or dashes every 
minute, and the receiver can receive 60 dots or dashes every minute. 

Another designation for that process is synchronous telecommunications, 
and a French experimentor named Emile Baudot refined it to a point at which 
it could handle a great many more than 60 binary units per minute. By 1874, 
Baudot's work allowed as many as six telegraphers to share a single line at the 
same time. Synchronous methods of telegraphy still coexist with newer 
asynchronous methods (the White Knight manual continues to proclaim on 
its cover page: "An Asynchronous Telecommunications Program for the 
Apple Macintosh ... "). 

It's Baudot, incidentally, whose name survives in the term baud rate or just 
baud, which is s till often used to indicate the rate at which binary units are 
transmitted over a line. There's a fine distinction between baud and bits per 
second, but in practice the two terms are now used more or less interchange
ably when describing the speed of modems. 
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Baudot also went on to create a new binary code that was gradually to ~ 
replace Morse's. In Morse code, the various alphanumeric characters are 
encoded with two or more units; in Baudot's system the number of units is 
fixed at five. That is, each character is represented by exactly five binary 
units, no more, no less. Each of the five units can be a one or a zero. The 
number of unique combinations of five ones and/or zeroes is two to the fifth 
power, or 32, which means that Baudot's code could accommodate 32 
characters altogether. A Macintosh byte, by contrast, contains eight usable 
bits and can therefore represent any of 28 , or 256, unique characters. A 
number of Mac word processors will give you the decimal equivalent of any 
character. If you convert one of those decimal equivalents to binary, you'll 
get the bit pattern- the pattern of ones and zeroes-with which the charac-
ter is encoded in a Macintosh byte. In any event, after undergoing some minor 
changes, Baudot's five-unit code became International Telegraph Alphabet 
No. 2, which was used well into the twentieth century. 

As yet we haven't mentioned the telephone, but Alexander Graham Bell did 
invent it in 1876, and it rapidly became quite popular. Some people fretted 
that it might wipe out telegraphy altogether, yet no such thing was about to 
happen. In fact, telegraphy wound up borrowing liberally from telephone 
technology. One way in which the two techniques differed was in the kind of 
signals they sent out over the wires. Telegraph devices sent synchronous 
pulses: a pulse means one, no pulse means zero. Telephones, on the other 
hand, sent continuous audio frequency signals, which are considerably 
more complex. Where the wave form of a direct current pulse signal might 
look like this: 
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Figure 1.1 
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Me saying "hello" produces an alternating current wave form that happens 
to look like thi s: 
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Figure 1.2 

The second signal carries vastly more information. It contains, in spoken 
form, the equivalent of the five characters tha t spell "hello," but it also 
contains enough information about the timbre of my voice to identify the 
speaker as yours truly and enough about my intonation to allow someone to 
draw conclusions about my state of mind at the moment I uttered the word. 

The next generation of experimentors in telegraphy were eager to cram 
more information through the wires, so what they did was expropriate the 
audio signal for telegraphic purposes. And their labors promptly begat the 
then-new technology of carrier telegraphy. A s teady alternating current voice 
frequency tone called a carrier signal or just carrier was transmitted between 
sender and receiver. Onto the carrier was superimposed the direct current 
pulses of the telegrap h signal. That process of superimposition is called 
modulation- the telegraph pulses modulate the carrier. Actually, it's from 
that very process that the modem go t its name. Modem is an acronym for 
"modulator-demodulator." A modem modulates an outgoing audio carrier 
when it sends bits from your computer out into the phone lines, and it 
demodulates an incoming audio carrier in order to extract the bits it passes 
along to your computer. 

At first a given audio carrier traveling through a phone line provided a 
single telegraph channel. But one phone line can handle several audio signals 
at the same time, provided the frequencies of the signals aren't too close 
together. It's also possible to superimpose several low-frequency audio 
carriers onto one high-frequency audio carrier. At the receiving end, another 
device can separate the component carriers by passing the high-frequency 
signal through a se ries of audio filters. When the vacuum tube came along to 
make thi s kind of circuitry possible, a single phone line was soon capable of 
hand ling a couple of dozen high-speed telegraph channels. 
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The speed and volume of all this telegraph traffic soon outstripped the '1 
capabilities of earlier telegraph receivers, and most gave way to teletype 
terminals. A typical terminal looked like an electric typewriter armed with 
additional circuitry. It could print out messages as they arrived, and to send 
a message all you had to do was type it on the keyboard. For quite a long time, 
the limiting transmission speed of these devices was 300 bits per second. 
Beyond that speed, random pulses generated along the lines or in the circuitry 
itself made it difficult to decipher telegraph signals with any accuracy. Those 
random blips are what's known as noise, and, as transmission speeds 
increase, noise continues to be the bane of high-speed telecommunicators. 

We've already said that a five-bit code was used to represent 32 alphanu
meric characters. To those five bits, engineers introduced an additional bit in 
order to guarantee more accurate transmission. The new bit was called a 
parity bit. Let's say the engineers decide that their system will use even 
parity. (It could just as well use odd parity; the choice is arbitrary.) In an even 
parity system, each outgoing character must have an even number of ones. 
So, before a character is sent, a circuit scans the five bits that represent it. The 
circuit counts the ones and ignores the zeroes. If there's already an even 
number of ones, it sets the parity bit to zero , in which case there's still an even 
number of ones. But if there's an odd number of ones, it sets the parity bit to 
one, thereby assuring that the total number of ones associated with that 
character is still even. Now, when the character is received, the recipient's 
equipment again counts the number of ones it contains. If there's an even 
number of ones, that's fine. But if the number of ones is odd, that means all 
six bits didn't come through accurately. The recipient can then request a 
retransmission, or, if his terminal is smart enough, it can request a retrans
mission without bothering the operator at all. 

As newer methods of error-checking keep arising, parity bits are falling 
into disuse. But you'll still see them mentioned in the settings options of 
virtually every Macintosh telecom program. If you didn't already know what 
parity bits are, at least now you'll have some idea of what your program is 
talking about. 

Another notion we've already broached is that telecommunicating can be 
synchronous or asynchronous. For a number of reasons, asynchronous 
methods became preferable, and when a sender and receiver weren't syn
chronized, it was necessary for the sender to tell the receiver when it was 
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sending data and when it wasn't. So two more bits were introduced into each 
character: a start bit and a stop bit. Essentially, the start bit says, "Here come 
the data bits," and the stop bit says, "No more data bits for this character." 
Stop bits are something else you'll come across when you fool around with 
the settings of Mac telecom programs. 

Nowadays, moreover, the old five-bit method of encoding characters is no 
longer in broad use. Greater transmission speeds made it viable to send more 
bits, and the teletype community adopted the newer ASCII seven-bit stan
dard. Two to the seventh power is 128, and the ASCII character set indeed 
contains 128 characters. Add a start bit, a stop bit, and a parity bit and you 
wind up with a total of 10 bits per character. That means that if you're 
telecommunicating at 300 bits per second, the equivalent rate is 30 charac
ters per second (cps). For a while there was no great pressure to go faster than 
that since, owing to electromechanical limitations, teletype machines couldn't 
type much faster anyway. 

But computers are something else entirely. Computers have memories to 
which they can write, and they can also write to magnetic tape, disk, hard 
disk, whatever. What's more, they do it at a much faster rate than 30 cps. So 
as fiber optics, satellite links, and solid-state repeaters continued to enable 
greater volumes of digital information to travel more and more rapidly over 
long distances, the venerable teletype became something of a dinosaur. More 
sophisticated terminals-teletype-computer hybrids like Digital Equipment's 
VT52, VT100, and VT102-arrived on the scene. However, now even those 
are getting rarer all the time. 

In telecommunications, what mainly survives of the computer's anteced
ents are the conventions that governed their operation. Macintosh telecom 
programs do still emulate some common terminals. Most let you pick which 
emulation you want. For ordinary purposes the emulation you'll choose is 
TIY, which stands for teletype. To that extent, some part of the history of 
telecommunications will inform your actions. And if there's a shred of truth 
to the educator's maxim that context facilitates understanding, you now 
ought to have an easier time with the following chapters. 



Chapter liJ 
Getting Started with 
Modems 

If you want to begin telecommunicating and you have a phone and 
a Macintosh, you already have two of the five elements most 
crucial to the process. The three additional things you'll need are 
a terminal-emulation program, a modem and a cable to connect 

your modem to your Mac. 
The modem is the hardware intermediary between your computer and the 

phone line. And we're being careful to say "phone line" here and not 
"telephone," since there's no particular need for a telephone handset-what 
phone companies like to call your "instrument"-to telecommunicate. That 
isn't to say that a handset within easy reach of your computer won't be useful. 
Later on, for instance, we'll talk about using your modem to dial voice calls . 
We'll also discuss modems in varying degrees of depth, but right now let's lay 
down some basic guidelines. 

External/ Internal 

If you're new to modems, you may or may not be aware that as physical 
entities they come in two flavors, external and internal. External modems are 

17 
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self-contained units, each in its own case with its own power supply. As such, 
they are rarely computer-specific. When you're considering an external 
modem, you generally don't have to care whether or not it's for a Macintosh, 
much Jess for any parti cular kind of Macintosh. There are, however, a few 
exceptions, and the two most conspicuous ones can be recognized by the 
word "personal." The Apple Personal Modem has become something of a 
fossil by now, but the Hayes Personal Modem 2400 Plus for the Mac is a fairly 
new arrival. What makes both of them computer-specific isn't their innards 
but their cables . The Apple uses one unique unto itself, and the Hayes's cable 
is permanently a ttac hed. 

Unlike exte rnals, internal modems don't have cases or built-in power 
supplies . Basically they are circuit boards made to slide into an expansion 
slot and draw power from the computer's own power supply. Naturally 
enough, that makes them very much computer-specific. They're by far most 
common in the IBM-compatible world, but recently more and more internals 
have been turning up for Macs too, usually in the form of Mac II NuBus cards. 

Internal modems have a main advantage and a couple of drawbacks . The 
advantage is lack of clutter: once you install one it's off your desk and out of 
the way. The drawbac ks are in the realm of price and available options. An 
internal modem with a given set of capabilities is likely to cost somewhat 
more than its external counterpart, and there s imply aren't as many available 
choices as to speed, compression, and error checking. 

Speed 

If there are s till any modems kicking around that transfer data at rates lower 
than 300 bits per second (bps or baud), I haven't come across them. 
Nowadays working at 300 bps feels uncomfortably slow, and I'd strongly 
recommend against it. If someone gives you a 300 bps modem fo r nothing
which is fairl y close to the going rate anyway-and you want to try it just to 
see what telecommunicating is all about, be prepared to send it into 
retirement once you get serious. By consensus, the low end of the speed 
spectrum these days is 2400 bps, and new modems that run more slowly than 
that are becoming almost impossible to find in :;tores and catalogs. 

Whe n you're deciding on speed, be wary of terms like effective speed or 
effective transfer rate. They usually refer to transfer rates obtained by 
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compressing the data before it's sent and then decompressing it when it's /A 
received. A first-class postage stamp lets you send a letter that weighs up to ~ 
an ounce. You can send maybe 6 pages straight out of your typewriter, or you 
can find an office copier that reduces images by 50 percent and squeeze 12 
pages onto 6. But either way you'll be sending six pages that weigh an ounce. 
Similarly, a 2400-bps modem that boasts an effective transfer rate of 4800 
bps after compression is still sending at 2400 bps. And the advertised 
effective transfer rate is seldom actually attained, which is why effective 
transfer rates are usually preceded by an "up to," as in "up to 4800 bps." 

Currently the most common modem speeds are 2400, 9600 and 14,400 
bps, and prices for new modems rise pretty much in proportion to speed. If 
you expect to be just an occasional user, 2400 bps will probably do just fine. 
If you think you'll be transferring large files or large numbers of small files, 
consider a 9600-bps unit. The money you'll save on phone bills or online 
service connect-time charges will very soon cover the extra cost. If you aspire 
to be a power telecommunicator, by all means look into 14,400-bps modems, 
but remember that to move data at 14.4 Kbps, the modem at the other end 
also has to be built for 14.4 Kbps. At this writing, 9600 bps is the highest 
speed supported by the major online services. A few bulletin board services 
can handle 14.4, but they can sometimes be hard to find . A quick scan of a li st 
of some 500 Mac-oriented BBSs indicates that around 2 percent will let you 
connect at 14.4 Kbps. So unless you're reasonably sure your co-communica
tors will be able to match your speed, you may wind up buying power you 
se ldom use. 

A final reason to s tay away from 14,400 bps-possibly even from 9600 
bps, for that matter- is that the speed may spoil you rotten, with the result 
that you'll feel compelled to spend more money than you really want to spend. 

Error Checking 

Some modems offer built-in, hardware-based error checking; some don't. At 
present there are two dominant protocols for hardware error checking: MNP 
Class4 (usually just called MNP-4) and V.42. Of the two, MNP-4 is the older and 
more widely used. It was developed more-or-less unilaterally by Microcom, 
an American hardware and software company, and for a while it represented 
the cutting edge of personal modem-ology. 
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But then, in Geneva, a conference was convened by a U.N. agency called the 
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (the vener
able CCITT -and if you know enough French to reorder the nouns and 
adjectives, you can make the initials come out right) and the conferees came 
up with V.42. A number of modems offer both MNP-4 andV.42. And modems 
that offer MNP Class 5, which is a data-compress ion scheme, invariably offer 
MNP-4 as well. 

Hardware- and software-based error checking are something else we'll 
examine more thoroughly in future chapters, but for now let's tackle the 
question of whether you need hardware error checking at all. The answer? 
Maybe. If the phone lines in your area are inordinately noisy, built-in error 
checking can be a help when you and your interlocutor are typing back and 
forth. The modems will transparently correct any errors , leaving you free to 
just type and read. It' s true that most telecom software is able to check fo r 
errors when fil es are sent from one computer to another using a special set 
of rules known as a file transfer protocol. But sometimes, when all you're 
sending is a text fil e, you may not want to bother invoking a software-based 
protocol transfer, and when that's the case hardware error checking can be 
very helpful. 

Oddly enough, hardware error-checking can also save you a little time if 
your phone lines are very clean. Let's say you've just developed a HyperCard 
stack and want to send it to your uncle Louie. The last file you laid on Louie 
was a 10-page essay abou t how the dehumanization associated with comput
ers is seductively pleasurable. If a few characters here and there were 
garbled, trusty old Louie would still have caught your drift, so you sent the 
treatise as straight text without using any protocol at all. But the stack is 
something else entirely. If even one bit gets transmitted incorrectly, it's likely 
to crash Louie's computer when he tries to open it. So this time you're careful 
to use a software-based protocol. Let's say you pick YModem. If the phone 
lines between you and Louie tend to be fairly free of noise, here's where Louie 
can do something to make the transfer go faster. Software error-checking 
schemes all involve an ongoing encoded dialogue between the two commu
nicating computers: 

"Did that last batch of data come in okay?" 
"Yep." 
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'Then go ahead and send the next batch." 
"Okay, here it comes." 
"Got it." 
"Did it come through intact?" 
"No, not this time. Better send it again." 
"Okay, here comes the second try." 

And on and on. All that handshaking between the two computers is what 
confirms the integrity of your data, but it also takes time and thereby nibbles 
away at transfer speeds. 

If, however, you and Louie both have MNP-4 modems and you've both 
established what's called, in the parlance of MNP, a reliable connection, then 
Louie can instruct his telecom program to receive your HyperCard stack in a 
variant of YModem called YModem-g. YModem-g observes some of the 
conventions ofYModem, but it omits most of the computer-to-computer tete
a-tete. The software still checks for errors, but, even if it finds one, it can't ask 
the other computer to retransmit the data and, therefore, has no recourse but 
to abort the whole transmission. On clean phone lines, YModem-g takes 
around eight percent less time than normal YModem, but if you're transfer
ring a long file and the transfer aborts after 20 minutes, you haven't saved 
much of anything.lf, on the other hand, the hardware inside your modem and 
the hardware inside Louie's modem are already checking the data, only data 
that's error-free will be passed along to the software, so the transfer won't 
abort. What it all boils down to is that hardware-based error checking lets you 
skip a certain amount of software-based error checking, which can often 
shave time off your file transfers. 

Incidentally, if it's new modems you're looking into, the decision as to 
whether or not to go with hardware-based error checking applies almost 
exclusively to modems in the 2400-bps category. Nowadays nearly all faster 
modems have some form of error checking built in. And in a 2400-bps 
modem, error checking definitely won't change your life, but it's sometimes 
nice to have it anyway. 

Compression 

Another feature that many modems offer is hardware-based data compres
sion. Here again, there are two prevailing standards, Microcom's MNP Class 5 
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(commonly called-you guessed it-MNP-5) and the CCJTT's V.42bis. MNP-5 
advertises compression ratios of the order of two-to-one, while V.42bis is 
theoretically capable of shrinking a stream of data down to a quarter of its 
original s ize before sending it out. That means if you use V.42bis, you would 
need only 25 percent of the time it would take to send uncompressed data! 
The receiving V.42bis modem internally decompresses the data back to its 
original form, and the whole process is entirely transparent to you and your 
telecom program. 

(If you have already begun to research modems and have encountered the 
terms V.32 and V.32bis, it may be worthwhile to point out here that those are 
not more primitive forms of V.42 and V.42bis. V.32 and V.32bis are modula
tion protocols- i.e., sets of rules that govern how a modem modulates a 
carrier tone- not error-checking or compression protocols. In fact, they are 
the modulation protocols observed by most current high-speed modems.) 

Is hardware-based compression the best thing to have come along since 
"lite" mayonnaise? Not quite. The actual amount of compression you get is 
entirely dependent on the nature of the data. Let's say you send your uncle 
Louie a string of a thousand A's. That's 1,000 bytes of data. You might also 
send him the following string: [A: 1 000]. Even with the brackets and colon, 
that's eight bytes. Assuming that Louie knows your compression scheme and 
will go ahead and expand [A: 1 000] into a string of a thousand A's, you've 
succeeded in shrinking the data down to eight-tenths of one percent of its 
original size before sending it out, which is no small achievement. The 
trouble is, most data isn't quite that compliant. That very same compression 
scheme wouldn't save anything at all if you were to send Louie the text of this 
paragraph. 

To be fair to Microcom and the CCITT, both MNP-5 and V.42bis are 
considerably more sophisticated than the scheme we've just developed. Both 
are especially effective with text. Binary files such as computer programs and 
graphics generally don't get compressed as tightly. Files that have already 
been compressed by one or another software-based compression utility are 
least tractab le of all. In fact, when a modem running MNP-5 or V.42bis tries 
to compress a file that's already been compressed by Stufflt or Compact Pro 
(the two most popular Macintosh compression programs), the resulting data 
stream may ac tually turn out to be a tad larger than it was before. 
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One reason you want to be aware of all this is that the huge majority of 
Macintosh files available for downloading from online services and BBSs are 
already stuffed by Stufflt or compacted by Compact Pro. Software-com
pressed files take up substantially less space on the sender's hard disk, and 
they are also convenient for downloaders whose equipment doesn't sport all 
the niceties. Consequently, if you dial up an online service or BBS using MNP-
5 or V.42bis, your file transfers actually may be somewhat less efficient than 
if you'd simply made a plain vanilla connection. 

Then again, let's consider the novelists Joseph Conrad and Ford Maddox 
Ford. The two were good friends, and Conrad's erratic health and perpetually 
pressing deadlines moved the much more facile Ford to extraordinary acts of 
charity. Meddlesome to begin with, Ford volunteered to write whole chapters 
of several of Conrad's novels. Now-hypothetically of course-let's trans
port both men into the last decade of the twentieth century and give them 
Macs and modems, so they can easily send chapters back and forth. Because 
Ford was a technophobe and Conrad forever impatient for royalties, we can 
assume that neither would be much inclined to fool with Stufflt or Compact 
Pro before sending their files. Their binary Microsoft Word files would 
consist mainly of text, which submits readily to compression, and if the 
modems we give them are equipped with MNP-5 or V.42bis, they'll stand to 
save a fair amount of money and time during the course of composing a novel 
such as Lord jim. 

What's the bottom line? If you expect to be exchanging uncompressed files 
with someone whose own modem can perform hardware compression, you 
probably want hardware compression yourself. Otherwise it may not change 
your life any more profoundly than hardware error checking. And if the 
Macintosh on which you'll be doing your telecommunicating predates the 
Plus-that is, if it's a l28K, 512K, or 512K enhanced Macintosh- you 
probably won't be able to find a hardware handshake cable that's appropriate 
for an MNP-5 or V.42bis modem anyway. 

Cables 

Noting some exceptions, we've already said that external modems aren't 
computer-specific. What is computer-specific, though, is the cable that 
connects the modem's serial port to the serial port of your computer. 
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Virtually every general-purpose modem outputs serial data through a DB-25 
connector, and the female of the species looks like this: 

13 12 II 10 9 9 7 6 5 4 3 2 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
25 24 23 22 2 1 20 19 19 17 16 15 14 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

I Figure 2.1. DB-25 connector, the serial port of nearly I 
all general-purpose modems. Pin numbers apply when 
looking head-on at a female connector. 

Macintosh computers each have two serial ports, one designated as the 
printer port, the other as the modem port. Only the printer port supports 
AppleTalk, but otherwise both ports function in much the same fashion. If 
you're not on an AppleTalk network, you can be as contrary as you like and 
print through the modem port while you telecommunicate through the 
printer port. The serial connectors are of two types, depending on a given 
machine's vintage. The most common type is the Mini DIN-8, which is found 
on everything from the Mac Plus on up: 

I Figure 2.2. Mini 0/N-8 connector, the serial ports I 
of Macs from the Plus on up. Pin numbers apply 
when looking head-on at a female connector. 

Macs older than the Plus- the originall28K, the 51 2K, and the 512K enhanced
use DB-9 connectors for their serial ports. DB-9s look like truncated DB-25s: 

5 4 3 2 I • • • • • 
9 8 7 6 • • • • 

I 
Figure 2.3. DB-9 connector, the serial ports of the 
original Mac 128K, the 512K, and the 512K enhanced. 
Once again, pin numbers apply when looking head-on 
at a female connector. 
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So the very first thing that you need to be concerned with when you get a 

modem cable is to make sure it has the right connectors at either end. Early 
Macs need a DB-25 to DB-9 cable, later ones a DB-25 to Mini DIN-8. 

That taken care of, are your worries over? Hardly. Not when 2 5 pins can be 
wired to 8 or 9 pins in just short of a zillion ways. Before MNP came into 
widespread use-and that isn't very long ago-there was a well-defined 
entity known as the Macintosh modem cable. It had a DB-25 connector at one 
end and either a Mini Din-8 or a DB-9 connector at the other. It could link just 
about any modem to a Mac, and serenity reigned over the land. 

But with the advent of hardware-based compression, the ball game changed 
abruptly. Let's say my modem is receiving data at dreary old 2400 bps. Let's 
further say that the data is being compressed by the sending modem and that 
the nature of the data is such that it succumbs to two-to-one compression. 
Being aware that the incoming data is compressed, my own modem goes 
ahead and decompresses it; for every l ,000 bytes of data that come through 
the phone line into my modem, 2,000 are forwarded to my computer. 
Therefore, if my modem is to keep up with the incoming 2400-bps data 
stream, it has to send data into my computer at 4800 bps. Anticipating this 
very state of affairs, I've shrewdly instructed my terminal-emulation pro
gram to set the speed of my computer's serial port to 9600 bps (just to play 
it safe). 

Now, somewhere in my computer's memory, my software has reserved 
some space to store incoming data. That particular chunk of RAM is what's 
known as a buffer. The buffer acts like a storage tank. As new data arrive at 
the inlet, the data already in the tank get written to disk or printed or maybe 
saved somewhere else, all depending on what I've instructed my telecom 
program to do with it. But the buffer is of fixed size, so if I don't do something 
soon with the data in the buffer, the buffer won't have any room to accept 
more data. 

Should the buffer become full, it would be nice if the computer were able 
to emit a signal that says in essence, "Hey, stop pumping data until I can deal 
with what's already in the buffer." And indeed, a number of such flow control 
systems do exist. The most widely used software-based flow control system 
is what's known as XON/XOFF. XOFF {Control-S) means stop sending, XON 
{Control-Q) means start sending again. When my software wants a breather, 
it sends a Control-S character {a non-printing byte whose decimal value is 19). 
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When it's ready to accept more data, it sends a Controi-Q(a non-printing byte 
whose decimal value is 17). This is what's known as software handshaking. 

As long as what is being sent is pure text, XON/XOFF is a reasonable 
strategy for flow control. But when you're transferring binary files-applica
tions, graphics, or precompressed data-there's always the chance that some 
8-bit group within the file will have the decimal values 19 or 17 and screw up 
your flow control. That's seldom a problem when your modem and your 
computer's serial port are both running at 2400 bps. At that speed, your 
computer can almost always handle the data as fast as it comes in, in which 
case it won't need to resort to flow control in the first place. 

At higher speeds, though, software flow control is notoriously unreliable, 
and another, hardware-based method of flow control is much to be preferred. 
We'll look at hardware handshaking more rigorously in due course, but for 
now let it suffice to say that a standard serial connection includes a number 
of lines (wires) in addition to those that actually transmit data. One is called 
the request to send (RTS) line, another the clear to send (CTS) line. By applying 
different voltage levels to the CTS line, a modem can tell a computer either 
to continue pumping data or to stop until it has finished dealing with the data 
it already contains. Similarly, by applying different voltage levels to the RTS 
line, a computer can say much the same thing to a modem. 

If you have a 2400-bps modem capable of hardware-based compression, or 
if you have any 9600- or 14,400-bps modem, you definitely want to invoke 
hardware handshaking, which means you want a cable that can handle 
hardware handshaking. Unfortunately, the old standard Macintosh modem 
cable can't. Yes, you safely can use one if you are telecommunicating at no
frills 2400 bps. Otherwise you want to be sure to obtain a hardware 
handshaking cable that works with the modem you'll be using. 

Lamentably, that's not always an easy matter. In past years it's been vastly 
easier to get a snazzy modem than a proper cable. Stores and even mail order 
houses were commonly selling modems with the old-style cables, and what's 
particularly tricky is that fancy modems will work with those cables
sometimes. They'll work, that is , until one day, under MultiFinder or System 
7.0, another program operating in the background hogs so much processor 
time that your telecom program can't empty its buffers fast enough to make 
room for new data coming in. The new data will then overwrite-i.e., 
clobber-the data that's already there. 
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Recently, vendors have given signs that they're becoming aware of the 
situation. When you buy a cable, make sure the people you're buying it from 
know modems and Macs. Salesmen at generic computer stores often don't. 
Their profession has often-sometimes justly, sometimes not-been deemed 
a refuge for the technologically impaired. So get your cable from a reliable 
source or, if push comes to shove, think about making one yourself. If your 
supplier doesn't make you swell with confidence, check Appendix C of this 
book. It lists a few sources for hardware handshaking cables, and it also 
provides some guidelines for assembling a cable from parts available at 
many electronics stores. 

Final Thoughts 

Before we leave the subject, there are a few additional notions I'd like to touch 
on. If you're buying a new modem, you might as well get one that can also 
send and receive faxes. The extra cost is minimal, and when you send 
documents directly from your Mac they arrive looking much prettier than 
documents faxed from a fax machine. All the inexactitudes introduced by the 
optical scanner in an originating fax machine will be missing: no random 
dots, no blurs from tuna fish stains. 

If the phone cord that comes with your modem isn't long enough, don't 
hesitate to get a longer one at the hardware store. Modems use standard RJ
ll phone cords, the same kind used by ordinary modular telephones. 

If you'd like a more detailed feeling for what's out there in the way of 
modems, consult Appendix D. And if, once you lay your hands on a modem, 
you'll need to start telecommunicating instantly, think about buying one 
that's bundled with telecom software. Don't worry too much about how good 
the software is. You'll understand more about your software needs a month 
after you get started. We'll discuss terminal-emulation programs presently, 
but anything that functions-even the primitive telecom module in Microsoft 
Works- will get you going. 
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Acquiring a Terminal 
Program 

Very basically, by serving as the software intermediary between 
your computer and your modem, a terminal emulation program 
turns your computer into a telecommunications terminal. It be
gins by giving you a window in which you can see what you are 

typing and what your modem is sending back to you. Beyond that, pretty 
much every terminal program gives you some array of essential features and 
less essential conveniences. Terminal programs that are small, old, and 
cheap are obviously going to be light on conveniences. Those that are big, 
new, and expensive are often so fes tooned with conveniences that they can 
seem burdensome and overwhelming. Mousing through myriad menus and 
buttons or flipping insanely through the manual of such a program in an 
effort to configure his terminal, a novice can sometimes find himself mired 
in so much unfamiliar nomenclature that he may opt to throw in the towel 
and go back to sending floppies in the mail in the manner of his ancestors. 

If you don't have a terminal program at all, then, here are some legal ways 
to get one: 

...- Use one that comes bundled with a modem. 

29 
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.,.. Download a shareware terminal program from an online 
service or BBS to your computer. (Yes, it's impossible if you 
don't already have a terminal program, but read on.) 

.,.. Have someone else download a shareware program for you . 

.,.. Get a copy of someone else's shareware program. (Share
ware authors encourage the free distribution of copies.) 

.,.. Use someone else's commercial terminal program on his 
computer (in which case you're not infringing on copyright 
laws) to download a shareware program for yourself . 

.,.. Look for advertisements by companies that distribute share
ware through the mail. Since they don't collect the share
ware fees themselves, they charge only a few dollars per 
disk. You'll find their ads in the back of Mac-oriented 
magazines like MacUser and MacWorld . 

.,.. Buy a commercial program. 

If you are just getting your feet wet, or even if you've already done a limited 
amount of telecommunicating, I recommend that you begin with something 
simple. A number of modems are bundled with early versions of MicroPhone, 
one of the standard commercial Mac telecom programs. Over the years 
MicroPhone has become about as feature-laden as such programs can be, but 
any of the older bundled versions can serve as a good starting point. Another 
adequate beginner's program that often comes packaged with modems is 
MacKnowledge. Several Hayes modems are bundled with Smartcom EZ, a 
truncated version of Smartcom II that's also friendly to beginners. And if you 
have access to one of the integrated software packages like Microsoft Works 
or ClarisWorks, they too contain communications modules. The one in 
Microsoft Works is about as rudimentary as terminal programs get, but it will 
still do the job of downloading something more elaborate from a BBS or 
online service. 
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Figure 3.1. ZTerm's main window and menus. They are unclut
tered but informative. "1200 N81" re fers to your serial port 
settings: 1200 bps, no parity, 8 bits per character, 1 stop bit. The 
resizable window is set small to save space on the page, but it's 
adequate for small-screen Macs when it's made to fill the whole 
screen, and it can be resized for larger monitors. At the window's 
current size, the "10x70" refers respectively to the number of 
lines it can display from top to bottom and the number of 
characters it can display from left to right. 

If you think you can arrange to get hold of one of the shareware terminal 
programs, you ought to be aware that the most popular of the bunch is 
ZTerm. Is going with the herd desirable? To Ibsen , no; to you , very possibly 
yes. In the event you run into problems you can't solve by reading ZTerm's 
documentation, calling a friend, or enquiring into this book, you can always 
turn to the Macintosh telecommunications echo on your nearest BBS. In 
recent years, of the many shareware terminal programs available for down
loading, ZTerm has been by far the most discussed and analyzed. Still, some 
others you might want to try are FastComm, UATerm, Term Works, Terminal, 
MultiXfer, Termulator, and Term-Plus. Each implements its own notion of 
what a Macintosh terminal interface ought to be, and one of those notions 
may just coincide with your own. 
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Figure 3.2. Termulator's main window, also resizable. The user
definable macro buttons along the top facilitate easy dialing of 
commonly used numbers, sending commonly used sequences of 
characters, etc. Like ZTerm's, the window displays elapsed time 
and, if you set the connect charges of your online service, also 
displays a running count of how many of your pennies have 
dropped into your service's piggy bank at any time during a 
session. 

Warning: This is as good a place as any to warn you about a mistake 
often made by inexperienced telecommunicators: If you are trying 
out several terminal programs and you use either System 7.0 or 
MultiFinder under System 6.x, don't open more than one terminal 
program at the same time unless you know exactly what you're doing! 
Terminal programs generally work fine while non-terminal programs 
are running. You can, for instance, upload or download large files in 
the background while you are writing your long-awaited memoirs 
using a word processor. But if two terminal programs are running, 
and they're both set to use the same serial port, they will be 
competing for the same data. Any time a character comes in, it will be 
hit or miss as to which program gets it first, and if one program gets 
the character, the other may very well not. So, unless you have 
connected one modem to your modem port, another to your printer 
port, and have been careful to let each program know what you've 
done, experiment with your terminal programs one at a time! 

If you do begin with a shareware terminal program, I recommend that you 
choose one that supports the ZModem file -transfer protocol. A file transfer 
protocol is the ensemble of handshaking signals, data formats, and error-
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checking algorithms used by two connected terminals (for most purposes If, =~~ 
read "computers") while one is transferring a file to the other. 

For quite a few years an older protocol, XModem, dominated personal 
computer telecommunications, and even now just about every terminal 
program supports it. Then YModem came along. YModem resembles XMo
dem in many ways, but it offers the additional convenience of batch file 
transfer. That is, where XModem requires that you send or receive one file at 
a time, YModem lets you specify a list of files to be uploaded or downloaded 
without having to intervene each time a file goes in or out. YModem also 
offers the YModem-g variant, in which the ability to retransmit erroneous 
data is sacrificed to greater speed. ZModem adds still more benefits . It's not 
quite as fast as YModem-g, but it's faster than XModem or YModem-non-g, 
and it always allows for retransmission of erroneous data. It also has two nice 
features that its progenitors Jack. Using earlier protocols, if you bomb in mid
transmission (because, let's say, you lose your phone connection for some 
oddball reason), you've lost all the data that's come in up to that point. The 
ZModem protocol, however, lets your terminal program save partial files, so 
that, when you reconnect to whatever service you were using and begin 
downloading the file that bombed, the download will resume at the point at 
which the bomb occurred. Even more convenient is the fact that ZModem 
doesn't have to be manually invoked. If you're online with someone who 
wants to send you a file and you're using XModem, he has to tell you to 

I 
Figure 3.3. Terminal's window doesn't have a resize button, but I 
I've squashed it down a little to save space. The interface is nice 
and simple, and in its true size the window just fits a small· 
screen Mac. 
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instruct your program to start waiting for an XModem receive. With ZModem 
it's all automatic. The other terminal tells your terminal that a ZModem 
transmission is about to begin, and your own program automatically puts 
itself into ZModem receive mode. This last feature is one of which beginners 
are inevitably fond. 

When ZModem hit the streets, incidentally, ZTerm was pretty much the 
first Macintosh terminal program to support it, which is largely why it came 
to be so popular. By now, however, some other shareware terminal programs 
also support ZModem. Two general-purpose ones are Termulator and Termi
nal. One that offers less generality of use is MultiXfer, but it features the 
novelty of allowing both connected parties to exchange files in both direc
tions while they chat back and forth online all at the same time. It's also 
freeware, which is even cheaper and less guilt-engendering than shareware. 

• File Edit Porometers Windows 
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Figure 3.4. MultiXfer uses two windows, one for basic terminal 
functions and one for file transfers. Where most terminal pro
grams don't let you do much else while you are transferring a 
file, MultiXfer lets you "chat" with your correspondent in the File 
Transfer window while the transfer is in progress. 
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I've intentionally held off discussing the out-and-out purchase of a com- ~~ ,JII 
mercial terminal program because at this stage of our investigation it's = 
difficult to prescribe one. If you're keen to make a major purchase, though, 
you ought to be aware that the field of commercial Macintosh terminal 
emulation applications is largely commanded by four major programs: White 
Knight, MicroPhone, Smartcom, and VersaTerm. (Actually, it would be more 
accurate to speak of them as program families. White Knight and its Red 
Ryder antecedents would make up one family, MicroPhone and MicroPhone 
II in their various versions another, Smartcom and Smartcom II still another, 
and Versa Term and Versa Term-PRO the last .) All four are very powerful, and 
each has a different sort of appeal. 

For now, though, rather than offering specific recommendations I feel it 
makes more sense to scatter some observations. Major commercial telecom 
programs all support one or another form of scripting, i.e., the creation and 
execution of command-language instructions that control a program's execu
tion of frequently used procedures. In the telecommunications libraries of 
Macintosh BBSs and the Mac forums of online services, White Knight and 
MicroPhone scripts seem by far the most numerous, with White Knight 
decidedly in the lead. Scripting is really a limited form of programming, and, 
if that's your bent, then one of those two programs should probably be your 
choice. (Speaking personally, I'd give the scripting edge to White Knight.) 
Then again, both MicroPhone II and White Knight have complex and rather 
quirky interfaces. Smartcom's command language is also quite powerful, and 
its interface is somewhat cleaner, which can make it a good choice for 
comparative beginners. 

As for who likes what, serious amateur telecommunicators tend to gravi
tate toward White Knight, maybe because so many of them were weaned on 
Red Ryder during its shareware days. People who telecommunicate in offices 
and other professional situations, where technophobia is likely to eclipse the 
hobbyist's love of tinkering, often prefer MicroPhone. The difference be
tween the feel of these two programs-make no mistake about it; the 
difference is considerable-is something like the difference between the feel 
of computing in the Macintosh environment on the one hand and the IBM
compatible environment on the other. White Knight is very Macintosh. To 
understand White Knight at its deepest levels you really need to understand 
the Macintosh at its deepest levels and know a thing or two about your 
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modem in the bargain. By contrast, MicroPhone tries to isolate you from the 
nuts and bolts of your modem and computer, much in the way that, say, 
WordPerfect for IBM-compatibles tries to protect you from the perils of DOS. 
Non-computer freaks who use PCs will talk about mastering WordPerfect or 
Lotus l-2-3 a lot more frequently than they will talk about mastering DOS or 
the PC, since WordPerfect and Lotus l -2-3 have already mastered DOS and the 
PC. Similarly, although MicroPhone II is every bit as complicated as White 
Knight, many of its complications are its own and not the Mac's per se. 
Essentially, in mediating between you and the intricacies of the Mac serial 
port, it translates the Mac's complexities into its own complexities. In the end, 
it's very much a case of six of one and half a dozen of the other; the 
complexities are unavoidable. It all comes down to whose complexities you 
want to wrangle with . 
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Figure 3.5. just w provide some contrast between typical shareware programs 
and the big commercial terminal programs, here are four windows from White 
Knight, each with a different "status bar." Users can choose whichever one suits 
their needs. At the upper-left is WK's general status bar. The upper-right shows 
its VT100 status bar, which, naturally enough, you would use if you were 
emulating a VT100 (eventually you'll probably want to try it). The DEC VT100 
terminal has a numeric keypad and cursor movement (arrow) keys, neither of 
which are present on older Mac keyboards, so the window simulates them with 
buttons. At the lower-/eft is the buffered keyboard status bar, which you would 
use if you want the chance to edit a whole line before sending it out. The window 
at the lower-right shows WK's macro status bar, which, like the Termularor 
window in Figure 3. 2, displays your user-configured macro buttons. A fifth 
option not shown is to use no status bar at all. The interface may appear more 
complicated than it is. All those options can prove to be convenient. 
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People who need to telecommunicate with mainframe computers and ~~. ~~~ 
other specialized non-Mac terminals, as well as people who already have = 
been trained in the use of such terminals, generally put their money on 
VersaTerm. Like quite a few other terminal programs, VersaTerm can emu-
late the DEC (Digital Equipment) VT100 terminal, but there are emulations 
and emulations, and VersaTerm's is the most thorough one I've seen. Two 
more text terminals it emulates very well are the DEC VT220 and the DG (Data 
General) D200. It also does a nice emulation of the Tektronix 4014 graphics 
terminal. VersaTerm-PRO includes all the VersaTerm emulations, adds a 
Tektronix 4105 emulation, and is capable of scaling its graphics to fit large-
screen monitors. Scripting is not VersaTerm's strong point, and, as of this 
writing, they don't support ZModem either. But for those who commonly find 
themselves connected to something other than a Mac or PC, VersaTerm and 
VersaTerm-PRO are often the terminal programs of choice. 
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Figure 3.6. The terminal window of MicroPhone ll. This one is 
configured by a MicroPhone script, supplied with the program, to 
call GEnie, a popular online service. Like som e windows you've 
seen before, it contains user-definable buttons. The typical Mi
croPhone window-cum-menus is deceptively simple. However, as 
you begin to pull down the various m enus to explore the options 
they serve up, you may come to fe el you are at the gateway to a 
labyrinth. Nonetheless, MicroPhone offers nearly every conceiv
able convenience, and its intricacies are worth mastering. 
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Conclusions? If none of this makes a whole lot of sense right now and you 
feel compelled to buy a program, fall back to a more common sense criterion 
and get one that the person at the other end of the line will be using too. 
There's always the chance that they know more than you do and can hold 
your hand when things get dicey. A great luxury during the early going is 
having two phone lines, one digital and one voice, so someone else can talk 
you through your troubles while you're both online. Otherwise, I stand by 
what I said before. Start simply, then let your own experience guide you in 
your choice. 
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Configuring Your Terminal to 
Your Taste 

Setting Your Settings 

Somewhere in the menus of almost every Macintosh program 
there's an item called "Preferences" or "Settings." Occasionally 

there are both. If a program is designed for drawing or word processing, it's 
perfectly conceivable for someone to use such a program for years without 
really coming to grips with either item. A prudently chosen array of default 
settings or default preferences can often serve your purposes without ever 
being changed or even inspected. 

Terminal programs are decidedly not that kind of animal. With terminal 
programs, settings come very close to being the whole ball of wax. 

Because terminal programs have so many settings, they can't in good 
conscience give you a single window with buttons for every available choice. 
Even if it were crammed into one screen, the sheer clutter of it all would flout 
every principle on which the Mac's user-friendly interface is based. So what 
nearly every terminal program does is group its settings according to the 
predilections of its author. Of course, every author's personality has its own 
array of settings, and the rationale behind the interface will vary widely from 
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one terminal program to the next. A choice that appears under one program's 
Modem menu may be buried in a submenu of another program's Communi
cations menu. MicroPhone and Whi te Knight, for instance, each give you 
settings for all the telecommunications basics together with a wide variety of 
customizable conveniences. Yet their wo rking environments are so different 
that at times you might find yourse lf wondering if they are both really 
terminal programs at all . 

The point I'm working toward is that it would be nice if the rest of this 
chapter could be organized in a way that parallels the organization of the 
great majority of terminal programs. However, no such entity exists, and 
instead we'll try to take things in a sequence that makes some kind of sense 
a) on the printed page and b) to a telecommunications novice. When you have 
the time, you can explore on your own the terminal program you've decided 
to use and find out which of its menus and buttons implement the choices 
you want. 

Most telecom settings fall into two broad categories. Some will apply 
regardless of with whom you are online, while others will vary according to 
the party at the other end of the connection. In this chapter, we'll look at the 
first group of settings-the ones in which your own personal preferences and 
the special characteris tics of your computer shape yo ur everyday use of your 
terminal program. 

Fonts 

The screen of a typical telecommunications terminal normally displays 24 
lines of up to 80 characters each. Generally the characters are monospaced, 
which is to say that, unlike most Macintosh fonts, their spacing isn't 
proportional to their shape. Two common Mac fonts that are monos paced are 
Monaco and Courier. In proportionally-spaced fonts, such as Times or 
Geneva, for example, a period occupies much less horizontal space than a w. 
But 12 ten-point characte rs in the Monaco or Courier fonts always measure an 
inch across regardless of what letters, numbers, or punctuation marks they 
happen to be. With its big serifs, Courier is somewhat visually noisy for 
regular use as a terminal font. That leaves Monaco-sort of. 

The small screen of all the classic Macs, from the original Mac l28K 
through the 512K, 512K enhanced, Plus, SE, SE/ 30, Classic, and Classic II, is 
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able-just barely-to display 80 nine-point Monaco characters across a 
window that's been sized to fill the whole screen. The same wi ndow can 
display 24 single-spaced lines, but when it does there isn't much room left for 
buttons, sub-windows, status bars, or whatever other luxuries your terminal 
program chooses to bestow on you. So, in furtherance of the cause of 
terminal emulation, a number of programs contain their own internal 
terminal fonts. Most often, the fo nts are based on Monaco, but their line 
spacing-called leading and pronounced "led ding" in the printing trades-is 
sufficiently tight so that 24 text lines can comfortably share a small screen 
window with some buttons, status bars , whatever. 

Terminal programs that use an internal font generally default to nine-point 
type, but some give you the option of using the same font in a larger, easier
on-the-eyes version. A few also let you use any other font that you've 
installed in your system. So, depending on the size of your screen and how 
big you like your terminal window to be, you'll probably want to pick a font 
and then set its s ize. When you get online, you'll notice that most people who 
create fancy layouts or send columnar data do mos t of their formatting by 
adding spaces. The formatter virtually always makes the assumption that his 
correspondent(s) will be using monospaced fonts, so if you want incoming 
columns to come out straight and centered headers to come out looking 
centered , start by picking a monospaced font for your terminal. 

Incidentally, terminal programs that put up resizab le windows usua lly let 
you view a lot more than 241ines at a time if your computer's screen has room 
for them. But bear in mind that when you're receiv ing text, your program will 
probably upda te its terminal window on a character-by-character basis. The 
window will scroll automatically every time a new line comes in, and if you 
have a fast modem and not all that fast a computer, the program may not be 
able to update the window as rapidly as the data arrives. Scrolling a window 
that displays 50 lines of big type takes significantly more time than scrolling 
241ines of small type, especially if you're relying on True Type or Adobe Type 
Manager to form the characters. What's liable to happen is that the effective 
transfer rate of the data coming in may diminish as your terminal program 
keeps attempting to refresh your screen. Fast screen updating is one of those 
tete-macho points on which terminal programs are always challenging one 
another, and if you are not sure how proficient your program is at screen 
scrolling, be conservative when you set your fo nt and window sizes. 

@ 
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@ Which Serial Port? 

Your terminal program needs to know to which serial port your modem is 
connected. You will have to find out how your program accepts the setting, 
then tell it whether the modem is hooked up to your Mac's modem port or its 
printer port. 

Connection Settings n OK lJ 
Method: Apple Mode... •I ( Cancel J 

Modtm S•ttings 

0 Answ.r Phon• Afterfi =] Rings 

®Dial Phont tlumbor ._l ____ _, 

[81 Rodial ~Timos 

Every ~ Soconds 

·-···-···-···-·· .. ··--·-···--····--·-·· .. ····--·-···-·-········ .. ··· .. ········ .. ·-·····-···"! 
DiAl : I Tone•) 

Modom: I Hayos· Compa ... ... I I 

Port Stttlngs 

Baud Rato: 2400 ... I 
Parity : I Non• ... I 
DataBits : ~ 

StopBits : ~ 

Handshakt : I Nont ... I 
Current Port 

~ 
Printer Port 

I Figure 4.1. One of VersaTerm-PRO's many settings windows. At I 
the lower-right, you click on an icon to tell it which serial port 
you'll be using. 

Look at Figure 4.1 for one of the many variations on serial port selection. The 
window displayed by VersaTerm-PRO has actually been put up by an entity 
called the Apple Modem Tool. Recently Ap ple created a set of communications 
resources collectively called the Communications Toolbox, which is built into 
System 7.0 and can be installed into later versions of System 6.x. System 
extensions tha t access the Communications Toolbox are called communica
tions tools. Some programs let you use communication tools and some don't. 
Versa Term-PRO likes you to use them liberally. We'll talk about communica
tion tools again later, but for now think of them as miniature telecom 
programs to which larger telecom programs give you access . You configure 
the Apple Modem Tool just as you would any other telecom program, and in 
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VersaTerm-PRO it's accessed via the Settings menu. Bu t just because the @ 
window is labe led "Connection Settings" don't jump to any rash conclusions. 
None of the options under the program's Settings menu actually says 
"Connection Settings" or even jus t "Connection." The window was call ed up 
by choosing a menu item called "Config ... [Apple Modem]." The VersaTerms 
(PRO and non) may be a little less internally consistent in their use of 
nomenclature than some of the competition, but several other programs give 
them a good run for their money. Welcome to the dizzying world of high-end 
terminal emula tors! 

Keyboard Settings 

For telecommunications purposes, there are essentially three Mac intosh 
keyboards. The ADB keyboards used with every Mac from theSE on up have 
a Control key, arrow keys and a numeric keypad. The Mac Plus keyboard has 
a numeric keypad and arrow keys but lacks a Control key. Earlier Mac 
keyboards have no Control key, no arrow keys, and no numeric keypad. 

Should any of this concern you? Possibly not; probably so. While an 
application is running, it can obtain information about your keyboard from 
the Macintosh system, and the terminal program you've chosen may be one 
of those that checks to see which keyboard you're u sing. If it's an ADB 
keyboard, you even may be able to get away with ignoring any keyboard 
settings until the need to know becomes more pressing. If you don't have an 
ADB keyboard, you'd best deal with your keyboard settings at the outset. 

The reason keyboards are an issue at all is tha t the Control key, and 
sometimes the arrow keys, have special functions in telecommunications. As 
we said in Chapter 1, the ASCil (an acronym for American Standard Code for 
Information In terchange, usually spoken as "ass-key") character set consists 
of 128 characters with decimal values ranging from 0 to 127. ASCII characters 
whose decimal values are between 32 and 126 a re all printing characters . 
ASCII 65 through 90 are the uppercase alphabet, ASC I1 97 through 122 a re the 
lowercase alphabet, ASCII 32 is a space, ASCII 4 2 through 47 are common 
punctuation characters, ASCII 48 through 57 are the digits 0 through 9, and 
so forth. 

The ASCII characte rs whose decimal values are between 1 and 31, howev
er, are control characters . Instead of printing, they control the terminal or 
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quasi-typewriter that your computer is emulating. For example, the last four 
control characters, decimal 28 through 31, move the cursor around in a 
manner corresponding to the four arrow keys on those keyboards that have 
them. ASCII 1 through 26 are usually called Control-a through Control-z 
(often denoted as AA and AZ), and if you have a Control key, you can send the 
characters simply by holding down Control and typing a character between 
a and z. ASCII 13 is a carriage return, which you normally send by hitting the 
Return key. If you have a Control key, however, you can also send a carriage 
return by typing Control-m. Control-h (ASCII 8) is a backspace, and typing an 
h with the Control key down is the same as hitting your Delete key (Backspace 
on earlier Mac keyboards). Similarly, Control-i (ASCII 9) is a tab and Control
j (ASCII 1 0) is the perennially pesky line feed character. Unlike a typewriter, 
which normally advances the paper to the next line every time you return the 
carriage to the left margin, a telecom terminal divides that process into two 
stages, and each stage has its own control character. A carriage return 
instructs the terminal's real or simulated carriage to return to the left margin 
without advancing to the next line, and a linefeed character instructs it to go 
on to the next line, leaving the carriage just where it is. In the Macintosh non
telecom environment, those two functions have been reunited, but raw text 
produced by IBM-compatibles still has both a carriage return and linefeed 
after every paragraph. 

The reason it's helpful to know all this is that a handful of control 
characters sometimes come into play when you're online. On the next page 
is a table of some of the more common ones. 
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Table 3.1 Terminal Control Characters @ 
Decimal 

Key Value What It Does 

Control-g 7 The "bell" character. On a Mac it usually 
produces a system beep. If you are online 
with someone else, they'll hear a beep when 
you type it. Good for waking up someone 
who's asleep at the terminal. 

Control-c 3 The interrupt character, usually used to 
interrupt some function being carried out by 
the te rminal to which you are connected. If, 
for instance, you've asked some BBS to list a ll 
the files in its Mac library to your computer 
and then decide you haven't got the time, 
sending a Control-c may interrupt the listing 
and get you a prompt that gives you the 
option to resume or abort the listing. 

Control-! 12 This is the "clear screen" character. If the 
terminal programs that you and your 
correspondent are using are set to permit 
screen clears, this character te lls both 
connected terminals to clear their screens 
and start with tabula rasa. 

Control-s 19 The XOFF character. It tells the terminal at 
the other end to suspend transmission 
temporarily. 

Control-q 17 The XON character. It tells the terminal at the 
other end to resume transmission. 

Control-k 11 Often used as an abort character to cancel the 
current transmission. 

Control-x 24 Also used as an abort character. Typically, a 
BBS will tell you in one of its prompts which 
abort character it uses. 

Control-m 13 Same as return. 

Control-j 10 Linefeed. 

Control-i 9 Same as tab. 

Control-h 8 Same as Delete on the Macintosh ADB key-
board (or, on earlier Mac keyboards, 
Backspace). In telecom-ese it's normally 
called backspace. 
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(table continued) 

"Delete" 127 An alternate de le te code some times called 
rubout. It's falling out of u se, but one day you 
might go online with a system that s till uses 
it. Regardless of whether your Mac keyboard 
says "Delete" or "Backspace," it norma lly sends 
a Control -h (i.e. , ASCII 8) when you hit that 
key. So in the Mac keyboard realm, Delete and 
Backspace mean the same thing. But in the 
telecom realm, De lete and Backspace refer to 
two different characters. ASCII 8 is a back
space, ASC II 127 is a delete/ rubout. To 
accommodate syte ms that prefer deletes, 
some terminal programs let you remap your 
keyboard so that when you hi t Delete (or 
Backspace) you send an ASCII 127 and not 
ASCII 8. Refer to Figure 4.3 for an example of 
how you might configure such a remapping. 

Now all these fascinating little facts may seem very nice if you indeed have 
a Control key, but a great many Mac keyboards don't. And if yours is one of 
those that doesn't, you probably have to tell your terminal program what 
kind of keyboard you're using, and what key to use to fake the Control key_ 
Upon learning that you're not using an ADB keyboard, some terminal 
programs default to the assumption that you'll want your Option key to serve 
as the Control key, in which case you would send a Control-c by holding down 
the Option key and typing c. Other programs default to the Command key, 
and many leave the choice to you. Whatever the case, you will do well to make 
sure your terminal program is aware of your preference. 
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Preferences 

0 Use Graphic Progress DoH O Turn off No Command 
Option 

18] Prompt to Saue Session 

18] Open Document When launched 

[ Document . . . ] [81.~~~~~~~~!.}~~~!1~"-i~~~~~·~~.~~~.:.~·~=·=·~~·~.~~·~.:~·~~·~=~~.:.~=~.] 

[ soue Pref er ences ] [ Cancel j n OK jJ 

Figure 4.2. In MicroPhone II you can call up this window 
by choosing Preferences in the Settings menu. The pop
up menu at the upper-right lets you assign any of three 
keys to serve as the Control key. 

From time to time, a prompt from a system that you're online with may ask 
you to press the Escape key (ASCII 2 7), and, once again, if you have one of the 
old non-ADB keyboards you won't be able to find it. What a number of 
terminal programs do, therefore, is give you the option of mapping the 
Escape character to another key. You may never need to send an Escape in all 
your telecom experience, but then again, depending on with whom you 
connect, you may need to use it a lot. So just to be safe, if you do have an older 
keyboard and your terminal program supports remapping the Escape key, 
remap it. I recommend mapping it to the · key (that's accent grave) because 
a few programs default to it. 

Incidentally, in Figure 4.3 on the next page take note of a unique White 
Knight feature. In frank acknowledgement that telecom settings can become 
too much of a morass to be navigated by the Mac's normal command key 
system, White Knight offers double command key equivalents. As the Options 
submenu indicates, you can invoke the Key Mapping window by holding 
down the command key and typing OM. 

@ 
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I 

TTY Modes ... I 
I I :ltlOF: fi le Transfer ... 
M acro Ke ys ~ :ltlOH: H- Y- 2MODEM ... 
Settings ~ :ltlOK: Kerm it ... 
Filter ~ :ltlOT: TEIIT Tronsf er ... 
Control Duttons •.. :ltlOE : Emulation ••• 

~· . I I 

:ltlOP: Pr inter ... 
:ltlOW: White Knight ... 
:ltlOC: Compiler .. . 

Key Moppin Options 

D ' lcey sends AS CI I code: ltWI 
Boclcspoce lcey sends: ® B11 clcsp11ce 0 DEL 

Shlft - Boclcspoce sends: ® Short BREAK signa l 0 DEL 

0 BIICicSPIICe 

[8J Option lcey sends control charact er s. 

Shortcuts: I8J Serilll port settings [8J Mocro lcey set 

Return lcey sends: ® c11rrloge return only 

0 carri11ge r eturn and line feed 

Keyboord: ® M 11c Plus 0 Stondord AOB 

0 EHtended ADD 0 Other 

[ OK )J( Concel ) 

Figure 4.3. In White Knight, the Customize menu takes 
you to Options, which displays a submenu that takes you 
to Key Mapping, which in turn gets you to the window 
just above. The fi rst button in the window lets you map 
the · key, present on all Mac keyboards, to any ASC/1 
code you like. White Knight's default setting for that key 
is ASC/1 2 7, the Escape key. 

Finally, there's the matter of the break. Along with the set of ASCII characters, 
your modem can send what's called a break signal, and every so often you 
may need to send one. With some systems, breaks function like Control-c 
interrupts. They also come in two lengths, short (233 milliseconds) and long 
(3.5 seconds). Some te rminal programs assign a fixed key to each of the 
breaks ; others allow the user, within limits, to create his own key assign
ments. Therefore , you want to find out how your terminal program handles 
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breaks, and whether you can exert your own preference on which keys send @ 
them. Figure 4.3 shows you how White Knight does it. 

We'll wind up this first look at keyboard settings for now, but we'll be 
returning to them soon enough. True to our design, we've examined some 
that have to do with you and your computer. In the next chapter, we'll cover 
keyboard settings that vary with the system you're online with. 

Screen Buffers Ca .k .a. Scroll Buffers) 

During any online session, as you type to your correspondent and your 
correspondent types back to you , the developing lines of prompts and 
responses, prose and verse, messages and replies, all scro ll upward off the 
top of your terminal window and on into the enveloping ether overhead. 
Incoming information often flies by more quickly than you can read it, and 
inevitably you'll want to look at it again. To enable you to do that, just about 
every telecom program lets you scroll back your terminal window to any 
number of earlier points in the session. In order to be able to do that, it has 
to save the text that's flown by. The place in which it keeps all that 
information is an area of your Mac's memory known as the screen buffer (or 
sometimes scroll buffer or scroll-back buffer). Then, when you do scroll 
backward, your terminal program can feed the contents of its screen buffer 
into the top of your window, and, in a more leisurely fashion , you can see just 
what it is that's been going on. 

Once you've scrolled back to an earlier portion of your session, most 
programs let you select text in your terminal window just as you would in a 
word processor. You can then copy it to the Clipboard and paste it into the 
Scrapbook or a word processor document or even back into the very same 
terminal program. Actually, pasting text back into your terminal program is 
something you'll probably do fairly often. If you log onto a BBS or online 
service expecting to download some files, you'd typically begin by asking the 
system either to list the files in one of its libraries or search a given library 
for files of a particular type. When the service complies, the list it gives you 
may scroll by much too fast for you to inspect it closely. What you would do 
then is scroll back to the beginning of the list and look at the file descriptions 
more carefully. You then decide which file you want to download, se lect it 
with your cursor so you capture its exact name, then copy it. Now, with the 
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file name in your Mac's Clipboard, you scro ll down to the bottom of your 
window and tell the system you want to download a file. When it prompts you 
for the file's name, all you have to do is type Command -v or choose Paste from 
the Edit menu. Pasting text into a terminal window is normally identical in its 
effect to typing into the window directly. 

Another thing that many terminal programs let you do is search for text 
stored in your screen buffer just as you would in a word processor. If 
something about great auks went by five minutes ago and you're mad for 
anything you can Jearn about auks, you can choose Find from whatever menu 
it's in, type auk into the Find window and then let your program scroll back 
to that point in the session where the system you're logged onto was talking 
about auks. 

Why are we going over this in the context of settings? Because one day 
you'll search for auk and come up empty. You're sure it went by and that it 
was spelled correctly, but your terminal program tells you "Nix on auks." 
When that happens, it's usually because the screen buffer became too ful l. 
You see, when screen buffers fill up, terminal programs normally remove the 
oldest text from the bottom of the buffer to make room for more recent text 
coming in at the top . The auk lore you had in your computer may have soared 
away as swiftly as an auk. 

In most cases, therefore, it falls to you to specify just how big your terminal 
program's screen buffer will be. Some programs Jet you do it with a setting 
that's internal to the program. As an example, look at Figure 4.4 to see how 
it's done in White Knight. 
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-Serial Port ... :l€U 
Status Bar ~ 
Window ~ 

• = :l€BE: Erase l Printer Echo :l€E :l€BA: Archiue 
Host Mode ~-ill: 

Timer ... ~ :leBA: Remember J 
Print TEHT File ... 

Buffer Size 

How many screens to soue in t he buffer ( 1-255): M•MI 
A screen is defined as 24 lin es of teHt . 

~ OK J) ( Cancel 

Figure 4 .4. To set the size of the screen buffer in White 
Kn ight, select Buffer from the Local menu, then slide 
over to the Size submenu. When the Buffer size window 
comes up, tell the program how many screens to save. If 
there's not enough room in memory to save as many 
screens as you'd like, the program will reject your choice. 

) 

Other programs take a different approach and, using the memory available to 
them, allocate screen buffers as large as they can get away with. If the version 
of the Macintosh System you use is earlier than 7.0 and you don't use your 
terminal program under MultiFinder, the program will try to use all your 
application memory, which of course is a function of how much RAM you've 
got installed in your computer. When that's so, the only way you can jack up 
the size of your screen buffer is to delete some of the fonts and/or desk 
accessories in your Mac's System file or delete some of the RAM-gobbling 
INITs you ord inarily start up with. 

Nowadays, however, most telecommunicators do work under System 7.0 
or in MultiFinder under System 6.x, la rgely because it allows them to do 
something else during long file transfers and not have to stare at a progress 
indicator until the transfer is complete. And when you are working under 
MultiFinder or System 7.0, you're free to adjust the amount of memory 
available to a given program. Each program that's running has what's called 
a memory partition, and you can change the size of the partition any time you 

@ 
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are in the Finder and the program isn't up and running. Figure 4.5 shows more 
about how to do this. 

§0~ ZTerm 0.9 Info 

~ ZTer m0 .9 

Kind : application program 
Size : 197K on disk (20 1 ,586 I><) les us• d) 

'llhere : Macintosh HD: Programs; ZTorm f; 

Created : Sat, Fob 8, 1992,8:25PM 
Modified : Sal, Feb 8 , 1992, 8 :25 PM 
Version : 0 .9 08 Fob 92 

Comm~nts : 

0 Locked 

·····Memory ........................................ 
1 ! Suggested size ; 450 K j 

! Current s ize ; lll•!i.!!il K 
! ..•... ............• ..• ....•.....•........•..•..........•• . .J 

Figure 4.5. You change a program's mem
ory partition from the Finder. First, make 
sure it's not open, then click on it once to 
highlight it and choose Get Info from the 
Finder's File menu. The Info window shown 
above is from System 7.0, but Info windows 
in later versions of System 6.x aren't dra· 
malically different. What you do is type the 
number of kilobytes you want to assign to 
the program into the "Curren t size" box. If 
the number falls short of the minimum 
partition the program needs, the Finder will 
warn you. If the number is large beyond all 
reason, the Finder will accept it, but when 
you try to open the program, you'll ge t a 
message telling you that neither MultiFind
er nor System 7.0 can allocate that much 
memory to the program. 

With most terminal programs, increas ing the sizes of their memory parti
tions has the immediate effect of increasing the sizes of their screen buffers 
the next time you open them. When you do enlarge a partition, though, you 
have a few factors to juggle. If the partition is too big, after you've opened the 
program there may not be enough total memory left under MultiFinder or 
System 7.0 to open much else. If the partition is too small, the resulting size 
of the screen buffer may shrink to a point where it's just not practical to work 
with . Accordingly, you may have to play around some until you come up with 
a partition size that suits your everyday purposes. 

Capturing Text to Disk 

Screen buffers are nice, but, as we've just seen, they have their limitations. 
During very long sessions even the largest of them eventually begin dumping 
old text off the top to accommodate the new text pouring in. And because 
they're dependent on your computer's RAM, they're necessarily volatile. A 
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system crash or sudden power failure will likely wipe their contents out forever. @ 
To cover yourself, you'll often want to-and now we're talking telecom

ese-turn on a capture file. With a capture file open and going, text that 
scrolls by your terminal window is saved not just to the screen buffer in RAM, 
but to disk as well. When you subsequently open a capture file with a word 
processor, you have a complete record of the session you were capturing 
from the moment that the capture file was started. Because it's written to 
disk- floppy or hard-the file's length is limited only by the amount of free 
space on the disk, and because it's not in volatile RAM it will be much less 
fussy about crashes, power outages, or whatever. Telecommunicators whose 
computers don't have very much internal memory often turn on capture files 
routinely at the beginning of every session. Then they don't have to worry 
about how much text is in their screen buffer. If they need to look at 
something, it's always there until they put it in the trash. 

Now, associated with all true Macintosh files are a couple of four-character 
parameters called type and creator. Applications are of type APPL, MacPaint 
paintings are of type PNTG, and text files are of type TEXT. When a program 
creates a file, it also normally stamps it with its creator code. MacPaint's 
creator code is MPNT, MacWrite's is MACA, and MicroSoft Word's is MSWD. 
When a file is of type TEXT and its creator code is MACA, you can double-click 
on the file and, provided the MacWrite application is present in an open 
volume, the file will open in MacWrite. So what many terminal programs let 
you do is assign a file type to whatever text files they create. That way, if you 
like to use Microsoft Word, your capture files will be Word files right off the 
bat, and you won't have to go to the trouble of first opening Word and then 
opening capture files from within Word. 
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Other options 
ca:n:zcrl::lr.l::l:J:~:r.n:~c::r.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;a;m;cz~U:a::::::::c:~::r:= 

Capture TEHT file creator: JI;'L11Y.MI 

Non-Mocblnory file- type: ITEHT 

- creator: I MSWD 

Code for " Backspace" key: ~ 
Code for " ' " key: ~ 
0 "controi-G" beeps 

[

-·-----------· Control key ···············-········· 

-~-~-~-~~-~~~--? .. ~~~~~~---~:.~~-~-~-~-~_j 
[ Cancel J [! OK n 

Figure 4.6. In Terminal, a shareware 
te/ecom program, the window above is 
invoked by choosing Other ... from the 
Options menu. The first choice in the 
window lets you enter the creator code 
of your favorite word processor. Most of 
the other options shown are ones we've 
already discussed. By the way, if you 
prefer to telecommunicate in total si
lence, telecom programs usually let you 
suppress the beep set off by an incom
ing Contro/-g (see Table 3. 1 on page 45). 
Terminal does it in this window. 

Incidentally, the text-capturing prowess of a number of terminal programs 
goes well beyond straight fil e captures. Several let you save the entire current 
contents of their screen buffer as a text file, a process sometimes known as 
buffer archiving (not to be confused with compressing a file using a compres
sion program like Stufflt, which is sometimes also called archiving). Addi
tionally, some programs let you select any amount of text in the terminal 
window and save the selection as a text file. With either of those features, you 
can save earlier parts of a session to disk even if you didn't start a capture file 
when the session began. 
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Settings Other 
ll(ll.'ll 

Close 
:!,0 IJnllll :;,,z 
:!€ w ····-···-··············-···-·······-· 

-------- ------- -- ·--·-·····- r: ut 
Capture TEHT... 
Capture ll' Append TEHT... 
Receiue llmodem •.• 
Receiue Zmodem 

Send TEIIT ••• 
Send llmodem ... 
Send Zmodem ... 
Send Zmodem Oot ch ..• 
r: uncel St~nd 

Soue Current Se tup 34:S 
Soue Current Setup Rs ... 
Load Soued Se tup ..• 

Quit 

[01>1.1 ~(' [ 

Poste to Modem 34:U 
Pos te to File ..• 
Pos te to Printer 
r: ll~ur 

Edit Mocros .•. 

Figure 4. 7. Here, pulled down at the same time for 
purposes of illustration, are Termulator's File and Edit 
menus. (No, you won't be able to do this in Termulator 
itself.) The File menu lets you either capture incoming 
text to a new file (Capture TEXT .. .) or append incoming 
text to the end of an existing file (Capture & Append 
TEXT ... ). When you do the latter, the file to which you're 
appending has to be of type TEXT. The Edit menu also 
lets you save any text stored in the program's screen 
buffer. First, select and copy it, then choose Paste to 
File ... in the Edit m enu. The Mac's Standard Files dialog 
box comes up - that's the same dialog box you get when 
you're saving a file in any program - and you name the 
new file and save it in whatever folder you choose. 

Another thing to be aware of when you're dealing with terminal programs is 
that the notion of saving fil es embraces the additional notion of appending 
files. Quite a few programs, that is, offer the option of appending captured 
text to a text file that already exis ts. Depending on what program you're 
using, you may be able to append to the end of a fil e: 1) the entire contents 
of the screen buffer , 2) a selected portion of the screen buffer, or 3) all 
incoming text. If you go with the third option every time you get on line, you 
can even save your entire telecommunications history in one humongous 
text file . 

@ 
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As for settings per se, along with specifying the creator of your capture 
files, your program may want you to name a default folder in which to save 
them. When you archive the screen buffer in White Knight, for instance, it 
doesn't give you the chance to name the file. The program names it Archived 
Text, but it lets you decide where Archived Text is saved. 

Download Files Destination 

A fairly common occurrence in telecommunications is to download a file and 
then not be ab le to find it. To keep those mishaps to a minimum, your telecom 
program usually lets you specify a folder in which downloaded files will be 
stored automatically. The fo lder is often called the Receive folder , and Figure 
4.8 gives an example of how to set it. 

Window 
Send... 3f:T 
Recelue . .. 3eR 

Dolch ... 
Kermit Seruer ..• 
~ell'! I Recelue Folder ... 

(!;. Folder File Drlue Options Group 

Open your roc elue folder & choose "Put ttore" 

leg MicroPhone II ..,.. I =Cirrus 

D Connec tion Folder IQ f..{l~f:1 
D Files & Utilities Disk I 
D Files & Utilities Disk 2 ( Desktop 
D Files & Utilities Disk 3 

•RM.•MHMMM~ .... M.N ....... _ 

D Modem Folder ... ( Conccl l 
b ([ Op en ~ 

12,419,072 bytes ouo llob le ( Put ttere 

I 
Figure 4.8. In MicroPhone If, choose Select Receive 
Folder {rom the Transfer menu and get the window just 
above. Other programs may do it a little differently, but 
you'll get the general idea. 

After you've designated a receive fo lder, you'll at leas t know where to begin 
looking. 
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Flow Control 

As was explained in Chapter 2, flow control is the regulation of the flow of 
data between a computer and modem, a lso between one modem and another. 
The two dominant flow-control protocols are XON/XOFF and hardware 
handshaking (sometimes called RTS/CTS). If the speed of your modem is 
2400 bps or less and it doesn't support one of the hardware-based compres
sion or error-control schemes like MNP-4, MNP-5, V.42 or V.42.bis, you'll 
probably want to use XON/XOFF all the time. If you have a high-speed modem 
(in which category I include 2400 bps modems that do support MNP-4, MNP-
5, V.42 or V.42.bis) you'll undoubtedly want to use hardware handshaking 
eventually. However, using hardware handshaking requires that you config
ure your modem by sending it a series of modem commands. We'll start on 
modem commands in the next chapter, and if you're eager to have your 
modem begin pressing the flesh right now you can even jump ahead to the 
chapter on high-speed modems. On the other hand, you may count yourself 
a rank beginner at all this, and you may therefore be more eager to get online 
with someone or something, regardless of whether your equipment is 
performing to the max. If that's the case, choose XON/XOFF for now and know 
that hardware handshaking is waiting in the wings. If you look back to Figure 
4.1 you'll see where to set the mode of flow control in VersaTerm-PRO. Other 
programs give you a roughly similar window or a checkable menu choice. 

Saving Settings 

Okay, so now you've taken the trouble to configure your terminal to your 
taste, you're aware that there's still some configuring to do because you still 
haven't tuned your terminal to match the ot~erparty's settings, and suddenly 
you wonder, "Am I going to have to go through this@#$!%&''' process every 
time I get online?" 

Relax. just about every decent terminal program lets you save your 
settings. In fact, most let you save as many different terminal configurations 
as you like, each in its own separate file, each file named by you and saved 
in whatever folder on whatever disk you choose. Then, to restore the 
settings, all you have to do is load the settings file into the terminal program, 
and you're ready to go. 

@ 
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TTY M odes ... 

Macro 

Filter 
Contro l Buttons ... 

Figure 4.9. In White Knight, you save and load settings 
files from the Customize menu. When you choose Save, 
you get the Mac's Standard Files dialog box, which lets 
you name your current group of settings and save them 
to any destination. When you choose Load you also get 
the Standard Files dialog box, this time to let you open a 
file you've already saved. Every time you load a settings 
file, your terminal is restored to the state it was in when 
you last saved your settings to the file. 

Over the course of time you'll probably accumulate a number of settings 
groups. Even if you succeed in personalizing you r terminal once and for all, 
there's always the other guy's requirements to account fo r. By and large, for 
instance, the major online services are notably friendly to the Macintosh. 
(Business being bus iness , they have to be.) But CompuServe likes your 
terminal to be set for full-dup lex transmission while GEnie prefers half
duplex. So, when a group of se ttings turn out to work properly, save them to 
disk knowing they'll be around when you need them. 

Finally, don't worry too much right now abou t mastering every last setting 
you can find in the menus of your terminal program or the manual that came 
with your modem. Recently, I logged onto the BBS run by NJMUG, the New 
Jersey Macintosh Users' Group. When you first connect with a BBS, it usually 
presents you with the day's opening announceme nt. NJMUG is one of the bes t 
Macintos h bulletin board services in the na tion, a nd the people who operate 
it are notably long on telecommunications experience. When !logged on, the 
opening announcemen t apologized in advance for any glitches or inconve
nience that users might encounter. Several days ago the BBS had put a new 
modem into service, and the sysop was still playing around with settings. 



Chapter Iii 
Configuring Your Terminal to 
Their Taste 

In the best of a ll possible worlds, every telecommunicator would 
have the same kind of terminal set to the same collection of 
settings and wired to the same type of breathtakingly fast, laugh
ably inexpensive modem. New technology would be distributed to 

everyone simultaneously to guarantee complete compatibility, the universal 
interface would be surpassingly friendly, and at any given moment there 
would be one-only one-current edition of the user's manual, affectionate
ly called "Docs." In the rare instance that something were to go awry, you'd 
need only flip through the punctiliously indexed and cross-referenced pages 
of Docs to find out exactly how to set things right. 

Fortunately, such a world still isn't upon us. If it were, it would almost 
certainly be dreary, bureaucratized, and ominously glitchy, probably in the 
same way that a ir travel has become dreary, bureaucratized, and ominously 
glitchy since the pioneer days of aviation. Right now, though, there remain 
all kinds of parallels between the current state of digital telecommunications 
and those first hectic decades after the Wright brothers. New standards for 
modulation, data compression, and error checking keep appearing, and 
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inevitably the standards are followed by newer and faster modems that try 
supporting them. I say "try" because , despite the CCITT's best efforts, the 
newer modems almost always turn out to be less than totally compatible with 
some of the older ones or even with each other. Bulletin board systems 
around the country hum constantly with complaints from serious amateur 
telecommunicators about how they can't log onto this BBS or that online 
service or how they can't connect with one or another party at 14,400 bps. 
Experimental modem initiali zation strings (we'll talk about those soon) get 
traded back and forth, the contents of any number of modem S-registers get 
posted online in hope that others might be able to diagnose all manner of 
quirks, and now manufacturers who churn out modems (sometimes by the 
seats of their pants) are even confessing online to defects in their ROMs and 
bugs in their software. The evolving telecommunications subculture is still 
chaotic, capricious, and, therefore, eminently interesting. Like piloting some 
rattletrap biplane off the runway and into the air, connecting with a new BBS, 
service, or person for the first time can seem ever so slightly miraculous, even 
to the most grizzled power use r. 

Enjoy it while you can. Your next new modem just might be your last . ISDN 
is coming. Integrated Services Digital Network, a service offered by the major 
phone companies, obviates the modem altogether. There's no audio carrier 
and therefore no modulation or demodulation. Instead of a modem, every 
participating terminal is fitted with an adapter that links it to one or all of the 
three digital channels carried by every ISDN line-two B-channels and a D
channel. Each B-channel can transmit digital data bidirectionally at 64,000 
bps (that's actual speed, not some seldom-achieved effective speed obtained 
by compressing data). The D-channel carries control s ignals or functions as 
a slower (16,000 bps) digital data channel. ISDN already exists, and it's 
estimated that by the end of the decade the great majority of phones in 
America will be able to access it. (Don't be silly; of course for a surcharge.) 
Recently both Apple Computer and a new fi rm in japan called Advernet 
announced ISDN NuBus boards for the Mac. Dubbed "Xpass-MC," the suggest
ed retail price of Advernet's board at this writing is $1,500. That makes it 
more pricey than a modem, but the Mac Plus I bought for $2,500 in 1986 can 
now be had for around $400 second-hand, and, in a swapfest, the 1200 bps 
modem I bought for $250 soon afterward would get me maybe half a Kit Kat 
bar at best. 
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Nevertheless, if you're still reading you're probably too eager to get online 
to wait the half decade or so before ISDN is in widespread use among 
individual telecommunicators. And even when it is, you can safely bet there'll 
be settings to contend with. Telecommunications without settings is no more 
imaginable than commercial aviation without those tiny packages of honey
roasted nuts. 

Let's go ahead, then, with a few more settings you may want to think about 
before connecting. Because there's a kernel of truth in the notion that you 
have to learn to walk before you can run, you may want to learn to talk just 
a little bit to your modem before you talk to anyone else through your 
modem. (Even if you're using MicroPhone, which likes being the sole interme
diary, you'd be wise to strike up at least a brief speaking acquaintance with 
the gadget.) Whereupon ... 

Terminal Program Settings 

In the previous chapter most of the settings we looked at were intended to 
please you. Now we'lllook at some whose purpose is to please the party with 
whom you'll be going online. To keep our nomenclature uniform, we'll call 
that party a service. The service may be a BBS, a commercial online service, a 
friend's computer-cum-modem, a corporation's private telecommunications 
service, whatever. As variable as all of those may be, many of the preferences 
of these services can be said to be fairly typical. We'll note which ones are and 
which aren't. 

Once you finally do get online, you'll sometimes come across the 
abbreviation BIW. It stands for "by the way," and it cuts down on 
online typing. Any discussion of matters related to computing invari
ably leads to incidental observations of one sort or another. Starting 
now, as those come up I'll flag them with BTWs. 

Extended Characters 

Sometimes also called special characters, these are the Macintosh characters 
that take up where the ASCII set leaves off. Of the Mac's 256 possible 
characters, the 128 ASCII characters have codes from zero to 127. Starting 
with 128 and going up to 255, we're in less well-defined terrain. Different 
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computer manufacturers often assign different characters to these codes, 
and with the Macintosh they even vary from font to font. The extended 
characters include many common foreign characters like fi and e as well as 
symbols like and . Most are invoked by holding down the Option key, 
sometimes in combination with the Shift key. Option-semicolon, for instance, 
gets you the character whose decimal value is 201, the familiar ellipsis 
character ... , which looks a little like three periods in a row but isn't. 

BTW, a lot of people who use macro programs such as QuicKeys have 
trouble assigning a universal key to the familiar Save As ... item that 
appears under most applications' File menus. The macro will work 
with some applications but not others. Often that's because in some 
applications the ellipsis after "Save As ... " is a true ellipsis while in 
others it's just three periods, so the macro program doesn't always 
find the menu text it's looking for. 

BTW, if you want to explore the extended characters of all your fonts, 
download a shareware utility called ASCII Chart. A desk accessory 
written by jon Wind, it shows you all the characters in all the fonts in 
your system along with their decimal and hexadecimal codes and how 

RSC II Chart 4.2 

Genevo 
[10 pt.] 

Figure S.l. ASCII Chart's window for the Geneva font in 10-point size. 
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to type them. It's remarkably useful, and virtually every BBS or online 
service with a good Macintosh utility library keeps it on file. 

Good terminal programs give you the option of using or not using 
extended characters. Most services you'll connect with won't use them, so 
you'll probably want to start out with your program set accordingly unless 
you know for sure the extended characters will be accepted. And in the event 
that a) you do elect to use extended characters, and b) your keyboard doesn't 
have a Control key, make sure to fake the Control key with something other 
than your Option key. That's because you'll be needing the Option key to send 
extended characters in the first place. 

Finally, be aware that different terminal programs express themselves in 
different ways. In Figure 5.2, ZTerm says the same thing twice: "No Extended 
Chars" and "Strip hi bit." You need eight bits to encode 256 different 
characters but only seven bits to encode 128 characters. The high bit of an 
eight-bit Macintosh byte comes into play only when a character's decimal 
value is greater than 127. Otherwise it's always zero. MicroPhone II expresses 
its extended characters option by way of a button in its Terminal Settings 
window that's labeled Strip 8th Bit. In telecom-ese, you see, there are often 
several ways of saying the same thing. You may object that that's confusing, 
but all rich languages offer an abundance of synonyms. 

Terminal Settings for 'local' 

l8l No EHtended Ch8rs (Strip hi bit) 

0 UTI 00 ',. Keypad 

0 Send RUBOUT for Backspace/ Delete 

0 Don't drop DTR on eHit 

0 Destructiue Baclcspace 

0 Auto line Feed 

0 PC RNSI-BBS 

( OK I ( Cancel I 

I Figure 5.2. The Terminal Settings window {rom ZTerm. The 1 
button at the top applies to extended characters. 
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@ Text Pacing 

At this moment in time I can think of four different ways to send text to a 
service you're connected to without using one of the error-checking proto
cols. You can type it, you can copy a block of text from somewhere else and 
paste it into your terminal program, you can create a macro or script that 
types something for you whenever it's invoked, or you can instruct your 
program to open a text file and send its contents. Whichever one you choose, 
only you know you've chosen it. As far as the receiving terminal is concerned, 
incoming text is incoming text. 

When you type directly, the pace at which the characters go out is as slow 
and halting as your typing. (I don't mean to malign your keyboard skills, but 
a computer you're definitely not.) However, an attack of forethought may 
have led you to say, "Hey, what am I doing typing these sententious messages 
online while the meter's running when I can compose them beforehand and 
transmit them in a fraction of the time?'' So you prepare a message using a 
word processing application, and then either you save it as a text file or you 
keep it handy for pasting into your terminal window. 

Of course, your terminal program can send the message much faster than 
you can type, and now and then you'll run into a service that won't be able to 
handle the speed. If the speed at which you send the text exceeds the rate at 
which the service can receive it, the service may lose or garble some (or many) 
of your characters. 

Ergo the text pacing settings offered by many terminal programs. You tune 
those to the service you're talking to, and while we go over them we'lllook at 
MicroPhone's Text Transfer Settings window (see Figure 5.3). I'm using this as 
an example mainly because I like the way it groups the settings. 
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TeHt Tronsfer Settings 

Word - wrop Outgoing TeHt ot: ~ columns I OK D 
End Outgoing Lines with: I CR ( Concel) 

Flow Control 
H- On/ H-Off: 

Woit for Echo: 

[81 While Sending 

@None O CR 

[81 While Receiuing 

Q LF 0 Rll 

Woit for Prompt Chor: ~ before Sending Eoch Line 

Deloy between Chors: E:=::J 6Dths of o Second 

Deloy between Lines: ~ 60ths of o Second 

Figure 5.3. Text pacing and related set tings in MicroPhone II, version 4.0. 

X ON/XOFF 

With most services, XON/XOFF (or X-On/X-Off as MicroPhone would have it) 
will be the only form of text pacing you'll need. When either you or the service 
can't keep up with incoming text, an XOFF character is sent, and text 
transmission ceases until the next XON. It all happens transparently, and no 
intervention on your part is required. This is pretty much the fastest form of 
text pacing. 

Wait for Echo 

With this much-slower form, your terminal waits until the service you're 
talking to echoes back to you each and every character you send before 
proceeding to send the next. It's extremely conservative, but it still won't 
work if the other service doesn't echo your text. Most BBSs do echo your text. 
CompuServe also does, but GEnie doesn't. As for one-on-one, friend-to-friend 
connections, by and large they don't echo your typing either. So despite its 
conservatism pacing-wise, the "Wait for Echo" option should be used careful
ly and rarely. Save it for services that absolutely require it. 

D e lay B etween Character s and Lin es 

Let's say you're online with some service that does echo back to you. (When 
that's the case you'll have a full-duplex connection; see later for more on 
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echoes and duplexing). You paste a five-line message into your terminal 
program, but what you see on your own screen is the original message minus 
some of its characters. The service has apparently lost some of your text and 
XON/XOFF alone doesn't seem to be doing the job. Well, this is the time to 
think about introducing a delay between each character you send, possibly 
between each line you send. Which do you pick? If the lost characters were all 
at the beginning of your original lines, go with a between-lines delay. Start 
with maybe a quarter-of-a-second and see if that does the job. With a few 
systems you may even need a whole second, but there's no point in wasting 
time if you don't have to. If, on the other hand, the lost characters are 
distributed fairly randomly among your text, a between-characters delay may 
be the ticket. Five-sixtieths (5/60) of a second is a reasonable starting point, 
but chances are you'll have to experiment. 

BTW, if you still haven't come across the tick, you may be interested 
to know that it's an important unit of time maintained within the Mac 
system. It's one-sixtieth (1/60) of a second, and it's used frequently by 
Macintosh applications, especially terminal programs and HyperCard. 

Waiting for a Line Prompt 

This feature is more of a convenience than a necessity. Some services, 
particularly commercial online services like GEnie and CompuServe, prompt 
you for each line of text when you're sending E-mail to another member. Let's 
say you've logged onto CompuServe. After going through its E-mail rigama
role, it prompts you for the first line of your message by typing: 

1> 
When you've typed your first line followed by a carriage return, you're sup
posed to wait until CompuServe prompts you for the second line by typing: 

2> 

That's fine if you're composing each line as you go along. But if you want to 
paste several lines of pre-written text into your terminal program, they'll 
probably go in so fast that CompuServe will lose some of your text while it 
sets up its line prompts. So, to keep you and CompuServe in synch, you could 
tell your terminal program to wait for the > character before sending each 
line. It's a setting you can probably live without, but if you do use the E-mail 
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features of online services, it's also a feature whose availability you'll want to 
keep in mind. 

Tex t Pacing E x pertise 

Like many other aspects of Macintosh telecommunica tions, text pacing is 
something at which no one will ask you to become an expert. With the vast 
majority of se rvices, XON/XO FF will take care of all your text pacing quite 
adequately. Does that mean you can even do without XON/XOFF? Often, yes. 
Many services can handle incoming text a lot faste r than yo u can dish it up. 
Some, however, can a lso send it so fast that if yo u're rece iv ing on an older, 
s lower Mac-particularly one whose telecom program is running in the 
background under MultiFinder or System 6.x-it may be you who is creating 
pacing problems and not the online service. To ensure tha t all goes well in 
that event, at the very least use XON/XOFF while receiving. 

Keyboard Settings 

Although it's true that you set your keyboard settings through your terminal 
program, I'm grouping them in a separate category because tha t's what feels 
right to me. The same applies to the serial port settings starting on page 72. 
Everyone has a slightly different notion of where your terminal ends and your 
keyboard and/ or modem and/or serial port begins. For now I ask you to live 
with my notion. 

What your Return Key Sends 

Most services will be content to have your Return key send only a carriage 
return. As we noted in the previous chapter, a carriage return only brings the 
"carriage" of a receiving terminal to the left side of the page without 
advancing to the next line. The line advance is triggered by a line feed 
character. Still, most services tack their own line feed onto received carriage 
returns and therefore don't requi re tha t the line feed come from you. 
Occasionally, however, you may encounter a se rvice that requires a line feed. 
When that's so and you're not supplying line feeds, every li ne you send gets 
typed righ t on top of the preceding line, obli terating it altogether. So if you 
know that a service needs line feeds along with carriage returns , you'll want 
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to make sure that your keyboard sends them when you hit the Return key. 
Figure 5.4 shows where you'll find the setting in White Knight. 

BTW, if someone complains that everything you're sending is coming 
in double-spaced, it's almost certainly because you're adding line 
feeds when you don't have to. 

Key Mapping Options 

0 ' key sends ASCI I code: itJMI 
Backspace key sends: @ Backspace 0 DEL 

Shift-Backspace sends: @Short BREAK signal 0 DEL 

0 Backspace 

18) Option key sends control characters. 

Shortcuts: 18) Seria l port se ttings 18) Macro key set 

Return key sends: @carriage return only 

0 carriage return and line feed 

Keyboard: ®Mac Plus 0 Standard ROB 

0 Etc tended ROB 0 Other 

[ OK J)( Cancel J 

Figure 5.4. White Knigl1t's key-mapping options, reprised from 
the last chapter. We could use a similar window from another 
terminal program, but White Knight's makes the best illustration. 
The relevant buttons for choosing what your Return key sends are 
just to the right of-sure enough-"Return key sends." 

Backspace, Delete, Rubout, Etc . 

We said before that rich languages offer an abundance of synonyms. We also 
said in an earlier chapter that some Macintosh keyboards have Backspace 
keys while others have Delete keys. (If there's one that has both I haven't seen 
it.) As a rule, the older, pre-ADB keyboards have Backspace keys and the 
newer ADB keyboards have Delete keys. (For a while Apple championed the 
Backspace key and IBM the Delete key; IBM won that round .) The key is located 
just over the Return key, and regardless of which word is molded into it, when 
you're not telecommunicating the key sends an ASCII backspace character. 
Decimal value 8. Simple enough. 
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BTW, ADB stands for Apple Desktop Bus and, starting with theSE and 
continuing through later Macs, it's the ADB bus circuit into which you 
plug such devices as keyboards, mice, joysticks, trackballs, and such 
curiosities as ADB modems. Unlike normal modems that plug into one 
of your serial ports (i.e., the modem and printer ports) ADB modems 
plug into the ADB bus. If for one reason or another both of your 
computer's serial ports are already used by other devices, ADB 
modems may be something you want to investigate. Personally, 
though, I advocate plain old serial modems. The power over your 
serial port that you get with a good Mac telecommunications program 
is something not easily relinquished. 

BTW, even if both your serial ports are already taken, many vendors 
will sell you a serial mini-DIN-8 AB switch-one good one is a mail 
order house in Troy, Michigan called Lyben Computer Systems, tel. 
(313) 649-4500. (No, this time the AB doesn't stand for much of 
anything at all.) You also need what's called a straight-through mini
DIN-S cable. Straight-through cables resemble modem or printer 
serial cables, but they're wired in the simplest possible way: pin I at 
one end to pin 1 at the other, pin 2 at one end to pin 2 at the other, etc. 
Let's say you're on an AppleTalk network, so your printer port is 
unavailable for anything else. You sometimes need carbon copies, so 
you're running a 9-pin dot matrix printer out of your modem port, 
which leaves you without a free port for a modem. To connect a 
modem using an AB switch, you'd run the straight-through cable from 
your modem port to the input/output port on the AB switchbox. Then 
you'd connect your dot matrix printer to the A port of the switchbox 
and your modem to the B port, each with the same cables you'd use 
normally. When you set the AB switch to A, your printer gets connect
ed to your modem port. When you set it to B, your modem gets 
connected. Obviously you won't be able to use the modem and dot 
matrix printer at the same time, but that may be all for the best: it will 
protect you from gadget overload. 

A number of services, particularly those run on Digital Equipment (DEC) 
terminals, don't like the ASCII backspace. What they want instead is the 
rubout character, ASCII 127. So if you're online with some system that echoes 
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your typing, and you find that your Delete/Backspace key doesn't work 
properly, try setting your program to send rubouts. Of course, they won't 
always be called rubouts. They may be called delete, DEL, or even destructive 
backspace. Figure 5.4 shows how to choose that option in White Knight. 

BTW, some ADB keyboards have keys for both varieties of backspace, 
and as often as not, just to heighten the confusion, both keys are 
labeled "delete." The ordinary Backspace/Delete key is above the 
Return key, while the destructive delete tends to be down among the 
cursor control (arrow) keys. Sometimes the destructive delete is 
marked with an X. Try it in a word processor and see what happens. 
In Microsoft Word, the normal Delete key deletes characters backward 
and the delete-with-an-X/rubout/destructive backspace key deletes 
them forward. 

Keyboard Buffers 

When you're typing into your computer, there's a major difference between 
a telecom terminal and a word processor. With a word processor, you can go 
back to the previous line, even the previous paragraph, and do some further 
editing. On the other hand, with most ordinary terminal emulations, once a 
line is sent it's out and gone. If you see an embarrassingly misspelled word 
and you've already sent the line, now your service will know just how illiterate 
you sometimes are . Even if you haven't sent the line and you're connected to 
a friend, he or she will see all your backspacings and respellings while you're 
doing them. Some people don't mind that sort of intimacy, but others prefer 
not to share each and every edit with the rest of the world. 

Another scenario: You've joined an online service that holds real-time 
conferences. (On GEnie they're held virtually every day.) A guru from 
Epiphany Software is holding court over some hot new Mac utility that 
promises to bring new meaning to your life, and you join the conference. So, 
however, have a couple of dozen other people, and half the time they're all 
sending messages at once. You try sending a message yourself, but part way 
through it someone else starts typing, and soon not even the conference 
moderator can make any sense of your question, pithy though you know it to 
have been. 
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To deal with situations like these, most terminal programs offer keyboard 
buffering. When keyboard buffering is turned on, your terminal stops 
sending what you type on a character-by-character basis. Instead, your typing 
goes into a keyboard buffer whose contents aren't sent out to your modem 
until you hit the Return key. Until then you can edit each line in total privacy. 
When you finally do send the line, it all goes out at once, leaving little room 
for someone else to barge in and interrupt your statement. 

Oh, what can ai I thee , knight at arms 
Alone and palely loitering? 
The s edge has withered from the lake 

Local 

Keyboard Buffer 
And no br i ds s ing . < I ' I I send th i s I i ne after I correct spe I I i ng of "b i rds" . . . 1 

Figure 5.5. ZTerm's Keyboard Buffer window sitting just in front 
of its normal terminal window. When I'm satisfied with the 
window's contents, I'll type a carriage return, and the text it con
tains will be sent and appear in the terminal window. In ZTerm, 
keyboard buffering appears as an option under the Edit menu. 

BTW, you might consider keyboard buffering to be the kind of 
personal convenience that more properly belongs in Chapter 4. The 
thing is , if you use it at all you'll almost certainly use it selectively, 
depending on with whom you're online. In cases where you're logging 
onto a service that asks mainly that you reply to prompts with a y or 
n (i.e., yes or no), there's not much point in invoking keyboard buffering. 
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Serial Port Settings 
Ca .k.a. Communications Settings) 

Thus far we've enlarged on some of the settings categories we established in 
the last chapter. Now we'll start a whole new category-not just new, but 
crucial. As far as being on the same wavelength as your service is concerned, 
this is the single most important group of settings you'll deal with . 

Serial Port Settings 

Serial port: @ [~] 0 [J1] 
Modem command inter-character delay: ~60th's . 

Modem lnit command: 

Daud rate: 

Parity: 

Oatabits: 

Stopbits: 

DupleH: 

~ 
I NONE I 
CCI 
l::::::::cl 
[ill[! 

0 Don't drop DTR when quitting 

0 llold DTR low 

( lnuert DTR For One Second ) 

0 Use hardware handshaking 

Serial port buffer size (1 00 -32767 bytes): 110000 

OK J) ( Cancel J 

Figure 5.6. White Knight again-this time its Serial Port Settings 
window. There are similar windows in other terminal programs, 
but this one puts everything up front at once. The settings to the 
right of Baud rate, Parity, Data bits, etc. are in pull·down menus. 
The proceeding illustrations show the menus in their pulled-down 
state. 

Data Rate 

The ad for your modem said that when it connects to another modem it 
automatically negotiates the highest possible data rate of which your system 
and the service are capable. Maybe so, but in order fo r those negotiat ions to 
take place at all, both your system and the service have to be able to support 
those negotiations. Your service's modem has to be more or less as sophisti
cated as yours, and both modems have to be set to enter into the negotiating 
process. For now we aren't at all sure what the service's story is, and neither 
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have we set your own modem to initiate negotiations. That being so, I suggest 
you start out with simple, conservative settings. We'll get to the fancy stuff in 
due course. 

300 Baud 
450 Baud 
I ,200 Baud 

Baud rate: 2,400 Baud 

Parity: 

Oatabits: 

Stopbits: 

OupleH: 

4,800 Baud 
9,600 Baud 
19,200 Baud 
38,400 Baud 
57,600 Baud 

I FULL I 
Figure 5.7. The pulled-down menu from White Knight's baud 
rate (data rate) setting shown in Figure 5.6. No, you won't find 
very many 51,600 bps modems in computer stores, bu~ou will 
find 14,400 bps modems that promise effective speeds o 57,600 
when they're able to perform 4:1 compression on the ata (4 x 
14,400 = 57,600). In the rare event they're able to do that, data 
coming into your modem at 14,400 bps gets sent on to your serial 
port at 51,600 bps, and the port has to be set to accommodate it. 

What does all this mean in practice? The least risky setting is 2400 bps. There 
are still a few-very few-services around that won't run faster than 1200 
bps, but telecommunicating that slowly ceases to be much fun. Of course, if 
your own modem tops out at 1200, that's the speed you're stuck with. And, 
yes, a service whose top speed is 14,400 bps will be ab le to handle all the 
lower speeds. It may not like handling them, but it will. If you and your service 
can both handle 9600 bps, there's every reason to go for it. If you're logging 
onto a commercial online service, check to see which of their telephone 
access numbers handle what speeds. Both GEnie and CompuServe have some 
access numbers that take 9600 bps and others that won't go higher than 2400 
bps. The better Macintosh BBSs generally accept 9600 bps because, among 
other things, modem manufacturers give special deals to sysops. 

BTW, if you do have a high-speed modem and you're not ready to try 
out hardware handshaking, don't shy away from 9600 bps just 
because you plan to download files. GEnie and most BBSs support the 
ZModem file-transfer protocol, which works perfectly well with 
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XON/XOFF (i.e., software-based) flow control. ZModem provides for 
special handling of the XON and XOFF characters so they're not 
mistaken for binary data, thereby eliminating the need for hardware 
handshaking. just stay away from the older XModem and YModem 
protocols, with which XON/XOFF handshaking can cause big problems. 

Data Bits 

Eight data bits is the current standard in personal computer telecommunica
tions. That's the number of bits per character. A few services operated by 
mainframes-those being computers so large that they often require their 
own room-prefer seven data bits, but even most of those can make do with 
eight in a pinch. The online services, BBSs, and friends' computers you'll 
connect with will generally want eight data bits, so use that number unless 
you know the service wants something else. 

Baud rate: 

Parity: 

5 Databits 
6 Databits 
7 Databits 

Databits: 0 Databits 

Stopbits: 

DupleH: 

Figure 5.8. The data bits pull-down menu from Figure 5.6. 

Parity Bits 

When you select eight data bits, you won't want your bytes to contain any 
parity bits, so you'll select No Parity, which a few terminal programs call 
None. Seven-data-bit systems will want a parity bit, but it's up to you to find 
out if the service likes its parity odd or even. By and large, though, eight data 
bits and no parity will do just fine. 
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Baullrate: ~ 

Parity: No Parity 

Databits: 

Stop bits: 

Ouplew: 

01111 Parity 
Euen Parity 
Marl< Parity 
Space Parity 
Ignore Parity 

Figure 5.9. The parity pull-down menu from Figure 5.6. Parity is 
another error-checking tool. Count the number of bits in every 
byte you send out, then set the parity bit so the count is always odd 
(or always even, as the case may be). The receiving system does 
the same thing. If the sender is sendinrf. odd parity and the 
receiver comes up with even, the byte didn t go through intact. As 
for the last three entries in the menu, the likelihood of your ever 
needing them is so slight that !'//leave them to you as a research 
proj ect. 

Stop Bits 

In asynchronous telecommunications, which is what you'll almost always be 
doing, the stop bit tells the modems at either end of the connection where one 
byte ends and the next one begins . (That's as opposed to synchronous 
te lecommunications, in which each byte is transmitted during a fixed -time 
interval; when that's so, there's no need to separate the bytes with stop bits.) 
Most Macintosh telecommunicators always use one stop bit and never give 
the matter another thought. In the rare instance in which you know a service 
likes another setting, terminal programs give you other options. 

Baud rate: 

Parity: 

Data bits: 

Ouplew: 

[}ill] 

~ 
~ 

1 Stopbit 
1.5 Stopbits 

Figure 5.10. The stop bits pull-down menu from Figure 5.6. 

In telecom-ese the four settings we've just described are frequently com
bined into-I'm not sure exactly what to call it-a phrase. A typical one would 
read 2400-N-8-l. Data rate-parity-data bi ts-stop bits. It's a shorthand way of 
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packaging communications settings, and if you become any kind of telecom
municator you'll see it often. 

Duplexing/Echoing 

Some services echo what you type and some don't. What do I mean by echo? 
Simple. You send them an A, they promptly send you an A. You send them a 
carriage return, they send you a carriage return. Everything you type gets 
echoed back to you. When a service does that, you'll want a full-duplex 
connection. In full-duplex mode, information travels bidirectionally and 
simultaneously; that is, it flows between you and the service in both 
directions at the same time. 

Other services won't echo what you type. Such servi ces favor a half-duplex 
connection, where information flows in only one direction at a given time. Of 
the major online services, CompuServe requires full duplex, GEnie requires 
half duplex, and America Online gives you their own proprietary software so 
you don't have to care. Most Macintosh BBSs run one of three popular host 
programs: Second Sight, Red Ryder Host (Second Sight's immediate ancestor), 
and Hermes. All three like you to log in with a full-duplex connection. 
Individual -to-individual connections normally take place at half duplex. 

Again, when you're online with a half-duplex service, your typing won't be 
echoed back to you. Consequently, if you're set for full duplex, you won't see 
what you're typing into your terminal window. The service will see what 
you're typing but not you. You'll see what the service is typing to you, but not 
what you're typing to it. That's because your terminal expects your typing to 
be echoed by the service, but the service isn't doing it. 

To provide for that no-echo state of affairs, your terminal program gives 
you the option of echoing your own typing. That's called local echo-local 
because the echo comes from your end of the phone connection and not the 
service's end. In Macintosh terminal programs, local echo and half duplex 
mean essentially the same thing . Some programs use one term, some the 
other. Either way, when you're set for half duplex or local echo, its your 
terminal that will echo your typing into your terminal window. 

In everyday practice, it's easy enough to tell if your duplexing is correctly 
set. lfyou and your service are both running the same kind of duplexing, your 
typing appears normal enough and so does your service's. 

If your service is running at half duplex but you're set for full duplex, you'll 
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see its typing but not your own typing. That's because nobody's echoing. 
Half-duplex services don't echo, and your own terminal, expecting an echo 
from the service, isn't echoing either. When that happens, make sure to set for 
half duplex/ local echo when you connect to that particular service. 

If your service wants a fu ll-duplex connection and you're set for half 
duplex/local echo, everything you type will show up twice in your terminal 
window. If you type hello slowly, it will show up as hheelllloo. If you paste 
hello into your terminal so that it goes out very fast, it will probably show up 
as hello hello. (When you paste text there may not be enough free transmis
sion time between the characters for the echoing to take place one byte at a 
time.) So if you find yourself seeing double , postpone making an appoint
ment with your ophthalmologist until you make sure your modem is set for 
half duplex when you connect to that service. 

Baud rate: mill 
Parity: I NONE I 
Databits: ITJ 
Stopbits: IT:J 

Figure 5.10. The duplex pull·down menu from Figure 5.6. White 
Knight is unusual in offering echo duplex and null duplex. Very 
few other terminal programs do. Even VersaTermPRO, which is 
something of a lelecom techie's toyland, contains just a simple 
local echo menu entry that you check or uncheck. If you have 
While Knight and you want to host a full-duplex session with a 
friend, set your terminal to echo duplex. Then your friend can call 
you with his own terminal set for full duplex and everyone's 
typing ought to come out looking right. 

In all communications, attunement is of primary importance. Telecommuni
cations is no exception. When you've attended to this last array of se ttings, 
the chances are good that you and your service will be properly attuned. And 
even if you aren't, the results may be intriguing. A screen full of garbage 
characters in which there appears to be some dim kind of pattern can be 
every bit as inte resting as reading the want ad for a used 40-meg hard drive 
that someone's posted on your local BBS. 

@ 



Chapter liJ 
Commanding Your Modern: 
The Hayes Language 

Your modem has two modes of operation: the online mode and the 
command mode. As long as it's powered up and turned on, it's 
always in one mode or the other, never both at once. 

When you're online with another service, your modem is , 
naturally enough, in the online mode. In that mode your typing goes into 
your computer, your terminal program passes the characters along to the 
computer's serial port, the serial port sends them over to your modem, and 
your modem obligingly sends them out through your phone line to the service. 

When you first power up your modem, however, it defaults to the 
command mode. It's not online with any service, no one's told it to dial up any 
numbers, and it simply sits there patiently awaiting your next order. You've 
already wired everything up, you've configured your terminal (presumably · 
using some of the suggestions in the last two chapters), and now the ball is 
in your court. It's incumbent on you to say something to your modem, but 
exactly how do you begin? 

Back in the days of the British raj, nearly every prosperous English 
household had a steward who received orders in English and transmitted 

79 
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them to the domestic staff in Hindi or Bangali or whichever of India's many 
native languages the staff happened to speak. A pair of terminal programs 
springs to mind, because they're designed to function as just that kind of 
steward. One, as we've already said , is MicroPhone II, packaged as it is with 
enough settings files, each one copiously decked out with all manner of 
automated, button-actuated scripts, so that you may very well be able to get 
away with years of telecommunicating and never once confront your modem 
face-to-face. Then there's Smartcom II , which goes MicroPhone still one 
better. When you double-click on Smartcom II's icon so that it opens to its 
main window, no sooner do you begin typing to your modem than the thing 
protests in no uncertain terms! 

Untitled 

There is no connection. 

Cli ck the phone icon to make o connection 
or pull down the Connection menu and 
select Direct Connect. 

n OK lJ 

Fig11re 6.1. Th is is Smartcom ll's default response when you try 
typing something to your modem just after you've opened the 
program. It's more accommodating after you get your modem 
into the online mode by making a conneclion, but its default 
assumption is that you'd never make one on your own. 

"No, no, no!" it seems to tell you. "The sahib must not be burdened with the 
task of addressing hi s unworthy modem. It is for me to perform so pedestrian 
a chore. Of course, if the sahib absolutely insists- forward-looking equalitar-
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ian that we all know him to be-then he may pull down the Connection menu ~ 
and select Direct Connect." ~ 

If you like the idea of playing Col. Blimp to your computer, if you're 
reluctant to learn any more technology than you absolutely have to, or if 
speaking directly to your modem is otherwise objectionable to you, I 
recommend that you buy a copy of Smartcom II or MicroPhone II and proceed 
to the next chapter. Yes, you'll be unmasked as the sort of tourist who travels 
through a country without bothering to learn even a few words of the native 
language. Hard-core telecommunicators will patronize you every chance they 
get. But you understand your needs better than anyone else does, and 
countless people have lived full and happy lives without ever mastering a 
single phrase of the Hayes language. 

Talking Hayes 

It's my own feeling that everyone who uses a modem should know at least a 
few basic Hayes commands. Language labs get you started talking right off 
the bat, and I see no reason to do things differently. If you're a beginner, go 
through the following checklist. If all of its conditions aren't satisfied, you 
may not be able to get that first crucial conversation going. 

1. Make sure your computer and modem are both powered up. 
2. Make sure your modem is connected to an actual phone line. There 

should be a phone cord running from the modem to a telephone 
outlet in the wall or an equivalent connection. 

3. Make sure there's a proper modem cable running between your 
modem and one of your Mac serial ports (either the modem or 
printer port). 

4. Open your terminal program and make sure it knows to which 
serial port your modem is connected. 

5. If you are using Smartcom II, anticipate what it will tell you when 
you try typing to your modem and choose Direct Connect from its 
Connection menu. 

6. Regardless of what terminal program you're using, attend to all its 
basic settings. The last two chapters will take you through that. In 
most cases you won't have to fiddle much with settings, since the 
defaults of most terminal programs are intelligently chosen. 
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Now try your hand by typing: 

AT 

fo llowed by a carriage return . Your modem should respond by typing "OK" 
back to you , and the resulting interchange should look something like what 
you see in the termina l window in Figure 6.2.Ifyou're set for half duplex/ local 
echo, your typing will be "doul:>led" because each character will be echoed 
twice, once from your modem and once from your locally echoing terminal. 
A given character will be sent to the modem only once , however, so there's no 
danger of its becomi ng con fused . 

.S File Edit Connection Sett 

AT 

OK 

a t 

OK 

AATT 

OK 

aatt 

Figure 6.2 . Th is is Smartcom II again, just to reassure you that it 
will indeed le t you talk to your modem if you choose to. (Despite 
my teasing, it's an eminently powerful program.) The first two 
ATs were typed with the local echo option turned off, the next two 
with local echo turned on. As you can see fro m the second pair of 
ATs, local echoing causes you to see double when you type to your 
modem, even though you've typed each character only once. Not 
to worry. 

Wha t does your modem do when you send an "AT' to it? Actually, not much 
of anything. AT is sometimes called the attention command. When your 
modem is in the command mode and receives an AT, it replies with "OK" if it 
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understands you, thereby telling you that, yes, it's indeed in the command 
mode and, yes, it understands rudimentary Hayes language and, yes, it's 
getting the message. But an AT by itself neither changes its settings nor 
initiates any new actions. 

One thing you might want to try early on is typing a lowercase AT -i.e., an 
"at"- to your modem and see if that's all right with it. In Figure 6.2 it's fine, 
and the modem responds with its usual "OK." A number of older modems 
accept only uppercase commands, however, and that's something about your 
modem you'll want to know right now. If your modem is comfortable with 
"AT' but responds to "at" either with "ERROR" or nothing at all, then you'll 
need to make sure to type all your modem commands in uppercase . 

BTW, if you type an AT to your modem and it doesn't respond even 
though you've gone through the six-point checklist on page 81, you 
may have one of those very rare modems whose factory default is set 
so that it echoes its responses back to you only when you expressly 
tell it to. There's a modem command to handle that situation. You type: 

A TEl 

followed by a carriage return. ATEl tells your modem to echo its 
responses. Almost all modems default to the "characters echoed" 
setting in any event, but you never do know for sure ... 

Now let's try dialing a number. In fact, let's begin with your own number. 
Yes, you'll get a busy signal, but let's go through it anyway. For purposes of 
illustration we'll assume the number of the line attached to your modem is 
555-1234, but when you do this yourself substitute your real number. The 
Hayes command for dialing a number is either ATDT or ATOP. The nearly 
omnipresent AT prefix identifies the line you're typing as a Hayes command. 
The D tells your modem to dial the phone, and the Tor P that follows tell it 
whether to dial the number with tones or pulses. If your phone line doesn't 
accommodate touch-tone phones, use P. Otherwise, use T, since it's the faster 
of the two. 

So, starting on a new line, type ATD followed either by Tor P followe d by 
your phone number and then a carriage return. In your terminal window it 
should all look something like this: 

ATDTSSS - 1234 
BUSY 
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Your modem has dialed the number 55 5-1234 with tones , discovered that 
the line is busy (as it always is when you dial yourself) and therefore typed 
back BUSY. 

Now some observations on what just happened: 

., If you leave the tone/pulse character out of the dialing string 
and you've only just turned on your modem-i.e., if you'd 
typed the string ATD555-1234 instead of ATDT555-1234-
your modem still dials the number, but it uses its default 
tone/pulse setting, which with the vast majority of modems 
is pulse. Once you dial a number with tones, however, any 
further dialing strings that lack the tone/pulse character will 
be dialed with tones. That won't change until you reset your 
modem to its default settings . 

., There are two main ways to reset your modem to its default 
settings. One way is to turn it off, then on again. Another is 
to type: 

ATZ 

followed by a carriage return. When you do type an ATZ, 
your modem should respond with "OK." 

., Your modem doesn't care about the embedded dash be
tween the 555 and the 1234. The command ATDT5551234 
produces the same result as ATDT555-1234. Most-but not 
all-other non-numeric characters embedded in the phone 
number portion of a dialing string are also ignored, so you 
can safely surround area codes with parentheses or divide 
up long numbers with spaces . 

., Since most non-numeric characters embedded in the phone 
number portion of a dialing string are indeed ignored, you 
can't directly dial phone numbers expressed in the old 
alphabetic prefix form. john O'Hara once wrote a bestseller 
called BUtterfield 8, but if you issue an "ATDT (212)BU8-
12 34" command to your modem (212 is the area code for 
Manhattan, where the BUtterfield 8 exchange is now just 
288) you won't get the number you're looking for. So you 
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either have to trans late alphabetic prefixes yourself or let 
your terminal program do it for you. Many terminal pro
grams let you put letters into phone numbers, but then you 
have to let them dial the number for you . 

..- A few non-numeric characters after the ATDT (or ATOP or 
just ATD) are not ignored. These characters are sometimes 
called dial modifiers, and they serve to give you additional 
control over the dialing process. In all but the rarest of cases 
you'll only need to know about three of them: the comma, 
the semicolon, and W. 

Comma is the pause character, and when it's embedded in 
a phone number following an ATD your modem pauses 
before dialing the next digit. With most modems, the default 
length of the pause is two seconds. If you care to, you can 
change the length of the pause induced by each comma, but 
that involves resetting one of your modem's $-registers, 
which we'll save for a little later. An easier way to get long 
pauses is to type two or more commas in a row. Look at the 
next example to see how you might use it. 

W is the "wait for dial tone" character, and it can come in 
handy if you're dialing numbers with a credit card, which 
you might need to do if you're out on the road with a laptop 
and a modem. When you're using a credit card, several long
distance services require that you dial an 800 number, then 
wait for a computer tone, then dial the number you want to 
reach, then wait for another tone, then enter your credit card 
number. Sometimes-only sometimes-your modem will 
recognize one of these tones as a dial tone . Let's say I have 
a Sprint card and that Sprint's access number is 1-800-3 33-
4444. Let's also say that I'm out on the road and I want to call 
my own home at 516-555-1234, and that my credit card 
number is 999 888 7777 6666. Sprint says I have to dial 1-
800-333-4444, wait for a computer tone, then dial 0-516-
555-1234, then wait for another computer tone, and finally 
dial 999 888 7777 6666. That's more digits than I care to dial 
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manually anyway. Even if my telecom program doesn't 
support automatic dialing, once I get the sequence right I can 
save it in my Note Pad desk accessory and paste it into my 
terminal window whenever I need it. I try the sequence 
manually once, and I discover that the wait for the first tone 
is very long, maybe eight or ten seconds. I could get that with 
four or five commas in a row, but instead I experiment with 
W. I therefore create the following string: 

ATDT1-800-333-4444 W 0-516-555-1234 W 
999 888 7777 6666 

What I discover when I try it is that my modem recognizes 
the first tone as a dial tone, but not the second. That is, after 
dialing 1-800-333-4444 it patiently drums its little fingers 
and does nothing until it hears a tone, after which it goes on 
to send the 0-516-555-1234. However, it doesn't recognize 
the second tone as a dial tone and keeps waiting for one 
instead of going on to send my credit card number. So now 
I replace the second Wwith a couple of commas, just to allow 
some time for the second tone to kick in. The resulting string 
looks like this: 

ATDT1-800-333-4444 W 0-516-555-1234 ,, 
999 888 7777 6666 

And when I try it, it actually works! I quickly store it in my 
Note Pad, and now, whenever I have to call home from Walla 
Walla, I no longer need to read the tiny print on the reverse 
side of my credit card or dial all those digits by hand and 
probably get them wrong anyway. 

Semi-colon (;) is the "return to command mode after dial
ing" character, and it normally comes into play when you're 
dialing voice calls. Any time you place a call with your 
modem, it defaults to the assumption that you're calling 
another modem. It waits for a dial tone, dials the digits 
you've told it to dial, and then waits some more until it 
detects a data carrier at the other end of the line. Try dialing 
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some harmless local number with your modem-the weath
er number, say.ln my part of the country its 976-1212. When 
I do that, what I get in my terminal window is either: 

ATDT976-1212 
BUSY 

or 

ATDT976-1212 
NO CARRIER 

What determines whether I get a BUSY or a NO CARRIER when 
I dial the weather number seems to be the timbre of the voice 
at the other end. When it's a man with a deep voice, my 
modem, imperfect creature that it is, thinks it's hearing a 
busy signal. When the weather person is a woman, my 
modem goes into its online mode, waits for a data carrier, 
fails to detect one after some number of seconds, and then 
hangs up. Either way, I never get to hear the end of the 
weather report on my modem speaker. What I want to do in 
this case is tell my modem not to go into the online mode 
after placing the call. Forget about carriers and their detec
tion . All I'm looking for is the whole weather report. So, next 
time around, I append a semicolon to the end of my dialing 
string so that it now looks like this: 

ATDT976-1212; 

and, sure enough, my modem speaker gives me the weather 
report in full. 

..- Most people's systems are set up so that an ordinary handset 
shares a line with their modem. If you place a voice call with 
your modem, you may want to use the handset and not your 
modem speaker. You might, for instance, actually want to 
talk to somebody when the call goes through. If you pick up 
your phone while your modem is off hook (i.e., while its own 
imaginary handset is also picked up), you won't be able to 
hear the other party very clearly. Yes, you'll hear them and 
they'll hear you, but the connection will seem to be very 
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poor. To get your modem to go on hook (i.e., off the line, to 
hang up), you give it an ATHO command. (That's ATH-zero, 
and with nearly every modem ATH all by itself will suffice.) 
Remember that ATH is a modem command, and therefore 
has to be followed by a carriage return . Remember too that 
it will only work if your modem is in its command mode, so 
make sure to put a semicolon (;-the "return to command 
mode after dialing" character) after the last digit of the 
number you're dialing. Also, don't issue an ATH until you've 
picked up your handset. If you do, your call will disconnect. 
Just as with any line equipped with more than one extension, 
once you hang up all of them, the active call is disconnected. 
You need at least one live extension to keep a phone call 
going . 

... When you dialed your own number and got a busy signal, the 
speaker in your modem probably let you hear the whole 
transaction as though you were holding a handset to your 
ear. (That's if your modem has a speaker; the great majority 
do.) Depending mainly on their ages, most speaker-equipped 
modems give you a fair amount of control over what your 
speaker does and when and how it does it. On the next page 
is a table of some common Hayes commands relating to your 
modem speaker. 
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Command 

ATMO 

ATM l 

ATM2 

ATM3 

ATL 

ATLO 

ATLl 

ATL2 

ATL3 

Table 6 .1. Hayes Commands (or Modem Speakers 

What It Does 

Speaker a lways off. 

Keeps your speaker on until a data carrier is detected, 
then turns it off. (Thi s is the setting that most mo
dems default to.) 

Speaker always on (but it's masochistic to listen to the 
whoosh of a carrier during a long data transmission). 

Speaker off both during dialing and for as long as a 
carrier continues to be detected. 

Sets your speaker volume to low. 

Also sets your speaker volume to low. 

Also sets your speaker volume to low. (No one ever 
said the Hayes language was without redundancies.) 

Sets your speaker volume to medium. (Most modems 
default to this setting.) 

Sets your speaker volume to high. (Tiny modem 
speakers often produce interesting squawks at this 
setting.) 

Check with your modem's manual before trying all the speaker commands, 
as some modems support only a subset of them. For example, an old modem 
of mine-one that's been living in a foster home for some years-does have 
a speaker, but it supports only the ATM commands and not the ATL 
commands. 

BTW, one hears differing accounts of how the Hayes language came 
into being, but the one I like best has young Zebediah Hayes, who'd go 
on to be founding patriarch of the Hayes telecommunications empire, 
stopping one day at a roadside diner and overhearing a puzzling 
conversation. First a patron asked the counterman, "FUNEX?" 
"SVFX," the counterman replied . 
"FUNEM?" the patron continued. 
"SVFM2 ." 
The patron smiled. "OKLFMNX." 
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Hayes found the exchange oddly haunting. Diners were well known 
for their kitchen codes-"down" for toast, "grade A" for milk and all 
that-but this language all of letters was entirely new to him, and, 
even if he didn't know what it meant, its efficiency impressed him so 
deeply that he felt compelled to invent one of hi s own. The rest was 
history. The Hayes language became all but universal, and soon 
nearly every modem made-by Hayes or anyone else-could under
stand it. 
Then, years later, Hayes was s tanding on line in his own company 
cafeteria in Atlanta. A number of immigrants had settled in the city, 
and two Ruritanian cleaning women were just ahead of him . Hayes 
was preoccupied with balance sheets and new debentures , but he 
sprang to attention when one of the women asked the cafeteria 
attendant, "FUNEX?" 
The attendant seemed bewildered, so the second woman offe red help . 
"She is saying, 'Have you any eggs?"' 
"Yes," the attendant replied. "We have eggs." 
The second woman translated for the first. "He says, 'SVFX."' 
Nodding, the first woman then asked, "FU NEM?" 
Again the second woman translated. "She says, 'Have you any ham?'" 
"Yes," said the attendant, "we have ham too." 
The second woman turned to the first and explained, "He is telling 
you, 'SVFM2."' 
The firs t woman appeared pleased. "OKLFMNX." 
"Now I get it!" the attendant exclaimed. "You just said, 'Okay, I'll have 
ham and eggs."' 
The cleaning woman was happy, but Zebediah Hayes was even 
happier. The mystery that had plagued him all his life was solved at last. 

Result Codes 

You've no doubt noticed by now that if you talk to your modem in language 
it can understand, it talks bac k to you. When you give it a command it can 
execute, for instance, it normally responds with an "OK." When it encounters 
a busy signal it tells you "BUSY." 
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These responses are called result codes. You add ress your modem with 
commands; it repli es by sending you result codes. Interestingly, your vocab
ulary is expected to be substantially larger than its vocabulary. I'm not 
inclined to count up the total number of Hayes commands, but take my word 
that there are lots. On the other hand, there are only 10 basic result codes. (A 
few add itional codes called extended result codes have been appended to the 
original Hayes language to accommodate MNP and V.42 connections and the 
like , but we'll get to those later.) 

Here's the ensemble of basic result codes in tabular form: 

Table 6.2. Basic Modem Result Codes 

Result Code Short Form Meaning 

OK 0 Command acknowledgment 

CONNECT 1 Connection made at 300 bps 

RING 2 Ring detected 

NO CARRIER 3 Unable to detect a data carrier 
signal 

ERROR 4 Error in command format 

CONNECT 1200 5 Connection made at 1200 bps 

NO DIAL TONE 6 Unable to obtain a dial tone 

BUSY 7 Busy signal detected 

NO ANSWER 8 No answer 

CONNECT 2400 10 Connection made at 2400 bps 

The result codes are informative enough, bu t when you learn to write your 
own scripts for your telecom program they'll be indispensable. For example, 
one of your scripts might tes t for which result code you get after dialing the 
number of a service. If it's CONNECT 2400, the script might go on to look for 
one of the service's prompts. If it's BUSY, the scri pt might wait a while and 
then try the number again. 

As for the short forms of the result codes, I don't recommend you ever use 
them, but there's no harm in knowing they exist. The command ATV (or ATVO, 
and that's a zero after the V) tells your modem to respond with short form 
result codes. ATVl tell s it to respond with long form codes (sometimes called 
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verbose codes in the questionable literature of telecommunications). Virtual
ly all modems default to using long form codes. 

BTW, if for some perverse reason you don't want your modem to 
respond with any result codes at all, send it an ATQl command. (I 

think the Qstands for quiet.) If you do that and then want to undo it, 
issue an ATQO (that's a numeric zero) or just an ATQ. Your modem's 
default setting will almost certainly be to send result codes. 

Stringing Commands Together 

Most modern modems let you string several Hayes commands together on 
the same line. That is, instead of typing AT plus the rest of the command plus 
carriage return, you type AT just once at the beginning of the line, then a 
string of commands without the AT. For instance, using commands we've 
already gone over, you may be able to type: 

ATM2L3DT976-1212; 

and then a carriage return. The M2 following the AT instructs your modem to 
keep your speaker on all the time, the L3 sets your speaker volume to its 
highest level, the DT976-l212 dials the weather number in many parts of the 
country with tones as opposed to pulses, and the semicolon tells your 
modem to return to the command mode when it's finished dialing and not 
look for a data carrier. 

A good many older modems don't support command strings, so you may 
have to consult your modem manual if you have one or simply try out some 
command strings. If they work, fine. If not, the following sequence will yield 
the same result: 

ATM2 
0 K (from your modem) 

ATL3 
0 K (from your modem) 

ATDT976-1212; 

A Note on Hayes Compatibility 

As "universal" as the Hayes language has gone on to become, it remains the 
case that, as with any language, you have to take some account of whom 
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you're speaking to. Hayes Microcomputer is just one of many companies that 
manufacture modems, and different makers implement the language in 
different ways. That's especially true where hardware-based compression 
and error checking are concerned. Not so very many years ago, error checking 
and compression were left entirely to your software. A modem simply wasn't 
called upon to do as much as today's modems. Flow control and other forms 
of handshaking were handled by your terminal program, a modem was pretty 
much a modem, and true Hayes compatibility was relatively easy to support. 

Eventually, though, modems started to diverge, especially as competing 
manufacturers began to introduce proprietary protocols. Telebit came out 
with PEP, U.S. Robotics with HST, and Hayes with its own V-series protocol. 
Each of those required special modem commands, and soon the Hayes 
language had developed any number of modem-specific dialects. Some are 
very much worth knowing. Many U.S. Robotics modems, for instance, will 
display in your terminal window a summary of all the commands they 
understand and even help you with their use . (USR owners should explore the 
AT$, AT&$, ATD$, and ATS$ commands.) 

In this chapter we've stayed close to the original inner core of the Hayes 
language, and thus far Hayes compatibility ought not to be a problem for you. 
But if you fi nd yourself talking more and more to your modem, you'll 
certainly want to read its manual. The gizmo may turn out to have all kinds 
of capabilities that you (and I) don't know about. 

Initialization Strings 

Even if you're a heavy user of your terminal program's automated features, 
and thereby keep a safe distance between yourself and the Hayes language, 
one area that may require some passing knowledge of at least a few key 
phrases is that of initialization strings. Initialization strings are command 
strings that you send to your modem at the beginning of a session, and what 
they do is configure your modem for whatever it is you're about to do. 

Let's take ZTerm as an example. It has sufficient automation to take care of 
a ll your dialing, but it likes to be sure that your modem is configured in the 
way it wants. To do that, it sends your modem an initialization string as soon 
as you fire up the program. After all, earlier that day you may have used some 
other communications application that left your modem configured in a way 
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ZTerm doesn't want. For instance, ZTerm expects verbal (a.k.a. "verbose," 
a.k.a. "long fo rm") result codes from your modem, and some other program 
might have set your modem so that it sends numeric, short form result codes. 
So when you first use ZTerm, the default initialization string it issues to your 
modem is "A TEl Vl /\M". The El makes sure your modem echoes commands 
back to your computer, and the Vl ins tructs your modem to use long form 
result codes. /\M stands for Control-M, which, as we've explained before, is 
another way of saying carriage return. (That's a caret before the M, and you 
get it by holding down the Shift key and typing 6 .) 

Sometimes you may also want to send your modem an initialization string 
that's unique to a given service you like to call. One of the BBSs I frequently 
log on to may use a primitive, bare-bones modem, while some other one may 
offer me all the compression and error-checking benefits of MNP-5. When I 
call the first service, the only initialization string I really need is an "ATZ/\M" 
to set my modem to all of its default settings. With the second service I might 
initialize with "ATX3S ll=55&DO\Cl \ JO\ N3\Q3\Gl \ Vl%Cl" before I dial. For 
now, we'll skip explaining what all those commands mean. Suffice it to say 
that their primary purpose is to make sure that my modem and my service's 
modem negotiate a connection that gives me as many of the benefits of MNP 

Seruice Nome: 

Phone Number. 

Pre- dial inil : 
r-.=::==;--~::::______, 

Account: I Password: 

Oota Rot e:'-;1::::;;:9;;60;;;0;:::;.,..; 1;--::0oto Bits:~ 
Parity: None • I Stop Bits: [E) 
0 loco I Echo 

Flow Contro l: 0 lion/ Hoff !81 Hardware Hands hake 

( OK ) ( Cancel ) 

Fiqure 6.3. In ZTerm, it's in this window thai you can enter an 
inrlialization string for a parlicular service. The string in the "Pre
dial in it" box is the sam e MNP str~·n I quoted just above. The box 
just isn't long enough to show all o it. You can call up this window 
by choosing "Connection" under Term's Settings m enu. 
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as we can both accommodate . ZTerm, as well as a number of other terminal 
programs, lets you enter a different initialization string for every number in 
your program's "phone book." 

A Few Additional Commands 

While we're on the subject, let me leave you with a few more common Hayes 
commands. First, a couple of rare birds-rare because they don't take the 
usual AT prefix and aren't followed by a carriage return. 

A/ is the repeat last command command. When you type A/ to your 
modem, it repeats whatever it did last. If you dialed the weather by issuing 
an ATDT976-1212; and want to dial it again for whatever reason, A/ will do 
the trick. 

+++ is the only command I know of that's used when you're not in the 
command mode. It's called the escape command, and its purpose is to switch 
your modem over to command mode when it's currently in the online mode. 
So if you are in the online mode and you want to issue a command to your 
modem, first type three pluses in a row and wait about a second. You'll know 
you've arrived in the command mode when your modem sends you an "OK." 
Be aware that +++ doesn't always work on the fi rst try. If your modem is 
handling a lot of data while you're in the online mode, some of it may 
insinuate itself between your pluses so that it won't be apparent to your 
modem that three sequential pluses have been typed . 

ATO is the return to online mode command. Obviously enough, after 
you've typed a+++ to get into the command mode and then issued whatever 
command you chose to issue, you'd use ATO to return to the online mode. 
That's the letter 0, by the way, and not a zero. 

ATA tells your modem to a nswer the phone. Because you're answering the 
phone with your modem, it wiiiiook for a data carrier. If it doesn't detect one 
after a few seconds, it will tell you "NO CARRIER" and hang up. You'd use this 
command if you expect someone to call you in order to make an individual
to-individual connection. 

Most modems made nowadays also support auto-answering, and those 
that do usually have an LED on the front panel labeled "AA." When the LED is 
lit, your modem will answer the phone after a pre-set number of rings. The 
ring count is saved in what's called an S-register, of which your modem has 
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28. Typically, a modem's S-registers are labeled from SO to 527, and the auto
answer ring count is stored in SO. (Yes, that's a zero.) When SO contains a zero, 
auto answering is disabled. Whereupon the following commands: 

ATSO=O puts a zero in the S-reglster labeled SO, which turns off auto 
answering. This is the default setting of most modems. 

ATSO=l puts a 1 inS-register zero (SO). It tells your modem to answer the 
phone after one ring. Actually, the number following ATSO= can be anything 
from zero to 255. (It would be interesting to meet the person who uses this 
command to its fullest and sets his modem to answer after 255 rings.) 

Another S-register you may want to try is Sll, which controls tone-dialing 
speed. Most phone companies support a dialing speed much faster than the 
95 milliseconds-per-tone that the average modem defaults to. Register Sll 
will accept values between 50 and 255 (mi lliseconds), and I usually issue an 
ATSll=SS before dialing a number with my modem. 

In this chapter we've only skimmed the surface of the Hayes language, but 
even if you haven't done that before, you now ought to be able to read your 
modem manual with a bit less puzzlement and more comprehension. Despi te 
the automation that may be built into your terminal program, I strongly 
suggest that you experiment with at least some of the Hayes commands, if fo r 
no other reason than to get a feel for what it is that's going on behind the scenes. 



Chapter Iii 

Getting Online: 
A Sample Session 

rn Preparing for Your Debut 

Let it be known right now that this chapter is primarily for 
beginners. Seasoned modemers can scan it briefly or skip it 

altogether without fear of missing anything terribly vital. Beginners will 
probably do well to pay it some attention if for no other reason than that over 
the years a fair number of inexperienced telecommunicators have told me 
that going online makes them oddly tense. Whenever I'd try getting a bead on 
exactly why that was, the clues always seemed to point toward one (or both) 
of two root causes: parsimony and stagefright. 

The thing is, nearly everyone was raised to be frugal with the telephone. 
Authors of terminal programs know that, and, in what they imagine to be a 
convenience, most put some sort of timer in their terminal windows so users 
can watch the seconds tick by during a given session. It's true that during the 
course of any common voice call you can watch the seconds tick by simply 
by glancing at your wristwatch or looking up at the old clock on the wall, but 
usually the sheer sonic content of even the homeliest voice call is enough to 
anesthetize your parsimony. Besides, when you or the person you've called 

97 
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are talking, there's at least the sense that your phone time is being put to 
some kind of elementary use. With data calls it's differe nt. The service at the 
other end types you a longish message-maybe about some interesting new 
files that were recently uploaded to its libraries-and you oblige by reading 
it, possibly even thinking about it. And while you're reading nothing's 
happening! Not only is no one saying a blessed word ; no one's even typing a 
blessed word! Before you're halfway through the message your upbringing 
asserts itself and tells you, "Stop was ting time on the telephone!" Then your 
superego climbs on board by reminding you that every second on the phone 
represents a particle of debt you'll soon be required to make good, and just 
to keep up the pressure the service at the other end chimes in with "If you do 
not press a key in the next two minutes you will be logged off." 

The stagefright part is understandable enough. Services keep prompting 
you incessantly; their constant insistence that you make decisions can lead 
to online performance anxiety. And there's always the chance-for beginners 
a very good chance-that the next prompt will contain some exotic piece of 
nomenclature that you simply won't know how to respond to. What's worse, 
many of the prompts will remind you in passing that you're running out of 
time. BBSs that use the Second Sight host program typically preface their 
major prompts with "30 minutes left," which soon becomes "20 minu tes left" 
and "15 minutes left." So not only is your own terminal timing your call; the 
service at the other end is timing it too. And even if some online menu 
specifies a key you can type to get help, half the time the help text is even less 
decipherab le than the prompt it's supposed to help you with. Meanwhile 
you've accomplished next to nothing, your time limit is almost up, and 
instead of logging off the service in the proper fashion, you want nothing 
more than to hang the phone up and be done with it-except by now you're 
so flustered that you can't remember how to hang up your modem and you 
wind up reaching for the switch somewhere behind it and turning the darn 
thing off. 

To make your online debut go more smoothly, then, let's do some 
elementary preparation and then go through a moot first session with a 
Second Sight BBS. 
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Settings 

We'll be choosing a bulletin board system from the list of Macintosh-oriented 
BBSs in Appendix A. Those which use Second Sight (or its immediate 
predecessor, Red Ryder Host, which is close enough) will have the phrase 
"Host: 2nd Sight/RRH" in their descriptions . The description may include the 
BBS's top speed, but it also may not, so for now let's play it safe and stick with 
2400 bps. We won't be downloading any files this first time around, so high 
speed isn't all that vital anyway. It's the rare speed-reader who can read 
English prose at 240 characters per second while it's scrolling up a te rminal 
window on a Macintosh screen. 

Second Sight likes a full-duplex connection, eight-bit bytes, no parity, and 
one stop bit, so our basic terminal settings will be 2400-8-N-1, full duplex. If 
your terminal program lets you choose an emulation, pick the simplest 
Teletype emulation, TTY. If it doesn't offer TTY-and several terminal 
programs don't-go with VT-52 or VT-100, as both those emulations will 
respond to Second Sight in more or less the same way as TTY. Set your flow 
control for XON/XOFF. Inasmuch as this will be a maiden voyage, we wo n't be 
presenting your system with the kind of challenges that require hardware 
handshaking. (If you 're using White Knight, leaving the hardware handshake 
button unchecked will cause XON/XOFF flow control to take place automatically.) 

Now make sure your terminal window can handle 24 rows and 80 columns 
of type. In some programs, you do that s imply by resizing the terminal 
window with the Mac's standard resize button in the lower-right-hand corner 
of the window. In other programs, you specify window size directly. In still 
others, you can do it either way. A settings window from MicroPhone II is shown 
in Figure 7 .l on the next page. 

Back when all Macs had the same nine-inch screen, users didn't have much 
latitude if they wanted to configure their terminal windows. Things are 
considerably different now. Monitors of all shapes and s izes abound, and 
MicroPhone Il's way of grouping "Rows," "Columns," and "Font Size" in the 
same part of the settings window lets you play with all of them to get the 
terminal window you want. If your terminal program lets you pick your font, 
choose a monospaced font like Monaco or Courier (Mo naco looks cleaner). 

From an earlier chapter, you'll remember that "Strip 8th Bit" is the same 
thing as "No extended characters." You won't be needing extended characters 
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for this session, so the eighth bit will indeed be stripped. Since typing 
extended characters requires using your Option key, that key will now be free 
to serve as the Control key. So if you have a non-ADB keyboard (and therefore 
no Control key) this is the time to tell your program that you'd like to have the 
Option key be your control key. You'll need a control key, because we'll be 
sending a control character or two during the session. 

Termlnol Set tings 

Termlnol Type: I nv ... I 001 
0 Use Color ( Choose Colors ..• ) (Cancel) 

Rows: ltJMI Backspace Key: I Bockspoce ..,. I 
Columns: I 80 • I cursor. I Flashing Block •I 
Font Size: I 9 Point ... I -- -

0 Ruto Wraparound 
1:8] Strip 8th Bit LO End Eoch Line with CR 

0 Locol Echo 

ONew Line 
·-------------------L....·---------------
Answerback: I I 

I Figure 7.1. By grouping settings together in a logical way, , 
MicroPhone l/'s Terminal Settings window reminds you of the little 
things that sometimes need attention. 

MicroPhone's "New Line" button is its way of asking if you want line feeds to 
be inserted automatically after carriage returns. Second Sight doesn't need 
the line feeds, so it's nix on "New Line" if you're using MicroPhone II. If you're 
using another terminal program, it will have its own way of asking the same 
question. The answer remains no. As for what the Backspace key sends, 
Second Sight expects a plain old backspace. 

Many terminal programs let you decide what kind of cursor appears in your 
terminal window, and MicroPhone II is one of them. This is a question of 
aestheti c or ergonomic preference more than of telecommunications, so feel 
free to experiment. 

If you're wonderi ng what Au to Wraparound means, it's just a way of telling 
your terminal window how to handle text. If your window is 80 characters 
wide and a 90-character line of text comes in , your program can either put the 
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last 10 characters on a new line or just not display them at all. With Second ~ 
Sight, you're unlikely to need Auto Wraparound, so it doesn't make much 
difference if it's checked or not. (A number of other terminal programs call 
this option "Wrap text." Whatever your program calls it, don't expect it to do 
the fancy text wrapping that you get from a word processor. Terminal 1 

programs seldom bother about such niceties as breaking lines between 
words; if you've got an 80-column window and a 90-column line, they break 
the line after 80 columns even if it means splitting a word into two pieces.) 
When MicroPhone does break a line, it can also insert a carriage return 
between each part of the break. You won't want that, so don't check it. It's not 
especially crucial in any event. 

If you're curious about Answerback, it's purpose is to accommodate 
remote terminals that use a custom log-on sequence. As part of their log-on 
procedures, some terminals send a 1\E (that's Control-e) and then expect a text 
reply (i.e., an answerback). Second Sight has no such elevated expectations. 

One last thing: A number of terminal programs will let you instruct them 
to ignore full-screen clears. You'll remember from Chapter 3 that 1\L is the 
clear screen character, and every now and then a Second Sight BBS may send 
one. For now I recommend that you not let your screen be cleared. (Inciden
tally, the same option will be presented to you in a different way by the BBS 
itself, but more on that in a moment.) 

Virtually all terminal programs let you save your settings. We'll call the 
group of settings we've just made "Tyro BBS Settings" and save them where 
they can be found for the next go-around. 

Capturing the Session 

For your online debut and even several times thereafter, it will probably be 
wise to record everything that's gone on between you and the service. Things 
do happen pretty fast online, and you may want to review the day's events at 
your leisure. In times past, the way most people did this was by turning on 
their printers and printing out their sessions on a real-time basis. However, 
that was when only the rare user owned a hard drive, and capturing a session 
of any length to a floppy disk almost guaranteed you'd run out of disk space 
in the middle of a session. 
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BTW, I'm aware of all the allusions to the good old days of telecommu
nications that keep coming up, but my motive in discussing them is 
more than sentimental. Many current terminal programs have re
tained many of the same features they had five years ago. You may not 
want to use them now, but one day some oddball situation may arise, 
and it's worthwhile knowing that those antiquated features are still 
accessible. 

In those same bygone days , 300 bps modems were a ll the rage, and a 
printer wouldn't bog down a session all that unacceptably even if it were 
asked to keep up with what was happening in the terminal window. Nowa
days, real-time printing of a session is generally an obsolete practice. What 
you'll want to do ins tead is cap ture the session to disk and then, when it's 
over, either print out the capture file or look at it on screen. just about every 
terminal program lets you turn on a capture file. When you do tha t, you're 
prompted to create a new file, name it, and save it somewhere. The file is 
empty when you first create it, but as your session rolls along, every line of 
text that appears in your terminal window is also saved to the capture fil e. 
The file itself will be in plain-text format, readable by any word processing 
program or by TeachText, Apple's own no-frills text reader that comes 
bundled with all its recent versions of the System. Most hard di sks are fast 
enough so that cap tu ring a session has no appreciable effect on the speed of 
text transfer. 

Some terminal programs offer filtering options that influence the capture 
process. At a minimum, they'll automatically delete the so-called garbage 
characters-line feeds and other control characters that might be sent by the 
se rvice. For now I'd recommend that you not filter anything at all. It will be 
interes ting to see just what con trol characters do come in. 

Warning: From time to time, you may want to print something 
selectively during a session. ZTerm, for instance, has a Print Selection 
option under its File menu which works just the way you'd expect: 
you selec t the text you want to print and then go ahead and print it. 
White Knight gives you a pair of buttons in its general s tatus bar: 

I Fig11re 7.2. White Knight's "capture- ~ 
scr een-to-printer " an d "capture
screen-to-disk" buttons. 
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When you click on the capture-to-printer button, the current screen
not the whole capture buffer-is sent to your printer. Similarly, 
clicking on the capture-to-disk button sends the current screen to a 
plain-text file on disk. Most other programs offer printing options 
too, but use them carefully. Try them out before you go online! Quite 
a few older terminal programs-and remember that some of the 
versions of MicroPhone that come bundled with new modems are 
actually quite old-make the assumption that you'll be printing only 
to an ImageWriter. The ImageWriter is usually accessed through the 
Image Writer printer driver that you choose with the Chooser DA, but 
programs can a lso send text to the printer in much the same way as 
they send text to a modem: through a straight serial connection 
unmediated by any printer driver at all. A number of older terminal 
programs (and old versions of current terminal programs) do just 
that, and if you have, say, a DeskWriter or LaserWriter hooked up to 
your printer port, those printers won't know how to handle the text 
that's been sent to them and may well crash your Mac in mid-session. 

Dialing Up the Service 
For now let's not bother with your terminal program's auto-dialing features. 
It's easier to see what's happening when the dialing process takes place out 
in the open. I've already made the above settings in my terminal program, and 
now, just to make sure my modem hasn't retained any unwanted settings 
from another session, I reset it to its defaults: 

ATZ 
OK 

Now I'll dial up a Second Sight BBS in New Jersey called Dragon's Cave. I type: 

ATDT908-469-3450 

In my neck of the woods it's not necessary to put a "1" before the area code, 
but if it were necessary I'd have typed ATDT 1-908-469-3450. I could have left 
out some or all of the spaces and/or dashes, and I could just as well have 
typed ATDT (908) 469-3450. The spaces, dashes, and parentheses are ignored 
by the modem. If my line didn't support tone dialing, I'd have typed ATDP908-
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469-3450 to tell my modem to dial the number with pulses- the same way a 
rotary dial phone would do it. 

Disabling Call Waiting 

If my line supported call waiting, I'd have disabled it for the duration of the 
call. As a general rule, you'll want call waiting disabled for all your data calls. 
That's because the little beep you get when your line is busy and another call 
comes in can sabotage your data connection. It may produce garbage 
characters at best, and sometimes you may lose a connection altogether. In 
most parts of the country you disable call waiting from a touch-tone phone by 
dialing * 70 and then the phone number. (The asterisk corresponds to the star 
button on the touch-tone keypad.) From a rotary dial phone, you disable call 
waiting by dialing 1170 followed by the phone number. Note that while these 
codes are in common use, they aren't in universal use. So check with your 
local phone company just to be sure. 

In any event, if I did have call waiting on my modem line, I'd have dialed 
ATDT*70,908-469-3450. When an asterisk appears in a phone number 
following an ATDT, the modem generates the tone associated with the star 
button. As for the comma after the *70, you'll recall that it gives rise to a pause 
of approximately two seconds. That's to give your phone company's system 
a moment to digest the reques t to disable call waiting. (Don't worry: as soon 
as your modem hangs up, call waiting becomes active again.) 

The Service Answers and You Log On 

Now, if all goes well, when you type a carriage return after your dialing string 
you'll hear your modem dial the number, then you'll hear the service's phone 
ring and pick up. The brief whooshing tones that follow will be data carriers, 
but after a second or two your modem will stop sending all this activity to 
your speaker and, in your terminal window, you 'll see: 

CONNECT 2400 

And now nothing happens. That's because Second Sight, like many host 
programs, expects you, the caller, to type a carriage return when you're 
connected. So let's get on with it and hit Return. The BBS then responds with: 

Connection made at 2400 baud. 
Dragon's Cave BBS 
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FidoNet 1:2605/602 
Maclist 6 : 6001/2 
VNET 45:580/102 
If you don't complete the validation survey, your account 
is deleted at midnight! 
REAL NAMES only, please! 
Your first name? 

The numbers next to "FidoNet," "Maclist," and "VNET" are Dragon's Cave's 
node addresses in those networked message bases. That's so you know from 
the beginning what message networks it belongs to. As for "Your first name?" 
it's a prompt. Prompts typically conclude with question marks. The ball is in 
your court now, so you type your first name followed by a carriage return. 
You're then prompted for your last name and, when Second Sight can't find 
your name in the BBS's user log, you're prompted for a confirmation. On your 
screen the whole transaction looks like: 

Your first name? John 
Your last name? Smith 
Searching userlog . . . 
John Smith, is that correct (Y or N)?y 
Where are you calling from? 

You respond to that last prompt with your town and state (again followed by 
a carriage return), and Second Sight comes back with: 

Now enter a password you would like to use. IT MUST BE AT 
LEAST 4 CHARACTERS LONG AND UP TO 8 CHARACTERS LONG. 

Lower and uppercase letters are the same, and you may also 
use numbers and symbols like '=' and '*' REMEMBER THIS 
PASSWORD! 

What is your password? 

You make up a password, "dingbat," say, and type it followed by a return. 
Dragon's Cave asks you to type it again, and this time its prompt and your 
response look like: 

Type it ain to be sure I've got it correct-> ••••••• 

From now on you'll never see your password on your screen again. For 
reasons of security, it will always be echoed back to you with asterisks. 
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Now you'll get Second Sight's line feed test: 

=== Linefeed Test === 

How many rows of periods do you see (1 or 2)? 2 

We've responded to the last prompt with "2." That's because we don't need 
Second Sight to send us a line-feed character every time it sends a carriage 
return . If we did need the line feed, the second row of periods would have 
come out directly on top of the first row, and we'd have seen just one row of 
periods. We'd accordingly have answered "1" instead of two, and from that 
point fo rward Second Sight would send line feeds after each of its carriage 
returns. 

Unders tand that these are all first-time procedures. The BBS is developing 
a group of settings for us and will apply those settings when we call again. We 
can change them later if we wish, but otherwise we won't see these tests 
again. That is, we won't see them until we call another Second Sight BBS. 

After the line feed test comes the clear screen test: 

Hello World 
==== Cl ea r Sc reen Test ==== 
Thi s test t e lls me how to clear your sc re e n. If you wou l d 
rather have me never clear your scree n, you can ente r the 
letter 'X' to the question below . 

I s there st ill a line on your scree n abo ve th i s t hat says 
'Hello World' (Y,N,X)? x 

I mentioned earlier that Second Sight would let you tell it how to handle 
screen clears, and this is where it does it. You can see from our response to 
the prompt that we've elected never to have the screen cleared. There's too 
much risk of losing information at which we may want to take a second look. 

Now some user preferences. First: 

Do you want thi s system to prompt yo u to 'Press CR to 
continue . . . ' after each 'screen' of info rma tio n sent to 
your terminal (YIN)? y 

I recommend that for your first several sessions you take your medicine one 
screen at a time. No point in rushing things. Later, when much of what you see 
has become old hat, you can go back to your user preferences (we'll soon see 
how to get to those) and change them to suit your developing tastes. 
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Finally we get: 

==== 'Hot Menus' Preference 
'Hot Menus' means that menu choices will be reacted to 
immediately when you press a command se lection key 
(without having to enter a carriage return afterwards). 
The main advantages are that this is much faster than 
having to wait for the whole menu to be printed out,and 
only one keypress is needed to select a command. The main 
disadvantage is that if you are prone to ' noisy' phone 
lines when accessing this system, spurious characters 
generated by phone line static may be interpreted as 
random command selections. Do you wish to have the 'Hot 
Menus' feature used (Y or N)? y 

My phone lines tend not to generate much random noise, so we went ahead 
and chose the hot keys option. Some non-Second Sight host programs give 
you hot keys automatically; others don't offer this option at a ll. With many 
prompts, the hot keys option spares you the need to type a carriage return 
after your reply, but that's not true of all prompts. It's never true when your 
reply can be of variable length. If the service prompts you for your name, for 
instance, and you reply with "Max," the service has no way of knowing that 
you were planning to type "Maximillian" and can therefore make no assump
tions about where the carriage return will go. In general, hot keys only work 
with prompts that list all acceptable replies, for instance the prompts that end 
with (Yor N)?But if you become familiar enough with the service to know that 
such a prompt is coming, you can type your reply before the prompt actually 
appears in your terminal window. When you do that, Second Sight won't 
bother to complete whatever it's typing. It will assume you know what you're 
doing and immediately take action in accordance with you r reply. 

Sorne Ele rne ntary Nav igating 'Round the BBS 

Now that you're logged on, there's a good chance that your Second Sight BBS 
will send you something like this: 

Welcome to the Dragon Cave BBS!! 
This BBS is dedica te d to the exc hange of information and 
files relating t o the Appl e Macintosh se ries of computers. 
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However, users of ALL types of computer users are welcome 
here! 

To become a member of this BBS, you MUST complete the 
validation survey. 

This is a simple and painless process, which is rather 
standard in the BBS world . It gives the sysop some basic 
information about his/her users and assists in ensuring 
that everyone is fair and maintains a single account on the 
BBS. 

Here are the few rules I would like everyone to follow: 
No uploading of any commercial or pirated programs. Doing 
so results in the immed i ate deletion of your account . If 
you see a file that has been improperly posted, leave the 
sysop E-mail indicating so! Nude images and other 
pornographic material will not be posted on this BBS, and 
will not be credited to a user as an upload . 

Please upload all files using the Compactor utility, as 
this saves disk space and time (since I will have to stuff 
files if you do not). The current version of Compactor is 
in a self-extracting archive in the Compression programs 
section of the Library (file download sections). 

Please do not post your messages entirely in uppercase 
letters. THESE MESSAGES MAKE IT SEEM TO OTHERS THAT YOU 
ARE SHOUTING AT THEM (see what I mean!?). 

No racial comments or foul language of any type will be 
tolerated in the message areas. If you have a strong 
opinion, fine, but make it known in a civilized fashion. 
I request that all users be active participants - in the 
message areas, as well as in uploading files. If you do 
no t have a Macintosh, you are still welcome here; please 
contribute the best you can to appropriate "Special 
Interest Group" (SIG) message areas . 

As a general disclaimer, I am not responsible for any 
consequences as a result of using files that are uploaded 
by users . I cannot be absolutely sure if all of them are 
bug-proof and "safe" programs . If you run into any 
programs which you are having real problems with, please 
post a Public Message about them . 

Above all, have fun and call often! 
Welcome, John Smith, from Anywhere USA! 
Connected on 04/22/92 at 09:59:09 
You are caller number 17357 
No new messages have been sent to you since your last call . 
Press CTRL-S to Pause, or any key to resume. 
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Reviewing the text we just received, if you plan to use the BBS at all , ) 
complete the validation survey and join the BBS. The survey will be presented 
to you as a series of prompts, and you can be reasonably sure you won't be 
asked too many embarrassingly intimate questions. The sysop will want to Q 
know your real name, address, and phone number, maybe also your age, but 
that's about as much personal information as you'll be required to disclose. 
To remain a member in good standing, you may (or may not) be required to 
maintain a given upload/download ratio. That is, you may have to upload a 
file for every 10 or so files you download in order to keep from losing your 
downloading privileges. You may also be required to kick in a few bucks 
toward the BBS's expenses. Those expenses can be considerable, and mem
bership fees and other mandatory contributions are normally quite smal l. 

Dragon's Cave may be a tad more prudish than some other BBSs as to the 
matter of nude images, but if it's soft porn graphics you want, as long as 
you're willing to invest the phone time and dial up enough services, you can 
probably find what you're looking for. Dragon's Cave seems to like only 
Compactor (now called Compact Pro) for compressing whatever files you 
might want to upload to the BBS, but most BBSs will also accept files 
compressed with Stuffit. The warning about messages sent entirely in 
uppercase letters applies to telecommunicating in general. SAVE ALL-CAPS 
FOR EMPHASIS! And, beyond Dragon's Cave's warning about racial slurs and 
foul language, try to avoid losing your temper. Along with being just plain 
offensive, online eruptions of rage and indignation (they're called flames in 
the telecom world) have a way of looking particularly witless when they scroll 
past someone else's screen. 

Message Bases 

As for the last two lines in Dragon's Cave's message to first-time callers, 
Second Sight automatically checks to see if any messages, local or networked, 
have been left for you on the BBS. Since you're on ly now just logging on, 
you're not likely to have any mail. But to demonstrate that the system actually 
works, in the course of preparing Appendix C for this book I wanted to list 
some mail -order sources of mini DIN-8 connectors for people who like to 
make their own modem cables. In many parts of the country, they can be very 
hard to find in stores. I posted a message asking for help with mail-order 
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sources, and a few days later, instead of "No new messages have been sent to 
you since your last call" I got: 

The following 6 messages have been sent to you: 
Msg #48796 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics* Created on 
04/15/92 at 02:22:52 

To: Stephen Taylor, From: Gary Schmidt 
Subject: Mini DIN-8s 
Msg #48411 in *NJMUG Echo* Created on 04/14/92 at 01:31:51 
To: Stephen Taylor, From: liz Kerr 
Subject: Mini DIN-8 connectors 
Msg #47761 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics* Created on 
04/12/92 at 12:08:16 

To: Stephen Taylor, From: Rich Felleppa 
Subject: Re: Mini DIN-8s 
Msg #46959 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics* Created on 
04/12/92 at 11:50:11 

To: Stephen Taylor, From: Dickens 
Subject: RE: Mini DIN-8s 
Msg #46855 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics* Created on 
04/12/92 at 06:52:29 

To: Stephen Taylor, From: Bill Tomkins 
Subject: Mini DIN-8s 
Msg #46798 in *NJMUG Echo* Created on 04/12/92 at 23:10:34 
To: Stephen Taylor, From: Alice Price 
Subject: Re: Mini DIN-8 connectors 
PLEASE: Promptly read and delete all private messages no 
longer needed! 

The replies came from all around the country, and when I checked out the 
information, much of it was eminently useful. 

"Press CTRL-S to Pause, or any key to resume" simply means that iftext goes 
scrolling by too fast for you to read it, hold down your Control key and type 
an s. (For non-ADB keyboard owners, remember that we've asked our terminal 
program to make the Option key behave like a control key for the duration of 
the session.) 

Almost all BBSs send you a marquee adorned with some primitive graphics 
at the beginning of a session. The following is Dragon's Cave's. 
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WELCOME TO 
! ---------- THE DRAGON'S CAVE BBS 
! ! ! ! 
! ! 0 0 ! ! Serving the Macintosh Community since July 4, 1988 
! ! I _ ! ! 
! ! \ _____ _! ! ! Available to Users 24 hours a day except 4-5am EST 
! ! ---------- ! ! 

! @ 

Second Sight 2.2b24 & Tabby 3.0b2 
Running under System 7.0 

! ____________ ! 
/ ! __________ ! Mac IIsi w/ 5.0 Mb RAM & Mi c roTec h Nova 80 HD 
\ 

) 
( 

"BBS IN A BOX" CD-ROM ONLINE!! 620MEGS OF FILES!! 

300/ 1200/ 2400/ 9600 Baud ( USR HST!) 
) 

( 

==\=\=\ \ 
==\ =\ =\ \ 

__________ ' FidoNet Node 
1:2605/602 

MACLIST Nod e Vervan's Gaming Network 
6:6001/2 45:580/102 

\==\ 
- Your Sysop is Ralph Merritt, feel free to send him a messa ge about 

any questions, comments, etc. you may have! 

After that comes the message of the day (which I'm presenting only in part): 

Press CTRL-S to Pause, or any key to 
NEWS AND COMMENTARY FROM THE SYSOP 
01/07 (10:30pm) 

resume. 
Last Updated: 

"BBS IN A BOX" IS BACK!!! THIS IS A CD-ROM WITH 620MEGS 
OF FILES TO D/L! 
The latest volume (IV) of "BBS in a Box" is now online , 
offering 8, 000 files - 620Megs compressed, -> 1.1 GIG de
compressed <- to download . 

For info on the CD, choose option "B" off the Main Menu. 
The File Tranfer Menu .. . 

Press any key to continu e . . . 

Note that announcements of any length are usually preceded with a line 
telling you what control characters you can use to slow down the flow of 
information from the BBS. We press any key to continue and get: 

Press CTRL-S to Pause, any key to resume or CTRL-C to cancel 
Daily Bulletin V2 . 0 - (c) 1988 Michael E. Connick 
This bulletin prepared on 04/21/92 2 : 02 
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Happy Birthday ... 
In 1816 Charlotte Bronte, author of "Jane Eyre" 
In 1838 John Muir, naturalist . 
In 1916 Anthon y Quinn, Actor/Sculptor 
I n 1918 Ella Fitzgerald, jazz si ng er 
In 1926 Elizabeth II, Qu ee n of England 

Quite a few BBSs begin· each session with Michael E. Connick's Daily Bulletin 
V2.0. It's a daily online almanac that lists about two pages of bi rthdays and 
events in history for whichever day you call. Just this once, however, we'll 
interrupt the procession of birthdays with a '-C. When we do that, the BBS goes 
on and sends its main m enu: 

--------- - DRAGON' S CAV E BBS MAIN MENU ----- - - --

<F> File Transf e rs 
<P> Public Messag es 
<*> Read the OTHERNETS Conference 
<I > Information and News 
<A> Ask for Validation 
======================== ======================== 
<R> Read about the COPERNICUS Point So ftware! 
<H> How to ord e r Copernicus 
================================================ 
<B> "BBS IN A BOX" - NOW ONLINE HE RE !!! 
================================================ 
<U> User Utiliti es 

<G> Goodbye, Logoff this BBS 
(27 minute s left ) Command (F,P,*,I,A,R,H,B,%,U,G) ? 

Since the prompt fo llowing the menu is the kind that ends with all allowable 
options in parentheses, if you've chosen Second Sight's hot keys feature you 
won't have to wait for the whole menu to appear on your screen before you 
reply to the prompt. 

Now let's explore. Firs t we'll type <p> to examine the public message base. 
Like most host programs, Second Sight accepts its one-letter user responses 
in e ither uppercase or lowercase. (In computer-ese , we'd say that Second 
Sight isn't case-sensitive.) And <p> is telecom-ese fo r "the letter p." From now 
on we' ll be using that notation- bracketing a character or sequence of 
characters between less-than and greater-than characters-to describe our 
prompt responses. 
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<p> brings us to Dragon's Cave's public message base menu: 

========== Public Message Base Functions ========== 

<L> 'Local' Public Message Bases 
<N> 'Networked' Public Message Bases (Echos) 
=================================================== 
<W> What are 'Local' vs . 'Networked' Public Bases? 
=================================================== 
<1> Choose Sections (Local & Echos) to Combine 
<2> Scan Combined Sections with Option to Read 
<3> Read Combined Sections with Option to Read 
=================================================== 
<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu <!> Download Sections 
(26 minutes left) Command (L,N,W,1,2,3,E, *, Z,!)? 

If I want to find the messages for me that were listed above, I now have a pair 
of options. Second Sight will let me read messages either from one message 
base at a time or from several message bases combined. After giving my 
message listings a quick once-over, I see they come from two different 
echoes, Macintosh Hardware Topics and the NJMUG Echo, both of which are 
Macintosh-related. Combining message bases for subsequent reading can be 
just a trifle time-consuming, so first I try the shorter way and type an <n>, 
which takes me to the echo (i.e., networked public message base) messages: 

============== Networked Public Message Menu =============== 
Networked Public Message Sections are 'Echos' 

============================================================ 
<1> Macintosh "General Topics " Echos 
<2> General Interest/Non-Computer Related Echos 
<3 > Macintosh Support Echos (TABBY, RRH, MANSION, etc) 

<B> Back to the Public Messages Menu 
============================================================ 
<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu < !> Download Sections 
(25 minutes left) Command (1,2,3,B,E,*,Z, !) ? 
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If the Macintosh Hardware Topics and NJMUG echoes can be reached this 
way, it will probably be by typing <1> for "Macintosh 'General Topics' Echos 
[sic]," so that's what I do. And lo! I get yet another menu: 

=========== Macintosh "General Topics" Echos ========== 
Echos on general Macintosh computer-related topics 

======================================================= 
<1> Macintosh 
<2> Macintosh 
<3> Macintosh 
<4> Macintosh 
<5> Macintosh 
<6> Macintosh 
<7> Macintosh 
<8> Macintosh 

De ve lopers/Advanced Programming 
Novices Programming 

(MACDEV) 
(MACNOV) 

(MACHYPE) 
(MACADS) 

(MACNETCOM) 

HyperCard Discussions 
Advertisements, Buy/Se ll 
Networking/Telecommunications 
File Li sti. ngs 
Virus Prevention 
Games & Entertainment 

<9> Macintosh Hardware Topics 
<A> Macintosh Software Topics 
<(> PC-Mac Connectivity Echo 
<D> Macintosh Questions & Answers 

(MACFILES) 
(MACVIRUS) 

(MAC GAMES) 
(MACHW) 
(MACSW) 
(PCMAC) 
(MACQA) 

======================================================== 
<B> Back to the Echos Menu 
======================================================== 
<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu <I> Download Sections 
(25 minutes left) Command (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6, 7, 8, 9, A, C, D, B, E, *, Z,!)? 

I see that Macintosh Hardware Topics is listed in the menu, but the NJMUG echo
BTW, NJMUG stands for New jersey Macintosh Users Group-isn't listed. 

If this were real life , I'd probably just go ahead and type a <9> and retrieve 
at least some of my messages while I'm already this close. But because this is, 
after all, a didactic session, let's go all out and type a <B>, which takes us back 
to the Echoes Menu, then another <B> to go even further back to the public 
message base menu. Remember that if I've activated hot keys and type each 
<B> one right after the other, I'll get the menu I'm looking for almost 
instantaneously. I'll reprise it now so you don't have to turn pages: 

========== Public Message Base Functions ========== 
=================================================== 
<L> 'Local' Public Message Bases 
<N> 'Networked' Public Message Bases (Echos) 

<W> What are 'Local' vs. 'Networked' Public Bases? 
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<1> Choose Sections (Local & Echos) to Combine 
<2> Scan Combined Sections with Option to Read 
<3> Read Combined Sections with Option to Read 

<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu <I> Download Sections 
(25 minutes left) Command (L,N,W,1,2,3,E,*,Z,!) ? 

This time, let's go another route and combine the two message bases from 
which we want to read messages. That way you can see what some of the 
national networked bases are. A BBS can choose to carry as few or as many 
message bases as it cares to. One of the reasons I picked Dragon's Cave as an 
example is that it carries so many different bases. When I respond to the 
prompt above by typing a <1>, Second Sight comes back with a prompt for 
every message base on the BBS: 

Dragon Chat (Local Chat) - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Macintosh Files- add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Second Sight Support - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Mac Novice Programming - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
NY-NJ Metro Mac Users - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Tabby Support - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Developers - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Advertisements - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Mac Virus Topics - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Networking - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Mac Hypercard Programming - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
On-Line Games Support - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Wrestling Match Reports - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Q&A - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
PC-Mac Connectivity - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Mansion Support - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
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Macintosh Games - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
North New Jersery Users - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Hardware Topics - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? Y 
Macintosh Software Topics - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Dragon's Cave Points - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
NJMUG Echo - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? Y 
NJ For Sale Conference - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Local BBS Advertisements - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Mac FREQs for Points - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

WireTap TeleCom Support - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Home & Garden Chat - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Crafting - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh Communications - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
MacWoof Support Echo - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Willowbrook Saga RPG - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Points Conference - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Offline Readers - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Consumer Report - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
Home Repair Tips - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Macintosh System 7 Echo - add to combined section list 

(Y/N,Q)? N 
Role-Playing Games - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

Start Fleet Battles Game - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

OtherNets Conference - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

First Class BBS Echo - add to combined section list 
(Y/N,Q)? N 

UNKNOWN - add to combined section list (Y/N,Q)? N 
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Changes are <P>ermanent, <T> his call only, <C>ancelled 
(P,T,C)? T 

========== Public Message Base Functions ========== 

<L> 'Local' Public Message Bases 
<N> ' Networked' Public Message Bases (Echos) 

<W> What are 'Local' vs. 'Networked' Public Bases? 

<1> Choose Sections (Local & Echos) to Combine 
<2> Scan Combined Sections with Option to Read 
<3> Read Combined Sections with Option to Read 

<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<l> Zap Back to Main Menu < !> Download Sections 
(24 minutes left) Command (L,N,W,1,2,3,E,*,Z, !) ? 

You can see that I answered "no" (i.e., <N>) to the prompt for every base except 
Macintosh Hardware Topics and the NJMUG Echo. You can also see that you 
can quit the process at any time by typing <0;>. But mainly you can see how 
many message bases there are-and those a re by no means all extant bases; 
they're just Dragon's Cave's unusually generous selection. When I'm done 
with the li st I tell the BBS that my changes-that is, the selection of echoes I'll 
be reading-apply only to this call, as on another day I may want to look at 
a different assortment of message bases. When I've made my choices, I'm 
presented yet again with the Public Message Base menu, and this time I type 
<3> to go to where I can read messages on the two bases I've chosen. The BBS 
now sends: 

Read messages : 
<N>ewly added message s since last call 
<B>egin after highest message number last read 
<F> orward chronologically 
<R>eve rse chronologically 
<I> ndividually 
(23 minutes left) Command (N,F,R,I,B) ? 

want to read my messages individua lly, so I type <I> and the BBS 
responds with: 

Message numbers range from 1 to 51264 
Enter me ssage number: 
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I now enter 46959, the number of one of the messages, and Dragon's Cave 
comes back with: 

Searching ... 
Msg #46959 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics• Created on 
04/12/92 at 11:50:11 

To: Stephen Taylor, From: Dickens 
Subject: RE: Mini DIN-8s 
ST> Does anyone know a good mail order source for Mini DIN-

8 connectors? 
ST> I need to wire some custom Mac cables. 
When I need a custom cable, I find one that isn't being 

used and adapt it! 
But try: 
Electro Products/ Seattle, WA 
1-800-423-0646 (Ordering) 
Custom Cabling, cable supp lies 

They seem to carry what I need and they're cheap tool! 
Dickers 
- Tabby 3.0b3 

• Origin: 4th Dimension BBS/Mansion 617/494-0565 Bost on, 
MA (1: 101/450) 
<D>elete, <R>eply, <N>ext, <C>o ntinuous, <Q>uit, 
RETURN = Ne xt (D,R,N,C,Q)? 

The prompt explains that "RETURN= Next." It also says <N>ext, which is BBS 
shorthand for "type <N> for next message." We conclude that typing a return 
at that prompt is equivalent to typing an <N>, and sure enough it is! The 
carriage return causes us to be prompted for another message number: 

Message numbers range from 1 to 51264 
Enter message number: 

I then enter the number of another of the messages that are waiting for me 
and continue until I've read all s ix messages. 

BTW, those lines in Mr. Dickens's message that begin with "ST>" are 
quotes from the message I'd originally posted. There are several 
shareware quoting utilities that let heavy message base users do that. 
If it's something you think you might like to do yourself, you can 
download such a utility from the file libraries of many BBSs. The next 
chapter deals with downloading. 
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BTW, as for the content of the above message, I checked with Electro 
Products, and they wound up being listed as a parts source in the 
appendix, for which I thank Mr. Dickens. However, adapting pre-wired 
cables can be tricky. You need to be sure that the cable you begin with 
has lines coming from all the pins you'll be wanting to wire up. 
Otherwise you can chop up a perfectly good cable and discover 
there's no wire connected to pin 3, say, even though you plan to 
connect pin 3 to something else. Yes, you can test a cable with a 
continuity checker, but you can also stay on the safe side and restrict 
your adaptations to straight-through cables in which all the mini DIN-
8 pins have wires soldered to them. 

BTW, from the .. ,., Origin" line at the bottom of the above message, 
you'll notice it came from Boston. I received other replies to my 
original postings literally from points all across the country, ranging 
from eastern Long Island to New jersey to Minnesota to Arkansas out 
to Texas, Arizona, and California. 
Each of the messages sent to me by the BBS concludes with this prompt 

<D>elete, <R>eply, <N>ext, <C>ontinuous, <Q>uit, 
RETURN = Next (D,R,N,C,Q)? Q 

After I'm done reading all them, I type a <Q>, and the BBS returns me to its 
Public Message Base menu. The <C>ontinuous option doesn't apply when 
you're reading messages individually (as we are right now) but I could also 
choose to reply to a message right then and there by typing <R>. (That's what 
"<R>eply" means.) When I do that I'm prompted as follows: 

....... . . 1 . . ... . .. . 2 .... . .. . . 3 ..... . . . 
Subject (40 characters max . ): Mini DIN-8s ? 

As a default, Second Sight preenters the subject of the message I'm replying 
to, but it also gives me the opportunity to alter it. As a further convenience, 
it types a "ruler" (the line of periods and numbers) jus t above the prompt so 
I can see if I'm observing the maximum of 40 characters allotted to message 
subjects. I elect to leave the default subject as is by typing just a carriage 
return, and now I'm prompted with: 

You may now type in up to 200 lines of text. 
Lines will automatically wrap around at the 75th character . 
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To stop entering, type a carriag e r et urn on a blank line . 
. . . . . . . . . 1 ....... . . 2 .. ... .. .. 3 ..... . . . . 4 .. .. ..... 5 . ... . . . .. 6 . .. ... . .. 7 .... . 
1> 

Combined with Second Sight's line prompts, my reply might look like this: 

... . . •.. . 1 .. . .. .. .. 2 . .. . . . ... 3 . . . .. . . . . 4 . . ... ... . 5 . . . ... . . . 6 .. . .. . ... 7 . .. . 
1>Many thanks for the information , e s pecially since 
Macintosh cabling 
2>connectors can sometimes be tough to find . Rest as s ur ed 
that the info will 
3>be put to good us e . 
4 > 
<C>ancel, <S>a ve, <L>i st , <l >nser t , <D>el e te, <A>dd, 

<E>dit (C, S ,L , I , D, A, E) ? C 

Unlike the message functions of a number of the online services, Second Sight 
performs automatic, word-processor-style word wrapping. If you type past 
the 75th character, as I did when I typed "connectors" on line l , the host 
program breaks the line between words and puts the overlong word on the 
next line. As you can see, I typed a carriage return on a blank line foll owing 
my message, and when I did that I got a prompt asking what I now want to do 
with my message. When I choose <S>ave by typing <5> the BBS tells me: 

Saving mes s age #55149 .. . 
Me s sage s iz e 164 byt es .. . 
Flagging Dicke ns that a me ss a ge is waiting . . . 
Pre s s ca r r i ag e return to con t inue . . . 

Soon-probably in the middle of that night- Dragon's Cave's computer will 
link up automatically with another node (i. e. , another member BBS) on the 
network. The network software will pick up a packet of new messages from 
the node and also drop off a packet of its own new messages. Eventually, 
moving from node to node, my message will make its way to Boston, where, 
presumably, Mr. Dickens will check in with the 4 th Dimension BBS and 
read it. 

Incidentally, if you're jus t poking around a BBS's message bases to see 
what's going on, you can do things a bit more simply. If you're a hardware 
freak and want to know what sort of concerns are on your conferees' minds, 
you can go to the following Public Message Base menu on the next page. 
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========== Public Message Base Functions ========== 

<L> 'Local' Public Message Bases 
<N> 'Networked ' Public Message Bases (Echos) 

<W> What are 'Local' vs. 'Networked' Public Bases? 
=================================================== 
<1> Choose Sections (Local & Echos) to Combine 
<2> Scan Combined Sections with Option to Re ad 
<3> Read Combined Sections with Option to Read 
===========================================~=== ==== 

<E> Local El ect ronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<l> Zap Back to Main Menu <!> Download Sections 
(23 minutes left) Command (L,N,W,1,2,3,E, *, Z, ! ) ? 

and just type an <N>, which will bring you to: 

==============Networked Public Message Menu=============== 
Networked Public Message Sections are 'Echos' 

<1> Macintosh "General Topics" Echo s 
<2> General Interest/Non - Computer Related Echos 
<3> Macintosh Support Echos (TABBY, RRH, MANSION, etc) 
============================================================ 
<B> Back to the Public Messages Menu 

<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu < !> Download Sections 
(23 minut es left) Command (1,2,3,B,E,*,Z, !) ? 

Now, if you type a <1> you'll get to: 

=========== Macintosh "General Topic s " Echos ========== 
Echos on general Macinto s h computer - related topic s 

<1> Macinto s h Developers/Advanced Programming (MACDEV) 
<2> Macinto s h Novices Programming (MACNOV) 
<3> Macintosh HyperCard Dis cussion s (MAC HYPE) 
<4> Macintosh Advertisements, Buy/Sell (MACADS) 
<5> Macinto s h Networking/Telecommunications (MACNETCOM) 
<6> Macinto s h Fil e Listing s (MACFILES) 
<7> Macintosh Viru s Prevention (MACVIRUS) 
<8> Macinto s h Games & Entertainmen t (MACGAMES) 
<9> Macintosh Hardware Topics (MACHW) 
<A> Macintosh Software Topic s (MACSW) 
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<C> PC-Mac Connectivity Echo 
<D> Macintosh Questions & Answers 

<B> Back to the Echos Menu 

<E> Local Electronic Mail <*> On-Line Games 

(PCMAC) 
(MACQA) 

<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu <I> Download Sections 
(22 minutes left) Command (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,C,D,B,E,*,Z, !)? 

where you can type a <9> and go right to: 

=================== MACHW Echo ===================== 
Topics related to Macintosh Hardware 

<P> Post a new public message 
<S> Scan public messages 
<D> Delete a public message 
<R> Read public messages 
<F> Find a user's valid name for message addressing 

<B> Back to Computer-Related Echos Menu 
<Z> Zap back to Main Menu 
(21 minutes left) Command (P,S,D,R,F,B,Z) ? 

As usual, the menu concludes with a prompt, and typing <R> to read 
messages brings you to : 

Read messages: 
<N>ewly added messages since last call 
<B>egin after highest message number last read 
<F>orward chronologically 
<R>everse chronologically 
<l>ndividually 
(21 minutes left) Command (N,F,R,I,B) ? 

You can see from the first two options that Second Sight keeps track of the 
messages read by every user of the BBS. If we read messages "<F>orward 
chronologically" and start with message #1, we may wind up seeing some 
pretty old messages. We don't have enough information about what might be 
a good message number to start with, so let's choose "<R>everse chronolog
ically." Incidentally, the chronology in question pertains not to the dates on 
which the messages were actually posted but to the dates on which the BBS 
received them. If the network delivers an old message to the BBS last night 
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and a much newer message to the BBS last week, the newer message will show 
up in the BBS's chronology as being older than the old message. 

Nonetheless, we'll type an <R>, and Second Sight responds with: 

Message numbers range from 1 to 50614 
Enter starting message number: 

To work backward from the newest message on the BBS, we then type 
<50614>, whereupon the BBS types back: 

Searching .. . 
Msg #50614 in *Macintosh Hardware Topics* Created on 
04/19 / 92 at 16:11:55 
To: Sam Lewis, From: Kevin Gray 
Subject: RE: Three Blind Mice ? 

IW> Having to use a PowerBook trackball, I ' m suffering 
from mouse-withdrawal 

IW> symptoms, and thinking about alternate possibilities 
of a CORDLESS mouse. 

I've used a cordless mouse for a while, Ilbert. The two 
major problems that I encountered were: 

1. Battery Life: unless you used rechargeable batteries 
(which you have to replace even more often than al kaline) 
it will keep you poor. I found that I was replacing my 
nicad bat te ri es every two to three days. Th e mou se that 
I used had an auto shut down feature that shut itself off 
after five minutes of inactivity to preserve batt e ry 
life. 

2. Infrared reception : The cordless mice that I've seen 
all use an infrared de vice that must be within a certain 
radius of the mouse to pick up the signals from the mouse. 
So, whi le they are called a cordless mouse , t hey really 
aren't co rdle ss at all ... only the "mouse" portion that 
you roll around on your desktop. 
The infrared receptor posed a problem for me s ince it has 
to be in front (or within approximately 45 degree radius) 
of the remote mouse . In addition , the mouse must point to 
this device for it to work. I found t hat my mouse habits 
had me pointing the mouse in odd angl es , thus the receptor 
was not always picking up the signals from the 
mouse ... therefore no cursor movement on the sc reen . This 
is annoying and pos s ibl y de adl y if yo u're playing a fast 
game. 
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After about a mon t h I sold th e cordl ess mouse , although 
I liked i t s feel very much. I don't think this type of 
mou se i s an accep t able solution for you . 

- Copernicus II (100) 
* Origi n: => Wiltyp e * London / On t ario / Canada * 

<= (1 : 12/109 . 555) 
<D >elet e, <R>eply , <N>ext, <C>ontinuou s , <Q>uit, 
RETURN = Ne xt (D , R,N,C , Q) ? 

Either an <N> or a carriage return takes us one message further back in the 
message base: 

Se a rchin g ... 
Msg #5061 3 in *Macintosh Hardware Topic s* Created on 

04 / 19/ 92 at 09:50:11 
To: All , From: Sam Lewi s 
Subject : Thr ee Blind Mice ? 

Thre e Blind Mice . . . . . . . ... etc. , and s he cut off their 
tail s with a carving knif e ! 

Having to us e a Pow e rBook trackball, I'm s uffering from 
mou se -wi t hdrawal s ymptoms, and thinking about alternate 
po ss ibilitie s of a CORDLESS mou s e . 

Anybody out th e re have knowledge or hand s- on ex pe rience 
wi t h t hi s s peci e s of r ode nt ? 

Maga zi ne r e vi ews, r e commended buys ? And a re t hey compa t ibl e 
wi th 170 PowerBook 's co nfi guration? Do any other s of you 
mi ss your mi ce ? Any fee dba ck (cheesy or ot herwi se ! ) 
appr eci a te d . 

- Cop e rn icus I I ( 011 7) 
* Orig i n: MA Chiav elli - Powe rB ook Prin ce - London Ont 

( 1 : 121109.333 ) 
<D>elet e , <R>e pl y, <N>ex t , <C>ontinu ous , <Q> ui t , 
RETURN = Next (D , R, N, C,Q )? 

And there's the message that gave rise to the one before. At this point we can 
keep reading backwards into the base either by typing a carriage return after 
each message or, since we're capturing all incoming and ou tgoi ng text, we can 
just hit <C> and let the messages be sent to us continuously. If, while they're 
rolling by, we suddenly decide to cut them off, all we need do is type a AC
old mister in terrupt. That will cause Second Sight to prompt us with: 

<D>e l ete, <R>e pl y, <N>ex t , <C>on t i nuous, <Q>uit, 
RETURN = Next ( D,R, N, C, Q)? 
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after the last message that scrolled by. We can then take whatever action we 
care to, including typing <Q;> to quit the message base. 

More Navigation 

Now let's proceed with our BBS tour. You may have noticed that all of Dragon's 
Cave's submenus let you return to its main menu by typing <Z> for "Zap Back 
to Main Menu." Let's do it. 

---------- DRAGON'S CAVE BBS MAIN MENU ---------

<F> File Transfers 
<P> Public Messages 
<*> Read the OTHERNETS Conference 
<E> Electronic Mail (member-to-member) 
<I> Information and News 

<R> Read about the COPERNICUS Point Software! 
<H> How to order Copernicus 

<B> "BBS IN A BOX" - NOW ONLINE HERE!! I 

<U> User Utilities 
<0> On-line Games 

<G> Goodbye, Logoff this BBS 
(20 minutes left) Command (F,P,*,E,I,R,H,B,%,U,O,G) ? E 

Note that if you're a first-time user, the above menu will look a little different. 
Instead of the line that reads "<E> Electronic Mail (member-to-member)" 
there'll be a line that says "<A> Ask for Validation." That's how you reply to the 
aforementioned validation survey (i.e., by typing an <A>). Note too that these 
menus will differ in their contents from one Second Sight BBS to the next. It's 
certainly true that all Second Sight BBSs have a distinct "look and feel," just as, 
say, Hermes BBSs have their look and feel. But each BBS remains free to 
customize its menus to its taste , and the variation can be considerable. 
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Exploring some more services of our chosen BBS, we can type an <£>and 
go to: 

=============== Local Electronic Mail ================ 
Mail sent in this form is "member-to-member» 

<R> Read your local electronic mail 
<S> Send electronic mail to other users 
<L> Look for all messages on this BBS addressed to you 
<F> Find a user's valid name for message addressing 

<E> Electronic mail to the Sysop 

<N> "Networked» Electronic Mail ("NetMail») Functions 

<P> Public Messages Section 
<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu 
(19 minutes left) Command (R,S, L,F,E,N,P,Z) ? 

where we can (<R>) read our local mail if we have any, (<L>) scan all the 
message bases on the BBS for mail addressed to us, (<E>) send a note to the 
sysop of this BBS, (<F>) find the exact name of a user to make sure any mail 
we send him or her gets properly addressed, (<S>) send mail to members of 
this BBS, or (<N>) gain access to the BBS's networked E-mail functions, 
through which we can send E-mail to members of other BBSs. On that last 
count, it's not exactly cricket to use the auspices of FidoNet to conduct a 
major correspondence with someone halfway around the world. Moving 
messages from one node to another involves a good amount of long distance 
telephone time, even ifmostofit does happen in the middle of the night when 
rates are low. Phone costs are borne by the participating BBSs, and excessive 
use of inter-BBS E-mail for personal reasons is tantamount to mooching. 

With that understood, take another look at the main menu. Typing an <I> 
brings us to: 

============= Information Files ============= 

<A> Access Levels & Stats for Users 
<D> Display Callerlog (previous day) 
<C> Calendar of Events 
<L> List all Callers to this BBS 
<M> Make a voluntary $$ donation to the Sysop 
<V> Voluntary Donators - THANKS! 
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eN> New User Info, "Rules of Etiquette" 
<R> Red Ryder Products 
<S> System Hardware 
<H> US Robotics Sysop Support Program 
<U> User Group Info 

cZ> Zap Back to Main Menu 
(19 minutes left) Command (A,D,C,l,M,V,N,R,S,H,U,Z) ? 

Most BBSs offer menus something like this one. This is where you can find out 
more about the particular BBS you're calling, and typing one of the bracketed 
letters in the menu will cause the BBS to print the relevant information to your 
screen. Once again, if you're capturing text to disk, you can read it or print it 
out when the session is over. 

Typing a <U> back at the main menu prompt will take you here: 

========= User Utilities ============ 

<N> New Password 
<C> Change Terminal Preferences 
<Y> Yell for System Operator to Chat 
<S> Show Your Statistics 

<E> local Electronic Mail 
cF> File Transfers 
<0> On-line Games 
<P> Public Message Sections 

<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu 
(18 minutes left) Command (N,C,Y,S,E,F,O,P,Z) ? 

As you can see, it's here that you can change your password or any of the 
other terminal preferences we went through when we first logged on. We 
won't show all of them right now, nor will we trek up every last tributary of 
the river we've been exploring. Nonetheless, the meat and potatoes of most 
Mac bulletin board systems are their file transfer sections, so let's take a 
preliminary peek. File transfers aren't really Dragon's Cave's strongest point, 
but for now that doesn't make much difference. 
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Let's type an <F> and have a look anyway: 

============ === File Transfers Menu =======••========= 
Upload Files directly to the appropriate DL section 

<C> Compactor: What is it & why use it? 

<L> Local File Download/Upload Sections 
<B> "BBS in a Bo x» CD - ROM File Download Sections 
<0> Difference between "local» files and CO-ROM files 

<Z> Zap Back to Main Menu 
(18 minutes left) Command (C,L,B,D,Z) ? 

Dragon's Cave offers file transfers from two different sources, its own local 
download/ upload section and "BBS in a Box," a CD ROM distributed by the 
Arizona Macintosh Users Group. "BBS in a Box" contains hundreds of mega
bytes of Macintosh shareware that a BBS can make available to its members. 
The local download/upload section, on the other hand , is supported by the 
BBS's own users and sysop. For now that's where we'll go by typing <L>: 

=================File Download Sections =====•============• 

<C> Communications 
<F> Fonts 
<H > HyperCard Stacks 
<K> FKEYs/OA s 
<P> Programming Files 
<U> Utilities 
<N> Net - Related Files 
<2> Mac II Files 
<V> V-NET Files 

<0> Demo Software 
<G> Games 
<I> INITS/Cdevs 
<M> Music / Sound 

<T> Te xt files/Miscellaneous Stuff 
<A> Art, Graphics, Film 

<R> Red Ryder Host Support Files 
<#> Role-playing Files 
<&> Compression Programs 

<B> Back to File Transfers Menu 
<Z> Zap back to Main Menu 
(17 minutes left) Command 

(A,C,D,F,G,H , I,K,M,P , U, T,N,R,2,V,&,#,B,Z) ? 

Communications is the subject of this enquiry, so we'll type a <C> and get: 

• m== = == =a==== ==== Communications == ========••== === 

<N> New files added since your last call 
<L> List available files 
<S> Search for character s in file names 
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<G> Get file's descrip tio n and other information 
<D> Download a file from this BBS to your computer 
== =================================== ============= 
<U> Upload a Communications File to this BBS 
================================================== 
<B> Back to Downloads Menu 
<Z> Zap back to Main Menu 
(17 minutes left) Command ( N,L, S ,G,D , U,B,Z) ? 

And now we'll list the files in Dragon's Cave's local communications library by 
typing <L>. This is what we get: 

Press CTRL-S to pause, CTRL-Q to resume, or CTRL-C to 
cancel. 

Name Size Date Accesses File Type 

ASLtalk. SIT 28 119 09 / 1 2/88 8 Macintosh Docu ment 
Terminal program in a DA, no xfers , supports 19,200 bps. 
<D>ownload, <N>ext, <Q>uit, <C>o ntinuous, RETURN = Ne xt 

(D,N,Q,C)? 

Actually, ASLTalk is something of a rare find. You seldom see it in BBS file 
libraries any more. Back in the days before System 7.0 and even before 
MultiFinder first appeared (there I go again), the only way you could run two 
programs at the same time on a Macintosh was to have at least one of them 
be a Desk Accessory. And of all the varieties of software that' you'd like to be 
able to run in the background, telecom programs come out near the top of the 
list. Even now, as we're about to ask for a continuous listing of Dragon's 
Cave's telecom-related fil es, we might very well want to work on something 
else while the list comes in. ASL Talk can't upload or download fil es, but there 
was another DA called BackDown that could, and if you had both DAs 
installed you could access all the basic telecom functions in the background 
and still have a major application running. That's history now, and since 
we're saving downloading for the next chapter we can skip the <D>ownload 
option in the prompt fo llowing ASL Talk's description. Instead, let's type <C> 
for a continuous li sting of files. This is what we get: 

BroadCa st . SI 14025 03/26 /89 12 Macintosh Document 
Put thi s in your system folder and you can sen d me ss ag e s 
to other user s vi a Appl eTalk. Go to the Chooser and c lic k 
on Broadcast and a user to recei ve the message and you c an 
se nd a s hort (3 line) me ssage with o description i c on 
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(choice of 12). 
or whistles. 

Cheaper than MicroSoft Mail but no mail 

Charm.SIT Macintosh Document 
Charm, a telecommunications program that supports the 

86963 07/08/89 3 

SEAlink protocol. 
This application is in development. Docs are in Italian! 
EasyCom. SIT 11852 11/23/88 26 
Make MicroPhone have all the features 
FreeTerm . SIT 35432 07/02/88 12 
PO telecommunications program 
InstallStuff 104374 08/25/88 
Application 

Macintosh Document 
of SmartCom. 
Macintosh Document 

7 Macintosh 

Installs Stuffit 1.5 by overlaying your earlier version. 
MacArc.SIT 27605 07/02/88 22 Macintosh Document 
De-arcs IBM format files on a Mac disk. 
SETCLOCK 2. 3 12476 11/ 17/9 1 3 Macintosh Document 
New version of SetClock utility - ca lls a number via modem 

and sets clock exactly. 
MACEXPRESS 8246 12/11/91 8 Macintosh Document 
Call the MacExpress BBS (201) 235-1558 at 2400/1200 bps! 

For more info, download this file! 
FIRSTCLASS 206394 01/17/92 0 Macintosh 
Application 

This is the interface for a great Mac BBS . Call 215-584-
4756 . It's a Phili number but they have lots of files, 
news and conferences.The great thing about this BBS is 
that it use s a Graphic interface like American Online . 

AUTOCLOCK. CP 112942 02/10/92 3 Macintosh Doc ument 
AutoClock 1.1.2. Ca ll s the US Naval observatory and sets 
the Mac clock.Much better than Set Clock, and is 
compatable with System 7 . Includes an init which, when 
used under System 7, sends an Apple event to the 
application to set the clock at any given interval (e.g. 
every day, month, hour, etc . ) 

ZTERM 189596 02/11/92 3 Macintosh Document 
Finally! The newest r e lease of Dave Alverson's fantastic 
shareware communications program, ZTerm! Version 0.9 adds 
sc rip ting, phon e book, and lots of small er features . 

MWoof12. CPT 175029 03/02/92 4 Macintosh Document 
MacWoof 1.2, macinto s h point program. 
Serial T. cpt 14567 03/02/92 3 Macintosh Document 
Serial Toolbo x, for use with MacWoof 1.2 
WK 11.13 205567 04/15 / 92 0 Macintosh Document 
For those of you who have WhiteKnight 11.12, her e are the 
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patches for updating WK to 11.13. You will need t he PUP 
updater to us e the patches. 

Press carriage return to continue . .. 

I should mention that I've edited a Jot of old fil es out of the list. Programs 
uploaded in 1988 are likely either to have been superseded by newer versions 
or to have fallen into disuse fo r one or another reason. But I've t ried to show 
you enough of the list to tease you with poss ibilities of greatly enriching your 
trove of telecom software. 

Thus teased, Jet's take a last nostalgic look at the main menu: 

---------- DRAGON' S CAVE BBS MAIN MENU ---------

<F> File Transfers 
<P> Public Messages 
<*> Read the OTHERNETS Conference 
<E> Electronic Mail (member-to-member) 
<I > Information and News 

<R> Read about the COPERNICUS Point Software! 
<H> How to order Copernicus 
=== == ===== == == =========================== ======= 
<B> "BBS IN A BO X" - NOW ONLINE HERE! I I 

<U> User Utilit ies 
<0> On-line Games 

<G> Goodbye, logoff this BBS 
(16 minutes left) Command (F,P,*,E,I,R,H,B,%,U,O,G) ? 

The <R> option causes a blurb about a program called Copernicus to be 
printed to your telecom window. If you're about to become a serious BBS user 
you'd do well to consider buying it. It's capable of doing pretty much all the 
BBS navigating that we've just done manually, except it does it automatically 
and unattended. You can set it to call a BBS when phone rates are at their 
lowest, retrieve all your messages, post both new messages and replies to 
messages you've already read, download some files, read a few message 
bases and then Jog off-all wh ile you're fast asleep . 

And speaking of logging off, let's do it now by typing <G>. Try never to log 
off a service simply by hanging up your modem in the middle of a session. 
Yes, Second Sight can handle it, but some host programs become temporarily 
deranged by phonus interruptus. 
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Person to Person Connections 

When you connect with a friend or business associate, things are a whole lot 
simpler. You can use the same settings we used for our first BBS call with one 
important exception: prearrange that both parties are set for half duplex/ local 
echo instead of fu ll duplex. If your number is 123-4567, all the other party has 
to do is type: 

ATDT1234567 (followed by a return) 

to his modem. If your modem is turned on, connected to your computer, and 
also connected to the phone line, and if you have a terminal program up and 
running on your Mac, the word 

RING 

should appear in your terminal window when the phone rings. Now all you 
need do is type: 

ATA (followed by a return) 

and your modem should answer. If your modem supports auto-answering 
and you type: 

ATS0=1 (followed by a return) 

to your modem before the other party call s, you won't even have to bother 
with an ATA. ATSO=l (that's ATS zero =1) sets your modem to answer the 
phone after one ring. (Yep, ATS0=2 sets it to answer after two rings and so 
forth.) You'll both hear some phone rings and carrier tones in your modem 
speakers , and then you'll both see 

CONNECT 2400 

on your screens. Someone should start typing around now just so both parties 
get some reassurance that the connection actually exists. 

During ordinary voice calls, most of us use a shared system of hints and 
signals to let each other know when we're in talk mode and when in listening 
mode. When speaking, we say "uh-huh" or "yeah?" or inflect our voices upward 
or downward. With a person-to-person data connection, two successive 
carriage returns usually mean that one party is done typing and the other is 
invited to respond. Beyond that, both of you are on your own. 
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Transferring Tex t Files 

If you dial up a BBS and start exploring, the chances are excellent 
that even before you explicitly try to upload or download any

thing, you'll be a party to the elementary transferring of files. In the last 
chapter, just after we logged onto the Dragon's Cave BBS, we were sent this 
introductory message: 

Welcome to the Dragon Cave BB S !! 
This BBS is dedicated to the exc hang e of information and 
files relating to the Apple Macintosh series of computers. 
However, us e r s of ALL types of computer use rs are welcome 
here! 

To become a member of t hi s BBS . . . 

We observed that Dragon's Cave was operated by a host program called 
Second Sight, and what Second Sight was doing then was sending us a text 
fil e. The Dragon's Cave sysop had prepared the fil e beforehand and saved it 
somewhere on the BBS's hard disk. He then configured Second Sight so that, 
once new callers have keyed in a few choices about how they'd like to use the 
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BBS, the host sends them the file tha t contains the welcome message. And 
since we started a capture fil e before we began the sess ion , the text in the 
Dragon's Cave welcome message file was transferred to our capture file. 
Putting it another way, Dragon's Cave uploaded its welcome message file to 
our computer. Putting it a third way, we downloaded Dragon's Cave's wel
come message file to our computer. We didn't explicitly request the down
load, but Drago n's Cave insisted, and, as first-time callers, we were in no 
position to object. 

That kind of fil e transfer is sometimes called text transfer or straigh t text 
transferor ASCII transferor ASCII dump or text dump. The sending computer 
emulates a human being at the keyboard and sends the text file very much as 
though it were being typed. 

Now and then you'll probably want to transfer text files yourself. If you 
intend to post a message on a BBS, for instance, you may decide to compose 
the message before you go online. You'd write the message using a word 
processor and save it as plain text. Then you'd log onto the BBS, find your way 
to whatever message section you want to post in, and when you're prompted 
for your message, you'd ask your own terminal program to send a text file. 
Some programs have a Send Text (o r something very similar, like Send ASCII) 
option under their File menus. Others group text transfers with all the other 
kinds of file transfers. In Smartcom II you send text with this button: 

When you click on it, you get Smart com ll's version of the Mac's Standard Files 
dialog box, shown in Figure 8.1. 
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Rutotype a File 

Ia MsgsToUpload .... I 
D Mac HardwareMsg ~ 
D MsgToGarcla 
D TelecomMsg 

Current Protocol: Normal 

n 
o [ 

=Cirrus 

1: j<H t 

Oeslctop 

Type ll 
Cancel ) 

I Figure 8.1. Smartcom If's window for choosing a text file to 1 
send-er, I mean to autotype. 

Hewing closely to the metaphor that likens sending a text file to typing text 
online, Smartcom II calls the sending of text files autotyping. You pick the file 
you want to send, and then, in the Standard Files window, you click on Type. 
Personally, I'm not wild about the practice of giving proprietary names to 
common telecom procedures. If a service ever prompts you to send a text file, 
it means you'll have to remember that sending it is the same as autotyping it, 
and you can be pretty sure that no one's ever going to prompt you to autotype 
anything. Still, you get the idea. 

MicroPhone II, meanwhile, is one ofthe terminal programs that ·groups text 
transfers with file transfers of other kinds. You select "Send" under the 
Transfer menu and get their version of the Standard Fi les dialog box, shown 
in Figure 8.2 on the next page. 

If you're sending straight text, you have to be sure to choose ASCII/ Text 
from the Protocol submenu. That's something you can easily forget to do, and 
it's why my ideal terminal program interface would make the sending of text 
files a separate option from protocol transfers. (White Knight has a separate 
Send TEXT File ... option under its File menu, but it has other interface 
problems of its own.) In fact, sending plain-text files is sometimes called 
sending no-protocol, because no system of inter-terminal handshaking other 
than plain old XON/XOFF is involved. 

Nonetheless, when you send or receive text files, you can be said legiti
mately to have entered the realm of file transfers . Of course, if you try to send 

<== 
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Ia MsgsToUplood "'~~" I =Cirrus 

D MacHardwareMsg 0 [ l:je c1 ) 
l!.m! I ' 
D TelecomMsg [ Desktop ) 

-~0M0H0~-M0M0M-M0M0MOM00 

[ Concel ) 

0 ([ Send ~ 
I I I ,:yp::~ HMO OEM 

.,. ®File 
Mod<!: 

YMODEM QBntt:ll 

2MDDEM 
Kermit 
MocTerminal 
Quici:B 

Figure 8.2. MicroPhone If's way of choosing a text file to send. 

files that you've created with your word processing program and you don't 
save the files in plain-text (i.e., ASCII) format, you won't get very far, however 
much you may protest that the files do in fact contain text. Any time you try 
to open a non-plain-text file with your terminal program in hope of sending 
it as text, the Standard Files dialog box either will not show the file at all or its 
name will be grayed out. A few text processors such as the venerable McSink 
and MiniWriter DAs, save their files on/yin plain-text format, but full-featured 
word processors like Word and MacWrite normally save files in proprietary 
formats of their own. You can tell them to save what you've written as plain 
text (usually by using Save As ... as opposed to Save), but in the bargain you'll 
Jose whatever custom formatting you've applied. 

About Macintosh Files 

Type and Creator 

The distinction between plain text (or, if you prefer, ASCII) files and all other 
kinds is one you'd be well advised to understand when you begin uploading 
and downloading files . In the everyday language of Macintosh telecommuni
cations, all other kinds of files are called binary files. Does that mean plain 
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text files aren't binary? Not at a ll. All Macintosh fil es are technically binary; in <=== 
fact, all files of a ll modern digital computers are binary. What it does mean is 
that every 8-bi t byte of informa tion in a text fil e is unde rstood to co rrespond 
in some reasonably meaningful way to a character in the Macintosh character 
set. By contrast, a binary file may contain large bina ry numbers- not decimal 
digits but true binary numbers still in ones-and-zeroes fo rmat-spread out 
over several bytes, and it may also contain single-bit on/off switches and 
other data encoded according to schemes that no one but the programmer 
understands. If such a binary fil e were to be loaded into a text editor, it could 
well show up as a collection of nonsense characters. 

To guard against that occurrence , every Macintosh file contains in its fi le 
header two 4-character codes that describe the nature of the file. One is the 
type code, the other the creator code. Apple likes to protect you from this fact 
on the grounds , I think, that it represents more high technology than is good 
for you. If you select a file in the Finder and choose Get Info, all you're to ld 
about its type or creator is whether the file is a document, a n application, a 
system extension, or whatever and, if it's a document, the name of the 
application that created it. In order to learn more about fi les, you need some 
extra software, and if you don't already have this software, one way to get it 
is to download it from a BBS or online service , which, miracle of miracles, 
happens to be just what we're discussing now. 

The 4-character type code for plain-text fil es is TEXT (all the letters in 
uppercase). Files of type TEXT a re universally recognized by Mac text 
processors and word processo rs and also by telecom programs that have 
been asked to send a text file ; files of type text aren't. Microsoft Word's 
"normal" file type is WDBN (for Word binary?). MacWrite's normal file type is 
WORD, and MacWrite II's normal fil e type is MW2D. File types tell programs 
what file forma t to expect. When Mac Write opens a fi le of type WORD it knows 
where to look, not just for the text you've typed into it, but also the format and 
page layout in fo rmation you've assigned, and the program can then arrange 
the text so it looks the way you want it to. 

Even though Apple tries to insulate you from a ll t hi s, you can use any 
number of utilities to obtain type and creator information about a fil e. If you 
happen to have Apple's own ResEdit lying around- it's distribu ted free of 
charge through BBSs and online services-you just choose Get File/ Folder 
Info ... from Res Edit's File menu. 
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====) All halfway-serious Mac telecommunicators eventually download the share
ware file compression utilities Compact Pro and/or Stuffit Classic. Both those 
programs routinely include type and creator information when they li st files. 

DiskTop, the popular Finder-like Desk Accessory, supplies type and 
creato r information as a matter of course, but only if you choose Preferenc
es ... under the DiskTop menu. Then, when you're shown DiskTop's three 
Level buttons, click on Technical. 

Among Mac modem ers, McSink may be the most popular shareware text
editing DA, largely because a number of its features are particularly useful for 
massaging text before it's sent and after it's received.Ifyou select File Utilities 
under McSink's File menu and then slide over to the File Info ... submenu, you 
can get type and creator information for any file you choose. 

Probably the smoothest way of all is to use either of a pair of applications 
you can find on most Mac BBSs and online services: Finder Info, which is 
freeware, and Getlnfo, which is shareware. Getlnfo only works with System 
7.0, but it's the eas ier of the two to use because it's a drag-and-drop utility. 
You just drag a fil e icon over Getlnfo's icon, and as soon as you let go, Getlnfo 
promptly tells you all about the file. Be careful, though. Both applications not 
only let you see the type and creator of every file; they also let you change 
them. So if you do u se them, make it a point to understand exactly wha t 
you're do ing. 

Forks , Etc.: More on Binary Fi les 

Macintosh fil es are divided into two parts . Maybe because Mac fil es can be 
said to fork off in two directions, each part is called a fork. (Actually, if the 
nomenclature were used precise ly, the whole file would be the fork and each 
part would be a tine.) One part is known as the data fork, the other the 
resource fork. Stuff you type into your word processor or numbers you enter 
into your spreadsheet are data. Things like program code, icon bitmaps, and 
dialog boxes are a ll resources. Consequently, because an application fil e 
consists mainly of program code, dialog boxes, and the like, it will normally 
have a big resource fork and a small or nonexistent data fork; a word 
processing or spreadsheet document, which consists mainly of user-sup
plied data, will normally have a large data fork and a small or non-existent 
resource fork. 
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The presence of forks is one feature of Macintosh files that distinguishes 
them from, say, IBM-compatible DOS files. A second distinguishing feature of 
a Mac file is its file header, the collection of information that contains a file's 
name, type, creator, creation date, the date on which it was last modi fied , the 
size and location of each of its forks, its Finder icon, and so forth. Those and 
a number of other parameters comprise a file's Finder information, and, while 
it's true that other files ordinarily have headers too, the headers of non-Mac 
file s aren't formatted in the same way. As an obvious example , Mac files are 
permitted to have much longe r names than DOS fil es, which means that more 
bytes have to be allotted for file names in the Macintosh file header. 

Now, when you transfer a file from one or another service, you naturally 
want it to appear in your own computer with its name and both its forks in the 
right place, its type and creator properly assigned, its creation and modifica
tion dates intact, and all the rest. That would be easy enough if all computer 
files in the telecommunications universe were formatted according to Macin
tosh specifications. The format is rigidly defined, and your terminal program 
would know exactly where to look for the information it needs to set up your 
fil e properly. The problem is tha t type-less, creator-less, short-named DOS 
fil es, not to mention files created on any number of other non-DOS comput
ers, store information about them selves in a number of different formats . 

An early solu tion to this problem was called BinHex. BinHex is the name of 
both a program and a file format, and (back when glaciers were still reced ing 
from New England and the northern Plains states) Mac files were almost 
always transferred in BinHex format. First, using the BinHex program, the 
sender would convert from Mac to BinHex format before sending the file. 
Then, on receiving the file, the receiver would convert from BinHex back to 
normal Mac format. That way data and resource forks got put in the right 
places, and names, icons, types, creators, and other Finder information were 
conveyed properly. The trouble was that BinHex was intrinsically awkward; it 
had a lot of overhead-space overhead and also chronological overhead. 
BinHex files tended to be significantly larger than the Mac-format files from 
which they were created, and the convers ions were annoyingly time-consum
ing. These days you don't often see Bin Hex fil es posted on BBSs, but every now 
and then some dusty antique of a BinHex file will manage to turn up, and you 
may as well know what they are. BinHex files can usually be recognized by 
their suffixes- .HQX, .HEX, or sometimes .HCX-and diligent downloaders 
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usually keep some appropriate software around in the rare event that they 
might have to decode a BinHex fil e. The BinHex program itself is readily 
available as shareware, and at this writing the most recent version is 4.0. 
(Since demand is inordinately light, the appearance of a further upgrade is 
improbable.) The BinHex DA, Stuffit Classic, and Compact Pro are some other 
shareware programs that can hex and un-hex files, but I wouldn't advise 
treating the acquisition of a BinHex utility as a matter of any great urgency. 

M acBinary 

Nowadays the predominant Macintosh file transfer format is called MacBina
ry. Conversion to and from MacBinary format is much faster than with 
BinHex, and terminal programs normally do it transparently and automatical
ly. Overhead is low (only 128 extra characters), and you can be confident that 
no matter what kind of computer sent you the Macintosh file you've down
loaded, its Finder information will be properly restored and both its forks will 
be correctly placed. Once upon a time, when non-Macintosh computers listed 
Macintosh files in their file libraries, fil es in Mac Binary format would have the 
suffix .BIN appended to their names. Nowadays that practice is much less 
common. Instead, by a kind of gentleman's agreement, most services put all 
Mac files except TEXT files into MacBinary format and don't bother with the 
suffix. The file header tells your terminal program whether or not the file is 
MacBinary, so when you download it you don't have to take any special action. 
Your terminal program recognizes it as a MacBinary file and performs the 
MacBinary-to-Macintosh format conversion as a matter of course. 

Under normal circumstances, the MacBinary format isn't used for the 
transfer of TEXT files. How come? Well, mainly because the text in TEXT files 
may be of interest to people who don't use Macs, and MacBinary is meaning
less to non-Macintosh computers. If aDOS-user downloads a MacBinary file, 
his computer may become profoundly confused. When we talked about 
settings, we noted that one setting nearly every terminal program asks you to 
supply is the creator of received TEXT files. The MacBinary file header 
normally contains a creator code that's restored to a file while it's received, 
but non-MacBinary TEXT fil es have no such code, and all Macintosh files, 
TEXT files included, like to have a creato r code of one sort or another, 
preferably the creator code of a word-processor or text processor. 
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Incidentally, although we may be inclined to think of TEXT files as 
consisting of nothing but pure, unvarnished data, some TEXT files do have 
resource forks. The McSink and BBEdit text processors, as well as those that 
come along with THINK C, Mac Pascal and MPW, add a small resource fork to 
their TEXT files in which they store such parameters as font, font size, tab 
settings, window placement, and file size. When TEXT files are sent or 
received in MacBinary format, their resource forks and the parameters they 
contain are preserved intact. But when TEXT files aren't MacBinarized before 
they're sent, their resource forks and the contents therein are lost entirely. 
Also lost are the file's original name and its creation and modification dates. 
What that means is that there may be times when you want to override your 
terminal program's default settings, which invariably boils down to "Use 
MacBinary for everything except TEXT files," and invoke the MacBinary 
format for TEXT files too. But if you go ahead and do that, remember that 
MacBinary format is meaningful only to other Macintosh computers. It will 
leave other computers addled and disoriented. 

There are still other occasions when you may want to override your 
terminal program's MacBinary default settings. Let's say you have a business 
associate named J.P. Morgan who uses an IBM-compatible computer, and 
from time to time you and ].P. need to exchange spreadsheets. J.P. uses the 
DOS version of Lotus 1-2-3 for doing spreadsheet work and you use Microsoft 
Excel. At first glance , there's no major compatibility problem, because Excel 
can open l-2-3 documents and is also able to save its own documents in 1-2-
3 format. There's also no particularly serious telecommunications problem 
when J.P. sends you a l-2-3 spreadsheet. It's unlikely that J.P. will be able to 
convert the 1-2-3 spreadsheets into MacBinary format before sending them 
along, but not to worry. Yes, even though J.P.'s files are really binary, your 
terminal program won't recognize them as MacBinary and will therefore save 
them as text files. As long as you open them from within Excel and don't try 
double-clicking on their icons, everything should work out fine. Problems 
could arise, however, when you send your spreadsheets to ].P. Although 
you've done J.P. the service of saving your Excel spreadsheets in 1-2-3 format, 
they remain binary files_ And when you send any binary file with your 
terminal program, your default settings will normally instruct your program 
to put the file into MacBinary format before sending it. That, in turn, will 
cause major problems for poor J.P.'s PC-compatible computer, which, even 
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on the best of days, would probably be unable to tell a MacBinary file from a 
bitmapped image of a hole in the wall. Consequently, to further accommo
date old J.P., you'd have to override your default settings and not send the fil e 
in MacBinary format despite the fact that it's a binary file. 

A general rule is that TEXT and non-Macintosh files are sent without 
MacBinarization while all others are sent using MacBinary. A second general 
rule is that the first general rule sometimes needs to be broken. 

BTW, the original Mac Binary format evolved in 198 7 to MacBinary II, 
but terminal programs are generally pretty good at figuring out which 
is which without bothering you about it. 

It's also worth re-stating that in non-MacBinary file transfers, a file's 
resource fork and Finder information will be lost. That means that when you 
receive any non-MacBinary file you won't get its creation and modification 
dates and you'll also be asked to name it. That's because there's no finder 
information and hence no "native" file name. 

Use MacDinary format for: 

®All files eHcept type 'TEHT' 0 All flies 0 No fil es 
If receiued MacDinary format file eHists: 

®Destroy old file 0 Create unique filename 

At end of MacBinary format receiue: 

® Rename file to original filename 0 Don't rename 

Receiued non- MacBinary format file conuersion: 

®No conuersion 0 Paragraph format 0 Use filter 

At completion of transfer, ring bell EJ times. 

Receiued file destination: 

'Cirrus:Modem:Receiued Files 

Default creator: j@Lil!uWj f'r""""'""""'""""'~ 
~( OK )) ( Cancel 0 Auto-receiue 0 Final report ~ ,. . 

Figure 8.3. White Knight's File Transfer Options window lets you I 
tell the program when to use MacBinary and how to handle (iles 
that aren't MacBinary. 
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Compression Formats 

When a service makes files available for downloading, it usually has them 
ready on a hard disk. You request a file; it sends the file from its hard disk to 
your computer. If the service maintains a file library of any size, that 
translates into significant storage space on disk. If you download a file of any 
size, that translates into a long phone call for you and a long time during 
which no one else can use the BBS phone line that's feeding you the file. 

To reduce both the disk space needed to store them and the transmission 
time needed to send them, services ordinarily compress their files. The 
compression I'm talking about here is software-based, and it takes place quite 
apart from any hardware-based compression that your modem, or a service's 
modem, might be capable of. When you download a compressed file, you 
have to decompress it with the appropriate utility before you can use it. 
However, the transmission time saved by transferring files in compressed 
format usually well exceeds the extra time it takes to decompress the file. 
Compression programs are becoming more and more efficient all the time, 
and savings of over 50 percent-sometimes as much as 90 percent-are not 
uncommon. 

Compressed Macintosh files are sometimes called archives. They can 
usually be identified by the suffixes at the end of their names. On the next 
page, then, are the suffixes associated with the best-known Macintosh 
compression utilities and some other information worth knowing. 
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Suffix 

.SEA 

. CPT 

.SIT 

.DLX 

.PIT 

Table 8.1. The Most Common Macintosh File Compression Formats 

Description 

This stands for self-extracting archive. If you don't have any 
decompression utilities, this is the suffix you should look for first . 
. SEA files come already bundled with the program code that's 
needed to decompress them, which means you aren't required to 
have any decompression utilities on hand. Technically, self-ex
tracting archives are applications with smallish resource forks 
(mainly the decompression code) and large-ish data forks (the 
compressed data). When you double-click on a self-extracting 
archive, the compression code extracts the original file from the 
archive and writes it to your disk. There are a number of file 
compression utilities (sometimes called archiving utilities) that can 
create self-extracting archives, but when all you're doing is decom
pressing downloaded files, you really don't have to care a whole Jot 
about what program created the archive. 

This suffix identifies files in Compactor qr Compact Pro format . 
You can decompress these files with either of a pair of freeware 
utilities: Extractor and Stufflt Expander. You can a lso decompress 
them with Compact Pro itself, which is shareware. Compact Pro 
used to be called Compactor, but I suggest that you not download 
Compactor if you see it listed in some service's file library. The 
formats of .CPT files have changed s lightly over the course of time, 
and while Compact Pro can extract files that were compressed by 
Compactor, Compactor will be flummoxed by files compressed by 
Compact Pro. 

This identifies archives created either by Stufflt Classic, which is a 
shareware program, or by Stufflt Deluxe, which is distributed 
commercially by Aladdin Systems, Inc. Both those programs can 
decompress .SIT files. The freeware Stufflt Expander can do it too. 
In its many incarnations, Stufflt has probably become the most 
popular compression program among Macintosh telecommunicators. 

This suffix is sometimes used to identify files compressed specif
ically with Stufflt Deluxe. Stufflt Classic and Stufflt Expander can 
decompress them, too. 

This identifies Packlt files. Some years ago Packlt was the reigning 
Macintosh compression program. It's very seldom used today, but 
there are still a fair number of old Packlt files around, and one day 
you may encounter one that piques your fancy. You can unpack 
Pack It files with the Packlt utility itself (it's shareware), but because 
Stufflt, either Classic or Deluxe, also decompresses .PIT files, 
there's not much point in keeping Packlt around. To unpack Packlt 
files with Stufflt, choose UnPack ... from Stufflt's Other menu. 
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.DO 

.DART 

.IMAGE 
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This identifies files compressed by DiskDoubler, a commercial 
compression program distributed by Salient Software. Naturally 
DiskDoubler itself can decompress .DO files, but for decompres
s ion only Salient offers a freeware utility, DDExpand, through BBSs 
and online services. 

Files with this suffix were produced by Apple's own DART utility, 
which creates bit-for-bit images of floppy disks. The image files are 
compressed and wri tten to a hard disk. Then, if you ever want to 
make an exact reproduction of the origina l floppy, DART will 
decompress the .DART file and transfer the disk image to your 
floppy. When Apple dis tributes System software or such felic ities 
as System 7.0 Tune-up through BBSs and online services, it usually 
posts the material as floppy-disk images. DART itself is availab le as 
freeware from BBSs and online services. 

Files with this suffix a re also floppy-disk images, but they were 
created with another Apple utility, also freeware, called DiskCopy. 
Unlike DART, DiskCopy doesn't compress the disk images it creates 
(although you can certa inly go ahead and compress them with any 
good compression program). On the other hand, DiskCopy is 
usually packaged with Mountlmage, a Control Panel that mounts 
DiskCopy files jus t as though you'd inserted the original d isk into 
your floppy drive. And Mount! mage v.l.2bl or later le ts you mount 
up to eight disk images at once, which is much more convenient 
than having eight floppy drives, and which also lets you do ex
tremely fast System ins tallations without performing a s ingle 
floppy swap. 

Now let's deal with all this compression stuff pragmatically. If you have a 
modem and all you expect to do is decompress the files you've downloaded, 
you don't have to buy a thing. BBSs and online services generally limit the fil es 
in their Macintosh libraries to one or two compression formats, and, in nearly 
every case, the a llowable formats will be those of Stufflt and Compact Pro. 
And s ince Stufflt Expander a) can decompress files in either format, b) is 
widely available on BBSs and online se rvices, and c) also happens to be 
freeware, it takes care of the bulk of your decompression needs. What's more, 
like most other freeware and s hareware decompression utilities, it's always 
posted in file libraries as a se lf-extracting archive, which means that, even 
though the file arrives compressed, it will be more than happy to decompress 
itself upon double-clicking. 
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Later, as you begin to download larger numbers of files (and maybe even 
Apple system software updates), you may want to acquire copies of DDEx
pand, DART, and DiskCopy. If you like down loading years-old Mac files jus t 
to see how Macintoshing looked in bygone days, download the shareware 
version of Stufflt (that's Stufflt Class ic) so you can decompress Packlt fil es 
and de-hex BinHex files. 

Eventually you'll also want to be able to compress files yourself. Compact 
Pro is ideal for that: its shareware fee is very reasonable, it offers very tight 
compression, and it gives you the option of creating self-extracting archives 
in the bargain. Stuffit Classic, whose shareware fee is also very reasonable, 
has many of the same features. Still later, when you become a monomaniacal 
compressor, you'll probably want to buy Stufflt Deluxe, which comes along 
with compression optimizers that tailor fil e compression to the type of file 
that's being squi shed together, offers a wide variety of compression trade
offs between speed and tightness, and even allows encryption of files so they 
can be opened only with a password. 

It's safe to say that Stufflt and Compact Pro are currently the most-used 
Macintosh compression/decompression programs, and even though their 
interfaces aren't all that complicated, we shouldn't end this chapter without 
having a look at their main windows, shown in Figure 8.4. 

Each window displays the contents of an archive , which is a single Mac
intosh fil e that contains other fil es in compressed form. Both archives were 
created by compressing the shareware terminal program Termulator along 
with the ancillary files that accompanied its shareware distribution. Notice 
from the amount of d isk space saved that Compact Pro and Stufflt Classic 
were just about equally adroi t at compressing the files. Note too that each file 
is listed with its type and creato r code. Applications are always of type APPL. 
Documentation for the program was dis tributed in both MacWrite and 
Microsoft Word formats. You can see wha t the type and creator codes for 
those files are. The two additional fil es are Termulator documents and 
therefore have the same creator code as Termulator itself. When you extract 
(i.e., decompress) files from these archives, you can do it one fil e at a time or 
all at once. After extraction the archive remains intact, so if you lose or trash 
a file you've just extracted, you can go back and extract it all over again . The 
tool bar below the Stufflt Classic window provides an alternative interface to 
the program's menus. 
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-o 
Nome 

D File Transfer 
D Sample GEnie Setup 
~ Termulotor 2 .03 
D Termulotor Docs 
D Termulotor Docs CMocWrite) 

5 fi les i n archi ve : 

~0 

~ Name 
D File Transfer 
D Sample GEnie Setup 
~ Termulator 2 .03 
D Termulalor Docs 

Termulator.cpt 

Type/Creo Expanded Compacted Saved 

TUST / TULR 12034 1304 891l: 
TUST / TULR 6467 19 14 701l: 
APPL / TULA 103455 55194 471l: 
WDBN / MSWD 27136 10474 611l: 
WORD/MACA 261D4 13813 471l: 

175196 827 14 53~ 

Termulator.sit 

C: Termulator.sit I 
Type Crea Size Dale Saved 
TUST TULR 12034 3/8/90 89% 
TUST TULR 646 7 11 / 13/90 73% 
APPL TULR 103455 3 / 10 / 92 47% 
1-/DBN MSI-ID 271 36 2/24 /92 60% 

D Termulalor Docs (Macl-lrite) I-lORD MACA 26104 4 / 2 / 90 47% 

Current level : 5 items, 171 K decompressed. 
l\ Deluxe Archive is 8 1K on Cirrus (145661( fre e) . 

Modif i ed 

Mar 08, 1990 
Nov 13, 1990 
Mar 10, 1992 
Feb 24, 1992 
Apr 02, 1990 

I 
Figure _8.4. Windows from Compact Pro and Stufflt Classic 1 
respectively. 

t!l 

Q 

0 
'2l 

Compact Pro always works in the background, so under MultiFinder or 
System 7.0 you can be decompressing one archive while you're downloading 
still more files with your terminal program. Decompressing in the back
ground does slow things down a bit (sometimes more than a bit) so Stufflt lets 
you choose between allowing background tasks or not. You select "Preferenc
es" from Stuffl t's Edit menu and use the "Allow Background Tasks" button. 

One day, when you're comfortable with your modem and you're also 
feeling expansive about phone bills, you may very well decide that your 
telecom experience so far has focused too parochially on matters Macintosh. 
You'll dredge up some interesting-sounding DOS-based BBS or navigate over 
to the PC areas of your online service and start to poke around the file 
libraries. Suddenly you'll come across a fil e whose description promises 
some information you've been trying to track down for years. Only two things 
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stand between you and instant download: the file name ends in .ZIP, an alien 
suffix, and the file description points to its having been created by some 
unfamiliar entity called XYWrite. Could that possibly mean that it's an IBM
compatible word processor document that's been archived with a non
Macintosh compression scheme? That's just what it means. Must you therefore 
pass it up, delicious-looking though it appears? Not at all. The proliferation 
of file formats and the alchemy that transmutes one format into another 
make up one of computing's truly never-ending s tories. A few chapters hence 
we'll plunge into the dreaded domain of DOS. 



ChapterliJ 

File Transfers II: 
Protocols and the Mechanics 

If you have a Mac, a modem, a phone line, and anything more than 
a passing interest in computing, the presence of thousands upon 
thousands of Macintosh files in the file libraries of amateur 
bulletin board services and the commercial online services may 

turn out to be an enticement you simply can't continue to ignore. Nearly 
every new day brings a fresh handful of shareware utilities that promise to 
make the hours you spend in front of your computer significantly more 
productive, and some of those utilities even duplicate the functions of 
commercial programs costing several times the shareware fee. More and 
more free upgrades to commercial software are appearing in file libraries 
too, and if you own any of the software yourself, downloading the upgrades 
can be a fast and easy way to keep your precious programs up-to-date. Also, 
enough computer games are available for downloading so that it may 
become feasible to postpone buying your kid the Super Nintendo or Sega 
Genesis he craves-provided, of course, that you permit him or her to go 
anywhere near your computer. 

But our subject is telecommunications, and those very same file libraries 
are rife with extremely useful telecom software: not just terminal emulation 

149 
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programs of remarkably high quality but compression and decompression 
programs, file massagers of every type and stripe, lists of BBSs old and new, 
almost anything you could ever want to stash away on your hard disk to 
facilitate the telecommunications process. Sure, some of those files are duds, 
but others verge on being patently essential. We've discussed and even 
praised some of them already, and we'll talk about still more of them soon 
enough. Right now let's begin to put our hands on some. 

Basic Downloading Mechanics 

Say you've just called CompuServe, and in the course of bopping around that 
service's labyrinthine highways and byways you decide to see what's current
ly to be had in the way of interesting software doodads for the Mac. Many of 
the best new trifles make their maiden appearances in CompuServe's Macin
tosh System Forum. 

At the next prompt from CompuServe, regardless of what it is, we type: 

go macsys 

and receive this reply: 

Welcome to Macintosh Systems Forum, V. 2G(41) 
Hello, Steve Taylor 
La st visit: 08-May-92 15:12:33 
Forum messages: 125364 to 126373 
Last message you' ve read: 114399 
Macintosh Systems Forum Menu 

1 INSTRUCTIONS 
2 MESSAGES 
3 LIBRARIES (Files) 
4 CONFERENCING (0 participating) 
5 ANNOUNCEMENTS from sysop 
6 MEMBER directory 
7 OPTIONS for this forum 

Enter choice ! 
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It's the file libraries we want to look at, so we type a 3 and get: 

Macintosh Systems Forum Libraries Menu 
0 UPLOAD HERE & Help 
2 Using System/Finder 
3 INITs/cdevs 
4 DAs/FKEYs 
5 Fonts 
6 Utilities 
7 System Hardware 
8 PowerBook/Portable 
9 Disks/Storage 

10 Printers/Output 
11 Monitors 
12 Other Hardware 
13 Early Macs 
14 Macintosh II Apps . 
15 System Conflicts 
Enter choice ! 

Let's be clear that what I'm about to say is very much a matter of opinion, but 
we've declared we're after software doodads, and for my money the most 
interesting ones being written by amateurs these days are INITs and cdevs 
(or, if you like, System Extensions and Control Panels). So we proceed to type 
a 3 again. CompuServe responds with: 

Macintosh Systems Forum Library 3 
INITs/cdevs 

1 BROWSE Files 
2 DIRECTORY of Files 
3 UPLOAD a File (FREE) 
4 DOWNLOAD a file to your Computer 
5 LIBRARIES 

Enter choice ! 
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Incessantly curious folk that we are, we opt for browsing and type a 1, after 
which we can dispense with the next three annoying CompuServe prompts by 
typing carriage returns: 

Enter libraries (e.g. 1,2,4 or All) 
or <CR> for current library: 
Enter keywords (e . g. modem) 
or <CR> for all: 
Oldest files in days 
or <CR> for all: 

Then, one by one, starting with files posted most recently and going all the 
way back to the earliest primitive !NITs and cdevs still moldering in Com
puServe's vast software cellars, the service lists all the files in the chosen 
library. Here's a sample listing: 

[71052,1562] 
TOMINI.CPT/Bin Bytes: 33280, Count: 649, 09-Apr-92(08-
May-92) 
Title : TOMINIT II 1 . 0b4 
Keywords: TOM TEAR OFF 
MENUS COOL TOT TEAR-OFFS TOMINIT is reborn! TOMINIT II 
allows menus to be torn off in any application. Can tear 
hierarchials as well. Great for large monitors. Save 
yourself from those long trips to the menubar. Tear off 
titles (TOTs) as well, miniature tear off menus. TOMINIT 
II works with all system configurations above 6. 0. TOMINIT 
II has been heavily tested with System 7 . 0.1 and System 7 
Tune-Up.This version makes major internal changes needed 
to stability, adds new cool color icons & fixes billions 
of bugs . Enjoy . 
Dearchive with EXTRAC.BIN 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES I 

For now, don't concern yourself with the relative merits of TO MIN IT II l .Ob4, 
which does happen to be a useful little control panel. Instead, Jet's see what 
we can Jearn about it that's directly relevant to telecommunications. First, it 
seems to have both a name and a title. The title TOMINIT II l.Ob4 indicates 
that even though the program's author avows that his program has been 
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heavily tested, he still doesn't feel it's a truly finished product. The "b" in its 
version number means it's still in beta testing, usually the last stage of testing 
before nominal completion. CompuServe's name for the file is TOMINI.CPT I 
Bin, indicating (as readers of the last chapter will quickly recognize) that it's 
in MacBinary fo rmat (the Bin suffix) and that it's been compressed with 
Compact Pro (the .CPT suffix). The file description goes on to add what you 
already know: that Extractor (available on CompuServe's library as EXTRAC.BIN) 
will de-archive (i.e., decompress) the file. You can also see how many people 
have downloaded the file so far (that's the "count"), the date on which it was 
posted in the library and (very important) its size in bytes. Some of the files 
in CompuServe's libraries run to half a megabyte and more, which can make 
for long, expensive downloads. At 33,280 bytes, TOMINIT can be said to be 
petite. 

All that being so, let's take a chance on TOMINIT. We could type the whole 
word CHOICES as CompuServe suggests, but the service doesn't really care if 
you respond in upper- or lowercase, and ch will be enough to convey a sense 
of what you want. So we type ch and get: 

Macintosh Systems Forum Library Disposition 
1 READ this file 
2 DOWNLOAD this file 
3 DESCRIPTION 
4 RETURN to library menu 

Enter choice or <CR> for next 

and then we type 2 to download the file. CompuServe responds with: 

Library Protocol Menu 
Transfer protocols available -

1 XMODEM 
2 CompuServe B+ and original B 
3 DC2/DC4 (Capture) 
4 YMODEM 
5 CompuServe QB (B w/send ahead) 
6 Kermit 
0 Abort transfer request 

Enter choi.ce ! 
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The first six options are all file-transfer protocols. During any session-a 
session being the time from logon to logoff-CompuServe wil l ask only once 
what protocol we want to use for downloading. If we download some more 
files during the same session it will assume we're using the same protocol we 
used the first time. Which protocol do we use? Well, the choice depends on a 
slew of things. We certainly wouldn't want to choose Kermit if our terminal 
program doesn't support it. (Many don't!) CompuServe B+, original B, and QB 
are all proprietary to CompuServe itself, and some terminal programs don't 
support those either. I've said before that ZModem is my all-around protocol 
of choice, but that one isn't supported by CompuServe. So for now let's pick 
reliab le old (literally old , reasonably reliable) XModem, which almost every 
Macintosh terminal program can handle easily. We type a I , upon which 
CompuServe informs us: 

File TOMINI.CPT, 33280 Bytes, Lib 3 
Start ing XMODEM se nd . 
Please initiate XMODEM receive 
and press <CR> when the transfer 
is complete. 
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At this point we instruct the terminal program to begin receiving XModem. 
ZTerm lets you initiate XModem receives in two slightly different ways: 

· Edit Dial Settings 
Start Capture •. . 
Send TeHt... 
1: los<~ Hlind<m• :)[:IJJ 

Receiue Files ~ 
Receiue HModem 3€R 
Send Files ~ 

Send ZModem ... 3€S 
Transfer Conuert ~ 

Ht>IH~tut to... :)[:N 
Ht>IH~nd to 
Sm•<~ '>t~l!~e 1 ion ... 
Page Setup .•. 
Pr in t SHI<H tion ... >)(:!> 

Quit 38Q 

· Edit Dial Se ttings 
Start Capture ••. 
Send TeHt ..• 
[IUS<~ lllind<m• :)(:IJJ 

Receiue Files ~ IIModem 
Receiue HModem 3€R YModem Batch 
Send Files ~ YModem - G 
Send ZModem ... 3€S ZModem 
Transfer Co nuert ~ 

llt>tH~nt1 to H.. ~}(:N 

Hppt~tut to 
Sm•<~ '>P.lt~t:1ion ... 
Page Setup ... 
Prin t S<~ I<H tiun ... >)(<!> 

Quit l!CQ 

Figure 9.1. ZTerm's two ways of initiating an XModem down
load. XModem joins the other protocols on ZTerm's Receive Files 
submenu, but owing to its senior status I've also given it a menu 
entry of its own. ZTerm lets you select a protocol, such as 
XModem, to appear on the File menu. 

White Knight's receive commands are also under its File Menu. In Smartcom 
II you invoke a receive by selec ting a button ... 

which in turn gets you a highly customized version of the Mac's Standard 
Files Dialog Box, shown in Figure 9.2 on the next page. 
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lei! Telecom Progs ..-1 
D MicroPhone II 
D MsgsToUplood 
D MUL TIBFER f 
D Smortcom II 
D Terminal 2. 1 f 

Receiue o File 

File will be soued under nome 
r eceiued. If none, soue os: 

UH§i§IIJ. .1111· 

0 Ignore r ecelued nome; 
use nome oboue 

= Cirrus 
( 1526BK Fr ee) 

[ [jt~ r.1 l 

n Begin D [ Cancel [ Desktop l 
••••R-w••-• • •a•-••H•-•••••••••-••••••• • •• • -•• ••••-• • -••• - ••••-•-•••-•-• 

Current Protocol: BMODEM Std (MocBinoryl 

Figure 9.2. Smarlcom ll shows you where the received file will be I 
going and le ts you reroute it on the f1y. You're g iven some na ming 
options, and you're also told for which protocol the computer is 
currently set. You use another window to set the current protocol. 

MicroPhone Il's "Receive ... " command is under its Transfer menu, and when 
you choose it you also get a version of the Macintosh SF Dialog Box, shown in 
Figure 9.3. 

lei! Recelued Files ..-1 
0 New C!1 = Cir rus 
D TeiiMe 
D theTypeBook 1: j<H t 

Desktop 

I[ Open ]I 
o [ Receiue ] 

L-------------------~ 
Fr ee Space in Dytes: 15,607,808 Cancel 

Protocol: I HMODEM ..- 1 
Mode: MocDinory ..- 1 

Figure 9.3. In MicroPhone 11 you can also route incoming files on I 
the fly. Unlike Smartcom 11, you don't first have to o to another 
window to set the transfer protocol. The pull-down lrotoco/ menu 
lets you do it right then and there. 
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When we tell our terminal program to start receiving, CompuServe begins 
to query us for an XModem acknowledgment, but it's up to our terminal 
program to do the acknowledging. Once the program goes into its XModem 
receive mode, it and CompuServe go back and forth a couple of times in 
XModem-ese, and after they're satisfied that they're both talking the same 
language and have negotiated the terms of the transfer, the file is transmit
ted, packet by packet (i.e., block by block, chunk of bytes by chunk of bytes) 
from CompuServe's system to our computer's hard disk. 

During the transfer most terminal programs maintain a status window on 
the screen. This is White Knight's: 

~0 Receiuing File Using HMODEM Protocol 

Filename: 'Untitled' 

Will rename to: 'TOMv iNIT II l.Ob4.cpt' 

Bytes receiued: 2048 of 33280 (6'7o) 

File format: MacBinary II 

Cumulatiue transmission errors: 0 

Number of files receiued: 0 

Status: Receiuing data 

Efficiency: 23% (220 cps) 

Estimated minutes left: 2:17 (6:03PM) 

File Type: 'PRCT' Creator: 'CPCT' 

Destination: 'Cirrus: ... :Receiued Files: ' 

Figure 9.4. The file transfer status window {rom White Knight. 

As we examine the window, we see that despite whatever names or titles 
CompuServe may list for the file, White Knight will extract its original name, 
TOM INIT II l.Ob4.cpt, from the MacBinary header and assign that name to 
the file. We can also see at any moment how much of the transfer is complete 
in both numeric form and as a wedge of pie. And because our terminal 
program knows how much data has come in since the transfer began, it can 
compute the current transfer rate in characters per second (total characters 
received so far divided by the number of seconds since the transfer began). 
Once it has a transfer rate, it can also estimate how long the whole transfer 
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will take. The size of the entire file comes in at the beginning of the transfer 
as part of the file's MacBinary header. Subtract the number of bytes received 
from that, and you know how many bytes to go. Divide the number of bytes 
to go by the transfer rate in bytes per second, and you get the number of 
seconds to go. Of course, that's assuming the whole transfer proceeds at the 
same rate that's prevailed so far. 

File transfer status windows also typically show the efficiency of the file 
transfer under way. To understand what's meant by transfer efficiency, 
suppose you've made a 2400 bps connection with a service. That's 2400 bits 
per second. A character-or byte if you prefer-normally consists of eight 
bits plus start and stop bit. That's 10 bits per character. Therefore, 2400 bits 
per second translates into 240 characters per second, so if you've received 
240 characters for every second since the transfer first began you'd be 
transferring at 100 percent efficiency. XModem has more overhead than 
some of the newer protocols, so the efficiency of XModem transfers tends to 
hover around the low 90 percent area. 

BTW, ifXModem transfer efficiency is in the low 90s, how come Figure 
9.4 shows an efficiency of only 23 percent? Well, here's the way it is: 
When I called up CompuServe, I cheated. Yes, I know I said we'd hold 
back on MNP, V.42bis and the like for now, but I snuck in an MNP Level 
5 connection in the vain hope that CompuServe might finally have 
started to hardware-compress its outgoing data. We've talked about 
in-modem hardware-based compression before, and we noted that if 
you have a 2400 bps connection in which there's a chance you may be 
receiving hardware-compressed data, you had better set your serial 
port to a speed much higher than 2400 bps. Data may come into your 
modem from your phone line at 2400 bps, but 2400 compressed bits 
may optimistically turn into as many as 9600 bits after your modem 
finishes decompressing them. That being so, even though I connected 
at 2400 bps, my serial port was set at 9600 bps, and it's the latter 
figure that White Knight used to perform its efficiency calculation. 
(220 cps divided by 960 bps gives 23 percent.) If my serial port had 
been set for 2400 bps, the window would show a more accurate rate. 
Look at ZTerm's transfer status window in Figure 9.5.1 performed that 
transfer at a no-frills 2400 bps, and the 82 percent efficiency is right 
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in line with GEnie's normally anemic sending speed during its peak 
hours between 6:00 and 8:00p.m. 

Transfer Errors 

2Modem Receiue 

H I I I I I I I 

File : Stufflt Lite Public Beta .sea 

Folder : Received Files 

Type : APPL I aust (MacBinary 11) 

File Size : 352 128 

Bytes Rcvd : 1 0240 

Efficiency : 197 cps, 82'10 

Time elapsed/left : 0 :51 I 28:55 

Status : 

Retries : 0 

CRC-32 
( Cancel ) 

Figure 9.5. The file transfer status window from ZTerm. 

If you examine the transfer status windows of most terminal programs you'll 
probably see some mention, either tacit or explicit, of transmission errors. In 
Figure 9.4 you can see that White Knight keeps track of the cumulative 
number of transmission errors during a file transfer. ZTerm does the same 
thing in gentler terms by keeping track of "retries" (see Figure 9.5). However 
your program chooses to put it, what it's trying to tell you is that a number 
of packets of information didn't arrive intact when they were first received. 
How did it know there were errors? Keep reading. Why were there errors? It 
could be any number of things. The most likely culprit is noise on the phone 
lines, spurious pulses or signals picked up anywhere along the route between 
you and the service. Noise could also have been generated within either of the 
communicating modems, or maybe you picked up your phone during the 
transmission and coughed or cursed or simply slammed down the phone hard. 

Whatever the causes, don't jump to any dire conclusions. just because 
there were transmission errors during a transfer, you don't have to worry 
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about the integrity of the file you received. Error-checking protocols normal
ly allow both terminals participating in the transfer to talk to each other while 
the transfer is under way. If the receiving terminal detects an error in a packet 
(i.e., a block of data) that's come in, it can ask the sending terminal to 
retransmit it. Each of those retransmissions is what ZTerm refers to as a retry 
and what White Knight somewhat more alarmingly calls a transmission error. 
No matter what your program calls them, as long as the transfer concludes in 
normal fashion, the file you received should correspond bit for bit with the 
file that was sent, regardless of how many errors occurred during the 
transfer. The only time a file won't arrive intact is when some packet of data 
in the file refuses to come through without errors even after repeated 
retransmission. When that happens-and it's very rare that it does-the 
sender or your own terminal program will abort the transmission. So either 
you get the file in error-free form or you don't get it at all. 

Error-Checking File-Transfer Protocols 

We just went through a CompuServe download, so now for variety's sake let's 
try one on GEnie. When you tell GEnie you want to download a file it prompts: 

Enter download request or <H>elp? 

We type in a file number-actually what I normally do is paste a file number 
into my terminal window after copying it from somewhere else. In this case, 
let's pick GEnie file 23093 by typing 23093. We could also have typed (or 
pasted, or even auto typed, Lord knows) the numbers of several files at that 
prompt, in which case our reply to the prompt might have looked something 
like: 23096,23098,23103,23114. GEnie, along with some other services, will 
let you download files in batches, so if you already know exactly which files 
you want, you're spared going through the same rigamarole with each file. For 
now, though, let's stay with a simple one-file request. We enter a single file 
number and GEnie then proceeds to tell us more about the file and asks us if 
we wish to go ahead with the download: 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Number: 23093 Name: STUFFIT LITE PUBLIC BETA 
Address: ALADDINSYS Date: 920504 
Approximate # of bytes: 352128 
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Number of Accesses: 98 Library: 25 
Description : 
Stuffit Lite 3.0 will ship later this year as the upgrade 
to Stuffit Classic 1 . 6, our current shareware compression 
product . Many of our users have expressed an interest in 
seeing Stuffit Lite prior to shipping . Attached is a 
public beta release of the Stuffit Li.te 3.0 application and 
some of the extras that will ship with Stuffit Lite 3.0. 
This package is being distributed by Aladdin Systems, Inc. 
and Raymond Lau. This package must be distributed in its 
entirety. 
Keywords: Stuffit, Lite, 3.0, Compression, Fast, Aladdin, 
Ray Lau 

File : STUFFIT LITE PUBLIC BETA 
is a BINARY File. 
Press <RETURN> to skip, <D>ownload, <L>ist, or <Q>uit. 
? 

We type ad, confirming that we want the file, and now GEnie asks us to make 
a choice: 

Select Download Protocol 
1. XMODEM 
2. XMODEM (w/1K blocks) 
3 . YMODEM 
4 . ZMODEM 
Enter # or <RETURN> to skip? 

You'll notice that GEnie's online protocol menu isn't vastly different from 
CompuServe's. The services offer two protocols in common (XModem and 
YModem), and the most notable difference is that only GEnie supports 
ZModem while only CompuServe supports its own proprietary B, B+, and QB 
protocols. just about all the other services you're likely to connect with will 
have online protocol menus of their own, so let's run down the best-known 
protocols to help ensure that the choices you make are good ones. 
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----"- XModem 

Developed by Ward Christensen in 1977, XModem was the first important 
error-checking protocol intended specifically for small computers. It's con
siderably less popular than it used to be back when its name was virtually 
synonymous with error checking, but it continues to be supported by more 
services and more terminal programs than any of the other protocols. In its 
original form, it calls for files to be divided into 128-byte packets. The data 
in each packet, regardless of what it signifies, is li terally added all together by 
the sender, and the resulting checksum is sent along with the packet. When 
the receiving terminal gets the packet it recomputes the checksum. If the 
sender's checksum is the same as the rece iver's, the packet is deemed to have 
been transferred intact. If the receiver's checksum is different from the 
sender's, the receiver requests that the sender retransmit the packet. 

Original XModem worked well enough, but it wasn't perfect. Its main flaw 
was its checksumming scheme, which every now and then would let a bad 
packet slip by. Soon an enhanced error-checking procedure called CRC (for 
cyclic redundancy checking) was added to the XModem protocol as an 
optional alternative. CRC is substantially more reliable than checksumming, 
and most Macintosh terminal programs give you the choice of using it or not. 
In most cases programs can be set to try CRC first and then fall back to 
checksumming if CRC isn't supported by the remote system. These days, 
however , nearly all remote services use CRC when they send XModem, so in 
practice the fallback seldom takes place. 

One thing to remember about XModem is that in order to function properly 
it requires that your communications parameters be set to no parity, eight 
data bits, and one stop bit. 

XModem-1K 

Another of original XModem's drawbacks was its speed-more accurately its 
lack thereof. After every 128-byte packet is transmitted, each of the two 
communicating parties has to stop and chat about what's just taken place. 
The receiving system has to tell the sending system either that the current 
packet has come in with no errors and that therefore it's okay to send the next 
one (known in the trade as a positive acknowledgment or positive ACK) or that 
the current packet has arrived with errors and needs to be retransmitted. 
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These handshakes are transparent to the user, but the extra overhead created <=== 
by all that crosstalk caused file transfers to progress in s luggish fits and 
starts. Why was each packet only 128 bytes long? Noise. Not only were older 
modems inefficient at squelching normal phone-line noise, they also contrib-
uted additional noise of their own. If packets were made much larger than 
128 bytes, the probability of their arriving without errors plummeted 
sharply. And retransmitting 128 bytes is slow enough. Retransmitting eight 
times that because one meas ly bit gets lost, and doing it over and over again 
during a single file transfer, is out-and-out impractical. 

Things are different now. Noise-suppression circuitry has become much 
more sophisticated, and phone lines themselves are a little cleaner. All that 
translates into the far greater likelihood that a 1 K packet (actually 1024 bytes) 
will make the crossing with all its bits in the right place. Ergo XModem 1K, 
which is basically XModem CRC with larger packets. Since 1,024 is 8 times 
128, the communicating systems have to perform only an eighth as many 
handshakes during a file transfer as they do with original XModem, and even 
on phone lines that are only fairly clean transfers become appreciably zippier. 

YModem 

YModem sometimes means s lightly different things to different systems. 
True YModem allows for batch transfers-the transfer of several files with 
only one request. When we looked at GEnie's way of prompting you for 
downloads, we noted that you could specify the names or numbers of a batch 
of files, each file name/number separated by a comma. If that's what we had 
done, GEnie wouldn't have offered XModem as an option, but it would have 
let us use the YModem protocol. True YModem is a variant of XModem 1 K that 
made its debut in a telecom program called YAM (for "Yet Another Modem") 
written by Chuck Forsberg. In a YModem file transmission, a file's name, size 
and modification date are sent in an extra block of data that goes out just 
before the fil e itself. This allows files to be transmitted in batches, and it's 
why the protocol is sometimes called YModem Batch. 

One complication- really just a minor one- is that some systems choose 
to differentiate between YModem and YModem Batch. When you encounter 
such a system: you're usually safe in assuming that YModem without the 
batch is nothing more than XModem 1K, while YModem Batch is what your 
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terminal program understands to be YModem. And yes, if you're using 
YModem Batch, it's perfectly reasonable for a batch to consist of only one file. 

YModem-g 

YModem-g is what's known as a streaming protocol. Very limited handshak
ing, many fewer fits and starts. It's a variant of YModem, and it's the fastest 
protocol I've used so far on a Macintosh, ever so slightly faster than ZModem. 
YModem-g allows for the transfer of files as a continuous stream of 1 K 
packets, and after a packet goes out it doesn't expect any acknowledgment 
from the receiver about whether the packet came across intact or not. 
Essentially the only crosstalk between the sending and receiving systems 
that can take place during a YModem-g transfer is a request from the receiver 
that the transfer be aborted. Which, by the way, is exactly what the receiving 
system does if it detects a CRC error, as there's no provision for retransmis
sion of packets. 

Why would you use YModem-g if it can't resend bad packets? Well, if you 
know your phone connection is immaculately clean you might consider 
giving it a try. Sometimes person-to-person connections that use newish local 
lines are pleasantly uncontaminated by noise, and in those circumstances it 
may turn out that YModem-g aborts infrequently enough to make it practical. 
But by far and away the principal use for YModem-g is with reliable connec
tions- MNP Class 4 or V.42 connections in which the participating modems 
are performing hardware-based error checking. In that case software error 
checking is redundant anyway. If the remote service and your terminal 
program both support YModem-g and the remote modem and your own 
modem both support MNP-4 or V.42, YModem-g is a fast and sensible way to go. 

Incidentally, with many services you don't have to say anything about the 
"g" part of the protocol to the service. All you do is tell them to send YModem 
and ask your terminal program to receive YModem-g. 

Kermit 

Kermit is a once-popular protocol developed at Columbia University that you 
may never need to use. It was originally designed for file transfers between 
mainframes and minicomputers, and many of the best shareware telecom 
programs, ZTerm among them, don't even bother to support it. Only a very 
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few older mainframes at corporations and universities insist on Kermit, and 
I suggest that you avoid it unless you absolutely can't. Why? It's not part
icularly fast, it probably means buying a commercial telecom program that 
you may otherwise not need , and take a gander at some of the options: 

Kermit Options: 

Start of Pocket Chor 

End of Pocket Chor 

Pod Chor 

Podding 

Timeout (seconds) 

Packet Length 

Receiue 

Transfer Mode: File Fork: Handshake: 
@None @ TeHt ® Dota 

0 Binary 0 Resource 
0 MocBinory 

o[TI 
Block Check Type: 

® 1 - 6 bit/sum 
0 2 - 12 bit/sum 
0 3 - 16 bit/CRC 

[ OK J) [ Cancel 

Options: 
[8] Use Long Pockets 
[8] Use Compression 
D Use Seruer Mode 
[8] Always Quote Binary 
D literal Filenames 

Figure 9.6. VersaTerm PRO's Ker mit Options window. The corre
sponding window in White Knight is equally fraught with options. 
Refer to the appropriate manual when you're making your 
Kermit choices. 

As you can see, Kermit is almost a universe unto itself. I've tried it with 
CompuServe and made it work, but CompuServe's proprietary protocols are 
significantly more user-friendly. 

Sea link 

The Sealink protocol is yet another XModem variant des igned for use with 
special purpose phone systems like packet-switching networks and satellite 
relays. You won't find too many terminal programs that support it, but if a 
remote service insists on it you can sometimes get away with setting your 
own terminal for XModem. 
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----1 ZModem 

Owing to a number of signi ficant improveme nts over earlier protocols, 
ZModem is rapidly becoming the protocol of choice amo ng tel ecommunica
tors around the country. It was developed privately for Telenet by Chuck 
Forsberg at Omen Technology, and basic ZModem soon came into the public 
domain. The protocol continues to be refined by its developers-the en
hanced version is called ZModem-90- bu t thus far the refinements have 
remained proprietary. Even in its public domain form, however, ZModem 
directly addresses some of the flaws of the older protocols and also adds 
some unique new features of its own. 

One thing that distinguishes ZModem right off the ba t is its efficiency. Even 
though it provides for complete software-based error checking-16- or 32-bit 
CRCs check both da ta blocks and handshake messages-it's capable of 
operating in full s treaming mode just like YModem-g, with no time-consum
ing terminal-to-terminal crosstalk between packets. The big difference is that 
YModem-g doesn't Jet the receiver request that a bad packet be resent. 
ZModem does. In othe r words, crossta lk is elective. It happens only when 
it's needed . 

Another of ZModem's advantages is crash recovery. If a file transfer is 
aborted due to modem disconnection or because you accidentally cl icked the 
cancel button in your transfe r status window or the sender sudden ly experi
ences a power loss or any number of other reasons, when the transfer is 
restarted it takes up where it left off. The rece iving terminal saves the data 
that was received up until the crash, and once the transfer is reinitiated the 
receiving terminal can tell the sending terminal : "Hey, I already have 62 
percent of that file , so just send me the last 38 percent." At present ZModem 
is the only widely available protocol that can do that. 

BTW, there will be times when even ZModem won't be able to bail you 
out of a mid-transfer crash. If the rece iver suddenly loses power or 
experiences certain kinds of system crashes, his terminal program 
may not be able to properly close the file in which the transferred da ta 
was being kept. When that occurs the receiver's partial file is essential
ly lost forever, and the new transfer will have to begin from square one. 

Another nice feature of ZModem is that when the sender initiates a 
transfer, the receive r doesn't have to do anything at his end. If the receiver's 
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terminal program correctly implemen ts ZModem, it will recognize the char
acter sequence that kicks off a file transmission and promptly go into 
ZModem receive mode. Many Mac terminal programs have a "Receive ZMo
dem" command in one or another menu or window, but if all is going well it's 
a command you should never have to use. 

Two more ZModem benefits . Firs t, all file transfers a re batch transfers. A 
single fil e is a batch of one. As with true YModem (i.e., YModem Batch) every 
fil e is sent with its name, size and the date a nd time at which it was last 
modified. Second , ZModem "quotes" the two XON/ XOFF characters AS and AQ. 
That is , it successfully d is tinguishes between, on the one hand, the AS and AQ 
flow control charac ters intended to halt and restart the flow of data and , on 
the other hand, any AS or AQ charac ters that might turn up randomly as bit 
patterns in the data being transmitted. Thi s makes it viable to use XON/ XOFF 
flow control all the time, even if you have a high-speed modem that would 
ordinarily ins ist on hardware handshaking. As a consequence, it also makes 
it viable to perform high-speed fil e transfers without a hardware hand
s ha ke cable. 

Is all this a sales pitch for ZModem? In many ways it is. I'd certainly suggest 
that ZModem become your default protocol whe rever you can use it. We've 
seen that GEnie supports it, as do Macintosh BBS host progra ms like Hermes 
and Second Sight. Most PC-based host programs also support it , and I 
strongly advise that you use a terminal program that su pports ZModem, too. 

CompuServ e B, B+, and Quick-B 

At this writing CompuServe s till doesn't support ZModem, maybe because its 
own proprietary fil e-transfer protocol, CompuServe B+, is comparably effi
cient. We've been paying some a tte ntion to the genealogy of our p rotocols, so 
you may (or may not) be interested to know that CompuServe B+ was begat 
by CompuServe Quick-B, an interim protocol begat by the original Com
puServe B. When you tell CompuServe you want to download a file and 
CompuServe li sts its available protocols, I suggest you pick B+. Of course , 
that's assuming you r termina l program supports the CompuServe propri
etary pro tocols. (The commercial biggies all do; among the shareware 
terminal programs that a lso support ZModem, ZTerm , and Terminal support 
CompuServe's proprietary protoco l as we ll.) Like ZModem, CompuServe B+ is 
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equipped to trigger auto-receives. In other words, your terminal program 
recognizes a sequence of characters sent by the transmitting terminal (the 
sequence is designed so that there's little likelihood you'd type it fo r any 
other reason) and shifts into receive mode without any direct intervention 
from you. Your terminal program does have to cooperate, and some Mac 
telecom programs that otherwise support CompuServe's protocols don't 
support the au to-receive PC?rtion. When they don't, you initiate a CompuServe 
B+ or Quick-B receive just as you'd initiate an XModem receive. Check with 
your program's documentation before you go online with CompuServe. 

Timeouts 

Sometimes a remote service is so busy that, quite apa rt from the protocol 
you're using, it can't send your file at the normal tempo. GEnie and Com
puServe have a great many members, and it can happen that during peak 
usage periods their computers simply can't keep up with the demand. 
Similarly, a fri end who lives just around the corner may be sending you a file, 
but he may be running under System 7.0 or MultiFinder and some other 
application may be hogging so much CPU time that his terminal program 
takes an unusually long time to get at the next block of data in the file it's been 
asked to send. The resulting momentary pauses during fil e transfers are 
called timeouts, and most protocols contain rules governing how long to wait 
before resynchroniz ing the transmission- i.e. , before the sending system 
gives up waiting for an acknowledgment and tries to resend a given block or 
the receiving system gives up waiting for a given block and tries to request a 
resend. For average use, a good day-to-day default setting for the timeout 
period is five seconds. Have a look at Figure 9. 7 to see how to make (or 
inspect) the se tting. 

Because systems like GEnie and CompuServe can occasionally introduce 
still longer delays during peak traffic periods, you may want to increase the 
timeout period to as much as 30 seconds for those services. (That's why 
terminal programs let you save different groups of settings; you often need 
to use a different ensemble of settings for each service that you call.) 
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HMOOEM, YMDDEM, 2MDDEM Options 

HMDDEM Options: 

0 HMODEM - Clossic 0 HMODEM - CRC @ HMDDEM - I K Blocks 

0 Superchorged HMODEM Receiue 

YMODEM Options: 

0 YMODEM - Closslc 0 YMODEM - I K Bloclcs @ YMODEM - G 

I K Block Options: 

0 Send only If requested ®Send outomotlcolly 

HMODEM, YMODEM, 2MODEM bloclc timeout: jFMj seconds. 

[81 Keep portiol ZMODEM receiues for loter completion 

[ OK J)( Concel ) 

Figure 9.7. White Knight's XMODEM, YMODEM, ZMODEM Options 
window, the place where you set your file transfer timeout period. 
You get to it in White Knight's Customize menu. Choose Options 
and then slide over to the X-Y-ZModem submenu. Other terminal 
programs offer similar settings windows. 

More Transfer Options 

Let's go ahead and use Figure 9. 7 as a springboard for discussing some 
additional transfer options. When it's necessary to use XModem, unless you 
have information to the contrary start by going first class and using XModem 
lK. These days services that don't support XModem's lK block option are 
very much in the rare bird category. If you have a conspicuously noisy 
connection (your file-transfer status window will tell you that by indicating 
that an inordinate number of blocks have been retransmitted) you may want 
to drop back to XModem CRC with only 128-byte blocks. That way you won't 
be bogged down by the continuous retransmission of big 1 K packets. As 
we've said, when most terminal programs are asked to use XModem CRC, 
they're capable of falling back to the classical checksum method, but if you 
know for sure that some service uses only checksumming you can set your 
program accordingly. As for White Knight's "supercharged" XModem, its 
really a way of obtaining the streaming benefits of YModem-g when you're 
not explicitly offered YModem. I suggest you don't try it unless you have a 
reliable connection (MNP-4 or V.42). One teeny little error will bomb out the 
whole transfer. 
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We've been saying "nowadays" a lot because terminal programs often try to 
accommodate telecommunications practices that are all but obsolete. For 
example, when you're sending files using the YModem protocol, White Knight 
has the ability to send l K blocks only if requested. Nowadays YModem 
transfers almost always use lK blocks. White Knight also makes the retention 
of partial ZModem receives an option. Most other programs do it automatical
ly, and I suggest that if you use White Knight you always keep the button 
checked. And while we're on the subject, if you attempt to resume a 
previously aborted ZModem download, make sure the partial file is in your 
current receive folder. That's where terminal programs expect to find them, 
and if they don'tfind them there they normally begin the transmission from 
the beginning of the file . 

Background File Transfers 

If you're operating your Mac either under System 7.0 or under MultiFinder 
with System 6.x, there's certainly no reason to sit around twiddling your 
thumbs while you're transferring files. Even if you have no non-telecommu
nications-oriented tasks to do, you may at the very least want to de-archive 
some files you'vejust received or compress some files you're about to send
er, I mean to upload. Your terminal program will be able to take care of 
business even while it's running in the background, but there are a few 
considerations you ought to be aware of. We've mentioned some of them 
before, but this time let's focus specifically on protocol-governed file transfers. 

First off, know that things like managing an active serial port and comput
ing CRCs do require a certain amount of central processor time. If your Mac 
is very fast and your modem very slow, the time won't be terribly significant. 
But if the reverse is true your Mac may not have all that much time to spare 
for other tasks. When other programs let you specifically choose whether or 
not to permit background tasks to take place (the various Stufflts are 
prominent members of that category) please go ahead and let them do so. 
Certain other applications-the word processor Nisus comes to mind-hog 
so much foreground time that your terminal program's normal background 
functioning can slow to a crawl. You can guard against file transfer trouble by 
setting for long timeouts, but if you're sending a file to a friend, you won't be 
doing him any favors if you inadvertently reduce the transfer rate so sharply 
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that he has to wait forever for the file to come in. That's not to mention the 
fact that you'll be using more expensive telephone time (and, if you're 
downloading from a service, more expensive online time) to complete the 
transfer. 

The bottom line is: pay attention! Check your transfer status box every 
once in a while to see how fast the transfer is progressing. Get a feeling for 
which background operations slow your terminal program down the most 
and which ones don't have much effect. And always remember Cardinal Rule 
Number One: No more than one terminal program open at the same time, 
unless you're absolutely positive that each one uses a different serial port 
from the moment it's opened! 

Uploading 

If you look back at Figure 9.1 on page 155, you'll see that ZTerm's send 
commands are grouped together with its receive commands. The same is 
true, give or take the odd discrepancy, with most other terminal programs. 
When you're uploading files to a remote service, its prompts will usually 
make it clear just what you have to do. Among the host programs we've talked 
about so far, Hermes has received the shortest shrift, so let's see now what a 
Hermes-hosted BBS sends when you tell it you want to upload a file. In the 
next example we'll be uploading the DA Scrapit to the MacsDelight BBS on 
Long Island. We've already told it we want to do that, and Hermes asks for 
confirmation: 

Upload 'ScrapltDA1.3.sit' to DA 's? 

When we type a y Hermes goes ahead and types "es," so on screen the line 
looks like: 

Upload 'ScrapltDA1.3.sit' to DA's? Yes 

Then Hermes says: 

Please enter a one line description . 

... and we say: 

Update to Scraplt DA 1.1. Best shareware Scrapbook 
replacement. 
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__j . Hermes then asks: 

Protocol (?=list) 

.. . and we proceed to type ? (a question mark) whereupon it gives us: 

Q: Abort Transfer(s) 
0: Don't Transfer 
1: ASCII 
2: Z-Modem 
3: Z-Modem Batch 
4: Xmodem 
5: Xmodem lK 
Protocol (?=list) 

We type 2 (although we could have chosen any of the other protocols as long 
as our terminal program supported them) and now Hermes comes back with: 

Zmodem v1.0.1 AX to abort: 
**B0100000023be50l 

As you can see, Hermes offers a last chance to cancel the transfer by typing 
AX. The next line of characters is actually a string of ZModem control 
characters that were sent to the screen. You'll often see a line of them when 
you perform ZModem transfers yourself. They're intended for our terminal 
program and not for us, so they don't require that we take any action. All we 
have to do now is instruct our program to send ZModem (or whatever other 
protocol we've chosen). When you ask your terminal program to send a file , 
you'll get its version of the Mac's Standard Files Dialog Box, and from it you'll 
select the file or files to be sent. Different programs do have different ways 
of piling up batches of files for batch transmission, so that's one area in which 
it's wise to read your docs or your manual as the case may be. For ZModem 
sends, ZTerm does it simply and smoothly, as shown in Figure 9.8. 

When the Standard Files window first comes up, the Start button is grayed 
out because there are as yet no files in the batch-to-be. As soon as you select 
a file and click on the Add button, the Start button becomes active. You can 
now add as many files as you like to the batch. When you're done, you click 
on Start, and ZTerm begins sending the files . From that point on it's all in 
ZTerm's hands. You either watch the whole thing happen or you do some
thing else in the background until the program beeps you to Jet you know the 
transfer is over. 
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Figure 9.8. ZTerm's Standard Files Dialog Box f or sending files ZModem. 

Sending Files Person-to-Person 

Uploading to a friend's computer isn't so very different from uploading to a 
remote service. The main difference is that instead of being drawn from a 
fixed repertoire of prompts, the typing back and forth that usually precedes 
and follows file transfers will probably be improvised . When you're sending 
files to non-Macintosh computers, you'll no doubt be careful to warn your 
terminal program not to convert your files into MacBinary format unless 
they're being passed along to another Mac down the line. And this time you're 
the boss. You have to announce when it's time for the remote party to begin 
receiving, and on making the announcement you have to get ready to begin 
sending (except that ZModem receives, being auto receives, don't require that 
the receiver take any special action). It also falls to you to specify what 
protocols to use. And by now you ought to know enough to choose them 
halfway wisely. 
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Working with 
Downloaded Files 

If you've read Chapter 8, you've probably become-how shall we 
say?-sensitized to the multiplicity of forms that a downloaded 
file can ta ke. Yes, your terminal program will transparently con
vert MacBinary files to their non-MacBinary, "true" Macintosh 

format. Even so, it's the rare downloaded file that you can use as is. Many of 
your downloaded files will have to be decompressed at the very least, and 
sometimes decompression turns out to be only the first step in the process 
of hammering a file into a form you can use. Table 8.1 in Chapter 8 lists the 
most popular Macintosh compression formats together with some programs 
that can handle them. But what if you want to download a file that wasn't 
compressed on a Mac? What if, for instance, you log onto a PC-oriented BBS 
and discover that one of the files available for downloading is your ex-lover's 
diary, but it's written in WordPerfect 5.1 and compressed with the DOS 
compression program PKARC? Does that mean you'll have to pass up the 
peekaboo chance of a lifetime? 

Not in the least. The situation may be serious, but there are a number of 
ways to deal with it. So, starting with the simplest of file-massaging proce-

175 
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dures and working up to others that are fairly sophisticated, let's examine 
some of the things you can do to make your downloaded files more tractable. 

Docs 

When you download an application from a service, it's typically bundled with 
some sort of documentation file. Sometimes the docs are plain text (a file of 
type TEXT), but just as often the file format will be that of a common word 
processor. Word processor files permit the writer to scatter graphics-for 
example, pictures of Macintosh windows and menus-throughout the text, 
but plain-text files can contain text and nothing else. The acknowledged 
lingua franca for documentation files is Mac Write. Not Mac Write II, mind you, 
but original MacWrite. That's because almost every common Macintosh word 
processing program can open MacWrite files. (Most can also save files in 
MacWrite format.) So my first suggestion is that if you plan to download 
applications, make sure to have either MacWrite itself or a MacWrite-compat
ible word processor on hand for opening doc files. Word, WriteNow, or 
MacWrite II will do just fine. 

When you do open a MacWrite file with another application, don't expect to 
be able to double-click on its icon. You'll have to open the compatible word 
processor first and then, from within that word processor, open the MacWrite 
file. The word processor will proceed to convert the MacWrite file into its 
native format. 

BTW, if you're a Microsoft Word user and find yourself opening 
MacWrite files in any quantity, there's a handy utility posted in the 
Mac libraries of many BBSs and online services. It's a tiny program 
called Mac Write to Word, and it lets you double-click on MacWrite files 
just as though MacWrite itself were on your hard disk. You put it in the 
same folder as your Microsoft Word application, and when you 
double-click on a MacWrite document it opens MacWrite to Word, 
which in turn opens Microsoft Word and then causes Word to open 
and convert the MacWrite file. Once it's done all that, MacWrite to 
Word even has the decency to quit immediately to give you back the 
RAM it occupied. 
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If a documentation file is in plain-text format, you can open it with rc:Nl 
whatever general-purpose word processor you happen to have, although you L_J 
may still have to open the file from within your application. One built-in 
feature of System 7.0 is that if you double-click on a plain-text file and don't 
have the application that created it, the Finder gives you the option of 
opening the file with Teach Text, Apple's own mini text-processor. And almost 
everyone has about 12 redundant copies of Teach Text lurking in the darker 
recesses of their hard drive. 

Every now and again, however, you'll come across a non-plain-text docs file 
whose format a) is that of some Macintosh word processor which you don't 
own and b) is incompatible with the word processor you do own. Recently I've 
seen several such files in Word 4.0 and MacWrite II format, and there's no 
guarantee that files with less-familiar pedigrees won't come along as well. 

What do you do then? You cope. You remember that Word 5.0 can open and 
convert MacWrite II files. Most word processors will usually let you open any 
file at all-at least the data fork of any file at all-if you hold down the Option 
key and select Open from the File menu. When you do this, the word 
processor doesn't preserve the file's original formatting and may display 
various "garbage characters" that correspond to formatting information 
embedded in the file. But most of the time it's possible to edit out the garbage 
and retrieve the salient text. 

Another approach to that situation is to buy a copy of MacLink Plus or at 
least the MacLink translators, which the latter can be used with Apple File 
Exchange. (Apple File Exchange is distributed with Apple's copies of the 
System and can also be downloaded from CompuServe, GEnie, America 
Online, and many other BBSs.) The core purpose of MacLink Plus, which we'll 
examine more closely later in this chapter, is to convert between Macintosh 
and non-Mac formats, but it's equally proficient at Mac-to-Mac translations. 

Text Files 

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one 
People to dissolve the Political Bonds which have connected them with 
another, and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate 
and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God 
entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that 
they should declare the Causes which impel them to the Separation. 
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In the foregoing paragraph there's one carriage return after the final period 
and no invisible embedded control characters. If, however, you'd logged onto 
a commercial online service and downloaded a plain text file that consisted 
of those very words, the chances are quite good that the file would look a little 
different, probably more like this: 

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes 
/necessary for one People to dissolve the Political 
/Bonds which have connected them with another, and to 
/assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and 
/equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of 
/Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the 
/Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare 
/the Causes which impel them to the Separation. 

The slanted lines at the beginning of each line except the first are linefeeds 
(normally, they are little boxes but they are non-printable symbols so slanted 
lines were substituted), and there's also a carriage return after every line. 
What's going on? Well, what you're seeing is the universal text format 
observed by most services (for universal read IBM-compatible). One thing 
that's not universal about the for-mat is line length. On that score it's 
generally user's choice, which means that when you open the file with your 
word processor it could easily look like this: 

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary 
for one People to 
/dissolve the Political Bonds which hove connected them 
with another, 
/and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate 
and equal 
/Stotionto which the Lows of Nature and of Nature's God 
entitle them, 
Ia decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that 
hey should 
/Declare the Causes which impel them to the Separation. 
I 

... which is pretty unsightly. 
What to do? Well, one by one you could delete each of the linefeeds and 

replace each carriage return with a space, but for a document of any length 
that technique can be unacceptably tedious. You could speed things up by 
globally deleting the linefeeds in your word processor (by replacing the 
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linefeeds with nothing at all) and then globally replacing all the carriage ~ 
returns with spaces. Of course, you'd end up with one big paragraph, which _ _ J 

is fine if the document you're massaging is only one paragraph long, but not 
fine if it's not. 

There is, however, one helpful convention in the universal text format-at 
least it's helpful to Mac users-provided the convention is carefully observed. 
It's that true paragraphs are normally separated by a pair of carriage returns, 
so that the incoming document might look like this if it contained more than 
just a single paragraph: 

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes 
/necessary for one People to dissolve the Political 
/Bonds which have connected them with another, and to 
/assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and 
/equal Station to which the laws of Nature and of 
/Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the 
/Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare 
/the Causes which impel them to the Separation. 
I 
/Mind you, this isn't to say that we're ready to 
/dissolve any Bonds right now, although we certainly 
/are thinking about it. 
I 

In Microsoft Word, for instance, that convention lets you globally replace 
carriage returns with spaces without combining all the lines of the original 
text into one humongous paragraph. First, you replace all the linefeeds with 
nothing at all. (Don't worry about having to type a linefeed into Word's Find 
what: box, although you can do it easily enough by typing Control-j; all you 
need do is copy a specimen linefeed and paste it into the box.) Then, when 
you replace each carriage return with a space, check the Match Whole Word 
Only button before you go ahead and Replace All, as shown in Figure 10.1 on 
the next page. 
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Replace 

Find What: IL_A_;_P ___________ _ll n Find NeHt H 
I Format .,..I [ Hl>plo t:e I 
I Special .,..I 

. [ Replace Rll ) 

Replace With: II 1 [ Cancel I 
I Format .,..I 
I Special ..,. I 

Search: 

[81 Match Whole Word Only D Match Case I Selection 1 .... 1 

Figure 10. 1. Word 5.0's Replace window. Word 4.0's window 
works essentially the same way. Ap is Word's designation for a 
carriage return. You can't see the space in the Replace With: box, 
but hardened Word users will notice that the cursor in the box is 
displaced one space to the right. 

When Match Whole Word Only is checked, only single carriage returns qualify 
for replacement with spaces, and after you click on Replace All, the resulting 
text comes out looking like this: 

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary 
for one People to dissolve the Political Bonds which have 
connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers 
of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to which t he 
Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a dece nt 
Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that they 
should declare the Causes which impel them to the 
Separation. 

Mind you, this isn't to say that we're ready to dissolve 
any Bonds right now, although we certainly are thinking 
about it. 

Now there's only one carriage return after each true paragraph, the linefeeds 
are all gone, and the text is ready to be formatted and/or printed according 
to your liking. 

With all that said, there's still an easier way to do what we've just done. 
Download a copy of a shareware text processing DA called McSink. Its name 
derives from the fact that its text massaging features include everything but 
the kitchen sink. Countless Macintosh telecommunicators swear by it. 
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;;o •MtSink ~L 
~! File Edit Layout Format Conuert Other Macros EHternall¢ 

When in the Course of human Events, it beCOileS 
Onecessary for one People to dissolve the Po I it i co I 
OBonds wh ich have connected the11 1,1 i th another, and to 
Oassume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and 
Oequa l Sta tion t o whi ch the Laws of Nature and of 
OHature's God ent itle them , a decent Respect to the 
OOp ini ons of Mankind requires that they shou l d dec l are 
llthe Causes which impel them to the Separa t ion . 
[] 

[] Mind you, thi s i sn't to say that we' re ready to 
[]di sso l ve any Bonds r i ght noll, a lthough 11e cer tainly 
Dare thinking about 

it ·' 
¢ L JL illi!l!ii!, !H!iHii!Wii!:Hi'iH ¢ 

I Figure 10.2. McSink's Main window. The window con- I 
tains its own custom in -window menu bar. 

0 

~ 
Q] 

If I'd opened my sample text file with McSink instead of Word, I'd have been 
able to remove all the linefeeds with a single stroke of the mouse. All I'd have 
had to do is choose Strip Linefeeds from McSink's Convert menu. (See Figure 
10.3 below.) Then, to get rid of the carriage returns after every line, I could 
have chosen Form Paragraphs from McSink's Format menu, whereupon, just 
about instantaneously, my text would be transformed into the two-para
graph format. 

Form Porogrophs 3€J 
Word Wrap to Length 3€M 
Word Wrap to Window 3€W 
Flush Right to Length 
Indent 3€1 
Uninden t 3€[ 

Sort lines 
Reuerse Order lines 
Sort Parameters ... 

Columnlze Row Order 

Upper Case 3€U 
Lower Case 3€L 
Change Case 
Capita lize Sentences 
Capitalize Words 

Tabs to Spaces 
Spaces to Tabs 3€T 
Space Runs to One lob ... 

Strings ~ 
line Numbers ~ 

Col urn nlze Co I urn n Order -·-···-·-··-·-······-·--· .. --·-···-·--······ .. -- -·----·--·--· 
Columnize Parameters... Strip Controls 

----·-------·--·--·-·---·----------· Strip Lea ding Space 
Inser t Page Break Strip Trolling Space 

Add linefeeds 
Strip llnefeeds 

Figure 10.3. McSink's 
Format and Convert 
menus. Scan them to see 
some of the text process
ing features that McSink 
contains. 
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A further glance at Figure 10.3 will reveal that McSink can also add 
linefeeds and wrap text either to a specified length or the width of a window, 
which can come in handy if you're ever called upon to put some text of your 
own into the format that online services prefer. If you plan on using any ofthe 
online services, I s trongly recommend that you ge t hold of McSink or its 
commercial version, Vantage. 

BTW, another very useful shareware program that performs many of 
the same functions is called Add/ Strip. Add/Strip is better at some 
things than McSink and vice versa. But any Macintosh telecommunica
tor worth his or her salt should have at least one of the two. 

Working with DOS Files 
In case you haven't heard, DOS is the all·-but-universal operating sys tem in the 
IBM-compa tible world. Although plain-text fil es created in a DOS environ
ment aren' t all that different from Macintosh text fil es , non-plain-text fil es are 
likely to be a lot different. For one thing, if you download a DOS fil e, your 
terminal program will probably be a lert enough not to do a MacBinary 
conversion, since the Mac Binary format is next-to-meaningless outside a 
Macintosh setting. For another thing, compressed DOS files will almost 
certainly have been compressed with DOS compression programs, which 
means they won't be in familiar Macintosh compression fo rmats like those of 
Stuffl t and Compact Pro. And fo r a third thing, even when they're not 
compressed, DOS fil es simply aren't Macintosh fil es! 

What it all comes down to is that you can almost always get to the data in 
DOS fil es, but in order to do it you generally have to work them over. Let's look 
at some of the s tra tegies you might adopt. 

Decompressing DOS Files 

You'll remember from Chapte r 8 that a file in compressed forma t is normally 
called an archive, and that an archive can contain several compressed files. 
Regardless of whether a compression utility is operating from a Macintosh or 
PC platform, it's almos t certa inly going to be capable of gathering up several 
files, compressing each of them, and then saving all of them in a single archive. 
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The most common DOS compression formats are ARC, ZIP, and LZH, and 
DOS archives in those formats will have .ARC, .ZIP or .LZH file extensions 
appended to the ends of their names. LZH is probably the least-frequently 
used of the three, and at this writing I don't know of a good Macintosh utility 
that can decompress LZH archives. 

BTW, if you've downloaded an LZH archive and absolutely have to see 
what's inside it, I suggest you take it to a friend who has aDOS-based 
computer and decompress it there. If the friend has a modem, you can 
send the file over. If the friend has a 3-l/2-inch floppy drive and you 
have a Macintosh SuperDrive, Apple File Exchange will allow you to 
reformat one of your own floppy disks according to DOS specifica
tions ("Erase Disk" under AFE's File menu lets you put floppy disks into 
DOS format) and will then let you copy your file to the DOS disk. If 
your friend has the DOS program called LHA, he can then use it to 
dearchive your file on his computer. If he doesn't have LHA but the file 
is one you simply can't do without, you'll have to download LHA as 
well and take it (or send it by modem) along with your LZH archive. 
(Most services that post LZH archives also post a recent version of 
LHA, which is likely to show up in a file library under the name 
LHAx.EXE, where the lowercase xis a version number. The .EXE suffix 
is DOS's way of telling you that the file is executable on a DOS 
computer, and LHAx.EXE will probably be a self-extracting file that 
metamorphoses into a usable version of LHA upon execution.) Once 
your friend has used LHA to dearchive your fil e, he can copy the 
decompressed version(s) to your disk or send it back using a modem. 
If he takes the floppy route , you have to use Apple File Exchange or an 
equivalent program to copy the file back to your hard disk, as DOS 
disks don't ordinarily show up on your desktop. Of course, if your 
friend has neither a modem nor a 3-1/2-inch floppy drive, you're out 
of luck. 

Warning: Yet another reminder about MacBinary! When you're using 
your modem to send DOS files to aDOS-based computer, make sure 
to turn MacBinary off. PCs are befuddled by it! 

BTW, I was careful to say that DOS disks don't ordinarily show up on 
your desktop. There are programs that can coax them to do just that. 
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One such utility is called DOS Mounter from Dayna Communications. 
DOS Mounter supports formatting of DOS diskettes and also lets you 
copy DOS files to and from DOS diskettes using the Finder's normal 
click-and-drag technique. If you're using System 7.0, Apple's own 
utility, Macintosh PC Exchange, performs many of the same functions 
and a few more to boot. Yes, old-but-by-no-means-venerable Apple 
File Exchange is distributed free of charge, but price is one of the very 
few things that recommend it. It's cumbersome and non-intuitive, and 
if you have to work with DOS disks I suggest you shell out a few bucks 
for DOS Mounter or Macintosh PC Exchange. AFE should be allowed to 
die the ghastly death that it deserves. 

ARC and ZIP archives are easier to handle directly on a Mac. Stufflt Deluxe 
can extract both ARCed and ZIPed files, and several shareware utilities can 
too. To decompress ARC archives on a Mac there's ArcMac and ArcPop.ARC, 
both of which can be downloaded from most commercial online services and 
good Mac BBSs. ArcPop.ARC is a kind of subset of ArcMac, which also lets you 
create ARC archives. ArcPop.ARC is strictly a de-ARCing utility, but it's much 
simpler to use. If decompressing DOS ARChives is all you plan to do, I'd 
recommend you not bother with ArcMac. To unpack ZIP archives on a Mac you 
can use either of two shareware utilities, Mac UnZip or UnZip. Like ArcMac and 
ArcPop.ARC, you'll find them posted in the file libraries of most good 
Macintosh-oriented BBSs and online services. 

BTW, as with the Mac itself, some DOS archives are self-extracting. 
You'll remember that self-extracting Macintosh archives are normally 
called sea files. In the DOS world they're usually called sfx files. 
Whatever they're called, if you have to decompress a self-extracting 
DOS file, you'd normally do it on a DOS computer. The program code 
that performs the extraction is IBM-compatible code, not Macintosh code. 

Opening DOS Files 

Okay. Now, by hook or crook, you've decompressed the files in your DOS 
archive. Maybe they weren't compressed to begin with, so you were able to 
skip that step altogether. You may be collaborating on a book with a friend 
who uses a DOS computer, in which case your collaborator is probably giving 
you DOS files and just as probably sparing you the need to decompress them. 
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(It's interesting that when Mac users and PC users exchange files, the 
responsibility for converting files almost always seems to fall with the Mac 
user. DOS people love to claim ignorance about things like converting DOS 
files to Mac files on a PC, even though DOS-based conversion utilities like 
LapLink Mac are perfectly ready to take on the job.) So now you've got these 
uncompressed files, but you also have a problem: they're still DOS files. 
Now what? 

Well, if they're plain-text files, you can open them with your word 
processor and massage them at will. If they're binary files, you'll want to 
know which PC program created them or at least what format they're in . More 
often than not, DOS file names are tagged with an identifying suffix, so below 
is a list of some common suffixes and the DOS formats to which they correspond. 

Sufra 

.BMP 

.csv 

.DBF 

.DCA 

.DOC 

.DOX 

.EPS 

.PCX 

.PM4 

.RFT 

.SYL 

.TAB 

.TSV 

.TXT 

.W42 

.wso 

.WSl 

Table 10.1. Common DOS File Suffixes 

DOS Format 

Windows bitmap 

Comma-separated numerical values 

dBASE (a DOS database application) 

IBM-revisable-format text (an interchange 
format for word processors) 

Word for Windows/MultiMate 
(word processors) 

MultiMate version 4.0 (word processor) 

Encapsulated PostScript 

PC PaintBrush (graphics format) 

PageMaker PC 

See .DCA 

Multiplan PC or SYLK spreadsheet format 

Tab-separated text 

Tab-separated numerical values 

Plain text 

WordPerfect version 4.2 (word processor) 

WordPerfect version 5.0 (word processor) 

WordPerfect version 5.1 (word processor) 
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(table continued) 

.WKS 

.WP 

.WPG 

.WRK 

.ws 

.XLS 

XY 

Lotus 1·2·3 (spreads hee t a pp lication) 

OfficeWriter (word processor) 

WordPerfect (word processor) 

Symphony (spread sheet ap p lication) 

WordStar (word processo r) 

Microsoft Excel version 2 (spreadshee t 
application) 

XYWrite Ill (word processor) 

If you're lucky, you'll have a Macintosh application that can open and 
convert your DOS file all by itself. And in that regard I'd like to buck the 
prevailing trend and put in a good word for Microsoft. There's not a whole lot 
of love lost between Microsoft and the Mac-oriented press these days, 
especially as Microsoft goes on trying to engorge the digital world with a 
voracity equaled only by the tomato that ate the Bronx. One thing I personally 
dislike about Microsoft is the window that appears on my screen every time 
I open Excel- the one that more or less threatens tha t someone will come to 
my house and break my knees if I let anyone else use the program. But it does 
have to be said that when it comes to PC-to-Mac compatibility, Microsoft does 
as good a job as anyone around. Word 5.0 for the Mac can open fil es created 
by Word for Windows versions 1 and 2, by Word for DOS and by WordPerfect 
vers ions 5.0 and 5.1, and it can also open DCA/ RFT interchange-format files. 
Word 4.0 for the Mac can open Word for DOS file s, and it' s bundled with Apple 
File Exchange translators for a couple of popular versions of WordPerfect. 
Word 5.0 can also save files in any number of PC formats, which is a great help 
when you have to pass your fil es along to your hypothetical PC-based 
collaborator. 
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l= lnt 110 •I = l nt 110 

D l:hiO ~ 
498DK auallable 

D OR's,fonts,snds 

~: R Sm•<~ D I [ E.il't:1 l D from desktop 
D Other ~1m~ ( Cancei J I (Desktop J 
D Programs J@ ( CJ l D System Folder 0 New 

Saue Current Document as: 

I 
0 Make Backup 
0 f-<1~ t S<W<~ 

roue File as Type 

I Normal ... 0 Ot~flWH tor I'll<~ 

./Normal 

= TeHt Only 
TeH t Only with line Breaks 
Microsoft Mac Word ~-H 
Interchange Format (RTF) 
Stationery 
MacWrite 
MacWrite I I I .H 
TeHt with Layout 
Word for DOS 
Word for Windows I 
Word for Windows 2.0 
WordPerfect 5.0 
WordPerfect 5. 1 

I Figure 10.4. This is Microsoft Word S.O's version of the Standard I 
Files dialo box that comes onto your screen when you choose 
Save As ... from the File Menu. Notice all the file formats into which 
Word can convert your document. 

Excel 3.0 for the Mac is equally PC-friendly. Look at the formats in which it can 
save documents, shown in Figure 10.5. 

And of course it can read files in all those formats as well. A growing 
number of other Mac programs (PageMaker is a notable example) a re also 
capable of opening and converting DOS files, so when you have a PC file you 
need to look at or work with, the first thing you should do is check out your 
software and see what kind of alien files it can handle. 

If your meat-and-potatoes applications won't fill the bill, I suggest you 
reach for your wallet and buy Data Viz's Mac Link Plus, whose armamentarium 
of file translators is still unequaled. It comes bundled with DOS Mounter, so 
if the DOS file you want to translate is on a DOS-formatted floppy, you can 
just slip the floppy into your SuperDrive and it will mount to your desktop 
just as though it were a Mac disk. 
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File Format Normol 10 
./Normol 

n OK l) 
0 Creote Ba Template ( Con eel ) 
File Shoring 

EHcel 2.2 
SYLK 

Protection Pt TeHt I 
Write Reseru 

csu 
WKS I 

0 Read-Only WKI 
WK3 
DIF 
DBF 2 
DBF 3 
DBF 4 
TeHt (Windows) 
TeHt (OS/ 2 or DOS) 
CSU (Windows) 
CSU (OS/ 2 or DOS) 

I Figure 10.5. In Excel 3.0, you get this window when you click on I 
"Options" in the Save As ... window. Excel can read and write files 
in these formats. 

When you open Maclink, you get a window like this: 

Untitled 

0 Set 
Mode 

0 ~ f.> t 
1: ommunir.<l1ion~ 

®Set 
Tronslotors 

O SP.II! t:1 
Fil (!~ 

Desktop Mode 

0 MUII§IIIU,. ® 

IBM PC Formats I Macintosh Formats I 
MultiPlan PC (SYLK) 0 MocWrite II I OfficeWrlter 

m 
MultiPlan Moe (SYLK) 

PogeMolcer (PC) PogeMolcer (Moe) 
PC Polntbrush (PCH) 

mm PICT 
Postscript i PostScript 

~ Print Copture Tob TeHt ~ 
Symphony (WRK ... ) 0 Tab Uolues 0 

( Cleor Selection ) 

I 
Figure 10.6. The window in MacLink Plus in which you choose 1 
your translators. 
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Listed on the left in Figure l 0.6 are the PC formats that MacLink can handle. 
(I've scrolled randomly to the middle of the list; it's actually quite long.) My 
particular copy of MacLink can also handle files created on some other 
computers too. If I hold down the mouse on IBM PC Formats it turns into the 
following pull-down menu ... 

~ 
../ IBM PC Formats 

Macintosh Formats 
NeHT Formots 
Sun Formats 

... which gives me access to these other fil e formats. 
Let's say the file I want to translate was created by the DOS word processor 

XYWrite III. I highlight XYWrite Ill in the list on the left, and the list on the right 
promptly reduces itself to show only the Mac formats into which MacLink can 
render XYWrite III fi les. I decide that I want my XYWrite III file to be translated 
into Macintosh Word 4 .0 format, so that's what I highlight on the right, as 
shown in Figure 10.7. 

O Set 
Mode 

HYWrite I l l 

I IBM PC Formats I 
WordPerfect 4.2 
WordPerfect 5.0 
WordPerfect 5. 1 
WordS tor 
Works WP (PC) 
WPS-Pius/ UMS 

Untitled 

O Sl>t ®Set 
[ onHlUJilit:<lfion~ Trans lators 

1 Desktop Mode 1 

0 MUII§IUU,. ® 

I Macintosh Formats I 
0 MocWrlte 1;7,'; 

1~1 
MocWrite II 
Word 3.0 
IIIJilYI I 

M WordPerfect Moe 1.0 
WordPerfect Moe 2.0 

0 Works WP (Moe) 

0 Select 
Files 

Word 4.0 

i 
I 

[ Clear Sel ection J 

Figure 10.7. Choosing your translation in MacLink Plus. 
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Then alii need to do is tell MacLink what file to translate and where to put 
it. I do that by clicking on Select Files, which gives me the window shown in 
Figure 1 0.8. 

Untitled 

O Set 
Mode 0 ~~~t 0 Set 

t: onunuoh:<Jflon~ Translators 
®Select 

Files 

IBM PC Files 
llYWrite I ll 

I a Alien Flies I 

Desktop Mode 
'-

Ji!Jiii![=--~M:aclntosh Files Mlill§iii.J,. Word 4.0 

Gl Tronsloted Flies 

D lnfo.HY m 

16895 K Available ,----, 

0JJ(HJ [ Driue I [ 1: j(H t [ Opon 
16895 K Available ,.----, 

[ Drlue I 1: )o( t I 
1 File, 17 K ( Conuert [ Conn(l( t J 

I Figure 10.8. In MacLink Plus the lists on the left and right work I 
like ordinary Standard Files dialog boxes. You use them to find a 
file you want to translate and to select a destination for the 
translated file. 

The DOS file I want to translate is in a fo lder called Alien Files on my hard disk, 
and I want the translated version to show up in another folder called 
Translated Files. I've selected both of them in the window, and now all that's 
left to do is click Convert. MacLink Plus takes care of all the rest. 

You should be aware that no matter what means of translation you decide 
to use, it's unreasonable to expect every last filigree of the original formatting 
to show up in your translated files, especially if your source files are very 
elaborately formatted. Nevertheless, file translation has improved enor
mously over the past few years, and with the help of programs like MacLink, 
what used to be a tedious, distasteful process has become eminently pain
less. Largely because of the enhanced connectivity brought on by computer 
telecommunications, the once-provincial Macintosh community has joined 
the wider world, and now there's nothing but your own questionable sense of 
propriety to keep you from knowing what your ex-lover wrote in that diary. 
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More About Online Services 
and BBSs 

Right from the outset, there are two very gross differences be
tween a commercial online service and an amateur BBS. 

When you call a popular BBS with your modem, the line is often 
busy. Even the most prosperous multi-phone-line BBSs don't have 

that many lines, and sometimes you have to wait hours-days, even-to log 
on. When you call a commercial online service , you can almost always 
connect on the first call. Access is usually instantaneous. 

That's the upside. The downside difference is that every commercial 
online service charges you a fee, usually a monthly base rate plus some 
number of cents per minute of connect time. Some amateur BBSs also charge 
a fee, but even If they do it's almost always a small annual membership that 
guarantees you a generous amount of connect time per day. 

More differences? Well, commercial online services offer gateways to still 
other services. (A gateway is simply a means by which, after you've logged 
onto one service, you can use that service to gain access to a second service.) 
GEnie, for instance, offers a gateway to Dow Jones Retrieval , which (for an 
additional fee) lets you search what's probably the best online fi nancial 
database there is. CompuServe, GEnie and America Online all offer gateways 
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to EAASY SABRE, the American Airlines' travel service that gives flight 
information about virtually all commercial air traffic in the world and also 
lets you book online reservations and buy package tours. (That's provided 
you're willing to pu t up with EAASY SABRE's not-very-self explanatory online 
menu system; most times it's easier to call a travel agent.) Amateur BBSs 
almost never give you gateways. 

If you want to download shareware, the commercial online services have 
the most. Ambitious BBSs like AMUG (Arizona Macintosh Users Group), BMUG 
(Berkeley Macintosh Users Group) and NJMUG (New Jersey Macintosh Users 
Group) have a lot, but CompuServe has very nearly all. America Online tends 
to have it all eventually, but CompuServe usually gets the hot new programs 
fi rst. Like AOL-at least this is my observation as a frequent GEnie user
GEnie also runs a littl e behind CompuServe, and its shareware listings aren't 
quite as abundant . Still , even GEnie beats the BBSs, and it's al so the leas t 
expensive of the three. The thing about the BBSs is that, for the most part, 
they depend on their own members to upload fil es to their file libraries. And 
from where do their members get the files to upload? Mainly from GEnie, 
CompuServe , and America Online. 

Another thing: The many amateur BBSs that are plugged into FidoNet, a 
networked message system that we'll soon discuss more thoroughly, let you 
send electronic mail to destinations all around the world . But FidoNet is slow, 
and its reliability is less-than-optimal. The commercial online servi ces offer 
instant worldwide E-mail , their reliability is very good, and their E- mail 
systems subject you to far fewer restrictions than does FidoNet. We keep 
using book collaboration as an example, so, let's say you live in New York and 
your collaborator lives in Los Angeles. GEnie has local access numbers in both 
those cities. If you call GEnie after 6:00p.m. and upload a draft of the chapter 
you've just completed as plain text, you incur no additional fees beyond 
GEnie's $4.95 base monthly rate and the price of a local call. Evenings and 
weekends , unlimited use of GEnie's plain-text E-mail servi ce is free. Now a 
couple of hours roll by, and soon it's 6:00p.m. in L.A. Your collaborator logs 
onto GEnie, and for the price of a local call he downloads the chapter you've 
posted without incurring any additional fee either. There are no long distance 
charges in either direction, and your collaborator doesn't have to wait by the 
phone so he can man his modem when you call . What's more, for only a small 
surcharge you can mail binary files too, which means that, if your chapters 
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have embedded graphics or lots of fancy formatting, you can send them as 
true word processor documents. With amateur BBSs, conducting a collabora
tion in that fashion is prohibitively cumbersome. 

Still another thing: product support. Quite a few vendors of Mac-related 
equipment and software offer online support through the commercial servic
es. Of the three major services, CompuServe is probably the best because it's 
also the biggest, and vendors can therefore reach the largest audience. 
Periodically, members of the technical support staff of participating firms 
check the message bases, answer questions and try to deal with user 
complaints (and sometimes even with user encomiums). If, for instance, 
you're logged onto CompuServe and type GO MACAVEN, you get this menu: 

Mac A Vendor Forum Menu 
1 INSTRUCTIONS 
2 MESSAGES 
3 LIBRARIES (Files) 
4 CONFERENCING (0 participating) 
5 ANNOUNCEMENTS from sysop 
6 MEMBER directory 
7 OPTIONS for this forum 

Enter choice ! 

And if your choice is 2 for MESSAGES, you get this menu: 

Mac A Vendor Forum Messages Menu 
Message age selection a [All] 

1 SELECT (Read by section and subject) 
2 READ or search messages 
3 CHANGE age selection 
4 COMPOSE a message 
5 UPLOAD a message 

Enter choice ! 

If you now type 1 for SELECT, you can access message bases for all the 
vendors listed below: 

Mac A Vendor Forum Sections Menu 
Section names (#subjs/# msgs) 

1 Forum Business (14/24) 
2 Portfolio Systems (31/82) 
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3 Paragon Concepts (26/52) 
4 CE Software (93/286) 
5 DeltaPoint (25/46) 
6 Daystar Digital (21/40) 
7 Mainstay (1/3) 
8 Connecti x (31/59) 
9 Survivor Software (3/19) 

10 Sitka (TOPS) (8 / 19) 
12 Broderbund (15/33) 
14 Claris (104/317) 
15 TENpointO / Activi s 'n (1/1) 

Enter choice( s ) or ALL 

Moreover, those are jus t the vendors in CompuServe's Mac A Vendor Forum. 
There are more in CompuServe's Mac B Vendor and Mac C Vendor Forums: 

Mac 8 Vendor Forum 

GCC Technologies 
Altsys Corp. 
Olduvai Corp. 
Software Ventures 
ChipSoft 
T /Maker Inc. 
Working Software 
Microseeds Pub. 
Hyperpress Pub. 
Radius Inc. 
Deneba Software 
SuperMac Technology 

Mac C Vendor Forum 

Aladdin Systems 
Baseline Publishing 
lnline Design 
CoStar 
Iomega Corp. 
Softsync, Inc. 
Farallon 
Alysis 
Salient Software 
Mirror Technologies 
Vlrtus Corp. 

Altogether, CompuServe gives you a whole lot of vendors to complain to, 
and that's something no amateur BBS can do. Furthermore, it all happens out 
in the open. When you deal directly with a vendor on the phone, you don't 
know how many other people are having the same problem. In the vendor 
forums, all the complaints- yours and everyone else's-are there for the 
whole telecom community to see, so that by scanning a vendor's message 
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base you can often tell which products are making trouble for users and 
which ones are behaving decently. The bottom line is that, wonderful as they 
are, amateur BBSs can do only so much, and eventually you might give some 
thought to becoming a member of one of the commercial services. To that 
end, let's review the three online services most popular in the Macintosh 
community. 

CompuServe 

Often referred to as CIS (for CompuServe Information Services), CompuServe 
is the Big Daddy of the online services. It has the most members, the most 
forums, the most files, a nd also the biggest price tag. When you log on, you 
quickly get CompuServe's TOP menu, so called because it's from there that 
CompuServe multitudinous forums a ll eventually branch: 

CompuServe TOP 
1 Access Basic Services 
2 Member Assistance (FREE) 
3 Communications/Bulletin Bds. 
4 News/Weather/Sports 
5 Travel 
6 The Electronic MALL/Shopping 
7 Money Matters/Markets 
8 Entertainment/Games 
9 Hobb ies/Lifestyles/Ed uca tion 

10 Reference 
11 Computers/Technology 
12 Business/Other Interests 
Enter choice number I 

On CompuServe you have the option of branching your way, category by 
category, to the forum you want to vis it or simply typing go followed by 
enough of the destination forum name to identify it uniquely. For ins tance , 
typing go macave is enough to get you to the Mac A Vendor Forum. And while 
we're on the subject, it's worth pointing out that in addition to their message 
bases, CompuServe's participating vendors also maintain fi le libraries where 
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they often post software upgrades and product information. Here's an 
example: 

Mac C Vendor Forum Library 13 
Mirror Technologies 

1 BROWSE Files 
2 DIRECTORY of Files 
3 UPLOAD a File (FREE) 
4 DOWNLOAD a file to your Computer 
5 LIBRARIES 

Enter choice ! 

If I type a 1 to browse some of Mirror Tech's files, I see (with the option to 
download) such items as: 

[75300,3204] 
PRPRC . TXT/Asc Bytes: 6150, Count: 8, 06-Jun-92 

Title Mirror Product Pricing Information 6/5/92 
textfi l 
Keywords: MIRROR 

Mirror Technologies product pnctng information effective 
6/5/92. This is a Word 5.0 doc. 

Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES 

[75300,3204] 

PRDTEC.TXT/Asc Bytes: 5257, Count: 10, 30-May-92 
Title : Mirror Product Technical Specifications 5/1/92 
Keywords: MIRROR TEXT 
Mirror Product Technical Specifications as of 5/1/92. 

Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES ! 

... and so forth. 
Instead of a forum name, you can also type the name of a group of forums. 

Here, for instance, is what you get if you type go mac: 

Macintosh/Apple MACINTOSH 
1 Applications Forum + 
2 Communications Forum + 
3 Community Clubhouse Forum + 
4 Developers Forum + 

5 Entertainment Forum + 
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6 Hypertext . Forum + 
7 New Users and Help Forum + 
8 Systems Forum + 
9 File Finder + 

10 Mac Vendor Forums 
11 Apple News Clips 
12 ZiffNet/Mac MacUser/MacWeek + 
13 Macintosh System 7 Forum + 

All of CompuServe's Mac-related forums are listed in the menu. What do the 
pluses mean? They refer to CompuServe's rate structure. CompuServe gives 
you a choice of two different ways to spend your money. Under their 
standard pricing plan, a $7.95 monthly membership fee gets you unlimited 
connect time with an assortment of CompuServe' general interest services. 
The assortment includes news, sports and weather services (Associated Press 
Online, Hourly News Summaries, Sports, Entertainment, Business News, 
Today in History, AccuWeather Maps, National Weather Service); reference 
library services (Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia, Consumer Re
ports, Peterson's College Database, Healthnet); shopping services (The Elec
tronic Mall, Shopper's Advantage, A Discount Shopping Club); "Money Talks" 
services (Basic Current Stock Quotes, Issue/Symbol Reference, Mortgage 
Calculator); online games and entertainment services (Science Trivia Quiz, 
The Grolier Whiz Quiz, ShowBizQuiz, CastleQuest, Black Dragon, Classic 
Adventure, Enhanced Adventure, Hangman, Ebert's Movie Reviews); commu
nications exchange services (CompuServe Mail, Classified Ads [read-only], 
Practice Forum, Directory of Members, Ask Customer Service); travel and 
leisure services (Travelshopper airline, hotel, rental car information and 
reservations, plus other travel information, Department of State Advisories, 
Visa Advisories, Eaasy Sabre); and so fOi'th. Still, numerous and varied as all 
those services are, they represent only a fraction of CompuServe's expanding 
universe. Forums marked with a plus aren't covered under the blanket of the 
standard pricing plan, and using them incurs a surcharge. 

BTW, with CompuServe's alternative pricing plan you're charged $2 
for monthly membership, which gives you free unlimited use of only 
the online Membership Support services (that includes the Electronic 
Mall, through which you can buy almost anything, computer-related 
or not, from major retailers such as Sears and minor retailers whose 

~ 
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names you've never heard before). All other usage is billed at connect 
rates of $6.30 per hour for 300 bps, $12.80 per hour for 1200 and 
2400 bps and $22.80 per hour for 9600 bps, plus any applicable 
network and premium surcharges. Surcharges? Some forums on 
CompuServe-certain financial databases are one example-will cost 
you more to use, although if you make a killing on the market you can 
probably deduct your CIS fees on your tax return. And as regards 
phone networks, you aren't limited to using CIS's own. Companies like 
U.S. Sprint and MCI sell access to networks such as TYMNET and P.C. 
Pursuit, and sometimes it's ultimately cheaper to access CompuServe 
through a local network number than a true CompuServe access 
number that's more distant from your home or office. You'll have to 
do the math yourself, but CompuServe will provide the relevant 
information. 

At any rate, just for the hell of it type a 2 at the CompuServe menu quoted 
just above and visit... 

Computing Support MACCOMM 
Welcome to Moe Communications Forum, V. 2G(41) 

Once again, you could have arrived here from any prompt simply by typing 
go maccom. 

Mac Communications Forum Menu 
1 INSTRUCTIONS 
2 MESSAGES 
3 LIBRARIES (Files) 
4 CONFERENCING (0 participating) 
5 ANNOUNCEMENTS from sysop 
6 MEMBER directory 
7 OPTIONS for this forum 

Enter choice I 

Earlier in the book you saw what CompuServe's file libraries look like. Now 
peek at some messages by typing 2 (followed by a carriage return). 

Mac Communications Forum Messages Menu 
Message age selection = [New] 

1 SELECT (Read by section and subject) 
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2 READ or search messages 
3 CHANGE age selection 
4 COMPOSE a message 
5 UPLOAD a message 

Enter choice ! 

Typing I will give you an idea of the Mac communications subjects under 
discussion: 

Mac Communications Forum Sections Menu 
Section names (#subjs/# msgs) 

0 Library Questions (12/26) 
1 Forum Bus./General (20/53) 
2 CIS Navigator (42/121) 
3 Term Programs (7/15) 
4 Communication Utils (34/100) 
5 Hardware (64/221) 
6 FAX (57/183) 
7 Local Area Nets (42/130) 
8 Talking To PCs (18/47) 
9 BBS Systems (14/61) 

10 Using CompuServe (5/20) 
11 Hot Topic (1/1) 
Enter choice(s) or ALL ! 

Now type a 5 to learn what members are saying about the state of telecom 
hardware for the Mac: 

Mac Communications Forum Subjects Menu 
Subject (# msgs) 
Section 5 - Hardware 

1 Supra Problem (22) 
2 PP & PBX (4) 
3 More Supra Problems 
4 Network Dial In/Out 
5 DoveFaxPlus? Yes/No 
6 Supra Problems (1) 

(1) 

(20) 
(1) 

7 Possible Supra Fix! (1) 
8 Hayes products announced (11) 
9 Prometheus Home Office (1) 
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10 Apple Ethernet Port (2) 
11 Supra problems2 (1) 
12 FAXstf voice/fax switch? (2) 
13 Powerbook/9600baud (4) 
14 V21,V22,V22b,V23 Stnds. (3) 

15 STF (5) 
16 Supra 32 bis (2) 
Enter choice(s) or <CR> for more ! 

Supra has had a hard time meeting demand for its new Y.32bis modem. But 
how hard a time is the public having? Type I and find out. (Some names have 
been changed to protect the innocent.) 

# : 66857 55/Hardware 
26-May - 92 13:00:34 

Sb: #Supra Problem 
Fm: Supra Tech Support 76004,565 
To: Barry Farnsworth 74015,564 (X) 

Barry, 
We will be shipping the Macintosh package of the 
SupraFAXModem V. 32bis starting tomorrow. We have had 
delays because we were waiting for the fax software to be 
updated to work correctly with the new modems . We have i t 
now and will be shipping a lot of packages out over the next 
few weeks. MacZone should start seeing some by the end of 
this week. 
John 
Supra Corp. 

There are 3 Replies. 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES I 

#: 66959 55/Hardware 

27-May-92 18 : 55 : 32 
Sb : #66857-#Supra Problem 
Fm : Gary Reeves 76254,321 
To: Supra Tech Support 76004,565 (X) 

Maczone seeing -some- of the modems? 
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Since we ordered ours ages ago, I really don't know what 
this means. If it means another 3-4 weeks waiting or 
longer, we're going to cancel the order . If it means that 
MacZone can get to our very early order immediately we'll 
let it ride. 

Supra advertised several months too early on this product 
and we ordered based on discussions on CIS, what MocZone 
told us, and the advertising. 

There are 2 Replies. 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES 

#: 67030 55/Hardware 
28 - Moy-92 18 : 03 : 17 

Sb : #66959-#Supro Problem 
Fm : Emilio Vasquez 100042,444 
To : Gary Reeves 76254,321 (X) 

Gory, 
Three days ago I contacted MacZone via CIS mail asking them 
when I could expect them to ship the Supra FaxModem V. 32bis 
modem if I ordered it "today" . I have just received a 
reply: 1 to 2 months! I don't know if that helps but I assume 
you must be well ahead in the queue! 
There is 1 Reply. 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES ! 

# : 67059 55/Hardware 
29-Moy-92 07 :49 : 12 

Sb : #67030-Supra Problem 
Fm : Gary Reeve s 76254,321 
To: Emilio Vasquez 100042,444 (X) 

Update 
I was told that Supra was shipping the new 
set) this week . I called them yesterday . 
must be horrendous. 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES I 

modems (new chip 
Their backlog 
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#: 67266 55/Hardware 
01-Jun-92 20:15:11 

Sb: #66959-#Supra Problem 
Fm: Supra Tech Support 76004,565 
To: Gary Reeves 76254,321 (X) 

Gary, 
I can't tell you how many orders MacZone has, or where you 
stand on their list. I do know however that we are shipping 
a ton of the Macintosh V. 32bi.s packages out of here and that 
many dealers should be able to clear out a lot of orders i.n 
the next week or so. It is unfortunate that we started our 
advertising a little earli.er than we should have. 
Development took longer than anticipated and then it took 
longer to get the supporting fax software packages to work 
with them. However, I think that you'll find it worth the 
wai.t. 
John 
Supra Corp. 
There is 1 Reply. 
Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES ! 

Had enough? just type off at the prompt. A soulless computer will thank you 
for visiting the Mac Communications Forum. Then it will give you a little 
information about when you logged off and how long you were on and 
disconnect you. Finally your modem will chime in with NO CARRIER, and the 
problems of Supra Corp. and its potential customers will recede until the next 
time you Jog on and check the message base. 

Summing up, CompuServe is a vast, complex, intriguing edifice. It's 
immensely useful once you know the territory, but it can sometimes be like 
Kafka's Castle if you don't. You can type find followed by a word or phrase at 
any prompt to help you get around, and almost every time you do you'll 
discover things on CompuServe that you never knew were there . If you're 
interested in exploring further, buy a CompuServe membership kit from a 
software retailer (the kits are often included free of charge with new modems) 
or call CompuServe directly at 1-800-848-8199. 
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GEnie 
•• Thank you for choosing GEnie •• 

The Consumer Information Service 
from General Electric 

Copyright (C), 1992 

GEnie Logon at : 19:42 EDT on: 920609 
Last Access at: 12 : 16 EDT on: 920608 

You have 3 LETTERS WAITING. 

For better or worse, GEnie is CompuServe's second fiddle. Its membership 
and roster of services are somewhat smaller, and after 6:00 p~m., when the 
rates go down and GEnie's hardware begins to groan under the heavy traffic, 
everything you try to do tends to take a little longer. Despite all that, GEnie 
can satisfy most people's online needs perfectly well, and it doesn't cost a 
whole lot either. For $4.95 a month you get unlimited 2400 bps after-prime
time use (that is, after 6:00 p.m. on weekdays, all day Saturday, Sunday and 
holidays) of a reasonable assortment of general-interest services, and most 
services not in the basic assortment are billed at only $6 per hour. Yes, the 
prime time rate of $18 an hour is rather stiff, and yes, the 9600 bps prime and 
non-prime rates of $30 and $18 per hour respectively are even stiffer, but 
with a slow modem and a little self-discipline you need never come to grips 
with them. 

These are the category headings for GEnie's "basic" services, the ones you 
can use without limit as part of your $4.95 monthly membership: 

GEnie•Basic *BASIC 
GEnie•Basic Services 

Page 8001 

1. [•]GEnie Users' (GENIEUS) 2 . [ •] Aladdin Support BB' s 
3.[•]GEnie News, Index & Information 4.[•]Send/Read GE Mail 
S.[•]User Settings/Billing Info 6 . [ • ]Entertai.nment Services 

?.[•]Travel Services 8 . [•]Money Matters/ 
Personal Fin. 

9.[•]Hobby & Leisure Services 
11 . [•]General Interest Service 

13 . [•]News, Sports and Weather 

1S . [•]About GEnie Services 

17 . [•]GEnie Info library 

10.[• ]Education Services 
12 . [•]Classic Games 

14 . [ • ]Sh o pping Services 
16.[•]Surveys from GEnie 
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You've already looked at CompuServe's TOP menu; now you can compare 
it to GEnie's: 

GEnie *TOP Page 1 
GE Information Services 

1.[*]GEnie• Basic Services 2 . [*]GEnie Information 
3.[*]Billing and Setting Information 4. Communications (GE Mail 

& Chat) 
5. 

7 . 

9. 

11. 

13 . 
15 . 

17. 

Computing Services 
Finance & Investing Services 
News, Sports & Features 
Career/Professional Services 
leisure Pursuits & Hobbies 
Entertainment Services 

Research & Reference Services 

6. 

8. 

10. 
12. 

14. 
16. 

18. 

Travel Services 
Online Shopping Services 

Multi-Player Games 

Business Services 
EducationServices 
Symposiums on Global 

Issues 
GEnie Explorer RT 

19. leave GEnie (logoff) 
Enter#, ,H.elp? 

Services marked with an asterisk are basic and can be used without limit 
during non-prime time. Also, some of the categories not marked with an 
asterisk contain basic services too . As with CompuServe, it's from the TOP 
menu that you start to navigate your way around. Of course, if you know the 
name of your destination, you can go there directly. Unlike CompuServe, you 
don't type go and then the name or part thereof. To get to GEnie's Macintosh 
RoundTable-GEnie's RoundTables correspond to CompuServe's forums
you just type mac and any prompt. To read your mail or send a missive to 
another member you type mail: 

GEnie MAIL 
GE Mail 

1 . [*]Di.splay Queue of GE Mail letters 
2.[*]Read GE Mail 
3.[*]Read (Li.st) All Letters in your Mailbox 
4.[*]Read (List) Letters From Specific User 
S.[*]Read (List) Letters From Specific Date 
6.[•]Compose and Send GE Mail Online 
?.[*]Upload a Text letter 
8.[•]Search GE Mail Directory 
9.[*]GE Mail Command Mode 

Page 200 
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10. [•]About Attached Fi.les 
11. Send (Upload) Attached Files 
12. Receive (Download) Attached Fi.les 
13 . [•]Send FEEDBACK to GEni.e 

Enter #, <P>revious , or <H>elp? 

Like CompuServe, everything but sending and receiving binary files falls 
under the umbrella rate, and also like CompuServe there's a RoundTable for 
most species of home computer: 

GEnie COMPUTING 
Computi.ng on GEni.e 

1 . [*]GEni.e Computi.ng News (920421) 
3. Apple/Maci.ntosh RoundTables 
5. Commodore & Ami.ga RoundTables 

2. 
4 . 

6 . 

7 . Aladdi.n Support RoundTables 8 . 

9. Speci.al Interest Group RTs 10. 
11 . Computi.ng Conference Center 12 . 
Enter # , <P>revi.ous, or <H>elp? 

Page 510 

GEni.elamp Newsletter 
Atari. RoundTables 
IBM PC/Tandy 

RoundTabies 
Product Support 

RoundTables 
COMPUTE Magazi.ne 
PC Catalog 

From the travel menu you can see that GEnie rounds up several of the usual 
suspects: 

GEni.e TRAVEL 
Travel Services 

Page 750 

1 . Ameri.can Ai.rli.nes EAASY SABRE 
2. Traveler's Info. Servi.ces RT 
3. Adventure Atlas 
4 . OAG Elect. Edi.tion Travel Servi.ce 
5 . Avi.ati.on RT 
6 . Destination Flori.da RT 
7 . Cali.fornia! RT 
8 . Canada RT 

Enter #, <P>revi.ous, or <H>elp? 
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The investing area contains a fairly impressive array of resources, includ
ing unlimited closing stock quotes for no extra charge (note the asterisk) after 
6:00p.m.: 

GEnie INVESTING 
Personal Finance & Investing Services 

Page 600 

1. About Financial Products 
3. Dow Jones News/Retrieval 
5. Charles Schwab Brokerage 
7. News & Special Features 

2 . [*]GEnie Closing Quotes 
4. The Investment ANAL YST 
6. Investors' RT 
8. GEnie Qui.kNews Clipping 

Service 
9. GEnie Loan Calculator 
11.[*]TRW Credentials Service 

Enter #, <P>revious, or <H>elp? 

10. Business Services 

Shopping services include a GEnie Mall that doesn't list as many vendors as 
CompuServe's but functions pretty well just the same. The News, Sports & 
Features department includes an online clipping service, and of course there 
are the dreaded online, multi-player games: 

GEnie 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

MPGAMES 
GEnie Multi-player Games 

MPGAMES RT 
Games RoundTable 
Stellar Warrior 
Stellar Emperor 

by Washburn 
by Scorpio 

by Kesmai 

by Kesmai 
by Kesmoi 

by AUSI 
by NTN 
by NTN 

by Kangaroo Koncepts 

Air Warrior 

Dragon's Gate 
NTN Trivia 
QB1 
A-Maze - ing 
RSCARDS 

GemStone III 
Orb Wars 
Galaxy I 

by Factory Programming 
by Simutronics 
by Simutronics 
by Mark Jocobs 

14. Federation II by Federation 
15. Diplomacy (tm) by Avalon Hill & AUSI 
16. Software Club 

Page 801 
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17. LiveWire Chat lines by BONBON 

Enter #, <P> revious , or <H>elp? 

I'm not about to lead you all around GEnie, but just to demonstrate that it too 
has its more secluded corridors, look at GEnie's Issues department: 

GEnie ISSUES 
Symposiums On Global Issues 

Page 528 

1. 

3 . 

5. 

7. 

California! RT 2 . Deutschland (Germany) RT 

disABILITIES RT 

Jerry Pourn e lle RT 

PC-Van 

9. Religion & Ethics RT 

11. Canada RoundTabl e 

4 . 

6 . 

8. 

10. 

12. 

Japan RT 

Mi. li t ary RT 

Public Forum / NonProfit 

Connect . 

Spac e & Sci e nc e RT 

Family RoundTable 

13 . Public Opinion Online 14. Communications Services 

15. Caree r & Profess ional Service 16. Travel Servi c es 

17. Education & Reference Services 

Ent e r#, <P>r evious, or <H>elp? 

What about the Mac? If you do type mac at any prompt, you get the following 
menu (preceded by the day's Macintosh-related announcements): 

GEnie MAC 
Macintosh RoundTable 

1. Macintosh Bull e tin Board 

2 . Macintosh Real-Time Conference 

3 . Macintosh Software libraries 

4 . Abou t th e RoundTable 

5 . RoundTable News (920609) 

6. Newsbytes News Network 

7 . [•]GEnielamp Macintosh Newsletter (920601) 
8 . [ • ]ENTE R The Outbound Systems Contest 

9 . [•]Fe e dback to th e Mac RT 

Enter #, <P> revious , or <H>elp? 

Page 605 

The Macintosh RoundTable is structured much like all the other RoundTable 
menus on GEnie. Like them it offers a bulletin board for messages, occasional 
real-time conferences (GEnie is particularly big on real-time conferences) and 
software libraries. Right now let's investigate the Mac-related messages. 
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They're organized by category, and once you're in the bulletin board you can 
get a list of all the categories by typing cat: 

1 Welcome to the GEnie Macintosh User Group 

2 Games/Divers i ons 

3 Communications and the Mac i ntosh 
4 Commercial Software 
5 Freeware/Shareware 

6 Online Product Support 
7 The Macintosh 
8 Mac Graphics 
9 Press Releases 

10 Open Window 
11 Electron i c Music - MIDI 
12 Word Processing/ DeskTop Publi shing Software 
13 But Seriously, Fo l ks .. 
14 Database Applications 
15 Computer Aided Design/Engineering 
16 Printers, Plotters, Digitizers 
17 Disk Drives and Backup Systems 
18 Modems and Local Area Networks 
19 Macintosh User Advertisements 
20 The Mac II Fam i ly - II, IIx, IIcx , IIci, I I fx, LC, IIsi, 

& SE/030 
21 Apple's HyperCard 

22 ••• System 7 . 0 ••• 
23 Deneba Software - Product Support 
24 Berkeley Systems - Produt;t Support 
25 GCC Tech nologies - Prod uct Support 

26 Software Ventures - Product Support 

27 Fifth Generation Systems - Product Support 
28 Mirror Technologies - Product Support 

29 Beagle Bros . - Product Support 

30 Aladdin Systems, Inc. - Prod uct Support 

31 Sigma Designs - Product Support 
32 Now Software - Product Support 
33 OutBound Systems - Product Support 
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34 Total Systems - Product Support 
35 Supra Corporation - Product Support 

You ore currently attending Category 1 

Starting with category 23 you'll notice a series of vendor support sections, 
but those aren't the only ones. (Yes, GEnie's features aren't always arranged 
with airtight, unexceptionable logic, but you begin to develop an affection for 
its haphazardness.) Category 6 is called Online Product Support, and because 
the next step down the hierarchy from categories is topics, you can go to 
category 6 and get a topic list: 

No.Subject 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

About Online Product Support ... 

MicroNet Technology 
(SCSI Data Storage) 
MocAvenue Technical Support 
Hiller Soles & Supply 
[Hiller Soles] 
GOT Softworks Inc. Support 
[GOT - Mike 
Survivor Software ltd: MocMoney 
[Mike] 

C.M.S. On Line Support 

8 Applied Engineering 

9 TurboMouse rusting problems 
10 Alysis Software Tech Support 

11 BMUG Helpline Online GEnie 
12 LinksWore and Nexus support 
13 Affinity Product Support 
17 Supra Corp 
18 Xerox Imaging Systems,Inc. 

- DATACOPY 

20 Portfolio Systems 
on-line support [Moc+AppleToo] 

22 Advanced Gravis 

MsgsStotus Author 

1 

49 

57 

8 

88 

78 

77 

Closed 

Open 

Open 
Open 

Open 

Open 

Open 

10 Open 

12 Open 
41 Open 

8 2 Open 
8 Open 

8 0 Open 
3 4 Open 
58 Open 

90 Open 

3 8 Open 

CMUG [Brion 
Ebarb] 

MICRONET 
[Charles] 

MACA VENUE 

J. HILLER! 

M.BLACKSTOCK 

MFARMER 

FBARTON 
[Bart] 

APPLIED.ENG 
[Brian] 
M.KAHKY 
R.SIGMON 
[Rodney] 

RANDY.SIMON 
LINKSWARE 

AFFINITY 
SUPRA TECH 
J.HUGHES17 

W. KUBECK 

GRAVISl 

It seems that some vendors get a whole category to themselves (maybe the 
ones who check in with their message base every other day or so) while others 
get just a topic within a category (possibly the ones who read only the 
favorable messages). Still, no vendor support message base that features 
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Advanced Gravis, makers of what's arguably the best Macintosh joystick in 
existence, can be safely ignored. 

'"' In the GEnie bulletin boards, just about any action at all concludes with a 
reprise of this menu: 

1. CATegor1 es 10. INDex of topics 

2. NEW messages 11. SEArch topics 

3. SET category 12. DELete message 

4. DEScribe CAT 13. IGNore catego~y 

5. TOPic list 14. PROmpt setting 

6. BROwse new msgs 15. SCRoll setting 

7. REAd messages 16. NAMe used in BB 

8. REPly to topic 17. EXIt the BB 

9. STArt a topi.c 18. HELp on commands 

Enter #. <Command> or <HEL>p 

6 7 

(The 6 just before the question mark in the prompt reminds you that you're 
in category 6.) 

Notice that Topic 17 is reserved for Supra Corp., and I can't help wondering 
how Supra is doing here on GEnie as opposed to CompuServe. So let's type 
REA 17 and see what you get: 

************Topic 17 

SUPRA TECH 
Sub: Supra Corp 

Fri Dec 13, 1991 
at 23:01 EST 

Product Support for Supra's Macintosh products 
34 message(s) total . 
••••••••••• 

Category 6, Topic 17 

Message 5 
J.ARACH [Jack] 

Sat Dec 14, 1991 
at 14:03 EST 

Does the 9600 and the 9600bis modems have the problems with 
the Rockwell chipset? If so, when do you expect to have 
new modems shipping without the problem? Also, what are 
the suggested prices? You list the 2400 modem as shipping 
but have a 1/15/91 date for the 9600/9600bis modems? Do 
you mean 1/15/92? I am in the market for a 9600 baud 
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modem, my sc hool is starting to provide 9600 baud service, 
and if I can cut my long distance bill for calling the 
computer from $40 to $15 dollars a month, the modem might 
pay for itself within 15 months . 
. . . Mike K. 

Category 6, Topic 17 
Message 6 Sat Dec 14, 1991 
ANSWERMAN [Tim] at 15:34 EST 

I've been using Supra's 9600 MNP5 modem for 4 months now 
and have had not ONE problem with it. I highly recommend 
them whenever I'm asked which 9600 bps modem to buy. 

-TIM 

Category 6, Topic 17 
Message 7 Sun Dec 15, 1991 
GWISSER [ Gordie ] at 05:23 EST 
I'm also very interested in purchasing the soon-to-be-
released Supra V.32bis fax/modem . BTW, there's an ad on 
page 44 of the 12.10.91 MacWeek that s hows what the new 
Supra modems look like. I was pleasantly surprised -
they're attractive. (Actually, they look very similar to 
a Hayes modem . ) 

Tim- a few questions ... 
1) The price is listed as $479.95 including the cable and 
Mic II v1 . 6. Can Mic II v1.6 be upgraded through Software 
Ventur es to the current version? Do you know t he price? 
2) Several friends say they never heard of Mic II v1.6 -
was it a special version for modem manufacturers to 
distribute? 
3) Can it be purchased for $400 without the cable/software? 

... and on and on. The whole thing has a far more positive tone than Supra's 
area on CompuServe, but don't rush to conclude that GEnie's membership is 
rife with Pollyannas. Because no dates were specified, the Jist of messages 
that GEnie gave you began with the oldest ones on the bulletin board, and 
December 1991 may have brought an interlude of peace to Supra. Newer 
messages confirm that things got more tumultuous in '92. 
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Loyal telecommunicators that we are, type 7 for Telecommunications & 
Networking and then ask for a directory of fil es. That will get the following: 

No. Fi.le Name Type Addres s YYMMDD Bytes Access Li.b 

23515 SUPRAFAXMODEM V.32BIS X J.BRUNI 
Desc: Mi croPhone II 4.0 dri.ver 

920608 5248 

23491 STUFFIT EXPANDER V1.0.1 X ALADDINSYS920604 73856 
Desc : Updat e of ESSENTIAL expanding too l! 

23432 APPLELINK SIGNUP2. SIT X BILLR 920530 8 192 
Des c: ' Li.n k is availabl e to US only 

23221 APPLELINK SIGNUP.SIT X BILLR 920509 11648 
Desc : ' l i.nk is available to all. get it. 

23072 MACWOOF1 . 5.1 . CPT X GARNER .M 920 503 249472 
De sc : >F abulous< FidoN et Poi nt for BBSsl 

23016 MP II GENIE 4.0.1B1.CPT X MAC SPECT 92 0501 31232 
Desc: GEnie Script 4.0.1b1 for Mi c rophon e 

18 

272 

109 

423 

39 

203 

22986 BB S ONE CONFERENCE X MICHAELBEAN 920427 1920 13 
Desc: Info on BB S ONE Conference i.n Denver 

22976 !DOD 3.4.1.CPT X BOB . DANIEL9 20426 74240 222 
Desc: GEnie Batch Dow nl oader /F ront End ! I I I 

22972 EFFECTOR V.2 N.8.SIT X GMUG.MAN 920426 16384 
Des c: El ectronic Frontier Foundation News 

22952 HAYE S MODEM TOOL 1 .0.2 X GMUG.MAN 920424 48256 
Desc: Easy acce ss to advanced Hayes common 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

61 7 

298 7 

... and much more. To stop the listing, you send a break, which, by prearrange
ment with GEnie, can be a true break or some other break character like A(. 

The file s are listed starting with the ones most recently uploaded, and among 
the hundreds of telecom fil es in GEnie's Mac RoundTable you'll find terminal 
programs, Communications Toolbox tools , modem drivers for MicroPhone II, 
and scripts for programs such as White Knight and MicroPhone II. 

If you want to join, call GEnie at (800) 638-9636. 
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America Online 

You've heard of doing it all with mirrors? AOL does it all with windows, 
proliferating piles of them that stack up on your screen like cards in a gin 
rummy game. As for mastering the art of telecommunications or obtaining 
the perfect terminal program, forget it. AOL provides its own proprietary 
software; using it entails little more than clicking on some buttons and typing 
a few words. No, you can't use AOL's software with anything beyond America 
Online, but if terminal programs and all their various settings are too much 
for you, this may be the way to go. 

AOL's terminal program opens to this window: 

ED~ Welcome to America Online! ~ 

Screen n orne: 1\.,;;s..:...;To;;.;;yr..;.;l o;;.;.r.;;;.2 ___ ___,J 

n Sign On 0 Help 

When you click Sign On it shows you this window as it carries out the logon 
process automatically; the only thing you have to type is your password: 

Dialing 4 7 t -6060 
Pr~s Command-Period to Cancel. 
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Then you get the window from which your session begins: 

0 Wel come, STaylor2! 

~ 
~ NEW MEMBERS! Take the time to explore 

~ some of America Online's most popular 
features & highlights! 

Click h• r• 

~ 
~ Clar is unveils FlleMaker Pro 2.0 ... the • new database management program for the 

Mac and Windows. find out more in the 
;....: Claris forum. Click h•r• 

~ Hurricane season is here I Use the tropical 

8 ~ 
outlook maps in News & finance's 

v···~ Weather Maps area to help track the 
t., ,,,,,,w,,,,! storms. Click h•r• 

N•v S•rv ic•s No mail 

~ TOP ~IEWS STORY: PERUVIAN REBELS • FROM "SHINING PATH" BLAMED FOR 

u Departments a Kl LLI NG Of POLICEMI\N 
Click h•r• 

Normally you'd get to where you're going by clicking on Departments, but 
right now click on the icon for new members in the upper-right-hand corner. 
It takes you through a window-by-window tour of the service. To see a small selec
tion of America Online's departments, browse some of the following windows: 

sO Car eer Center 

~Career Center 
*Receive individuel i zed counsel ing for your career needs 

* Dow nloed professionel l y created r esume templ eles end cover 
letters, informelion on career resources, home businesses, home 
degree progrems, end more 

*Find the occupelion, employment egency, compeny, or job right for 
your needs thr ough the Center's meny sear chebl e delebeses 

Keyword: Career 
Locati on: Learni ng ~ Reference 

Continue Tour [Show Career Center! 
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;;;o Comptons Encyclopedia 

A.comotons Encvclooedia 
* The encyclopedie is updeted throughout the yeer with the l et est 

informet ion 

* More then 30,000 ertic l es on topics from A to 2 

*Seve the erticles on your disk for use in school reports & projects 

*Find erticles besed on the words you type in 

Keyw ord: Encycl opedi o 
Locoti on: Leorni ng & Re f erence 

Continue Tour I I Show Encyclopedia I 

:::o MRCWORLD 

MACWORLD 
December 1991 
Th• Macintosh Magazin• - On lin• 

Reviews 
About Cows, Inspiration, 

Browse 
Past Issues 

Macworld New s 
Apple Offers Rebates, 

S•arch 
Pas t Issues 

~ Electric! mage, Quicken, E- Mail in Space, Fishing 
Click Click WordPerfect Office , More by Satellite, Fax/Modem 
Her~ After Dark, Elect riclmege, for Notebooks, Macs To H•r • 

lightning Seen Compact Lift Off with Saturn V 

~ u EJ fj) 8 -
. ' 

New Product Softwar• In Touch Resource 
Products Updates library With Macworld Cent or 

BTW, MacWorld's department on AOL is a little like MacUser's forum 
on CompuServe. To get to the la tter, you type go zmac when you've 
logged onto CompuServe. 
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Microsoft Small Business Center 

Microsoft® 
Small Business Center 

Your Feedback Wanted 
Bus iness Know-How 
Ca lendar of Sem inars 
Computers and Bus iness 
Finance 
International Bus iness 
Leg a I Issues 

(Scroll down fo r more) 

ltfS 
Microsoft 

~ 
Conference 

~ 
Sma 11 Business 

Resources 

~ 
Suggestion Box 

~ 
Message Board 

• -
Software 

Library 

BTW, Microsoft also has its own RoundTable on GEnie and its own 
forum on CompuServe. 

News Search 

News Search 
Type ..,ords that desert be ..,hat you are looking for , then click List Articles. for 
example, ''Bush or Co ngress." Click Help & Info for more instructions. 

I congress 

Items 1- 20 of 39 mate hi ng entries. 

I " 0 
UH ITY COAL ITI OH DEHDUHCES BELL CO. CLA ItiS REGARD IliG COMPETI TID I lmr.! 
RUSS IAN UICE-PRES IDEHT RUTSKOI UIS ITS ARGENTINA I[ 

SAFEt.JAY CHA IRMAN URGES HEALTH CARE REFORM "HOIJ, BEFORE THE CAll H!; 
FEDERAL AGRICULTURAL MORTGOOE CORP. COI1PLETES ISSUANCE $210,201 !iii 
U.S SECRETARY OF STATE, RUSSIAN FM KOZVREU DEADLOCKED ON LONG-I ':iii 
BELL IHUOLUEMEHT IH IHFOOMRTIOH SERUICES IHLL CREATE OUER A MI I jij 
FEDERAL JUDGE BLOCKS BUILDING GOLF COURSE OH IJETLAHOS Ill niCHII 0 
0 List Articles D More llelp & Info 
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Stoclclinlc 

Enter Stock Symbol: II 
U Get Quote D I B1ili to f>or t folio ] 

Lookup Market 

Q Stock Sy mbo 1 News 

~ ~ 
. 

. 
Display Help 

Portfolio and Info 

& • "{> Questions/ TradePlus 
Suggestions Gateway 

Prices delayed at least 15 minutes 

And what would we do without ... ? 

Macintosh Communications 

Communications/ Networking Forum 
D 
D 
LJ 
LJ 
~ 
~ 

About the Forum 
Weekl y Forum Update 
Forum Contest s 
Specia l Interest Groups 
New Files & Free Uploading 
Articles & Reviews 

~Communication PPogpoms 
~ Externa ls & Extensions 
~ Host Programs 
~ Mac To Other Wor ld s 
~ MicroPhone 

0 

Software Library 
Search 

Message 
Board 

Conference 
Room 

Forum Leader: Geo rge Thornally ("AFL George") Keyword: Mac Telecom 
Conference: Wednesdays at 1 Opm ET 
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To see the telecom programs that AOL lists, you double-click on Communications 
Programs in the window above and get- sure enough-another window: 

~0 Communications Programs 

Upld Subject Cn t Dnld 
El 111 1/21 *ABOUT THE SEND COMMENT BUTTO .. . 3 1115/25 0 
El 1111/1114 FREDDIE QUK off I i ne rna i I reader 62 1116/1117 ~ 
El 111 1/1113 Kermi t NON-release App - Sys 7 112 06/1112 

I El 12/2111 FastCommA.sw 75 1116/1116 
El 12/15 Termu lator2.03.sit 472 06/1119 
El 12/ 14 AI ice 1.0 Off I i ne Msg Reader 49 06/08 
El 12/14 Kerm i t 111 .98 .s i t 12111 1116/1118 
El 12/1115 FTP Cli ent for the Mac 107 1116/07 

I . I . 
El 11/24 Mac Net SLFP Ft p+Telnet Prog 21111 06/09 0 

Get Description Download File 

More ... 

Highlight 3RD CLASS Electronic Mail 1.0 and click on Get Description: 

3RD CLASS Electronic Moil I .0 

3RO CLASS Electronic Mai I for Macintos h 0 

~~~y~:~~~s ~~~~e~~ed . ~.;~~ ..• ~· .• 1 ... '!··'~ : ..• i 
Thi rd Class El ectronic Ma i l is exact ly as it' s name impli es , a shakey 
way lo send e lectronic mai l . Th ink of il like pos ting messages on a ~ 
com~on a rea wh ile board. Peop le may s ee the message before il gels 
erased and then again they may nat . It is a way lo inform many people ~ 
on your network of things . Like sending bulk mal I, but lhls way you !ii!ii 
are not forcing peopl e to read it. A good examp le wou ld be a '' I ' m !iii!! 
se I I i ng my car! '" message . You wan l t o I e l peop I e know < and the vp of !i!!i! 
the company may buy it ) but you probably don ' t fee l comfortable Wi:i 
sending this kind of message d irectly lo your vp . Th is way she can 'ii!ii 
look at it if s he wants to . mm 

ilJ!!.li 
Aga in, this is a commercia l product . You can make as many copies as 0 

U Download File 0 I Send Comment 
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You feel that 3RD CLASS Electronic Maill.O is worth a download? All you have ~h 
to do is click on Download File, and AOL responds with a window asking you 1-f 
where to place the file : 

This file will require 95K of disk: space. 

I iii! Desk: top .,..I 
=APS HD 
=Cirrus 
= lnt HD 
D Cornpu~•~nH~ 6/9.:92 
f.'.i GE:niP 6/9.:92 
•. Geflnfo 

S11ue as: 

= lnt HD 
4544K auailable 

[ t:j<H t 1 
[ lh>sl: f op 1 

n Saue D 
[ Cancel 1 

When you click on Save the download begins and a progress indicator comes 
up to show you how it's going. There are no protocols to choose and no 
settings to fuss over. The proprietary software does it all by using (and 
sometimes overusing) the familiar Macintosh interface. 

Is this your cup of tea? If it is, America Online's rates aren't bad at all. The 
monthly membership fee is $5.95, and connect time goes for $5 per hour 
evenings and weekends and $10 per hour during business days. You can sign 
up by calling 800-827-6364. 

Amateur Bulletin Board Systems 

Although amateur BBSs can't begin to provide as many services as their 
commercial counterparts, they're still enormously useful. From them you 
can download Mac shareware and freeware and also get help with your 
computer problems. Many BBSs list information on a broad assortment of 
topics, and most will let you read and post want ads. The ones that participate 
in FidoNet will also let you send and receive mail all around the world. And 
through FidoNet you can locate still other BBSs, even special-purpose ones 
that concentrate on law or general medicine or news on AIDS. 
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To get started with a BBS, I suggest you choose a few from the list in 
Appendix A. Try to find one that links to FidoNet. Once you've logged onto 
one, you can use Echomail to request information about other BBSs or just 
about anything else you want. To get a feel for navigating through the 
Echomail section of a Mac-based BBS, look at Chap ter 7. And since FidoNet is 
really the most outs ta nding feature of many amateur BBSs, let's examine it in 
a little more detail. 

FidoNet 

FidoNet is an amateur personal-compute r network that spans the globe . It 
came into being in 1984 with the advent of a PC -based BBS system called Fido, 
which contained procedures for linking multiple systems via modems and 
phone lines . At firs t there were only a handful of participants, but today 
FidoNet links several thousand individual systems and also includes a sub
network called Alternet . Since Fido itself is an IBM-compa tible program, other 
software had to be written to allow Macs to join the network. Mos t Macintosh 
FidoNet system s use programs called Tabby or Copernicus. 

FidoNet's principal function is to transmit Echomail and Netmail. What's 
the difference? Netmail is private and usually shows up in a BBS's private
message section. If you receive a Netmail missive at your local BBS, only you 
can read it. Echomail is posted for public sc rutiny in an Echomail conference 
devoted to a given subject. The conferences are called echoes for short, and 
a participating BBS can elect to carry as many echoes as it wants. 

Every BBS that fully participates in FidoNet is called a node and is given a 
node number (or node address) . In Chapter 7, when we logged onto Dragon' s 
Cave BBS, it told us that its FidoNet node number is 2605/602. In turn, any 
node can choose to service satelli te sys tems call ed points. Points get point 
addresses. If Dragon's Cave were to let me be one of its points, I'd be able to 
say in the lingo that I'm a point off Dragon's Cave. If I'm the sixth point off 
Dragon's Cave, my point address would be 2605/602.6, and anyone who logs 
onto a FidoNet BBS can send me mail by addressing it to 2605/602.6. 

How does my mail actually get to me? By common consent, FidoNet's 
member systems have designated the hour between 4:00 and 5:00 a.m . 
Eastern Standard Time as National Mail Hour (a fact worth knowing if you're 
an insomniac and feel especially alone at 4:30 in the morning). When the hour 
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begins, all FidoNet nodes have to be up and running, and it's during that hour 
that the nodes exchange FidoNet mail, which is why you can't call into 
FidoNet BBSs in that hour-long period. Mail passes from node to node, and, 
if everything's working properly, it eventually gets where it's supposed to go, 
even if it sometimes takes a few days to travel across the country. 

To send private Netmail to someone else, you need to know the node 
number of a BBS that your recipient logs onto regularly. If you want to send 
a note to joe Blow who belongs to Dragon's Cave, you'd address it to joe Blow, 
2605/ 602. That's joe Blow followed by comma fo llowed by space followed by 
node number. Most Mac BBSs will prompt you for the address for your note 
and assemble it so that it meets FidoNet's specs. 

To send public mail, you participate in an Echomail conference (or simply 
echo). Each of FidoNet's conferences has an uppercase area name. The 
Macintosh networking and telecommunications conference is called MAC
NETCOM, and the Macintosh HyperCard echo is called MACHYPE. When you 
post a message in a given echo, the message soon shows up on all the BBSs 
that carry the echo, wherever they may be. 

If you look back to Chapter 7, you'll see what Echomail messages look like 
on a Mac-based BBS and also see Dragon's Cave's list of conferences. While 
you're doing that, you may notice that each message concludes with two lines 
more or less li ke: 

- Tabby 3.0b3 
• Origin: 4th Dimension BBS/Mansion 617/494-0565 Boston, 
MA (1 :101/450) 

In FidoNet-ese, the first line is called the tear line, the second line the origin 
line. The tear line tells you what software was running on the computer that 
the from which message came. The origin line gives the name and node 
number of the BBS at which the message originated and also accommodates 
a phone number and sometimes a theme phrase like "Loads 'o Files." 

All told, FidoNet is at once a major folk phenomenon and an important 
technical achievement. I encourage you to get to know it and to use it we ll 
and often. 
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Automating Telecom Programs 
1: Macros and Auto-dialing 

2 
Macros 
John Doe is a hopelessly inept typist. One day someone tells him 
about a little-known bulletin board system that calls itself the All 

Thumbs BBS and functions as a support group for the incorrigibly clumsy. 
john gives it a try and likes what he sees, so he begins to log on every week 
or so. The trouble is, when prompted for his name, he always winds up typing 
Jhon Doo or Jnoh Deo. The service gives him plenty of chances to correct his 
typos, but, like most other BBSs, when it prompts him for a password it 
expects him to get his act reasonably we ll together. It will tolerate a few 
mistakes, but half a dozen incorrect passwords and he's automatically 
logged off. (To prevent intruders from experimenting until they get your 
password right, most other BBSs will log you off after three incorrect 
passwords, butATBBS makes special allowances owing to the unusual nature 
of its clientele .) 

john Doe would Jove nothing more than to have an easy way of getting his 
name and password straight on the first try. Fortunately for John, the authors 
of some Macintosh terminal programs have addressed his problem. What 

225 
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these programs do is let him define and invoke macros. What are macros? At 
the most basic level, they're user-defined sequences of keystrokes. Associat
ed with each sequence is a single keystroke or a button. Once you define the 
sequence, you type a macro key, make a menu choice, or click the button for 
a particular macro, and the terminal program types the defined sequence into 
your terminal window while observing whatever text-pacing preferences 
you've set up. 

To see how it all works, let's examine how ZTerm handles macros. Apart 
from the fact that I'm fond of ZTerm as an all-purpose terminal program for 
people whose needs aren't too specialized, it implements its macro features 
cleanly and simply. 

ZTerm lets you define as many macros as you want. You define them in sets 
of 10. To invoke any of the 10 macros in a set, you hold down the Command 
key and type a number from 0 to 9, or you choose a macro from ZTerm's 
Macros menu. Look at Figure 12.1 to see what I mean. At any given time, only 
one set of 10 macros is availab le for use. If you want more than 10 macros, 
you must define another set. 

a File Edit Dial Settings 

Macro Sets ... 
Run a Script... 

Macro- 1 3€ 1 
Macro- 2 3€2 
Macro-3 3€3 
Macro-4 3€4 
Macro-S 3€5 
Macro-6 3€6 
Macro-7 3€7 
Macro- a :11:8 
Macro- 9 3C9 
Macro-0 3€0 

I 
Figure 12.1. The Macros 1 
menu from ZTerm. 

To define a macro in the current set you choose Edit Macros ... from the menu, 
which brings up the window in Figure 12 .2. 
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Label: Macro String: 

Name 

Macro- 3 

Macro- 4 

Macro- S 

Macro- 6 

Macro- 7 

Macro- 8 

Macro- 9 

IMacro-0 

Set: flll Thumbs BBS OK (Cancel J 

Figure 12.2. ZTcrm 's macro editing window. 

You can see that john Doe has defined two macros for use with the All 
Thumbs BBS. He's assigned the label Name to the macro that types his name 
and the label Password to the one that types his password. Then, with all the 
time in the world to get his name and password right, he's entered a string of 
characters for each of the two macros. What's the AM at the end of each string? 
It's a carriage return, Control-m. You'll no doubt remember from Table 3.1 
that now and again it behooves you to send a control character, and that 
typing an m with the Control key down is equivalent to typing a carriage 
return. Mac programs normally obey a number of standard conventions, and 
if john had actually hit the return key after typing Doe, his action would be 
functionally equivalent to clicking on the OK button in the window, which 
would close the window instead of entering a carriage return after his name. 
You can put as many control characters as you like in a macro string, but you 
have to use the caret system to denote them. (Control -cis A(, Control-xis AX 

and so forth .) Refer to Table 3.1 to see what the various telecom control chara~ 

cters do. 
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Once john has defined his macros, ZTerm's Macros menu undergoes a 
minor change. Instead of showing; the default names for the 10 macros in the 
set (Macro-1, Macro-2, etc.) the menu now displays the labels that John has 
assigned to his macros: 

• 1 Mise 

Edit Macros .. . 
Macro Sets .. . 
Run a Script... 

Name 31: 1 
Password 31:2 
Macro-3 31:3 
Macro-4 31:4 
Macro-5 31:5 
Macro- 6 31:6 
Mocro- 7 31:7 
Mocro- 8 31: 8 
Macro-9 31: 9 
Mocro-0 31: 0 

I Figure 12.3. ZTerm's Macros menu with 1 
labels for Macros 1 and 2. 

From here on in, when the All Thumbs BBS prompts John for his name or 
password, he doesn't have to type anything at all. Instead, he can pull down 
the Macros menu, select the macro he wants, and let ZTerm do the typing. 
Later along, when he's feeling more confident about his keyboard, John may 
even decide to toss caution to the winds and actuate his macros with 
Command keys. As you can see from Figure 12.3, Command-! will type his 
name and Command-2 will type his password. 

ZTerm also gives John the opportunity to define other sets of macros that 
include frequently typed strings for other services. If he chooses Macro Sets ... 
from the menu, he gets another window: 

I ..1 All Thumbs BBS ~ ( New ) ( Delete) 
CompuSerue 

The macro Default (Rename) ( Select ) 
Thumbs BB DragonsCaue 
BBS'. GEnie 

Done 

Figure 12.4. ZTerm's Macro Set options. 
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In that window he can click on New and then name and create a new set of 
10 macros. He can also rename or delete an existing set. And if he prefers that 
another set of macros-one he's already named and defined-appear in his 
Macros menu, he can use the pull-down menu next to Macro Set: to choose a 
different set. When he clicks on the Select button, the macro set he's chosen 
from the pull-down menu will be the active set. 

Using macro strings is about the s implest kind of automation you' ll find in 
Macintosh terminal programs, but if you're a rank beginner I recommend you 
try them out. With the advent of a more complicated automation scheme 
called scripting, some Macintosh telecom programs have stopped offering 
old-style macro capability in their newer vers ions. But macros a re still 
around, and another program that supports them in a somewhat souped-up 
form is White Knight. 

Where ZTerm associates its macro strings with command keys and menu 
entries, White Knight primarily uses buttons. Earlier in the book (in Figure 3. 5 
to be exact) we saw that White Knight's terminal window could take several 
different forms, each with a different status bar. To see your custom macro 
buttons in White Knight, you choose Status Bar from the Local menu and then 
slide over to the Macro Keys submenu. That causes your terminal window to 
look something like this: 

Figure 12.5. White Knight's terminal window with Macro Keys status bar. 

john Doe may never be a Horowitz of the computer keyboard, but let's stay 
with him as our exemplary telecommunicator. We see that he's created three 
macro buttons, one to call the All Thumbs BBS, another to type his name, and 
a third to type his password . From the s ize of White Knight's macro buttons, 
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you can see there's room in the status bar for up to 1 0-two rows of five. Also 
take note of the number- it's the number 2 in Figure 12.5-immediately to 
the right of the macro button area. The arrows above and below the 2 are 
scrolling arrows. The 2 denotes the fact that we're currently displaying the 
second set of up to 10 macro buttons. Clicking on the upper scrolling arrow 
would show us the first set; clicking on the lower arrow would bring up the 
third set. White Knight's macro status bar may be able to accommodate only 
10 macros, but it actually lets you have 30 macro buttons active at a given time. 

How did john define his buttons? He chose Macro Keys from White Knight's 
Customize menu and then, in the submenu, he slid over to Edit. This window 
appears: 

Set Number: 

0 1 

@2 

03 

Window title: 

Select Macro Key To Edit 

Macro Key Number: 

0 0 @ I 02 03 04 

05 06 07 0 8 09 

(Set Keyboard Equiualent J 

0 Remember window size and position 

(nrrange Items Horizontally)(nrrange Items Uertically) 

[( Edit ] ( Erase All J ( Done J 

I Figure 12.6. White Knig~t's window for picking the macro button I 
you want to create or ed1t. 

The macro key numbers from 0 through 9 in the window correspond to the 
equivalent positions in the macro status bar. You can see from the buttons 
john has clicked that he's chosen to define macro number 1 in set number 2, 
which from Figure 12.5 would be his Name macro. Now he clicks on Edit and 
gets the window in Figure 12.7. 
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Edit Macro Key 

Set =2 Macro Key =1 

( Get Procedure File J (Get Macro Keys File J 

String: John OoeAM 

Lobe 1 : I._N_om_e ___ -' D lnuisible in Status Bar 

0 i sp 1 oy as: ® Button 0 I nuisible in Macro Key Window 

0 Icon 0 Don't respond to mouse clicks 

(Sample Tex t ) ~ ~~~:le-s ize icon ([ Saue ] ( Cancel ) 

I Figure 12.7. The window in which you define or edit a White I 
Knight macro button. 

You can see that john has once again given the label Name to the macro that 
types his name and that he's once again defined the macro so it types hi s full 
name fo llowed by a carriage return. He might have chosen to have hi s macro 
bu tton invoke a scrip t (Get Procedure File) or bring up a file in which he's 
saved a se t of macro keys. Figures 12.6 and 12.7 will give you some notion of 
the multiplicity of options available for handling macros in White Knight. The 
program's manual is eminently readable (even though the index could do 
with some improvement) so we'll skip most of those right now because what's 
most important here is that you understand in genera l terms what macros 
can do and how you go about defining them. 

Incidentally, if you own an all-purpose macro program like QuicKeys or 
Tempo or even Apple's own MacroMaker, you can use it to define macros, in 
which case you can ignore your telecom program's macro provisions alto
gether. This can be especially valuable if you've taken to using a terminal 
program-MultiXfer is one example- that has no built-in macro capability.l'll 
use QuicKeys for purposes of illustration, mainly because I like it and 
recommend that every Mac user own it. In QuicKeys, john Doe might have 
created the pair of text macros in Figure 12.8 on the next page. 
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-
File Edit Define Options 

Type Nam• 

TName 

T Password 

2. 1.1 

K•y Q !!:> 0 

3CopHI .0 
3CopT-P 

H OK B 

I Figure lZ.B. QuicKeys' main window, showing the macro keys I 
available for the terminal program MultiXfer. 

To see how John configured one of the macros, let's double-click on Password 
to disp lay the macro's contents, shown in Figure 12.9. 

TeHt 

Name: I Password 

TeHt to type: 

Klutz 

I 

Keystroke: 3€op!-P 

( Timer Options 0 Include in QuicKeys menu n OK D ( Cancel I 

Figr1re lZ.9. John Doe's Qu icKeys Password macro. 
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There's John's admirably honest password, to which he's given the name 
Password and assigned the keystroke Command-O ption-P. Take note of one 
very important thing: This time there's no 1\M following the word "Klutz ." If 
you look at the position of the cursor in Figure 12.9, you'll see it's on the line 
just after the password itself, which indicates that john has typed a true 
carriage return. One way that general-purpose macro programs differ from 
terminal programs is that they don't make the assumption that 1\M stands for 
carriage return and won't translate that two-character sequence into a 
carriage return. If john had put 1\M after Klutz, QuicKeys would have typed a 
caret and then an M. So even if John isn't too accomplished as a typist, he does 
appear to know his software. And now, when he's running MultiXfer while 
QuicKeys is active, a ll he has to do to type his password is hold down the 
Command and Option keys and type p. 

Regardless of what program you use, however, simple macros have a 
fundamental shortcoming: They can't respond to what's happening in your 
terminal window. They can't see, for instance, that you've been prompted for 
a password and then just go ahead and send one. It remains for you to 
recognize the prompt and then execute the macro that responds to it. A true 
script, on the other hand, can see what's happening in your terminal. It can 
detect a particular prompt and then send an appropriate response. We'll see 
how it's done in due course. 

Auto-dialing 

Earlier in the book we noted that one remote service might prefer a full 
duplex connection at 2400 bps, while another service might like half-duplex 
at only 1200 bps. We wound up devoting an entire chapter to the way you 
arrive at an ensemble of settings congenial to a given service. The process of 
making all those settings can be tedious and time-consuming, and when 
you've done it once and made the settings work you probably won't look 
forward to doing it every time you call the service. 

To spare you the tedium, most terminal programs offer one or another 
form of auto-dialing. What is auto-dialing? It's a techn ique in which a service's 
phone number is coupled with its modem and program settings and then 
stored away for future use. When you want to connect to the service, your 
terminal program retrieves the service's phone number together with its 
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settings, sets itself accordingly, sets up your modem with whatever initializa
tion strings it needs, then goes ahead and dials the number, waits for a 
connection and finally hands you back your terminal window. You configure 
the whole thing once, and after that whenever you want to connect to the 
service all you need to do (depending on your program) is click a button, type 
a key, or make a menu selection. 

Let's return to ZTerm to examine the mechanics of auto-dialing. Yet again, 
ZTerm does it all with simplicity and clarity, and after we go over the 
essentials we can see how several other terminal programs manage the same 
basic task. 

ZTerm maintains a s ingle file in which it stores your directo ry of phone 
numbers along with the settings that go with them, and it always calls the fil e 
ZPhoneList. ZPhoneList is a ZTerm document, and if you double-click on it it 
will open ZTerm the same way that double-clicking on a MacWrite document 
opens MacWrite . Under ZTerm's Dial menu, the first entry is Directory; when 
you choose it you get the Directory window shown in Figure 12.10. 

New Set Mark 

Q Dial ( Delete ) ( Terminal ) (Manual) [ UnMark) 

GEni e 
InfoCenter 
ll.®l!lmU 
MacinloshBBS 
MacsDel ighl 
Newsday 

324-5002 9600 N8 1 
103331-9 14-565- 669( 38400 N81 

1200 N81 
10333 1-20 1-666-20 1:9600 N8 1 
499-847 1 9600 N81 
454-6959 2400 N81 

5/ 16/ 92 
5/14/92 ! .. 

5/ 17/92 ! ! 
5/ 17/92 " 
9:34AM 

f'JJ IIUG 1 03331-908- 388- 16 7t 96•)0 N8 1 10 06 Al l 

Figure 12.10. ZTerm's directory of services that can be auto·dia/ed. 

To create a new entry, you click on New, which gives you a window that lets 
you name the service and make its basic connection settings. If you select a 
service you've already configured, clicking on Connection gets you the same 
window. You'd do that if you want to change the settings for a service you've 
already configured. The existing settings wou ld appear in the appropriate 
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boxes, where you can alter them as needed. Here's what the window looks like 
for a new service: 

Serulce Name: 

Phone Number: 

Pre-dial lnit: 
.-----===::::::;----;::::::::~--, 

Account: I Password: 

Data Rate:~l::;t ;,20;0;::;,..;1;-~Data Bits: ~ 
Parity: None ,..I Stop Bits: [J3 
0 Local Echo 

Flow Control: 18] Hon/ Hoff 0 Hardware Handshake 

OK J ( Cancel J 

I Figure 12.11. The ZTerm window in which you enter basic auto- ~ 
dialing information for a service. 

You can see from Figure 12.11 that you enter the service's name and phone 
number in the first two boxes. The Pre-dial init: box lets you enter an 
initialization string for your modem-if your modem needs any special 
commands before it connects or, for that matter, if you prefer to configure 
your modem in a way that's special to the service in question. In the Chapter 6 on 
the Hayes Language, I mentioned that I can tell my modem to dial its tones 
faster than the 95 millisecond-per-tone rate to which most modems default. 
I do it by sending ATSll=SS plus a carriage return to the modem. If I wanted 
to accomplish that and nothing else before I call a particular service, I'd enter 
ATSll=SSAM in the Pre-dial init: box, and ZTerm would thensendATSll=SSAM 
to my modem before dialing the phone number. 

Many services, whether they're amateur or commercial, assign you an 
account number, and nearly all of them require a password. If you enter your 
account number and password in the appropriate boxes, ZTerm will know 
where to find them if you ever get around to writing a script that uses them. 
(And we will get around to writing a ZTerm script. ZTerm's rudimentary
okay, let's be honest and call it primitive-scripting capability makes it the 

~'j.J 
~~ 
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ideal platform from which to launch our maiden venture into script-writing 
fo·r telecom programs.) The service's data rate , data bits , parity and stop bits 
are all set via the pull-down menus, and its duplex/echo and handshake 
options are set through the checkboxes. If any of that still puzzles you, refer 
to Chapters 4 and 5 on configuring your terminal. 

And speaking of your terminal, after you've clicked OK in the window in 
Figure 12.11 , the se rvice you've just defined will appear in alphabetical order 
in the directory in Figure 12.1 0. If you then highlight it and click on Terminal, 
you'll get a window that allows you to make still more terminal settings for 
the service you're defining, as shown in Figure 12.12. 

Terminal Settings for 'Local' 

[8J No EHtended Chars (Strip hi bit) 

0 UT1 OO'M Keypad 

0 Send RUBOUT for Backspace/ Delet e 

D Don't drop DTR on eHit 

D Destructiue Backspace 

[8J Ruto line Feed 

@ UTIOO'M Q PC RNSI-BBS 

OK ) [ Cancel ) 

I Figure IZ.IZ. ZTerm's Terminal Settings wir1dow. Local is the 
default name for a service in ZTerm, and these are its terminal 
settings. 

Regarding the first option in the window, we've already talked about extend
ed characters and high bits, and I suggest you elect to "Strip hi bit" unless 
you're pretty sure that extended characters are used by the service you're 
setting up. A fair number of PC-based services are capable of sending what 
are known as ANSI graphics. Uust in case you're curious, ANSI is the acronym 
for the American National Standards Ins titute.) To handle them (if they can), 
Macintosh terminal programs invoke a terminal emulation that involves the 
use of a special graphics font along with a provision for interpreting 
character sequences that do things like change foreground and background 
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colors. If you're connecting to a PC ANSI-BBS and want to see how ANSI 
graphics come out on your screen, check the appropriate button and also 
leave the No Extended Chars button unchecked, as extended characters will 
be needed to define the ANSI graphics. Otherwise stay with ZTerm's VT-100 
emulation. It will behave pretty much like TTY (Teletype), and if you're 
connecting to a UNIX or DEC system you'll probably gain the additional 
benefit of terminal compatibility. If you are connecting to a DEC system, you 
may also want to use the VT100 keypad (refer to the program's documenta
tion to see how it's configured) and also elect to Send RUBOUT for Back
space/Delete. 

Once you're done, click OK and you'll get back to the Directory window. If, 
in that window, you highlight the service you've just defined, you now have 
some further options. Look at Figure 12.10 again. If you click Set you' ll 
immediately set your terminal to the settings you've just created. Mark and 
UnMark flag the highlighted service for access from a menu that we'll look at 
momentarily. Delete deletes the highlighted service from the directory. Dial 
dials the service with the settings you've assigned to it and also takes you 
back to your terminal window. QDial does the same thing, except that you 
remain in the directory. Manual gives you the following window .. . 

Enter the number to dial: 

Dial ( Cancel J 

. . .from which you can dial a number manually using whatever settings you've 
applied most recently. 

Once you've defined a service, it's added automatically to ZTerm's Dial menu, 
shown in Figure 12.13. 

When you select a service from the menu, ZTerm configures itself to your 
settings, sends your modem the initialization string you've entered for the 
service, then dials the se rvice's phone number and, if you connect, turns the 
reins over to you. It a lso looks for a script associated with the service you've 
selected, but that's for the next chapter. 
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a File Edit Settings Macros Mise 
Directory... :l€0 
Saue Setup 
Dial Marlced 
Hang Up aG H 

CompuSerue 
Dragonscaue 
GEnie 
InfoCenter 

•l!.m~mu 
MacintoshBBS 
MacsDelight 
Newsday 
NJMUG 

Figure 12.13. As we just 
promised, here's ZTerm's 
Dial menu. To dial up a ser
vice, all you have to do is 
choose the appropriate op
tion from the menu. 

Auto-dialing in Other Programs 

Of the several reasons I used ZTerm to help demonstrate auto-dialing, one is 
that it's nicely usual. It couples a service's phone number with the settings 
and modem initialization strings that go with the number so that when you 
auto-dial it everything should come out right. And seen from the perspective 
of Macintosh telecommunications, ZTerm does it all in the usual fashion. 
There is, however, one respect in which ZTerm isn't usual: it keeps all its 
phone numbers, initialization strings, and program setups in one file-the 
one that ZTerm always calls ZPhoneList. By contrast, most other telecom 
programs create a separate settings file for each service. With those programs 
you enter a phone number, set your settings, and enter your initialization 
strings (if you need to), then you save the whole collection as a settings file 
for that particular service only. 

To inspect the approach that some other programs take to auto-dialing, 
let's look at how you'd set up MicroPhone II to auto-dial a service. (Incidental
ly, a "service" needn't be a commercial online service or even an amateur BBS; 
it can also be good old uncle Louie down the block.) If you pull down 
MicroPhone ll's Phone menu and pick Create Service ... you get the window in 
Figure 12.14. 
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Create Seruice 

Seruice Name: I._G_E_n_ie __________ _, n OK )J 

Ph one Number: Ll3_2_4_-_s_oo_~...:_ _______ ___~ [ Cancel) 

Dialing Mode: I Tone ,..I 

D nttt~r 1: ontwt:fing, no St;riJt1: 

Figure 12.14. The window in MicroPhone II in which you enter a 
service's name and number for auto-dialing. If you look at the 
grayed-out checkbox, you'll see that you can execute a script after 
connecting. /{you'd created such a script, its name would appear 
under the checkbox, and the checkbox would be active. 

After you've entered the name and number of your service and tell the 
program whether you're dialing with tones or pulses, you go on to set your 
settings for the service by choosing the appropriate options under Micro
Phone II's Settings menu: 

ti File Edit Phone Scripts Transfer Window 
Communications ... 
Terminal ... 
TeHt Transfer ... 
Protocol Transfer ... 
Printer ... 

Turnkey Rctions ... 
Preferences ... 
Character Sets ... 
Passwords ... 

s 

I Figure 12.15. You get at MicroPhone If's settings through this 
menu. Each menu entry calls up a window of buttons and/or text 
fields. 
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We've talked enough about settings to be able to skip most of the 
particulars, but there's one settings window that you ought to have a look at: 

Communications Settings 

Connection Settings 

Method: I MicroPhone Stondard ... j 
(OCJ) 

Orluer: I MNP Stondard ... j 

D 
Non eo 

I Figure 12.16. MicroPhone 1/'s Communications Settings window I 
gives you access to modem drivers as well as the Communications 
Toolbox. 

When you buy MicroPhone II, the program comes bundled with a number of 
script modules called modem drivers. A modem driver serves as a software 
interface between MicroPhone II and the particular modem for which it's 
written. That is, the driver for a given modem (if it's written correctly) knows 
what modem commands are needed to configure that modem. If it's a driver 
for a standard MNP modem, for instance, it knows how to set up the modem 
for MNP operation and also how to set it up for non-MNP operation. As a 
result, all you need to do is click some buttons. The driver will then translate 
your button settings into the appropriate initialization strings. 

In addition to the drivers bundled with the program, there are other 
downloadable MicroPhone II drivers posted in the software libraries of online 
services and BBSs. (As new modems with ever-newer quirks continue to 
appear, new drivers are written.) The principle advantage offered by these 
drivers is that they free you from having to use the Hayes language (although 
I strongly suggest you master its rudiments) at the same time that they spare 
you the need to learn all of the idiosyncratic ways in which your particular 
modem responds to the Hayes language (that part is nice). 

For instance, standard MNP modems accept a special set of AT commands 
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Communicat ions Sett ings 

ConnecU, Farallon 11.32 n OK l) Hayes 11-series/ Ui tra 
Method: Intel 9600EH (Cancel ) 
I I' I 

MultiModem 11.32 

Port S•ttings NO MNP 

Baud Rate: PracUcal Peripherals 9600SA 

~ D Prometheus 11.32 
Data Bits: 

Standord 
Pari ty: Stondord (au toboud) int~r Non~ 

Stop Bits: Telebit Tl600 1¢ 
Flow Control Telebit T2500 

USA Courier 
11.32 Stondord 
Zoom 11.42 

I Figure 12.17. MicroPhone ll's pull·down Driver menu lets you I 
choose a driver for your modem. The drivers shown are the ones 
that came with my copy of MicroPhone II. 

(ones that begin with I and &) which configure them for use during MNP 
connections. So if you own a 2400-bps MNP modem, you could choose to 
learn all about MNP init ialization strings or, as in Figure 12.17, you could 
select MicroPhone II 's standard MNP driver. Then the only other things you'd 
have to remember are some special aspects of MNP operation: to set the 
handshaking method to "Hardware" (but only if you have a proper hardware 
handshake cable) and to set the speed of your serial port to four times the 
nominal speed of your modem (9600 bps for a 2400-bps modem). You take 
all those actions in MicroPhone II's Communications Settings window, and 
when you then choose Dial Service ... from the Phone menu, MicroPhone II 
sends the following initialization string to your modem before it dials the 
number: 

AT El Q0 Vl X4 &Cl &00 \ G0 \J0 \N3 \ Q3 \ Vl 50=0 

The s tring works perfectly we ll with the Practical Peripherals PM2400SA 
MNP/Level 5 modem that I sometimes use, and as you watch the whole 
process take place in your terminal window you'll even see the program send 
your modem the 

ATDT 324-5002 

that does the dialing. 

IL!JiUJ 
L!J~ 
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If all goes well, the next step is to save your settings. The settings you've 
just made were for GEnie, so you'd probably call the settings file GEnie 
Settings. To auto-dial GEnie in the future, you'd either open MicroPhone II and 
then, when you're in the program, go on to open your GEnie Settings file, or 
you could just double-click directly on the GEnie Settings settings file. Then 
you'd pull down MicroPhone ll's Phone menu and pick Dial Service ... to bring 
up the window shown in Figure 12.18. 

Dial Seruice 

Seruice to Dial: 

GEnie M 

L---------~0 ([ Dial a [Cancel) 

I Figure 12.18. The window in MicroPhone li in which you choose I 
a service to auto-dial. 

If, from Figure 12.18, you've concluded that MicroPhone II lets you define 
more than one service per settings file, you're absolutely right. But all the 
services you create have to use the same group of settings. If you were to define 
another service in your GEnie Settings file, for instance, the same terminal 
and modem settings would apply to it as already apply to GEnie. So if you do 
decide to define multiple services in a MicroPhone II settings file , be sure that 
they all use identical settings. 

The Communications Toolbox 

Let's have still another look at the MicroPhone II Communications Settings 
window. Its pull-down Method menu is in Figure 12.19. 
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Communications Settings 

Connection Settings n OK ll 
r.: "-' Ill I ' IIIIIH:.a"IH111 • I 

(Cancel ) 
Driuer: 

................................................................................ ~ ....... ... I 
Apple Modem Tool 

Port Sottings 
AppleTalk: ADSP Tool 
Hayes Modem Tool 

Baud Rato : LAT Tool 

~ D Data Bits : Serial Tool 
Parit~ : UersaTerm Driuer Tool • Printor Non• 

Stop Bits: UersaTerm Telnet Tool 
' 

Flow Control : I Hardwaro ... I ' 

Figure 12.19. In MicroPhone /l, you can use the program's 
standard method of connecting to a service, or you can access a 
communications too/like the ones listed in the pull-down menu. 
The menu lists all the communications tools installed in your 
System Folder. 

1¢ 

Along with MicroPhone II's own standard method of connecting, there's a list 
of tools. What tools are those? They're communications tools that happen to 
reside in my System Folder. They're not a part of MicroPhone II p er se, and if 
I remember correctly, not a single one of them was bundled with the 
MicroPhone II software. As far as MicroPhone II is conce rned, it's simply 
agreeing to serve as an intermediary, an interface between me and my 
collection of communications tools. Confusing? Let's take things from the 
beginning. 

Not so very long ago, in an effort to impose some uniform standards on 
Macintosh telecommunications, Apple created a set of system software 
accessories call ed the Communications Toolbox. The Toolbox is built into all 
versions of System 7.0, a nd if you can lay your hands on Apple's Communi
cations Toolbox Installer you can also install it into later versions of System 
6.x. The software routines in the Toolbox aren't directly accessible to the lay 
user, but you can gain access to them through communications tools . That is, 
communications tools are u ser interfaces to the Communications Toolbox. 
Apple has predefined what form communication tool s have to take Uust as 
it's predefined what form control panels or desk accessories have to take) but 
anyone can write them as long as they conform to Apple's spec ifications. If 
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you're using System 7.0, you place communications tools in the Extensions 
folder inside your System Folder just as you would any other system 
extensions. In System 6.x, which doesn't use an Extensions folder, you put 
communications tools directly into your System Folder. 

And then what? Well, if you double-click on a communications tool, not a 
whole lot happens. Communications tools may be interfaces to the Commu
nications Toolbox, but now you need an interface to your communications 
tools. As you can see from Figure 12.19, MicroPhone II can function as just 
such an interface. At this writing White Knight won't interface with commu
nications tools and neither will ZTerm. The Versa Terms and Smartcom II will. 

Do you need communications tools to telecommunicate? No, not at all. 
Good telecom software can provide all the requisite conveniences without 
making any use of the Communications Toolbox. Do you need access to 
communications tools? Maybe. If you feel it's important to locate yourself 
somewhere near the cutting edge, you probably want the option of using 
communications tools whether you actually access them or not. If you want 
to use all the many niceties of VersaTerm or VersaTerm PRO, communica
tions tools will be essential. Are communications tools superior in their 
performance to tool-less telecom programs? At present generally not, but 
tomorrow someone may write a communications tool that blows the tool-less 
competition right out of the water. All of which is to say that right now the 
whole thing's up for grabs and that the only general-purpose communica
tions tool I'm really fond of is the Hayes Modem Tool. 

As long as we're talking about Hayes, let's examine Smartcom II's way of 
using communications tools . (Incidentally, Smartcom II has opted to call 
them connection tools; communications tool is Apple's term for the same thing.) 

When Use Connection Tools isn't checked in Smartcom II's Connection 
menu, the menu looks like Figure 12.20. 
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ei: File Edit · trr. Settings Autopilot Special 
Phone Number ... 

./Connect Through Phone 
Direct Connect 

./Originate 
Answer 

Choose Port ... 

Use Connection Tools 

I Figure 12.20. The normal Connection menu in Smartcom II. It I 
changes when you check Use Connection Tools. 

This is the menu you'd use to configure a service for auto-dialing when you're 
not planning to access the Communications Toolbox. You click on this icon ... 

... to bring up this window: 

Enter phone number: 

800 (D Tone (!) Pulse 

000 0 Pause C}] seconds 

000 ® Wait for dial tone 

800 0 Quiet 8 Flash 

OK ( Cancel J 

.. .in which you enter a service's phone number and how you want to dial it. 
Then, pretty much as we've been doing with ZTerm and MicroPhone II, you 
set your settings and save them in a settings file. From that point on, 
whenever you open the fil e, Smartcom II will set itself to those settings, and 
when you click on the phone icon it will bring up the above window with the 
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number you first entered. If you click OK, Smartcom II will auto-dial the 
service in the way you've come to expect. 

If, however, you check the Use Connection Tools option in the Connection 
menu, the menu mutates to another form: 

• File Edit · un Settings Autopilot Special 
Configure Tool... IHayes Modem Tool) 38T 

Open Connection 
Wait for Connection 
[lose Conn<~< tion 

../Use Connection Tools 

I Figure 12.21. Now that Use Connection Tools is checked, you can I 
compare this form of Smartcom Il's Connection menu with the 
one in Figure 12.20. 

Gone are the Originate and Answer options. Gone are the Choose Port and 
Direct Connect options. Why? Because, as you'll soon see, some ofthose same 
options will be offered by the Hayes Modem Tool, and in just about all 
programs that let you use communications tools, the choices you make 
within the tool override the choices you've made in the program that gives 
you access to the tool. 

Now Jet's check out the Hayes Modem tool itself. You bring up its window 
by choosing Configure Tool in the Connection menu. You'll get a fairly good 
idea of its essential features by scanning the series of illustrations on the next 
few pages. 
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Connection Settings R OK l) 
Method: 

Modem 

Port 

[/ 
V· ser ies 

~~ 
I 
0 

Hayes Mode ... .,...I 

@Dial phone number : 

II 
T =Tone 
P = Pulst> 

Connection Settings 

,~ = Pauseo 
! = Flash 

If no carrier·, redial 0 times. 

[ Cancel ) 

@I = Quiet 
'tl = Wait for dial ton<> 

Pause ~ seconds behteen r e tries. 

0 Answer phone aftt>r 0 ring(s) . 

18) Display alert w hen carrier is lost 

Figure 12.22. The Hayes Modem Tool's Connection window. It 
will look the same regardless of what program you use to access 
the tool. You can see that the Connection icon is highlighted. Th is 
is the window to which the tool defaults when you first access it. 

Connection Se ttings n OK J) 
Method: 

Connection 

Port 

fl 
V-series 

Hayes Mode ... .,...I [ Cancel ) 

Modem Settings 

Spt>aker setting : On until carrier .,.. l Monitor call for : 

181 dial ton<> 

181 bUS\J signal 

Speakt>r vo lumP : Medium .... ) 

181 Reset modem before use 

Pause D seconds for comma in dia 1 s tring . 

Touch-ton<> delay [2Q] milliseconds. 

Assume dia 1 tone aftt>r D seconds. 

Vait up to ~ SE>conds for carrieor . 

Carrier sus tained for Ul deoiseconds is recognized. 

Carrier lost for Gil deciseconds is disconnect t>d. 

I Figure 12.23. The Hayes Modem Tool's Modem window. Within it I 
you can configure your modem without using a single phrase of 
the Ha yes language. 
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Connection Settings n OK n 
Method: Hayes Mode ... ,.. I ( Cancel ) 

0 Port Settings 

Connect ion 

Transmission speed: I Max imum ... I Flow control : I Xon/Xoff ... 1 

llli ·~··~:_::•:_1_: _~_1 _:· .. _:••: ~ ~ -~ 1 ::~' 1_:~: : I 
Modem 

Cur rent Modem 

Printer Port 

v 
V- series O 

Figure 12.24. The Hayes Modem Tool's Port window. This is 
where you choose your serial port and make some more connec
tion settings. 

Connection Settings t OK D 
Method: 

Connection 

Modem 

Port 

Hayes Mode ... ,..I 

V-series Settings 

V-series error-contro 1: 

Feature negotiation : 

Yes, if possible ... I 
V.42 and V- series ... I 

( Cancel ) 

Error-contro 1 protocol: 

0 X.2S permitted 

1.81 Enable data compression 

1.81 V .42 (LAPM) permitted 

1.81 L APB permitted 

1.81 V .42 alternate (MNP) 
fallback permitted 

Figure 12.25. The Hayes Modem Tool's V-series window. Most of 
the settings apply to Hayes V-series modems, but if you have one 
)'ou're in luck. If you don't have one, you can easily disable the 
functions that are V-series-specific. 
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Connection Settings n OK l] 
Method: Hayes Mode ... ..-1 ( Cancel J 

Setup 1 : 
Setup Strings 

Modem ATI~----------------------------~1 
Setup 2 : 

ATI~----------------------------~1 
Port Send before dialing : 

v Send before answer ing : 

ATI~----------------------------~1 
V-sorii?s ATI~----------------------------~1 
[iii Send after hanging up : 

~1 I mt!lliiiilitb {} ~-----------------' 

I Figure 12.26. The Hayes Modem Too/"s Setup Strings window. 
Here's where you can enter strings to initialize your modem at 
various times before and after a connection. 

Call Progress 

Setting up 
modem 

Waiting for 
dial tone 

Now dialing: 
T3245002 

Waiting for 
connection 

Connected at: 

Tries to go: 1 

Cancel 

I 
Figure 12.27. When you choose Open Connection from Smart
com If's Connection menu, the Call Progress window appears. 
Each of the five functions shown in the window is highlighted as 
it takes place. 
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One thing you might have noticed when you looked at the Connection 
menu in Figure 12.21 is that only one tool, probably the app le of Hayes's eye, 
was displayed at the top of the menu. Does that mean it's the only communi
cations tool you can use in Smartcom II? Not by any means. Communications 
tools observe a convention which prescribes that each tool give you access to 
any other tools you've installed in your System Folder. You pull down the 
Method menu, and voila!- there before you are all the tools that MicroPhone 
II showed us earlier, as shown in Figure 12.28. 

Connection Setti Rpple Modem Tool 
RppleTall< RD SP Tool n OK J] 

11~111 ( Cancel J I~ I 'I liTo I 

LRTTool 

1lt 
t;.J0.@1t@ 

.;.. ...... 
Modem 

~ 
Port 

v 
V-series O 

Serial Tool 
UersaTerm Driuer Tool ings 

@ UersaTerm Telnet Tool 

I 
T =Tone 
P =Pulse 

1 =Pause 
! = Flash 

If no carrier , redial D times. 

@I= Quiet 
W = Wait for dial tone 

Pause U seconds between r etries . 

0 Answer phone after D ring(s). 

18] Display alert when carrier is lost 

I Figure 12.28. The Hayes Modern Tool's Method menu gives you 1 
access to all your other communications tools. 

I 

Communications tools are available for a variety of connections: to modems, 
to networks, even directly to other compu ters. Some come bundled with 
software, some are available through online services, others can be obtained 
through Apple itself. And because Apple intended communications tools to 
abide by a specific set of guidelines, the bas ic operation and configuration of 
all such tools is pretty much the same regard less of the tool you're using. 
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If you do decide to use them, remember that most programs will let you :.:_j.:..3...J 
save the tool you've selected in a settings file along with all its settings. The W~ 
settings you make in a communications tool almost always override the 
settings in the program that's letting you access the tool in the first place. 
Incidentally, the Hayes Modem Tool is availab le for downloading as freeware 
through online services and BBSs. To my taste Apple's own communications 
tools (e.g., the Apple Modem Tool and the Serial Tool) are rather limited, 
although the newest version of the Apple Modem tool is essential for use with 
Apple's own internal modem for the PowerBooks. However, Abelbeck Soft-
ware, the people who make the VersaTerms, have come up with some snazzy 
tools , and others from s till new sources should s tart appearing fairly soon. 
You may be none the worse for ignoring communications tools today, but I 
suspect they're the wave of the future in Macintosh telecommunications. 

Not so many years ago, scripting was the wave of the future in Macintosh 
telecommunications. Now that you're a master of macros and an ace at auto
dialing, let's go on to the next chapter and write a simple script. 
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Automating Telecom 
Programs II: Scripting 

If you're only a very occasional modem user, you'll probably never 
need any more automation than the macro and auto-dialing 
features we just discussed. In fact, you may be better off avoiding 
further automation. Automation can create a sense of distance 

between you and the nuts and bolts of whatever it is you're automating, and 
if you only use your modem every week or so you won't want to fee l 
estranged from its principles of operation every time you turn it on. If, 
however, you find yourself using your modem fairly frequently, you'll 
eventually want to explore some of the Macintosh terminal programs that 
support a higher level of automation than macros and auto-dialing. At thi s 
most advanced level, your terminal program essentially surrenders control 
to a series of ins tructions called a script, and the script operates the program 
as though you were controlling it yourself. 

In saying that, I was tempted to use the verb "run" a couple of times-as in 
"the script runs the program," for instance-but I avo ided it deliberately. 
That's because when a computer is running a program, the program can also 
be said to be running (i.e., controlling) the computer, and when a terminal 
program is running a script, what the script is really doing is running (i.e. , 

253 
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controlling) the termina l program. In computer-ese, the verb "to run" often 
has this bi-directional quality, and it's from the context that you figure out in 
what direction the verb is pointed. I'll try to be as clear as I can about that, but 
when your computer is running a terminal program and your terminal 
program is running a script, the script is controlling your computer. To that 
extent, the script is- horror of horrors!-a computer program. 

Does all this mean that writing scripts is tantamount to writing computer 
programs? Technically, yes. Does it therefore mean that if you want to write 
a few scripts you'll have to learn the entire instruction set for the Motorola 
680x0 series of CPU chips? Thankfully, no. The Motorola CPU instruction set 
constitutes what's called a low-/eve/language-a language that lets you talk 
to your computer directly. It's actually the only language your computer 
really understands , but there are any number of software ass istants that 
stand ready to receive your orders in a higher-level language, translate them 
into a lower-level language, and then pass them along to your trusty central 
processing unit. 

One such assi stant that's particularly familiar to Mac users is HyperCard, 
which supports a high level language called HyperTalk. If you script a 
HyperCard button as follows: 

on mouseUp 
type "He llo " 

end mouseUp 

... then whenever you let go of the mouse clicker while the pointer is inside the 
button (that's what mouseUp means in HyperTalk), the word "Hello" will be 
typed at the last text insertion point. HyperTalk is therefore a general
purpose high-leve l programming language whose statements the HyperCard 
program interprets and executes whenever certain events occur. When the 
mouse clicker pops up while the pointer is inside your button, that's the event 
that causes the "type 'Hello"' statement to be executed. The scripting languages of 
most terminal programs are special-purpose high-level programming lan
guages. Some telecom scripting languages are nearly every bit as powerful as 
HyperTalk, but the events to which they're most keenly sensitive are events 
that take place in and around your serial port. 

Typically, full-blown scripting languages, such as the ones supported by 
White Knight, Smartcom II and MicroPhone II, allow for many dozens of 
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different statements, each with its own syntax and often with several 
possible variations. To cover all of them would require not just a chapter but 
a whole book-and a fairly hefty one at that. Once again, however, trusty 
ZTerm comes to the rescue. For a couple of years ZTerm managed to retain 
its popularity among Mac telecommunicators mainly on the strength of its 
support for the ZModem file transfer protocol. Beyond that it was a pretty 
good terminal program as shareware software goes, but one feature it never 
did support was scripting. And then, just as ZTerm's loyal users were 
preparing to abandon hope, ZTerm 0.9-the long-promised scripting ver
sion-came along. 

Was the Mac telecom community elated? No, not entirely. ZTerm 0.9 did 
support scripting, but not a lot of scripting. The script statements you could 
make were adequate for a complete service logon, which is to say that you 
could write a script that entered your password and account number 
automatically. But they weren't powerful enough to let you do anything really 
complicated. You couldn't, for instance, write a sc ript that called some 
service at four in the morning when rates are low, logged you on, loaded a list 
of file names, went to the service's file transfer section, downloaded the files 
you'd specified and then logged you off. (A popular White Knight script called 
"I Dream of Dialing"-it's usually listed in shareware libraries as IDOD-does 
that and more for GEnie.) Sti ll, if the overall response to ZTerm 0.9's scripting 
power tended toward the tepid, my own response is rather more enthusias
tic. To cover scripting in a chapter, we need a telecom program whose 
scripting capability has training wheels, and ZTerm's limited but perfectly 
functional scripting power fill s the bill quite nicely. 

Suppose, however, that even though you don't know anything about 
scripting right now, you plan to do a Jot of it in the future and also intend 
never to get within a mile of ZTerm. Will everything that follows be of no 
earthly use? Far from it. When push comes to shove, scripting is scripting. 
Script languages may differ from one terminal program to another, but the 
scripts themselves all try to accomplish pretty much the same thing. So 
regardless of what program you expect to use, I suggest you follow along just 
to see how scripting works. 
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:rllli Scripting for ZTerm 0.8 

This is ZTerm 0.9's entire vocabulary of script commands: 

Wai.t 
Send 
Beep 
Di s play 
Hangup 
Open capture 
Close capture 

Yes, the list is pretty short , bu t that makes it all the easier (and clearer) to 
review the syntax for each command. 

Wait 

The Wait command can take any of three forms: 

Wai.t for prompt "Howdy do" 

This fo rm of the Wait command causes ZTerm to wait until the string "Howdy 
do" comes in from the re mote service before going on to the next statement. 
The string can be surrounded either by straight or curly double quotes 
("stri ng" or "string") or straight or curly single quotes ( ' string ' or 's tring'). 
When the string arrrives, ZTerm goes on to execute the next s tatement. 
Obviously you'd use this statement to test for prompts fro m a given service. 

Wai. t for qui. e t 3 sec ond s 

This fo rm of the Wait command causes ZTerm to wait until three seconds go 
by during which there's no incoming data before going on to the next 
statement. You can , of course, replace the 3 with another positive integer. 

Wai. t 5 t i.ck s 

We've already noted that a tick is l /60th of a second. This form of ZTerm's 
Wait command is unconditional. Regardless of what is or isn't arriving at the 
serial port, it causes the program to wait the specified amount of time before 
going on to the next sta tement. As with the "Wait for quiet" statement jus t 
above, the unit of time can be either seconds or ticks. 
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Send 
Send "ZebediahAM" 

This statement does just what it says. In the example, it sends the string 
"Zebediah" followed by a carriage return just as if you'd typed it yourself. "M, 
as we've noted several times elsewhere, is Ctrl-m, which happens to be a 
carriage return. You might use this statement to respond to a prompt for your 
first name. In a script, it might look as follows : 

Wait for prompt "First name?» 
Send "ZebediahAM" 

Then, when a service sends First name? to you, you'll send Zebediah/\M to it. 

Send $account "," $password "AM» 

A single Send command can send several strings one after the other, and it 
can also mingle the strings with a limited number of variables. Look at the 
window just below: 

Seruice Neme: I GEnie 
~=====~ 

Phone Number: 1324-5002 
~=====~ 

Pre-diel I nit: I RT&FS 11 =55 AM 

Recount: I RBC12345 I Possword: I EHcelsior 

Dote Rote: I 57600 -..1 Dote Bits: ~ 

Perity: I None -..1 Stop Bits: ~ 

181 Locel Echo 

Flow Control: D Hon/ Hoff ~ Herdwere Hendshake 

OK J ( Cancel J 

I Figure 13~1. ~Term's l'l'!ain settings window. You fill it in once for 1 
every service In your directory. 

We crossed paths with it before when we talked about settings, and we 
noticed that for each service it lets you enter an account number and 
password. The account number for a given service is stored in a variable 
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(really just a storage compartment) whose name is $Account. The password 
for that service is stored in another variable called $Password. Accordingly, 
if your password for the service is Excelsior and you've entered it in the 
window in Figure 13.1, you can say either: 

Send "Excelsior" 

or 

Send $Password 

as both statements will do the same thing. The statement: 

Send $account "," $password "AM" 

mingles variables and strings. It sends your account number followed by a 
comma followed by your password and then a carriage return. 

While we're on the subject, here's a table of all of ZTerm's built-in variables: 

$Account 

$Password 

$Service 

$Date 

$Time 

$Day 

$dd 

Smm 

Syear 

$yy 

Beep 
Beep 
Beep 4 ticks 

Table 13.1. Variables for ZTerm 0.9 Scripting 

Service's accoun t number as entered in the window in Figure 
13.1. 

Service's password as entered In the window in Figure 13.1. 

The name of the current service. 

The curre nt date in the format MM/00/YY. 

The current time in hours, minutes, and seconds fo llowed by 
AM or PM. 

The current day of the month as an integer. 

The current day of the month as an integer with zero fi ll (the 
fifth day of month a ppears as 05). 

The current month as an integer. 

The current year. 

The las t two digits of the current year. 
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As you might expect, this statement gives rise to a beep. If your System is set 
to use the Mac's simple beep (the setting is made in your Sound control panel) 
you can also specify the length of the beep in ticks. 

Display 
Di s play "This script began running at » $Time 

The format of the Display statement is the same as that of the Send statement, 
but the strings and variables you specify are sent only to your own terminal 
screen, not to the remote service. 

Hang up 
Hangup 

This command hangs up your modem (in modem-ese, it causes your modem 
to go on-hook). 

Open capture 
Open capture $Service " log » $Date 

The Open capture command creates a plain-text file in the same folder as the 
ZTerm application. The file records everything that goes on in your terminal 
window after you initiate the Open capture. The command format is the same 
as Send and Display, which is to say that the capture file will be named 
according to the specified series of strings and variables (as long as you stay 
within the Mac's 31-character limit for file names). In the example just above, 
if you're calling a service named GEnie on january 1, 1993, the capture file 
would be assigned the name "GEnieLog l/l/93 ." 

Close capture 
Close capture 

The Close capture command simply closes the current capture file, so that 
the contents of your terminal window are no longer being saved to the text 
file you created with Open capture. 

Comments 

To help remind yourself of what you were doing when you originally wrote 
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a script, you can include as many comments as you like among the com
mands. Any line (that is, any paragraph) beginning with two hyphens(-- is the 
standard HyperCard label for comments) or with a number sign (# is the 
comment label used by MPW, Apple's software development system for the 
Mac) or with a semicolon is taken to be a comment and not a script command. 
Comments aren't executed. They're simply a convenience to the reader. 

Executing a ZTerm 0.8 Script 

Once you've written a script, you normally store it as a plain-text file in the same 
folder as the ZTerm application. It can then be executed in one of three ways: 

T If you I) define a service using the window in Figure 13.1 and 
2) give the text file containing your script the same name as 
the service followed by a period and the three characters zts, 
the script will automatically be executed upon connecting 
with the service. If, for instance, you dial a service that 
you've named GEnie and in the same folder as the ZTerm 
application you have a plain-text file called GEnie.zts, ZTerm 
will try to execute the contents of the file as a script every 
time you dial up GEnie. 

T If you choose Run a Script ... from under ZTerm's Macros 
menu, you' ll get a simple version of the Mac's Standard Files 
dialog box in which you can select and open a plain-text file. 
If the plain-text file happens to be a ZTerm script, ZTerm will 
execute it forthwith. 

T In the preceding chapter we saw how to configure ZTerm 
macros that send strings of characters. You can also run a 
script from a macro. just make the macro string 4D (type an r 
while holding down the Option key) followed by the name of 
a script that's already stored in the same fo lder as the ZTerm 
application. If you write a script and save it as a plain-text file 
called DoThisAndThat in the ZTerm folder and then assign 
the string: 

®DoT hi sA ndThat 
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to a macro, executing the macro will in turn cause the script 
DoThisAndThat to be executed. 

Sample Script 

Inasmuch as we keep mentioning GEnie, let's write a script that automatically 
logs us onto GEnie without our having to trouble our pretty heads about 
account numbers and passwords every time we connect. When you dial GEnie 
and establish a connection, GEnie likes you to type hhh. And when GEnie says 
type it means type, not send. It expects a tick or two of quiet time between 
each h, just as there'd be if you were actually typing. When GEnie does receive 
your hhh, it prompts you with U#= for "user number equals." You're then 
supposed to respond to the prompt with your account number followed by a 
comma followed by your GEnie password followed by a carriage return. While 
we're at it, let's also have our script log the whole session to capture a file. 

To automate all that, we create a plain-text file called GEnie.zts and save it 
in our ZTerm folder. As for the script itself, here's what it might look like 
(including embedded comments that explain what's happening): 

Script to log onto GEnie (this statement is ignored 
--because it begins with "-"which identifies it as 
- - a comment. At this point we've already connected to 
--GEnie, which now expects an hhh. We'll start by pausing 
--a couple of seconds to make sure GEnie is ready for our 
-- typing. 
wait 2 seconds 
-- Now we send the first h followed by a mini-interlude of 
--quiet to simulate real typing . 
send "h" 
wait 5 ticks 
--Same thing for second h 
send "h" 
wait 5 ticks 
send "h" 
- - Now we'll wait for GEnie's prompt. 
wait for prompt "U#" 

We could just as well have waited for "#=" or even 
--just" =" since any subset of characters that uniquely 
--identifies the prompt will do. Now we'll send our 
account 

numb er followed by a comma followed by our password 
- - followed by a carriage return. 
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send $account "," $password " AM" 
--Now we beep to alert ourselves to the fact that 
--we're online . 
beep 

Now we start our capture fi le . We'll make sure to 
put the time into the file name so that if we call 
GEnie again on the same day, the capture files for 
each session won't ha ve duplicate names. 

open capture $Service "Log » $Dat e " » $Time 
If we've called GEnie on the afternoon of February 1, 
1991, the Open capture state ment just above would 
result in our capture file being called : 
GEnielog 2/1/91 3:46:45 PM 

Now let's inform ourselves that we're connected by 
saying so inside our main terminal window. 

display "Connected at " $time "AM" 
--The above statement would send "Connected at 
-- 3:46:46 PM» to our own window but not to GEnie. 

This script would then be executed every time we auto-dial GEnie through 
ZTerm. The comments may be a little prolix, but there are only ll real 
statements in the script, and once the eleventh statement is executed we're on 
our own. The capture file keeps capturing the contents of our terminal window 
until we choose Stop Capture from ZTerm's File menu or quit the program. 

More Sophisticated Scripts 

Of all the procedures for which you're likely to want a script, basic service log
ens pretty obviously fall at the head of the list. But suppose you want to do 
something a little more sophisticated. Suppose that when you call GEnie you 
often forget to notice what time it is. Before 6:00 p.m. on weekdays, GEnie 
costs three times as much per minute of connect time, and it tells you so by 
sending "PRIME TIME Rate in Effect." What if you want your script to do one 
thing if GEnie's prime time rate is in effect (like beep five times and put up a 
dialog window giving you the option of staying on or logging off immediately) 
and another thing if it's not? 

To accomplish that you'd do best to go to another program with a more 
powerful scripting language. White Knight, for instance, wou ld let you say: 

ALERT1 PRIME TIME Rate/JUMPTO BigBucks 
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(White Knight's comment lines begin with a left 
(parenthesis . Starting here, White Knight will 
(look for the incoming phrase "Prime time rate." 
(If it doesn 't find it , it goes on to execute the 
(ne xt command, which, in this example , waits 
(for GEnie's first prompt. 
( 
(If White Knight DOES find the phrase "PRIME TIME 
(Rate," instead of executing the next statement it 
(will jump to the command just after the line 
(labeled " : BigBucks" below.) 
PROMPT Enter #, <H>e lp, or <CR> to continue? 
(Starting here we'd respond to GEnie's first 
prompt and automate whatever else we want to 
automate.) 
:BigBucks 
(Beep five times to warn you that you're shelling 
(out all that dough.) 
BELL 
BELL 
BELL 
BELL 
BELL 
(Etc., etc.) 

Yes, in White Knight you say BELL instead of Beep and PROMPT instead of 
Wait for prompt, and strings aren't surrounded by quotes the way they have 
to be in ZTerm. But the salien t thing is that White Knight lets you test 
incoming data in several different ways and then, depending on what 
conditions are met, it lets you take several different courses of action. Of 
course, the fact that White Knight's JUMPTO command enables you to jump 
all around your script can make for logical pathways so tortuous that once 
you've written a script you can't make head or tail of it. This is certainly one 
reason why the authors of MicroPhone II opted for what's called a structured 
command language. (HyperTalk is also a structured language.) Structured 
languages limit the amount of jumping you can do even if they le t you test for 
every condition you can think of. Essentially, they demand that if a condition 
you're testing for is satisfied, you deal with it now and not jump off to some 
outlying byway of you r script. 

BTW, my own feelings about structured languages are very mixed. 
Yes, s tructured languages are probably good for you , but they're good 
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in the way that uncooked vegetables are good. Unstructured languag
es are the deep-fried food of computer programming, and sometimes 
you've just gotta have 'em. 

White Knight is also unique among the popular commercial terminal 
programs in that it compiles your scripts. Where ZTerm directly executes a 
script as a series of text statements, White Knight converts your text scripts 
into binary packages of compressed code called procedure files, which it 
executes when called upon to do so. (During compilation, White Knight 
checks the syntax of all your statements and also does what it can to ensure 
that all your logical pathways can be traversed.) 

As for recommending a terminal program to serve as the definitive 
platform for your most intricate scripts, I'm not altogether sure I want to cast 
a vote. Mind you, I'm under no pressure to remain unbiased-actually I like 
being biased-but White Knight, MicroPhone II, and Smartcom II all have their 
respective merits. I think I'd tell someone who already has a little program
ming experience to go with White Knight. The feel of its scripting language is 
reminiscent of some other programming languages, and for that reason the 
learning curve ought not to be too steep. MicroPhone II's scripting language 
is very much sui generis-extremely powerful, but not quite like anything I've 
ever seen. Smartcom II's Autopilot language (yet again, Smartcom has its own 
name for everything) most closely resembles plain old English, and reading 
a Smartcom II script is almost like reading ordinary prose. You may not find 
as many interesting Autopilot scripts listed in BBS and online service 
download areas as you would White Knight or MicroPhone II scripts, but 
Hayes maintains its own BBS (1-800-874-2937), and there are always a few 
good scripts available there. 

If you can somehow put your hands on the manual for each terminal 
program, give yourself a sample read-through. That way you won't just see 
what all the scripting commands are, you'll also see what the manual is like. 
Choosing a script language you can live with should be based to some extent 
on finding a manual you can live with. And start by reading as many scripts 
as you can get yourself to swallow. Books and manuals are fine, but in the end 
scripting, like programming in general, is best learned from example. 
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Using High-Speed Moderns 

B 
Amateur telecommunicating has recently become a whole new 
ball game. The appearance on the hardware market of inexpensive 
modems capable of raw speeds-speeds not enhanced by data 
compression- on the order of 14,400 bps changes everything. Not 

long ago 9600 bps was a critical dividing line. Below it, generic 2400 bps 
modems could be had for a song-and often a pretty simple tune at that. 
Between 2400 and 9600 bps there was, and is, a void. Then, starting at 9600 
bps, prices increased several-fold. Only the most serious telecommunica
tors-mainly sysops, BBS fanatics, people who transferred data in the course 
of business, and the idle rich- sprang for 9600. Everyone else made do 
with less. 

The high-end modem field was dominated by three manufacturers. Even 
before use of the CClTT V.32 modulation protocol for 9600 bps became 
widespread, U.S. Robotics offered 9600 bps in its Courier HST modem. HST 
(for High Speed Technology) was U.S.R.'s proprietary modulation protocol, 
and the original Courier could make a 9600 bps connection only with another 
HST modem. At around the same time-we're talking about the mid-1980's
Telebit brought out its TrailBlazer, which used a proprietary protocol called 

265 
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PEP (for Packetized Ensemble Protocol). Then Hayes introduced its V-Series 
9600, which used still another proprietary protocol called Express 96. All 
three modems could attain 9600 bps or more, but their protocols weren't 
compatible, and a modem of a given brand could make a high-speed link only 
with another modem from the same manufacturer. 

That began to change when it became increasingly clear that V.32 and its 
14,400 bps successor V.32bis would eventually displace the various propri
etary modulation protocols in much the same way that VHS video cassette 
format has ousted Sony's Betamax. U.S. Robotics responded by introducing 
its Dual Standard Couriers, which supported both HST and the CCITT's 
protocols, and Telebit and Hayes promptly followed suit. (See Appendix D for 
more on these companies' current offerings.) 

Now Zoom and Supra (along with that faceless entity, Generic, Inc.) have 
entered the high-speed modem picture in a big way. Bought "naked" (without 
software or cable), the Zoom VFX V.32bis can be had from several discount 
mail-order houses for under $300, barely more than a 2400 bps MNP modem 
cost just a couple of years earlier. And that's 14,400 bps on top of 9600 bps 
send/receive fax! The SupraFaxModem V.32bis sells for a few dollars more, 
but in its Macintosh packaging it's bundled with the STF fax software, which 
a fair number of heavy fax users have come to prize (to the extent that you can 
prize any current fax software for the Mac). The end result is that a set of 
performance specifications which once cost around a thousand dollars per 
unit have suddenly become available for a few hundred dollars per unit, an 
outlay that a serious modemer can expect to amortize in reduced telephone 
costs over just a few months. 

Are the cheap V.32bis modems as good as their standard-brand counter
parts? I'd have to say they're not. CompuServe and some of the other big 
online services have been abuzz with complaints. Too many of the first uni ts 
shipped haven't worked at all; others have "worked" but not performed as 
advertised. Still, low-end manufacturers do tend to honor their warranties, 
and Supra has made a particularly valiant effort to man its user support areas 
on CompuServe and GEnie, sometimes in the face of markedly unfriendly fire. 
All such new offerings are bound to have their bugs, and as you read this the 
first cries of outrage will have abated some. The majority of those first 
complaints had to do with modems not being able to negotiate connections 
with certain kinds of other modems, and for the most part the bugs were 
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neither electrical nor mechanical. Their origins were in the firmware. 
Firmware? It's the computer code that's sto red in ROMs, read-only memory 

uni ts. (Since ROMs differ from RAM in that they can be read from but not 
easily erased or written to, the code can't be purged from memory the way 
that software can, but it's not wired permanently into the hardware either; so, 
being neither soft nor hard, it's firm .) Actually, every Mac contains at least 
one firmware-laden ROM, and it's firmware that runs your Mac when you first 
boot up. The firmware tests your RAM, puts up the happy Mac face (or the sad 
Mac face if your computer fails the tests), then makes sure there's a System 
File on your startup volume before turning the reins over to the software. Like 
the Macintosh itself, most high-speed modems contain firmware-bearing 
ROMs. Their firmware negotiates connections with remote modems and 
participates in error checking and data compress ion and decompression as 
well as any number of other functions. 

In fact, for our present purposes I've decided to include among the ranks 
of high-speed modems any 2400 bps uni ts that support protocols li ke MNP, 
V.42, and V.42bis. Maybe their speeds aren't all that dazzling, but the fac t 
that they can nego tiate a connection-that they can ask the remote modem 
"Do you also support V.42bis or only V.42 or MNP and, if so, what level of 
MNP?"-gives them enough in common with the big boys to earn a place in 
this chapter. 

Modem Protocols 

We've touched on modem protocols before, but this is a good t ime to visit 
them again. A protocol, you'll remember, is a set of conventions that governs 
some aspect of a modem's operation. Suppose, for instance, that two 
modems connect and that they're both capable of data compression and 
decompression. There are several different compression schemes around, 
and if one modem compresses data according to scheme A before sending it 
out only to have the other modem try to decompress the data according to 
scheme B, the likelihood of achieving a successful transmission begins to 
plummet toward the infinites imal. If they both observe the same compres
sion protocol, however-if, in other words, they both abide by the same set 
of rules-the chances of the data getting through intact become extremely good. 
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Three aspects of the operation of high-speed modems are protocol
dependent: modulation, error checking, and data compression. So for each of 
those functions, let's run through the dominant protocols. 

Modulation Protocols 

It's safe to say that the CCITT protocols V.32 and V.32bis have become 
worldwide standards for high-speed modem modulation. V.32 covers both 
4800 and 9600 bps, full- and half-duplex, on voice-quality lines. V.32bis 
encompasses all of V.32 and adds 7200, 12,000, and 14,400 bps. It also 
includes a handshaking scheme in which two connected modems can rapidly 
change transmission speeds to adjust to a sudden increase (or decrease) in 
phone line noise. V.32 has a s imilar provision, but a mid-transmission speed 
change that can take as many as 10 seconds during a V.32 connection might 
not take much more than 100 milli seconds with V.32bis. All V.32 and V.32bis 
modems have top raw speeds of 9600 and 14,400 bps respectively. If they 
can't attain those speeds, they aren't V.32 or V.32bis modems. 

Error-Control Protocols 

It's also safe to say that V.42, once again a CCITT protoco l, has become the 
worldwide standard for in-modem error checking. In a V.42 connection, the 
sending modem divides the outgoing data into fixed length strings called 
packets and sends a CRC value along with the packet. (Look back at the 
description of the software-based XModem fil e transfer protocol in Chapter 
9 to refresh yourself on CRC.) The remote modem then recomputes each 
packet's CRC value and compares it to the one it just received . If the values 
differ, the remote modem tells t he sending modem to resend the packet. 

A similar procedure is built into MNP Level 4, an older error-checking 
protocol, and V.42 also includes (and is therefore downwardly compatible 
with) MNP-4. But if a V.42 modem connects to another modem, it will fi rst try 
to negotiate a LAP·M connection. LAP·M stands for link access procedures for 
modems, and on noisy lines it yields better performance than MNP-4. If, in the 
course of negotiations, the V.42 modem discovers that the other modem 
supports MNP-4 but not LAP·M, it can fall back to MNP-4 to accommodate the 
other modem. V.42 can therefore be seen as a super-protocol that supports 
two sub-protocols , LAP-M and MNP-4. 
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It's important to emphasize that in-modem error checking protocols are 
not the same thing as software-based error checking protocols like XModem 
or ZModem. ZModem's error checking takes place only during a ZModem file 
transfer, not when you and the remote service are typing back and forth. 
Modem-based error checking takes place throughout a given session, regard
less of what your software is doing. It neither knows nor cares if you're 
transferring a file, keying in replies to your E-mail or responding to a prompt. 
Every character you receive or send is checked by the participating modems. 
That's why a connection between two modems that's being overseen by an 
error-checking protocol is called a reliable link. 

Data -Compression Protocols 

With in-modem data compression, another CCITT protocol, V.42bis, can now 
be said to have become the worldwide standard. MNP-5, an older compres
sion protocol that's s till in widespread use , is supported by nearly all V.42bis 
modems, but it's not a mandatory component ofV.42bis in the way that MNP-
4 is integral to V.42. So if two compression-capable modems connect and one 
of them supports V.42bis, they'll normally try to establish a V.42bis connec
tion first. Only if that fails will they fall back to MNP-5 . V.42bis is preferred, 
because it usually makes for tighter compression (up to 4-to-l, as compared 
with MNP-5's real world maximum of 2-to-l), and because it handles noisy 
lines and software-compressed data more efficiently. And s ince the V.42bis 
compression protocol can only work in conjunction with the V.42 LAP-M 
error-checking protocol, you can safely conclude that any V.42bis modem 
also supports V.42. (You can conclude with equal safety that any MNP-5 
modem also supports MNP-4.) What you can't conclude is that a V.42bis 
modem supports V.32 or V.32bis. Current standards for CCITT compression 
protocols are independent of any modulation protocols. 

It's worth pointing out here that, as tight as V.42bis compression may be, 
it rarely beats the better software-based compression schemes for sheer 
efficiency. If you were to send the same fil e twice to the same service, first as 
is using V.42bis (so that compression is left entirely to the modem) and then 
compressed with, say, Stufflt Deluxe's "Better Compression" scheme but not 
using any in-modem protocols (so that compression is accomplished only by 
your software), the software-compressed file would probably take measur
ably less time to transmit than the hardware-compressed file. On the other 
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hand, the software-compressed file would need to be compressed by you 
before it's sent and decompressed by your uncle Louie after he receives it, 
and both those procedures consume computer time even if they don't eat up 
telephone time. On the third hand, software-compressed files occupy a Jot 
less room on your hard disk. Given all those factors, do you need in-modem 
compression at all? Maybe yes, maybe no. It all depends on how you like to 
use your modem, your time, and your income. 

Acquiring a High-Speed Modem 

Now that the prices of new high-speed modems have come down so sharply, 
prices of used high-speed modems have begun to follow suit. And while 
there's nothing intrinsically wrong with buying a good used modem, you 
ought to be aware that in some respects a used modem may have more in 
common with a new modem that's been sitting on some dealer's shelf for a 
couple of years than with a new modem that was shipped from the factory last 
week. To wit, the features you can expect to find in a modem of recent 
manufacture may not be present in a modem made a few years ago. 

With 2400-bps modems, it's all fairly simple. V.42bis modems also support 
V.42, which means they also support MNP-4 and probably MNP-S.In the 9600-
bps domain, however, things get a lot more complicated. Some older 9600 
bps modems don't support any of the CCITT protocols. They may use 
proprietary protocols for everything-modulation, error checking (if they 
support it), and data compression (if they support that). (Several older 
Telebits and Couriers achieve 9600 bps only through the PEP and HST 
proprietary protocols, which limits your high-speed connections to other 
modems of the same stripe.) Personally, I'd advise steering clear of any such 
equipment. Nowadays, if you're going the 9600 bps route, there's every 
reason to have V.32 at the very least. Some V.32 modems-the original Hayes 
SmartModem 9600 is an example-don't offer built-in error checking or 
compression. Of course you can live without either, but you may not want to. 
Many older MicroTech 9600-bps modems support V.32 for modulation , but 
for error checking and compression they use various of the Microcom 
proprietary protocols (the MNPs all the way up through MNP-9) and not the 
CCITT protocols. 
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As regards fax capability, it's seldom available in older high-speed mo
dems, but newer models-especially the cheaper ones, oddly enough-very 
often have it. And even with fax it's worth keeping your eye peeled. Some 
modems can only send faxes, while others offer send/receive. Some modems 
send and receive faxes at 9600 bps, while others send at 9600 but receive 
only at 4800 bps. 

Given the many combinations of features you can find out there, I suggest 
that before you buy any high-speed modem, new or used, you thoroughly 
inspect its specifications. If the would-be seller of a used modem can't 
provide a reliable set of specs, get them from the manufacturer. Nowadays 
it's better to have CCITT protocols than any of the various proprietaries , 
which will almost certainly begin to vanish in the fullness of time. I'm 
guessing that the proprietary protocol that hangs on the longest will be MNP, 
and an MNP-4 connection is as reliable (if not as noise-compliant) as one that's 
regulated by V.42. Still, right now the CCITT is in the driver's seat, and there's 
little point in having a Betamax video cassette player when nearly all the 
tapes at the local rental library are VHS. 

Still More Settings 

Speed 

Several times we've mentioned the negotiations attempted by high-speed 
modems when they connect, and it's because you can't always predict the 
outcome of these negotiations that you have to give special attention to your 
terminal program's speed settings. We'll be talking about two different 
speeds here, so let's be clear about our terms. Carrier speed refers to the raw 
speed at which data travels between two connected modems. Serial port 
speed is the speed at which data travels between your modem and your Mac. 
When a pair of modems start shaking hands , you won't always know 
beforehand what carrier speed they'll agree on. But when you instruct your 
terminal program to set your serial port to a particular speed, that will be the 
speed at which data travels between your modem and your computer. 

The prime consideration in all this is that you want your serial port speed 
to be as high or higher than the greatest speed a t which your modem is liable 
to send data to your computer. If your serial port is set to a lesser speed than 
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that, you may wind up not taking full advantage of your modem's capabili
ties. If, for instance, your modem is capable of sending data to your computer 
at 19,200 bps but your serial port is set at only 9600 bps, your serial port will 
become a bottleneck. 

If data compression never existed, a V.32bis modem would still be capable 
of attaining carrier speeds of up to 14,400 bps. It might negotiate a lower 
speed if it finds itself trying to talk to a slower modem or even to another 
V.32bis modem over a noisy line, but it also might not negotiate a lower 
speed, so if you're using a V.32bis modem your serial port should be set to a 
minimum of 14,400 bps in order to use your modem most efficiently. In 
general, notwithstanding compression, your serial port ought to be set at 
least to your modem's maximum carrier speed (14,400 bps for V.32bis, 9600 
bps for V.32), and it's in your terminal program that you make the setting. 

But now let's bring in compression. We've said that in-modem data 
compression can achieve ratios approaching 4-to-1, which means that at a 
carrier speed of 9600 bps your modem might try to pass incoming data along 
to your computer at 38,400 bps. So now, if you're still going to use your 
modem most efficiently, you need to tell your terminal program to set your 
serial port to 38,400 bps. 

It may appear to follow from what we've just said that if you're running a 
V.32bis modem at its top speed of 14,400 bps you'd want to set your serial 
port to 57,600 bps, but here's where we run athwart some caveats. Most 
terminal programs are happy to Jet you set your serial port to 57,600, but a 
number of modem manufacturers report that speeds as high as that have 
made for glitches at the computer end. They claim that at speeds greater than 
38,400 bps, members of the Mac II family haven't always been able to service 
their modem ports with ironclad reliability. Also that at speeds above 19,200 
bps, Macs in the SE, Plus, and Classic class have exhibited similar problems. 
Such glitches tend to be sporadic, but you may want to take those warnings 
into account when matching your serial port speed to your high-speed 
modem. 

If the foregoing were boiled down into a rule, it would go something like 
this: set your serial port to your modem's maximum carrier speed if the 
modem doesn't support compression (no V.42bis or MNP-5) and to four times 
your modem's maximum carrier speed if it does support compression-but 
don't go higher than 19,200 bps if you have a Mac Plus, SE, Portable, Power-
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Book 100, or Classic , and don't go higher than 38,400 bps if you have a Mac 
Classic II, LC, II, Ilx, Ilcx, or PowerBook 140 (and possibly even a IIsi, Ilci, or 
PowerBook 170). Clear enough? 

Local Flow Control 

Since it's possible for data to flow from your high-speed modem to your Mac 
at a rate that exceeds your terminal program's ability to handle it-or from 
your Mac to your modem at a rate that exceeds the modem's sending ability
there arises the need for some form of local flow control on the serial port to 
ensure that neither your computer nor your modem becomes overwhelmed. 
(The most common symptom is data loss; newly arriving data simply 
overwrites older data that hasn't yet been processed.) If you've read Chapter 
4 or Appendix C. you'll know that flow control can be hardware-based or 
software-based. With software-based flow control-also called XON/XOFF 
flow control- the XOFF character serves as a red light: it's sent either by the 
computer to the modem or the modem to the computer whenever data starts 
coming in more rapidly than it can be processed. Whoever receives the XOFF 
character stops sending data until it receives an XON character, which serves 
as a green light. With hardware-based flow control, also known as RTS/CTS 
flow control, it's the RTS (request to send) and CTS (clear to send) lines in the 
RS-232 serial connection between the modem and the Mac that serve as red 
and green lights. By varying the voltage on those lines, either the computer 
or the modem can similarly halt or restart the flow of data. 

For high-speed modems, RTS/CTS handshaking is the preferred method, 
which means that a Mac Plus or better is the preferred computer (because 
earlier models don't support RTS/CTS flow control) and a hardware hand
shaking cable running between modem and Mac is the preferred cable (since 
garden variety modem cables don't support the RTS and CTS lines). So if you 
have a high-speed modem, a hardware handshaking cable, and a Mac Plus or 
better, you'll normally instruct your terminal program to use hardware 
handshaking. 

What if, however, you have a high-speed modem but you don't have any of 
the other preferred items? What if your computer is a Mac 512 and/or your 
modem cable is comparably antiquated? Does that mean you're up the creek? 
Fortunately, it means nothing of the kind. All it means is that you'll have to 
observe a few extra precautions and take care of a little extra business. First 
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off-l'll begin with the medicine that's hardest to swallow-you'll have to read 
your modem manual to learn which of its commands turns on XON/XOFF flow 
control. (Later in this chapter I'll try to point you in the right direction.) Yes, 
I know how unappealing it is to read your manual, but some of the newer ones 
aren't as hideous as modem manuals used to be, and rumor has it that when 
the Khmer Rouge take prisoners of war they no longer soften them up for 
interrogation by making them read modem manuals for several hours at a 
stretch. Once you know the command that enables XON/XOFF flow control, 
you'll have to make sure it gets sent to your modem every time you initialize 
it for a high-speed connection. This means you'll either type it each time or, 
more sensibly, you'll create a settings file or auto-dial setup that includes the 
command in the initialization string it sends the modem for a given service. 

BTW, those of you who own CompuServe Navigator~ a special
purpose commercial terminal program designed for heavy Com
puServe users, s hould be aware that it doesn't support hardware 
handshaking even if your cable and computer do support it. When 
using Navigator with a high-speed modem, you should likewise 
initialize the modem with a "use XON/XOFF" command. 

The extra precautions you need to take concern your choice of sof tware 
protocols when you transfer files. The thing you want to avoid is the 
appearance ofXON and XOFF characters in the data stream, which is perfectly 
possible even though no one ever intended to send them. A binary file is 
theoretically capable of containing all possible bit patterns, and now and then 
some of those bit patterns may turn out to correspond exactly to the patterns 
that define the XON and XOFF characters. The Zmodem software protocol 
guards against such occurrences by quotingXON and XOFF-flagging them so 
they're treated as data and not as flow control signals-and the CompuServe 
B+ protocol does much the same thing. But XModem and YModem don 't do it, 
and for that reason they should both be scrupu'lously avoided when you're 
using XON/XOFF flow control. 

Initializing Your High-Speed Modem 

We discussed elementary initialization strings in Chapter 6 on the Hayes 
Language and again in Chapter 12 on automa ting your terminal program, but 
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these discussions were mostly outside the high-speed modem context. 
Putting together an initialization string for an old-style, non-protocol-driven 
modem barely qualifies as child's play. Putting one together for a high-speed 
modem may require enormous patience leavened by a touch of genius. 
Virtually all modems uniformly understand basic Hayes language, but the 
special commands for high-speed operation are neither uniform nor basic, 
and local dialects abound. Consequently, the following recommendations 
will necessarily be guidelines, not recipes. 

What most complicates the initialization of high-speed modems is the 
sheer number of variables you may want to control depending on the service 
with which you hope to connect. Do you want your modem to negotiate all the 
protocols of a connection-speed, error checking and compression-or do 
you want to lay down the terms of the connection in advance? Some remote 
modems may not like the way your modem negotiates when it's given free 
rein and may disconnect you every time you call. It may sometimes be 
necessary to preset the speed of the connection and let your modem 
negotiate only the error checking and compression protocols. Do you want to 
set your modem for hardware handshaking, software handshaking, or no 
handshaking at all? And what about your modem's factory settings? Is there 
more than one group of factory settings, and if so which one should you use 
at what time? Even if a remote modem will successfully negotiate with yours 
for a very high connection speed, is that the speed you really want to use? 
Commercial online services charge a great deal more for 9600 bps than for 
2400 bps, and your wallet may demand that you throttle back. How do you 
account for all those possibilities when so many different high-speed mo
dems speak so many different dialects of Hayes? 

For me it would be easiest to tell you still again to read your modem manual 
until you thoroughly understand your modem's entire command set, but to 
insist on that is like insisting that you push a bunch of bamboo slivers 
underneath your fingernails. So let's look at what your other options are, 
starting with the simplest. 

l. Spend some money and buy the latest version of MicroPhone 
II. MicroPhone II comes from a firm called Software Ventures, and 
the people there spend a lot of time playing around with, and 
probably (God help them) even reading the manuals of, a great many 
modems. When they feel they've caught a modem's essence-mas-
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tered the settings it likes best and the Hayes dialect it understands
they write modem drivers, scripts that serve as go-betweens. What 
the driver goes between are you and your modem, which is to say that 
you tell MicroPhone II what speed and handshaking settings you 
want and which modem driver to use, and from that point onward 
MicroPhone II uses the driver to talk to your modem in its native 
dialect. (It's analogous to the way your other Macintosh applications 
use printer drivers-or Chooser extensions in System 7-ese-to talk 
to your printer in its native dialect.) 
Figure 14.1 shows the current set of MicroPhone II drivers as of this 
writing, but be aware that the elves at Software Ventures continually 
refine their drivers and also create new ones. Additions and revisions 
to the current set are usually posted in the communications libraries 
of CompuServe, GEnie, and America Online, as well as on Software 
Ventures' own BBS (phone# 510-849-1912). 

Farallon U.32 s 

Connectil Hayes U-series/Uitra n OK J] 
Intel 96/ 14.4EII 

Method: Intel 9600EH (Cancel ) 
I MNP Standard 

Mul tiModem U.32 

Port Settings NO MNP 

Baud Rate : Pract ica l 96/ 14.4SR 

Q;] Data Bits : 
Pract ica l Peripherals 9600SA D Prometheus U.32 

Parity : Standard inter None 

Stop Bits: Standard (au t obaud) 1¢ 
Flow Contro 1 I ' ' . ' 

Telebit T1600 
Telebit T2500 
USA Courter 
U.32 Standard 
2oom U.42 

I Figure 14.1. Modern drivers from MicroPhone II, version 4.0. You I 
select the one you want to use in MP 1/'s Communications Settings 
window. 
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Currently there are 18 MicroPhone II drivers in all, but some support 
more than one modem. Here's a list of the supported modems: 

..- Standard Driver 
Apple Personal Modem 1200 
Avatex 1200HC 
Hayes SmartModem 1200 

..-Standard (autobaud) Driver 
Anchor Automation 2400E 
Applied Engi neering Datalink 2400 
Avatex 2400 
Bizcomp Intellimodem 2400 
Everex 2400 
GYC Technologies SM24 
Hayes Smar_tModem 2400 
Intel 2400EX 
La Cie 2400 Mac External 
Mirror Technologies 2400 
Practical Peripherals 2400SA 
Shiva NetModem 2400 
SupraModem 2400 
Zoom 2400 

..- MNP Standard Driver 
Abaton Fax 96/24 
Card inal 2400 MNP 
Ap plied Engineering Datalink 2400 MNP 
Intel 2400EX MNP 
Mirror Technologies 2400 MNP 
Practical Peripherals 2400SA MNP 
Many generi c 2400 bps V.42/Y.4 2bis modems 

..- No MNP Driver 
The same modems as those listed under the MNP Standard 
Driver when you don't want to try for an MNP connection 
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... V .32 Standard Driver 
UDS FasTalk V.32 
Mirror Technologies 9600 V.32 
Some generic V.32bis modems 

... Hayes V-series/Ultra Driver 
Hayes Optima 
Hayes V-series 
Hayes Ultra 96/14.4 

... Prometheus V.32 Driver 
Lightspeed 9624E 
Prometheus ProModem 9600 
Prometheus Ultima 

... Telebit T2500 Driver 
Telebit TrailBlazer 
Telebit TrailBlazer Plus 
Telebit TlOOO 
Telebit T2000 
Telebit T2500 

... Telebit Tl600 Driver 
Telebit Tl600 
Telebit T3000 
Telebit QBlazer 

... USR Courier Driver 
USR Courier HST 
USR Courier Dual Standard 
USR Sportster V.32 

It's reasonably safe to say that other modems will be covered soon. 

2. Buy a modem that has useful factory settings. Many high-speed 
modems are able to save one or more factory configurations in non
volatile memory (memory that isn't erased every time you turn your 
modem off). Both the new Zoom VFXV.32bis and the SupraFaxModem 
V.32bis support this feature. When you power up either modem, it 
defaults to the factory profile. And 'ifyou issue an AT&F command to 
the Zoom or an AT&Fl to the Supra, it causes the full factory profile 
to be restored. 
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Typically, these profiles configure your modem in a: way that allows 
you to use all of its best attributes in the "normal" fashion. Sending an 
AT&F to the Zoom VFX V.32bis, for instance, sets it up to use 
hardware (RTS/CTS) flow control and, when it connects to another 
modem, to negotiate for the highest mutually acceptable carrier 
speed (14.400 bps with fallback to 12,000, then 9600, etc.), the best 
mutually acceptable error control scheme (LAP-M with fallback to 
MNP-4, then to no error control at all) and the best mutually accept
able in-modem data compression scheme (V.42bis with fallback to 
MNP-5, then to no compression). 
However, initiating all those negotiations can sometimes make for 
problems. Not every modem will be able to handle them, and it's not 
uncommon for the remote modem to disconnect in the middle of 
negotiations in the same way that Soviet diplomats used to walk out 
in the middle of U.N. sessions. Even if the negotiations appearto have 
come to a successful conclusion, you may find that the remote 
modem sends you a long string of garbage characters. 
When those things happen, the best idea is often to experiment by 
cutting back on all the many connection possibilities that your 
modem presents to the remote modem. 
Here are some rough guidelines for initialization strings that set 
some limits for the handshaking that occurs when two modems first 
connect. They're based on the command set for the Rockwell chips 
that control the Zoom and Supra, and your own modem may want 
things put a little differently. (So you'll have to read your modem 
manual after all.) But the sense of what the strings accomplish ought 
to, I hope, be plain enough. 
Start with carrier speed. In many modems it's controlled by the 
contents of an S-register, commonly 53 7. We've already noted that 
the values stored inS-registers govern various aspects of a modem's 
operation. We've also noted that you set an S-register to a given value 
with the command A TSn=x, where n is the number of the S-register 
and xis the value you want to put into the register. 
With many high-speed modems, a zero in 53 7 lets the modem 
negotiate for the highest mutually acceptable carrier speed. But on 
the next page are some other possible values for 537. 
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S37=12 
S37=11 
S37=10 
537=9 
S37=8 
S37=6 
S37=5 
S37=3, 2 or 1 

Try to connect at 7200 bps (V.32bis only) 
Try to connect at 14,400 bps (V.32bis only) 
Try to connect at 12,000 bps (V.32bis only) 
Try to connect at 9600 bps 
Try to connect at 4800 bps 
Try to connect at 2400 bps 
Try to connect at 1200 bps 
Try to connect at 300 bps 

To set S37 to 9, you can issue an ATS37=9 command all by itself or 
put S37=9 into an initialization string. 
Many modems use the Nx command in conjunction with S-register 
number 37. N1, usually the default for high-speed modems, allows 
negotiations to take place at any speed of which both connected 
modems are capable. NO (that's a zero) permits handshaking to occur 
only if the carrier speed is the speed prescribed by S37. Still another 
modem command that affects negotiation is the &Qx command. 
Fairly commonly, &QS tells the modem to negotiate mutually accept
able error-control and/or compression protocols, while &Q6 tells it 
not to use such protocols. 
Now let's put all that together. When you first connect with another 
modem, your modem may ask the remote modem for too much 
speed or for an error checking or compression scheme it's never 
heard of. In your experimentation, you'll want to put the remote 
modem at its ease. So instead of using all your high-powered factory 
settings, you can pull back on your own modem with strings like these: 

AT&Q6NlAM Negotiate connection speed (N1) but 
not compression/ error checking (&Q6). 

AT&Q6S37=11NOAM Connect at 14,400 bpsonly(S37=11NO). 
No error control and/or compression 
protocols (&Q6). This applies only to 
V.32bis modems, because V.32 
doesn't handle 14,400 bps. 

AT&QSS37=10NQAM Connect at 12,000bpsonly(S37=10NO). 
Negotiate error-control and/or com
pression protocols (&QS). This ap-
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plies only to V.32bis modems, be
cause V.32 doesn't handle 12,000 bps. 
It does app ly to the Zoom Turbo, 
which straddles the terra incognita 
be tween V.32 and V.32bis. 

AT&Q6S37= 10NOAM Connectat12,000bpsonly(S37=10NO). 
Don't negotiate error-control and/or 
compression protocols (&Q6). This 
applies only to V.32bis modems and 
the oddball Zoom Turbo, because V.32 
doesn't handle 12,000 bps. 

AT&QSS37=9NOAM Connect at 9600 bps only (S37=9NO). 
Negotiate error-control and/or com
pression protocols (&QS). 

AT&Q6S37=9NOAM Connect at 9600 bps only (S37=9NO). 
Don't negotiate error-control and/or 
compression protocols (&Q6). 

AT&QSS37=6NOAM Connect at 2400 bps only (S37=6NO). 
Negotiate error-control and/or com
pression protocols (&QS). You might 
use this string if you're dialing an 
online service such as GEnie and want 
to force a less-expensive 2400 bps 
connection that still provides for 
error checking. 

AT&Q6S37=6NOAM Connect at 2400 bps only (S37=6NO). 
Don't negotiate error-control and/or 
compression protocols (&Q6). 

AT&QSS37=5NOAM Connect at 1200 bps only (S37=5NO). 
Negotiate error-control and/or com
pression protocols (&QS). 

AT&Q6S37=5NOAM Connect at 1200 bps only (S37=5NO). 
Don't negotiate error-control and/or 
compression protocols (&Q6). 
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AT&Q6S37=1NOAM Connect at 300 bps only (S37=5NO). 
Don't negotiate error-control and/or 
compression protocols (&Q6). 

I can't guarantee these strings will work for your particular modem, 
but if you catch the sense of what they're trying to accomplish, you 
may be able to cobble together some equivalent strings of your own. 
You will, I'm afraid, need to consult your manual. 

3. Try the strings below, paying special attention to your mo
dem's flow control commands. I've assembled some "starter" 
strings for a number of different modems, and below I'll list the ones 
in which I feel most confident. Al l are designed to let the modem 
negotiate for its highest speed and for the best error-control and 
compression scheme of which it's capable. With each string I've also 
pointed out how hardware handshaking can be turned off in case you 
don't have a hardware handshake cab le. 

~Most "standard" MNP and V.32 modems, most 2400 
bps V.42/V.42bis modems, and even a few V.32bis 
modems. Included in this category are such modems as the 
Practical Peripherals PM2400SA with MNP-5 and/or V.42bis 
and the Intel 9600EX and 96/14.4. Try: 

AT El Q0 Vl X4 &Cl &00 \ G0 \ J0 \ N3 \ Q3 \ Vl 50m0 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the \Q3 to \QO. To 
use XON/XOFF flow control, change the \Q3 to \Ql. 

~ Multimodem V.32 and Farallon V.32. Try: 

AT El Q0 Vl X4 &Cl &00 SBA0 &El &E4 &E10 SRl 50 · 0 

To turn off hardware flow contro l, change the &E4 to &E3. 
For other forms of flow control, check your manual for other 
values that can follow &E. 

~ Hayes V Series and Optima modems, Practical Periph
erals 9600SA, and 9600/14/4 modems and the Zoom 
V.42. Try: 

AT El Q0 Vl X4 &Cl &00 &K3 &QS 50a0 536=7 
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To turn off hardware flow contro l, change the &K3 to &KO. 
To use XON/XOFF flow control, change the &K3 to &K4 . 

... Prometheus V.32 and V.32bis modems. Try: 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the *F3 to *F2. For 
other forms of flow control, check your manual for other 
values that can fo llow *F . 

... USR Courier modems. Try: 

AT 80 E1 Q0 V1 X6 &A1 &81 &H1 &10 &M4 &N0 &R2 &50 50=0 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the &HI to &HO 
and the &Rl to &RO. For other forms of flow control, check 
your manual fo r other values that can follow &H and &R . 

... Telebit TrailBlazer, TrailBlazer Plus, TlOOO, T2000 
and T2500 modems. Try: 

AT E1 Q0 V1 X3 50 · 0 550 =254 551 =255 558 =2 566 =1 568 =255 
59 5 =2 5111 =0 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the 558=2 to 
558=0. For other forms of flow control, check your manual 
for other values that can be assigned to 558 . 

... Telebit QBiazer, Tl600, T3000. Try: 

AT E1 Q0 V1 X12 &C1 &00 50=0 558 · 2 568=255 51 11=2 55 
5180 =2 5181=1 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the 558=2 to 
558=0. For other forms of flow control, check your manual 
for other values that can be assigned to 558 . 

... Supra V.32/V.32bis Modems. Try: 

AT &F1 &K3 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the &K3 to &KO. 
To use XON/XOFF flow control, change the &K3 to &K4. 
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... Zoom V.32/V.32bis Modems. Try: 

AT &F &K3 

To turn off hardware flow control, change the &K3 to &KO. To 
use XON/XOFF flow control, change the &K3 to &K4. 

For all high-speed modems, when you're using either RTS/ CTS or 
XON/XOFF flow control make sure to set your serial port speed 
according to the recommendations in the section on speed that 
appears earlier in this chapter. To reprise what I've already said 
about CompuServe Navigator, it differs from general-purpose termi
nal programs in that it doesn't support hardware handshaking, so 
when and if you're using it set your serial port speed to two or three 
times your connection speed and initialize your modem for XON/ 
XOFF flow control. 

4. Seek viable initialization strings wherever you can find them. 
Recommending initialization strings is asking for trouble. It's fai rly 
safe to pass along a string you've tested thoroughly to someone who 
uses the same terminal program that you use yourself and whose 
modem is identical to yours down to the version of the firmware in 
the ROMs (two physically identical modems can contain different 
firmware). But vouching for initialization strings that don't meet all 
of those conditions is a little like vouching for tips on who's going to 
win the fifth race at Pimlico. Like commercial software, my tips come 
with no implied warranty. 
Keeping that in mind, some places to which you can turn for 
initialization strings include: 1) your modem's manufacturer, 2) the 
Macintosh communications message bases on CompuServe, GEnie, 
or America Online, 3) the FidoNet MACNETCOM echo on any Mac BBS 
that carries it, 4) the local message base of any good Mac BBS, and 5) 
your modem manual. With any or all of them-even with this book
a touch of luck will help. 
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Modem Connect Responses 

When your modem succeeds in making a connection, it normally tells you so 
by sending a message to your computer. The message shows up in your 
terminal window in a form called a verbal response. Non-high speed modems 
typically respond with "CONNECT 2400" when they've made a 2400 bps 
connection. If an MNP modem has been able to negotiate a reliable link (a 
connection governed by MNP-4 error-control) it might say "CONNECT 2400/ REL." 
A V.42 modem might put it slightly differently by saying "CONNECT 2400/ARQ." 
If you take to writing scripts for your terminal program, you may need to 
examine those responses to determine what kind of connection you've 
arrived at. Your terminal program may examine them even if you don't, and 
when it examines them it may want them in a particular format. 

ZTerm is a good example. When you use its auto-dialing feature, it waits for 
a connect response by looking for the string CONNECT. With many high
speed modems, however, it's possible to send an initialization string which 
invokes a response set that uses the word CARRIER instead of CONNECT, and 
if you do that while using ZTerm, ZTerm won't know that you've connected 
even after you've indeed connected. And when that happens it may try to 
redial the number, despite the fact that you're already online with the service 
you've just called. 

Most MNP-only modems and some older V.32/V.32bis modems don't give 
you all that much control over verbal responses. If they connect at 2400 bps 
without error-control, they'll say only "CONNECT 2400." If they connect with 
error-control, they will or won't add a / REL or I ARQ after the 2400 depending 
on whether you've initialized your modem with a \VI or \ VO respectively 
(\VI is the normal default). As for the 2400, such modems always report the 
carrier speed and not the serial port speed when they respond, so ZTerm users 
needn't touch a thing. 

Many newer high-speed modems, however, can respond in several differ
ent ways when they connect. For one thing, they may let you choose whether 
the connection speed they report is the carrier (modem-to-modem) speed or 
the serial port (local modem-to-local computer) speed. For another thing, 
they may let you choose between a one-line response such as "CONNECT 
2400/ ARQ," or a detailed response like: 

CARRIER 14400 
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PROTOCOL: LAP-M 
COMPRESSION: V. 42BIS 

Among the latter variety of modems, a great many use $-register 95 to control 
which responses they send. In such a modem, if you want full result messages 
with the CONNECT response reporting modem-to-computer speed, you 
should include 595=44 in your initialization string. If you want the same 
thing except that the CONNECT statement reports carrier speed, include 
595=45 in your string. If all you want is a simple one-line report with 
CONNECT followed by carrier speed followed by I ARQ if some form of error
control has been achieved, try $95=3. 

And yes, there is an element of alchemy in brewing up initialization strings 
for high-speed modems. And yes again, you'll get it right eventually, even if 
you have to spring for MicroPhone II (provided, of course, that one of its 
drivers happens to work with your modem). 

May good fortune be with you in all your high-speed ventures. 
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Voice Calls, Faxes, and 
Networks 

Voice Calls 

If there's a modem eating up valuable footprint space on your 
desk, you may as well use it even when you're not transferring files 

or making or receiving data calls. In a pinch all Mac peripherals can serve as 
paperweights or boat anchors, but you can also make voice calls only with 
your modem. In fact, in conjunction with your Mac and some decent 
software, your modem can be a better voice call dialer than any piece of 
specialized voice call hardware I know of. There are, to be sure, all kinds of 
elaborate telephones that store the numbers you use frequently and dial 
them at the touch of a button, but your Mac can do that too, and the number 
of numbers it can store is limited only by the size of your hard disk. What's 
more, on the Mac it's a breeze to edit name/address/phone number entries, 
and you can print envelopes or address lists whenever the impulse overtakes you. 

All manner of heavy-duty business software such as More and Panorama 
support voice dialing. (Panorama conceals its dialing feature by not includ
ing it on any of its menus, but if you keep your phone numbers in a Panorama 
database you can dial them from a macro by using Panorama's DialModem 

287 
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macro command; see your manual for the command format.) Most versions 
of HyperCard are distributed with an address stack that lets you dial voice 
calls, and several more sophisticated phone number stacks are available as 
shareware on BBSs and online services. Two popular ones are called PhoneLog 
and Phone Book. 

Of course, when you're not using System 7.0 or MultiFinder, voice call 
dialing isn't much of a convenience if you have to quit your application and 
then open More or HyperCard or Panorama just to make a single call. But 
there's a shareware Desk Accessory / F-Key combination called Dialer that lets 
you dial a number from any application s imply by selecting the phone 
number and typing the F-Key. (You invoke an F-Key by holding down 
Command+ Shift and typing a designated digit between l and 9; the System 
software module that ejects a floppy when you type Command+ Shift+ l is 
an F-Key.) 

Even if you work in System 7.0 or Mul tiFinder all the time, I'd be reluctant 
to encourage you to use a full-size application such as HyperCard or 
Panorama fo r voice call dialing. Opening a program of that magnitude just to 
call your uncle Louie uses too much time and memory. What you really want 
for voice dialing is a simple Desk Accessory that opens fast no matter what 
else you happen to be doing with your computer and then lets you access and 
dial your phone numbers equally fast. Over the years a shareware DA called 
Address Book has tried to be such an entity, but through all its upgrades and 
modifications I've never been able to become a devotee. By trying to be too 
many things to too many users, Address Book is bigger and slower than it 
ought to be, and when it sends a phone number to your modem it doesn't 
append a semicolon to the dialing string. You'll remember from Chapter 6 on 
the Hayes language that adding a semicolon to a dialing string tell s your 
modem to return to the command mode after dialing and not keep looking for 
a carrier. Without the semicolon your modem hangs up if it fails to detect a 
carrier after a few seconds , and when you dial a voice call with Address Book 
and don't pick up the phone as soon as you connect, that's just what happens. 
Address Book lets you s tretch the delay before hanging up to the time it takes 
a phone to issue nine full rings, but that's not enough to listen to a weather 
or stock market report on your modem speaker. 

Thus far, the shareware voice dialer I've come to prefer over all the others 
is a Desk Accessory called PhoneBook Uus t one word and therefore not to be 
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confused with the HyperCard stack called Phone Book). Because PhoneBook 
is so compact, it doesn't use much disk space or memory, and beyond that it 
loads fast, it's compatible with System 7.0, and its interface makes it a 
pleasure to use as an everyday voice call dialer. Here's the window it gives 
you when you open it: 

0 Main Phonebook · .. .. 
r:-W,-,ak-tf::-it.,..,ld.,.,Wc-in.,.,do-w.,.,W,-as.,.,ho-rs--:ln-c-. ----,-,(2701'"'"')9:-::8::-7--:c65""'4"'"3~{} .... 

Woathtr 976-1212 .. 
f1lcoro. Fr~d (:!0"5) 1:23-456 .. .. .. -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... 
L-------------~0 === 

I Figure 15.1. PhoneBook's main window. Actually, it opens to the 1 
A's, but I've already clicked on W. 

To get a weather report, you'd click once on Weather and type Command-O 
(for dial). That's it. Nothing else to do. If you aren't in the mood to use your 
mouse you can type a wand then an e. That would highlight Weather too, just 
as typing w and i would highlight Wilson, Fred. If you don't feel like using 
your keyboard, you can select Dial from PhoneBook's one lone menu. Which
ever method you use, PhoneBook puts up the window shown on the next page 
when it starts to dial. 
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Click OK when your party has answ er ed 
and you'ue picked up the phone. 

fi OK J) 

Until you hit OK it keeps your modem online with the party you're calling, so 
you can listen to long recorded messages through your modem speaker 
without having to touch your phone at all. 

PhoneBook's address books are fully searchable, creating new entri es is 
fas t and easy, and editing existing ones is easy too. You simply double-click 
on the entry you want to edit, or you highlight it and press Enter. That brings 
up this window: 

Edit : W'•ktfit ld \t'indow \t'ash<>r s Inc. ([ OK B 
First Name : I [ Cancel J 
Last Namo : I 

P== ====d._---, 
Compony : Waktfit ld Window WasMrs Inc. I 

Ask for Woodit 

Wobur n, NJ 
Addr •ss: 987 Windsor Av• . I 
Phon• I : (20 1) 987-6543 I~ 

Phon• 2 : (201)555-5555; altorn• tcl I ~ 
@Sort by Name 
0 Sor t by Company 

0 Display Name in Bold 

Fignre 15.2. PhoneBook's edit window. 

You'll also notice that it's also from the edit wi ndow that you dial an entry's 
alternate number. And if you su rround area codes with parentheses , you can 
configure PhoneBook to add a long dis tance pre fi x when it d ials outside your 
local area, but to omit the long d istance prefix for 800 numbers and omit the 
area code altoge ther if it happens to be the same as yours. (Phone companies 
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generally don't Jet you make local calls using your own area code.) PhoneBook 
also supports multiple phone books and prints envelopes, and it's bundled 
with a utility that imports and exports data to and from your PhoneBook files :=J 
and also prints your phone books with or without addresses. All told, 
PhoneBook deserves to be classified as Macintosh shareware that's genuinely 
useful. I recommend that you download it for a test run and pay the share-
ware fee if you decide to use it. Good shareware keeps commercial software 
developers on their toes, and it's important that the tradition be sustained. 

F ax Modems 

To the best of my knowledge, Apple's own AppleFax modem was the first 
such device for the Mac. When it first appeared it was something of a high
tech novelty item. Quite a few were sold, and many are s till in service. It's true 
that the AppleFaxes are fax-only modems, but if an owner wants one to share 
his modem port with a data modem it's simple enough to hook up an AB 
switch that allows switching back and forth between both units (in Chapter 
5 there's a BTW on setting up AB switches). It's also true that Apple's software 
for the AppleFax was downright execrable, but an alternative soon came 
along in the form of BackFax, and BackFax is only semi-execrable. Unlike the 
Apple software, it lets fax transmissions take place in the background so you 
can work on something else while they're in progress, but all fax programs 
have to convert your outgoing documents into fax format before sending 
them and your incoming faxes from fax format before you can view or print 
them, and in BackFax both conversions are painfully slow. Moreover, every 
respectable Mac program has the basic decency to put up some sort of 
progress indicator when performing a time-consuming task, but BackFax is 
unforgiveably miserly with progress indicators. Regardless of whether its 
performing a conversion or sending or receiving a fax, you never know if 
you're going to have to wait a minute or an hour. 

When other fax modems began appearing, they were almost always dual 
purpose units : data plus fax. That obviated the need for AB switches, but 
most modems in the early wave also came with BackFax, and debate pers isted 
in the Macintosh community about whether fax modems were worth the 
bother. They're certainly less expensive than dedicated fax machines , and 
even if they're sometimes cumbersome to use, the documents they send look 
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virtually perfect. Lines of type are always flawlessly horizontal, and the 
absence of smudges and fly specks puts them in a whole other class than their 
dedicated fax machine-sent counterparts. Of course, their perfection stems 
from the fact that they aren't optically scanned. They're imaged directly from 
computer documents in very much the same way that the Mac images 
documents when it prints them. On the other hand, you can't just pick up any 
old piece of paper and fax it out. Fax modems can send faxes only from 
existing Macintosh documents. If the image you want to send exists only on 
paper, you first have to find a way to get it into your computer. You can scan 
it in if you have a scanner, but when you do that you introduce all the 
smudges, fly specks, and other inexactitudes that are part and parcel of 
optical scanning. And even if you do have a scanner, scanning an image into 
your Mac and then faxing it from a scanner document is significant ly more 
troublesome than sending out the image with a fax machine. 

Given those considerations, are fax modems worth the bother, or are they 
doomed to remain high-tech novelty items? For you, I'll refrain from levying 
a verdict; as for me, I think they're marvelous. Almost every time I need to 
send a fax, it's something I've produced either with a word processor or a 
graphics program, and on the rare occasion that I want to fax out something 
like a newspaper clipping, I turn to the outdated but adequate Apple Scanner 
that dwells in my office on semi-permanent loan. Those received faxes that 
I take the trouble to print at all (any but the smudgiest received faxes can be 
read directly on your screen) come out looking crisper on my printer than on 
most dedicated fax machines, and my private quest for the paperless office 
is well served. About the only thing that mitigates what would otherwise be 
my unreserved enthusiasm is the current state of fax software. Some of the 
newer fax programs aren't as awful as fax programs used to be, but even the 
best of them can be a little-how shall we say?- hairy. 

Let's take a look at how fax programs work. The one I'll use as an example 
is Quick Link II Fax, which comes bundled with Zoom fax modems as well as 
any number of generics and can also be bought from discount mail order 
suppliers for as little as $10. Versions of the Quick Link fax software earlier 
than 2.0 were sources of considerable frustration among Macintosh faxers, 
but my own recent experience has been that Smith Micro Software can now be 
said to have ironed out the lion's share of the kinks. 
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When you send a fax from a Macintosh document, the governing metaphor 
is that you're printing the document to the recipient's fax machine. You 
therefore go to the Chooser and choose not a printer driver but the fax driver 
that came with your fax software. Here's how you'd choose QL Fax Print, the 
Chooser extension that comes with Quick Link II Fax: 

:o 

~ 
Apple Shar e 

,e, 

Chooser 

~ ~ 
~= 

BroadCas t 

lfm 
~ 

QL I I Fax Print is Selected 

DW 3 .1 (Apple Talk) lmage~/ril er 

~ 
L.:.s erWriter 

~ 
PoriShare 

MailSaverll 

@Active 
Appl eTel k 0 Inactive 

I Figure 15.3. Selecting a fax driver in the Chooser. To choose it, I 
all you do is click on it once. 

7. 1 

Every time you change your Mac's current printer driver, the Chooser leaves 
you with a warning when you close its window: 

You houe chonged your current 
pr inter . Pleose choose " Pog e 
Se tup ... " in oil of the open 
appllcotions. 

H OK l) 
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So when you choose a fax d river you probably ought to do what the 
Chooser recommends. You may or may not have noticed that different 
printer drivers give you different Page Setup windows. The following is QL 
Fax Print's: 

Quick Link II FoH Print '" Poge Setup u2.0 n l) OK 
® Compotlb le Po per. ® US letter 
0 E1coct Bitmop 0 US Legol Drientotion ( Concel J 

0 A4letter 

[8'] High Resotu tion Scole: ~% -~ 
[Document... ) [8'] Froctionot Widths 0 Use As Defoutt 

I Figure 15.4. The Page Setup window put up by QL Fax Print, 1 
which, as you can see, is pretty standard. 

Once you've chosen Page Setup , you send your document by "printing" it . In 
other words, you choose Print from the File menu of whatever application you 
happen to be using and then deal with the options window that's put up by 
the fax driver: 

;;,;Ou;;i,;;;Ck;;,;;;LI;;;n,;;k,;l;,l ;,F !I;;H;,;,Pr;,;,i;;nt~· ... ==========~U;;2;;,;·;;,.0 n OK D 

D D @SendFon 
Poge Ronge: ® All 0 From: To: O Soue Fon [ Concel J 

Section Ronge: From: 

0 Print Hidden Tent 

0 Uiew Poges 0 Send ond So ue FoH 

To: 1 0 t>rin t S (~l<~< tion Onl!j 

0 f'rin1 N•~ut HIH 

I 
Figure 15.5. QL Fax Print lets you fax your document immediate
ly (Send Fax), save it in (ax format so you can send it later from the 
Quick Link II Fax appltcation (Save Fax), or both. That's more or 
less normal for fax software. 
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After you've asserted your options, you promptly get another window: 

Send Fau Information 

Dialed fBH #: 

To: 

Attention: 

Note: 

C8] 1nclude couer page 

Send ®Now 0 Scheduled: 4 @: 38@ 0 om® pm 

n Send )J (Phone list) ( Add ) ( Cancel ) 

I 
Figure 15.6./n this window you can schedule and direct your fax 
from scratch, or you can click on Phone List and use a phone 
number you've already entered in the list. You create the Jis t from 
within the Quick Link II Fax application. 

Now you schedule your fax and indicate where it's supposed to go. You can 
also decide whether you want to include a cover page and, if you do, to whose 
attention the fax will be sent. Clicking on the Send button is what causes the 
software to grab your modem, dial the number of the destination fax 
machine, and then start transmitting the fax. Actual transmission takes place 
in the background, so you needn't wait until the fax is sent before going back 
to work. 
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Fax drivers typically offer you some other options, and the op tions are 
typically set from within the fax application that works with the driver. In the 
Quick Link II Fax application you set your sending options in this window: 

Send FoH Setup 

l8l Center on poge 

l8l High resolution 

0 Full poge 

l8) 1nclude couer poge 

0 Delete foil f iles 

l8l Alert on foil send 

'till.? 1iJ Number of retrys on busy: 3 © 

Number of seconds between busy r etrys: 30 © 

n OK J) ( Concel ) 

.. . and your receiving options in thi s window: 

Receiue Fau Se t up 

18] Load FaH M anager at st artup 

0 Enable f aH receiuing at st a rtup 

18] Display icon at s t artup 

Notify of r eceiu ed fall b y: 
18] Beep 
18] Alert 
0 Icon in menu bar 

Fall I 0 string: I 516 555 1231 

Folder for receiued faues: QLIIFaH Folder (change ) 

n OK JJ ( Cancel J 

It's also from within the fax application or a supplementary Disk Accessory 
that you create your phone lists , view and print received faxes, manually 
receive faxes (when you're already on the phone with someone and they ask 
you to turn on your fax machine), and convert fax documents from fax fo rmat 
to formats more compatible with graphics appli cations. 

You should be aware that faxes normally come in two resolutions: high and 
low. In the fax world, low is generally normal. High reso lu tion is 200 dots per 
inch (dpi); low is 200 dpi horizontally and 100 dpi vertically. That means a 
high-resolution fax image contains twice as many dots as a low-resolution 
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image, which therefore means it takes around twice as long to send and twice 
as much disk space to store. On the other hand, it will look considerably 
sharper when it's printed, although it probably won't look twice as sharp. 

You should also be aware that some fax drivers-QL Fax Print is one of 
them-are always looking for data at the serial port when fax rece iving is 
turned on. That can cause a major conflict when you're using another 
terminal program. Actually it's much the same kind of conflict that arises 
when you have two terminal programs open at once, and it usually manifests 
itself as random loss of characters by your terminal program. To avoid problems, 
keep fax receiving turned off when you're using your terminal program. 

BTW, Quick Link II Fax also has its own vers ion of a bug that plagued 
Microsoft Word 4.0 users. When you're using TrueType, either with 
System 7.0 or wi th the TrueType !NIT for System 6.x, Quick Link II Fax 
sometimes displaces hyphens an inch or so to the left, especially 
when the hyphens come at the end of a line. Bothersome? Yes, indeed. 
But the hi story of fax software has been so dreadful that any fax pro
gram that worked perfectly probably wouldn't feel like the real thing. 

Networks 

Modems can be used on networks. Once that was only true for Shiva's 
NetModems, which have AppleTalk and even Ethernet interfaces. NetMo
dems may be expensive, but they're solid products . You plug one into your 
network just as you'd plug a LaserWriter into your network, and then every 
computer on the network can use the NetModem just as every computer on 
the network can print to the LaserWriter. 

Recently, however, several less expensive software alternatives have 
surfaced , and one I've come to like is called PortShare . Like QL Fax Print, 
PortShare is a Chooser extens ion. Look at Figure 15.3 again. If you choose 
PortShare instead of QL Fax Print, the "QL II Fax Print is Selected" message in 
the upper-right-hand corner of the window changes to "Select a remote port:" 
and the box just underneath the message lists all the modem ports on the 
network to which you've assigned names. How do you ass ign names to 
modem ports? PortShare puts an Options button in the Chooser window, and 
when you click on it you get PortSha re's options window, as shown in Figure 
15.7 on the next page. 
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~ 18.] Shore Local Port 
,::J:: 0 Log Seruer Actiuity 

Port Name: I Sieve's Modem 

Password: 

@ Use Local Port 
0 Use Remote Port 

Version 1.2 
CS> 1991 Stalker Softw~r• 

All rights reserved. Cancel J ([ OK 

Figure 15.7. The window in which you configure PortShare. 

What you can do within the window is ask PortShare to "trick" the Macintosh 
System into letting you use the modem ports of other Macs on the network or 
letting those other Macs use yours. Let's say that I have a no-frills modem 
attached to my modem port. It's adequate for occasional use, but it's not very 
fast and it can't send faxes. I've used the window in Figure 15.7 to name my 
modem port, and as I use my modem only very occasionally and only to send 
small files, I normally keep PortShare set to Use Local Port. However, two 
other Macs on the network are also equipped with modems. Jack's modem 
transmits data a t only 2400 bps, but it has fax capabili ty. Jill's modem can hit 
14,400 bps, but it can't handle faxes. Jill has used the window shown in Figure 
15.7 to name her modem port Jill's Modem. Jack has likewise named his 
modem port jack's Modem. So now, if I want to send a fax, I bring up the 
Chooser window on my screen, I look for j ack's Modem in the box under Select 
a remote port:, highlight j ack's modem, then, in the options window, I click 
on Use Remote Port. From that point forward, PortShare sees to it that my 
computer behaves as though the modem port of my compu ter were actually 
the modem port of jack's computer. Whatever terminal or fax software I use 
will communicate through jack's modem and not through mine. Any data I 
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send or receive would actually come in or go out via my printer port (through 
which all network activity is always routed), but PortShare would see to it that 
my software doesn't know the difference. 

Naturally, if I had a gigantic file that I wanted to modem out posthas te, I'd 
try using jill's V.32bis modem rather than my own, and because my network 
can still move data a lot faster than any modem-even if it's using nothing 
more than plain-jane LocalTalk- 1 might even be able to attain 14,400 bps 
(provided the network isn't too busy). 

PortShare is a particularly nice example of some new telecommunications 
software that's turning up more and more frequently now that Macintosh 
owners have begun using modems more and more frequently. Back in the 
introduction to this book I opined that the marriage of Macs and modems was 
a natural from the beginning. A good marriage sheds a salutary glow on 
everyone who comes into contact with it. Eventually the headlong march of 
new technology will surely trample Macs and modems as we know them now, 
but 'til death do them part you may as well sit back-hunch forward over your 
keyboard is actually more like it-and enjoy the glow. 



Appendix II 
Macintosh Bulletin Board 
Services Around the Country 

T he following is a list, sorted by area code, of some Mac BBSs you can try 
calling. I say "try" because BBSs often come and go very fast. A sysop 

loses interest, his equipment breaks down, he runs out of time or money
and the BBS evaporates. So when you dial a BBS with your modem, there's a 
chance you'll get an operator announcing that the number's been disconnect
ed or someone telling you the BBS doesn't live there anymore. Still, some BBSs 
have proven to be solid and tenacious. A few have hung on long enough to 
become bona fide Macintosh institutions. If you call around, you'll soon 
discover which ones those are. 

The list has been culled from many different sources, and available 
information about each BBS varies greatly from one to the next. Host refers to 
the host program the sysop uses to operate the BBS. At one time Red Ryder 
Host was easily the most popular host program for Macintos h-based BBSs. 
Then its author, Scott Watson, brought out a sequel, which he called Second 
Sight. Second Sight retains many of Red Ryder Host's features, and, if it's 
known that a BBS hosts with one or the other, the host is listed as "2nd Sight/RRH." 
Boards hosted with Hermes have a very different feel than Second Sight/Red 

301 
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Ryder boards. When you call around, you'll see how the different host 
programs operate. 

As for Speed/Protocols, when a BBS's highest available connect speed is 
known, that's what's listed . Lower speeds will almost always be supported 
too. Where you see "HST" or "Telebit," you can try connecting with one of the 
U.S. Robotics or Telebit proprietary protocols. Some companies chose not to 
wait around for V.32 or V.32bis and ins tead created high-speed protocols of 
their own. PEP is Telebit's; HST is USR's. If you know your modem can handle 
one of them, there's no reason not to try it out. 

Where it's known that a BBS is a FidoNet node, its Fido node address is often 
given. As a general rule, BBSs that participate in FidoNet are more substantial 
than the others. They also give you access to any number of national and 
worldwide message bases. If you want to sell your old computer, FidoNet will 
get your ad to people all over the country. AlterNet is a smaller national 
network, but it works too. 

Where a four-digit alternate number is given for a BBS, use the same area 
code and prefix as the main number. Most of the res t should be pretty much 
self-evident. In the end, if a BBS is near where you live and interests you, the 
best thing to do is call it with your modem (the phone numbers in the list are 
all data numbers , not voice) and try it out. 

201-293·7778 

201-335·1797 

201·348·0576 

201·387·9232 

201·398·1133 

201·403·1990 

201·460·1673 

201·503·0929 

201·543·6950 

201·622-5928 

201·666-2013 

Shadow Spawn BBS. FidoNet 1:269/203.0 

The Insane Asylum. Speed/ protocols : 2400 

Power Strip Mac BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Rock Pile. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/protocols: HST; Opus 
1:107/554; 7:520/ 554 

Microcosm BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:269/202 

Video Dome BBS 

The Phantom of t he Mac. Host: Hermes; 300 megs 

Videopolis 

Mac Atlantic BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:269/ 125 

Essex Computers BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 
HST 

Macintosh BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST, 
V.32; V.42bis; FidoNet 1:269/327 



201·741·5208 

201·767·6337 

201·805·9819 

201·832·6294 

201·838·0113 

201·857·8880 

201·863·5422 

202·547·0435 

203·226·6694 

203·287·9120 

203·294·1206 

203·371·7073 

203·429·3 789 

203·481·3663 

203·481·3747 

203·742·5699 

203·761·1469 

203·762·8481 

203·763·3485 

203·790·6612 

203·854·9716 

203·863·8866 

204·269·4343 

205·262·3735 

205·826·9205 
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Realm of In sanity. Speed/pro tocols: 2400 

Electronic Pen BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/protocols: 2400 

jungle. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; Mac, DOS, Apple II ; 
Home Brewers' Forum; anti-vi ral tactics section 

Silent Tower. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Finishing Techno logy Hotline. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ 
protocols: 2400; PCB special interest 

RockBoard 

Da Cave AE. Host: Hermes; over 1.8 gigs online 

Mac OnLine. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; MacONLINE! 
magazine 

The Empire BBS. Host : He rmes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Anxie ty Closet 

Mac's Las t Stand. Speed/ p ro tocols: 2400 

Sixth Sense BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; Mac, 
IBM, ][GS 

Algorithmica. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32 ; 
MNP· S; 173 megs online 

Castle Anthrax 

Atomic Cafe 

Stellar Sabre BBS. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
donation reques ted; Sysop: Daniel Delamatta; Coventry, CT; 
24 hrs. 

Pretend BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Wilton Woods OPUS. Speed/ protocols: HST; Opus; 1:141/250 

Earth Network. Host: 2nd Sigh t/RRH; speed/ protocols: HST; 
FidoNe t 1:142/500 

Web. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:14 1/735.0 

T.S.C. Speed/protocols: 2400; Opus; 1:141/245 

Greenwich High School Online. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols : 
2400 

Headboard BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400 

Speed of Light. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:375/15 

The Lyceum 
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206-232·7426 

206-282-3065 

206·323-7578 

206·432·0657 

206·452·2012 

206·475·0402 

206-562·1223 

206·63 7-2398 

206·641·5756 

206-643·4826 

206-725·6629 

206·726-1484 

206-767-7681 

206-863·1526 

206·863·8662 

206-883·1383 

206·889·9802 

206·964·2683 

206·964·4149 

207-799·9880 

208-455-3312 

209·432·9778 

209·529·1141 

209·575·1411 

Lerxs twood Mall. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: HST; a lter
nate number -7556 

Bumbershoot BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 9600; 
FidoNet 1:343/43 

Abraxas Information. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 
10 p.m.-8 a. m. PST 

Mac Street 

Port Angeles/Evergreen Micro Network. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; 
speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 1:354/1 

Beyond BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Uneasy Alliance. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

SeaSoftNet Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNe t 1:343/8.9 

Pac/Mac. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600; T2500 node; 
alternate number -6767 

Pac/Mac. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; 2nd node 

Sea/Mac. Host: Mansion; speed/protocols: HST; FidoNet 343/3 1 

MAChine BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 2 nodes 

MacWASH BBS 

Bunny Line. Host: Hermes; speed/pro tocols: 2400; #2 Internod
al Chat; 24 hrs. 

Data Control. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:138/13 

Crystal Cavern. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:343/105 

Mac Exchange. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 343/49 

The Cubby Hole 

Basic Training BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; alter
nate number -1913 

Ice Palace 

JJHS·BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST; Jefferson 
Jr. High 

Fresno Connection. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

U.I.E. Communications. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:208/ 106 

Ellipsis BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:208/107 



212-439-6126 

212-597-9083 

212-645-9484 

212-663-8707 

212-697-3 713 

212-923-3049 

212-927-6919 

212-982-4444 

213-214-0153 

213-214-3604 

213-254-4133 

213-273-1158 

213-2 75-6975 

213-3 72-4800 

213-376-2150 

213-414-2009 

213-432-4139 

213-458-6157 

213-4 72-0643 

213-552-3278 

213-732-4387 

213-791-7060 

213-820-4320 

213-8 7 4-0809 

213-936-6923 

214-36D-0550 

214-363-0428 
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Frontal Lobe. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:107/747 

Metro Area MUG. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: HST; 
FidoNet 1:107 /705; AlterNet 7:520/705 

NYMUG BBS. Speed/protocols: HST 

Odyssey BBS. Host: Hermes 

Sappho's Exchange. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Theatre Arts. New York, NY 19200 

Super 68 BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNe t 1:107/ 108 

Jeffs BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; 8 p.m.-2 a.m. only 

MACrow #2 

MACrow # I 

Glassell Park BBS. Alternate number -4852 

Ye Olde Pawne Shoppe 

Olympus II. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32 

Manhattan Transfer. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 
HST; FidoNet 1:102/ 135 . 

Kirk's BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; 7 a.m.
midnight PDT; FidoNet 1:102/132 

MacAttack. Host: Hermes 

Radio Free Frezburg. Host : Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

MacMaster's 

The MousePIT. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600; 250 megs 
of Mac and IBM files 

Smash Palace Mac 

Menlo 

Big-Mac Attack BBS. Host : Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Digital Dungeon. MacCitadel BBS 

CP BBS 

Nibbler's Node. Host: Hermes; s peed/protocols: 9600 

Southwestern Macintosh. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 19,200 

Southwestern Macintosh. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 
19,200; Telebit T-2500 node; alternate number -OS 17 
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214-556-2982 

214-739-0645 

214-867-5809 

215-293-9703 

215-364-3324 

215-368-1162 

215-387-8095 

215-426-5765 

215-446-7670 

215-464-9068 

215-635-0244 

215-635-2341 

215-638-7391 

215-745-9774 

215-89 5-2 5 73 

216-587-3435 

216-752-4921 

216-943-2788 

217-337-0764 

217-384-3128 

219-282-1054 

301-325-1027 

301 -337-0780 

301-384-5847 

301-467-7119 

301-471-4263 

Southe rn Crossroads. Speed/protocols: 9600; FidoNet 
1:124/4115.0 

MACRO Mouse. Speed/protocols: HST 

Wolverine's Lair 

Crysta l Citadel 

SAT ALINK. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:273/203 

Naughty Bits 

PennMUG BBS. Hos t : Hermes; spee d/ protocols: 2400 

Free Uno BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Bob's Mac. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; Fido
Net 1:273/402 

Narnia BBS 

PAM MUG 

*Starline*. Host: Hermes; spee d/ protocols: 9600, V.32; FidoNet 
1:2 73/922; MNP-5 

Outer Limits BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet I :273/21 7 

Turbo-386. Speed/protocols: 9600; FidoNet 1:273/906.1 

Dragon Keep. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400 

Hal's BBS. Online games 

Monstrous MAC BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 14 ,400 

Frayed End s of Sanity II. Host : Hermes; 3 p.m.-8 a.m. M-F; 
24 hrs. SS 

Avalon BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; Sysop: Santi Zorzopulos 

Avalon (CUMUG). Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; 
FidoNet 1:233/14 

MCN l. Speed/protocols: 2400; multi-line; FidoNet 1:227/2 

Pizza's Place BBS. Speed/protocols: 14,400 

The Mosquito's Den. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Dog's Dwelling. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32; 
Mac, IBM 

The Bayview MUG BBS. Speed/protocols: 9600, V.32; V.42; 
V.42bi s; Sysop : Ma rk Fleming 

Eastern Mac Exclus ive. MacCitadel 



301·553·6929 

301·566·1336 

301·570·4590 

301·599·9116 

301·649·7019 

301·665·9231 

30 1·668·05 54 

301·725·6920 

301·730·3264 

301·747·7820 

301·747·8154 

301·764·6889 

30 1·854·3680 

30 1·866·8613 

30 1·946·86 77 

301·992·6839 

303·493·4325 

303·530·9544 

303·690·0 192 

303·755·1004 

303·758·9159 

305·258·1246 

305·378·6828 

305·386·9626 

305·673·4083 
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CRABBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH ; speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:261/1053; Annapolis Apple Slice UG 

John's BBS. FidoNet 50:5301/1083; 1:261 /1083 

Capt Peg's. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

MacCity BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

MacSachel Printing, Inc. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 
lmagesett ing Service Bureau 

Ravenous Abyss 

Ravenous Abyss 

Overlord's Party Castle. Lots of messages 

BlackDog BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; Mac, 
Amiga, IBM 

Mouse Event. Speed/protocols: 9600 

Striker. Speed/pro tocols: 2400; IBM, Mac 

Nut House. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols : 9600, HST 

Divinity II. Speed/protocols: 9600 

FireStation BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:261/ 1044 

The Clo ne 

Galactic Express 

HARDWARE BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 
10:30 p.m.-7:00a.m. 

Boulder Mac Maniacs. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:104/ 49 

Smoky Net. Hos t : Hermes ; speed/ protocols: 2400; a school BBS 
with Ba ttletech 

Fort Mac. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 9600 (HST); 
Sysop: Greg Shaw; Aurora, CO; 306/17; FidoNet; 24 hrs. 

Mile High Mac BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 (HST); 
V.42 

The Mosquito Coast 

Sunshine Online Service. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/proto· 
cols: 2400; donation requested; Sysop: Louis Oaken; Miami, 
Florida; FidoNet 1:135/92; 24 hrs. 

Gameport BBS. Game section 

MACabre BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400 
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305-748-7993 

305-753-4605 

305-763-7743 

305-891-1062 

306-777-4493 

309-692-0786 

309-755-8274 

312-583-7679 

312-769-2020 

312-923-1932 

312-943-3498 

313-291-5571 

313-557-0759 

313-572-9536 

313-695-6744 

314-349-5344 

314-846-8982 

314-997-6912 

315-342-6960 

315-685-3367 

315-695-4436 

316-793-8819 

317-290-9070 

317-849-4007 

318-424-03 75 

319-365-4775 

358-084-4970 

NatMAC BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

MACATTACK! BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Fluid Power. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:369/4 

South Beach BBS. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 19,200; 
Sysop: Craig Moser; South Miami Beach, FL; 24 hrs. 

Regina Fido (V 12). Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNe t 1:140/20 

PCGS/CIG BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 1200 

Mou seCapades. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400 

Convolutions. Speed/protocols: 2400 

20/20 TBBS MultiLine. Sp eed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:11 5/769 

Data-Mania. Speed/protocols: 2400; Mac and Atari 

Galapagos. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 

Gateway Online 

The MacGroup-Detroit BBS. Speed/protocols: 9600, V.32; 
Sysop: Terry White 

MaxMac 

T he Association. Speed/protocols: 14,400 

Cheswick's RBBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:100/375 

Mac Paradise. MacMaster; alternate number -8929 

Show Me More Stacks BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; Opus 
1:100/255 

Toad Harbor. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 19 ,200 

Bird's Nest. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; Fido
Net 260/33 7; EE 

Galaxia . Speed/ protocols: 2400; TSAUG MUG; Mac sec tion; Fido
Net 1:260/328 

X·tronic Connection. Alternate number -9008, -792-5925 

Falx Cerebri QBBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:23 1/80 

IndyServe QBBS. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:231/250 

MAC Ian/Shreveport 

Mouse College. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ pro tocols: 2400 

Bomb Shelter. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600 



402·289·1162 

402·289·2897 

402·291·8053 

402·895·7419 

403·246·4504 

403·274·4503 

403·277·4658 

403·284·1059 

403·284·9274 

403·433·7540 

403·436·4566 

403·475·1444 

404·448·3224 

404·664·1075 

404·882·5445 

404·888·0075 

406·549·1318 

407·254·3655 

407·291·3481 

407·645·4929 

407·774·3355 

408·22 5·2 728 

408·245·0207 

408·249·1195 

408·249·7916 

408·253·3926 
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21st Century BBS 

MacNet Omaha. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; OMUG 
support; Mac echos; file s 

Wind Dragon. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:285/637.0 

TKG BBS. Speed/pro tocols: 2400; SS 

SunValley/MicroLink. Speed/ protocol s: HST; FidoNet 1: 129/34; 
MicroLink 8:7500/16.1 

Mac_Xen_Link. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600 

Calgary's Resource. Speed/protocols: 9600; ST, IBM, Mac ar· 
eas; FidoNet 8:7500/11 

MacLORE BBS. Official Apple Corp. Node 2; al ternate number 
·2465 

Calgary Online. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Nimbus BBS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Mouse BBS. Login w/ ID=guest, password=guest 

TimeWarp Tavern II. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 
2400 

Rockin' Man 

USS Republic. Speed/protocols: HST; FidoNet 1: 13 3/13 71 

Shoe's CPU. Speed/protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:362 1/ 425.0 

Tatau! Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; Atlanta, GA; Fido· 
Ne t 133/111; 11 p.m.-8 a.m. 

BIKENET. Speed/protocols: 2400; Opus 1:346/5 

Pyrotechnic's 

California Dreamin' 

Cornucopia TBBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:363/18 

Abacus Information Center. Opus 1:363/7 

Storage House BBS . 

Mac Outpost. Speed/protocols: 2400; a lternate number -0208 

Skeletons/Closet 

The Realm of Wonder. Host: Hermes: speed/protocols: 2400; 
Mac hardware/software tech support 

MacDaze. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: l-IST; FidoNet 
1: 143/33; Eggnet 99:9403/33; messages only; no file s; formerly 
Phoenix 2 BBS 
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408-281-4895 

408-736-2607 

408-738-1119 

408-738-5 791 

408-866-4933 

408-866-4933 

409-297-5466 

412-268-8974 

412-344-8504 

412-696-5500 

412-765-0532 

412-928-8452 

413-545-4453 

4 13-562-1870 

413-746-3202 

414-352-6176 

414-541-9 426 

415-284-534 3 

415-285-6862 

4 15-342-051 1 

415-34 9 -7322 

415-365-419 4 

South Bay Soaring Society BBS. Host: He rmes; speed/protoco ls: 
2400 

Sphynx BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:143/205 

Sunnyvale Fido Connection. Speed/ protocols: 2400; messages 
only; no files; FidoNet 1:143/207. 1 

Mousehole. Speed/protocols: 2400 ; Galacticomm BBS; MacTU
TOR! magazine code d isk downloads available for fee 

MacScience BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 9600 
(l-IST); Sysop: Ray Terry N6PHJ; San Jose, CA; FidoNet 1:143/36 

MacScience! BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/pro tocols: HST; 
FidoNet 1:143/36 

The treeHOUSE. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600; alter
nate nu mber -5609 

Mac@Night. Speed/protocols: 9600: FidoNet I : I29/107 

Pittsburgh Macs. Speed/protocols: 9600; ? lines; FidoNet 8:7001/ I : 
Network Echogate 1:129/34 

Ne tP Class ifieds On-Line. Speed/protocols: 2400; HyperBBS; 
free classified ads 

Pgh Computer Connection. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:129/29.0 

Endeavor Starflight. FidoNet I : I 29/120 

SpaceMet. FidoNet 1:321/1 10 

Baudville. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST, 9600; 
FidoNet 1:321/304 

Mac Only BBS. FidoNet 1:32 1/307 

Radio Free Milwaukee. Speed/protocols: l-IST: FidoNet 
1:154/4 14 

Forecast Office. Speed/ protocols: HST, 9600; FidoNet 
1:154/970 

The Strangeland. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST; 
320 megs 

jasmine Support BBS 

Draco Redux Apple Info System. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ pro to
cols: 2400; Mac and ](GS; alternate number -3661 

Mac F-X BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Nwonknu HQ. Speed/protocols: l-IST; 8:9 14/701.0 



415-387-5ll7 

415-426-0470 

415-462-334 7 

415-484-4412 

415-567-0217 

415-574-4544 

415-672-1944 

415-681-9594 

415-751-8396 

415-769-8874 

415-775-2384 

415-776-3021 

415-795-8862 

415-795-8862 

415-849-3539 

415-851-4143 

415-854-2559 

415-898-1696 

415-932-8293 

415-948-1349 

415-948-1349 

415-961-3708 

415-965-1525 

415-966-1667 

416-288-1767 
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Levia than RBBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; 1:1 0/8; 8:914/204 

Records Department TBBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; 
1:16 1/42 

Lead ing Technology. Speed/protocols: 2400; 1:161/91 

MacCircles. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
1:16 1/555 

Twelfth Night (or, what you will). Host: Hermes; speed/proto
cols: HST; 1:125/1 7; 8:9 14/2 14; alte rnate number -5094 

Dimension X. Host: Hermes; speed/pro tocols: 2400 

Elite's HideAway 

Macademe/Emma. Speed/protocols: HST, V.32; 1:125/222.0 

MacWARP BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST 

TOPS Sup port BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400 

Bay. Speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32; FWB support (HD Util) 

Holy Grail 

MACINFO BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST; 
I :204/555 

Mac Info BBS. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ pro tocols: 9600 (HST); 
donations accepted; Sysop: Norman Goodger; Newark, CA; 
204/5 55; FidoNet; 24 hrs. 

Psychic Link BBS. Hos t : Hermes; speed/ pro tocols: 2400 

Snood 's Board 

Heebner's Hotel. Sysop : Jim Heebne r 

MicroLINK. Host: 2nd Sight/RRI-I; speed/protocols: 2400 

Thought Plane . Host : Novalink 

OneNet BBS 

The Forum. Speed/ pro tocols: 2400; private; Sysop: Scott 
Convers 

Kremlin 

The Sound Mind BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRI-I ; speed/protocols: 
9600, v.32 ; donations groveled for; Sysop: John R. MacWilliam
son ; Mountain View, CA; 24 hrs. 

Useless Slime. Mac Exchange; alternate numbers -1 668, -1669 

Magic BBS. Toronto , Canada 
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416-336-6159 

416-512-0964 

416-609-2250 

416-922-1626 

416-928-9596 

417-887-3282 

418-663-4312 

419-536-8967 

419-893-0121 

44-233-643450 

502-454-0484 

502-458-7666 

503-222-9774 

503-344-2983 

503-747-0961 

503-747-6098 

503-757-8968 

503-777-1578 

504-632-6697 

505-891-3840 

507-895-8619 

508-429-1784 

508-453-0392 

508-650-1292 

508-655-3848 

508-792-0381 

508-832-7725 

Daily Planet BBS. Annual fee 

NYNET BBS. Toronto, Canada 

SoftArc Online. Toronto, Canada 

LOGIC Information Systems. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ pro
tocols: 2400; $45/yr. 

MacMECCA. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 

TriStar BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; Telebit; various computer 
SIGs 

Bab-O·Manie. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet l :240/ S07 

POST Office BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Zephyr BBS/ SASS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:234/ 4 

Macintosh UK BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST; Kent, England 

Magic Castle. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:11/17 

Club Mac of Kentuckiana. Speed/protocols: HST; TF; 
Bill Pittman 

LinguaBase. Host: Hermes 

The Infinite Loop BBS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 
mostly private 

Greyland-2. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 

Greyland. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600; Node l . Mac 
support board; V.42bis. 

Late Night BBS. FidoNet l :152/208 

Event Horizons. GIFs 

BizMac 

Call BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ p rotocols: 9600; FidoNet 
1:301/4 

Caesar's Palace. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 9600 

Cul-De-Sac BG. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNe t 1:322/ 360 

SoundStage BBS. Host: NovaLink 

Greyhawk BBS. Speed/protocols: 9600; Mac, IBM 

Think Tank. Speed/ protocols: 9600 

Graveyard BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

Main Street U.S.A. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; 
FidoNet 1 :322/575; 3 p.m.-7:30a.m. M-F; 24 hrs. SS 



508·8 77-0768 

509-924-5364 

509-966-8555 

510-2 75·9759 

512-250-2279 

512·288-0914 

512-322·0265 

512-323-2429 

512-331-2967 

512-343-1612 

512·345-9469 

512-366·0556 

5 12·392-4366 

512·462·1425 

512-472-6220 

512-474-1512 

512-482-9183 

512-641-2063 

512·658-3212 

512-891-3733 

512-993-4291 

512-993-7595 

5 13·253·24 76 
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Odyssey Part 3: Apocalypse. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 
HST; FidoNet 1:322/349 

MACS BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Acey BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:347/12.0 

Dear Theophilus BBS. Host: 2nd Slght/RRH; speed/ protocols: 
2400; Sysop: The Rev. Mark A. Spaulding; Danville, CA, SF Bay 
Area Via PC Pursuit; FidoNet 161/ 703; 8 a.m.-1 a.m. 

'02 Register BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols : 2400 

Outlandos d'Amour. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Zen Wedgie 

Mac Securities Exchange Center. Host: Hermes; speed/ p roto
cols: 2400 

Chatsubo 

Bull Creek BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: HST; 
FidoNet 1 :382/54.11; Appletalk/MacServe network; $15/yr. 

ForeignDeslgn-EiiteTexan BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 
HST,9600 

M.S.!. After Hours. FidoNet 1:387/304 

Impact Crater BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Spanky's SportsNet. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; 
Aus tin, TX; sports, media 

Necropolis of Dreams. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
2nd Node; alternate number -6905 

Hellhole. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600 

Akbar Jeffs BBS Hut. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
FidoNet 1:384/64 

Lean , Mean, 32 Bit Clean. Bruce Tomlin's BBS 

MAC Exchange. Speed/protocols: 2400; Sysop: Greg Lewis: FREE!; 
alternate number -6224 

Motorola Freeware BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; Motorola 
support 

MacWildness. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600; online 
games: echos: files area 

Stomp'n Brew. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Currents. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:110/430; Maclist 6:6026/1 
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513·561·2225 

513·683·1686 

s 13·831·6079 

514·766·3653 

514·933·3541 

514·935·1652 

s 14·989·9450 

515·279·3073 

515·279·6769 

s 1 5·628·4992 

516·499·8471 

516·933·6823 

518·381·4430 

601·392·3072 

601·992·9459 

602·2 52· 7928 

602·277·8846 

602·336·0744 

602·495· 1713 

602·577·6393 

602·722·2924 

602·870·1810 

Mac Ma nia BBS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600, V.32 

Grand Finale. Host: Hermes: speed/ protocols: 2400 

Queen City Mac BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Mac a Mac. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; Prim· 
a rily French msg base; FidoNet 1:167/113; $2 5/yr. for down· 
loads 

ACS La b ·> ELITE. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: HST, V.32; 
V.32bis 

MAC· LINK. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST; FidoNet 
1:167/182: $60/yr.; new number 

PComm. Speed/protocols: 2400: FidoNet 1:167/ 1.0 

Zoo System. Speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32; password: PLEASE; 
FidoNet 1:290/ 2.1 

Enchanted Mansion BBS. Host : Mansion; speed/pro tocols: HST; 
FidoNet 1 :290/628 

Cyber·Net. Host: He rmes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Mac's Delight. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32 ; 
Sysop: Bob Taub 

Starship Pegasus BBS 

MECCA/ENVIRONU5. Host: 2nd Sigh t/RRH; speed/protocols: 
2400; Alte rNet 7:526/305; FidoNet 267/10 

MasEnP BBS. Conversation-orien ted Mac BBS 

MacHaven BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 9600 
(HST); V.42bis; $10 for extended access time; Sysop: Ray Leninger; 
Jackson, Mississippi; FidoNet 3632/ 6; 24 hrs. 

Stacks R Us/WCTV. Speed/protocols: 24 00; HyperCard stacks 

Carpe Diem! Speed/protocols: 9600; FldoNet 1:114/50 

BioSPHERE. Host: NovaLink; 10 p.m.-8 a.m. 

Arizona Macintosh User's Group BBS. Host : 2nd Sight/RRI-1 ; 
Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1: 114/56; AMUG members only 
$30 a nnual fee 

Tucson Apple Core (TAC). Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/pro to· 
cols: HST; FidoNet 300/15; $20/yr. 

Mactivit ies. Host 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: HST; fee for 
downloading 

Phoenix Red Ryder Host # 1. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ proto· 
cols: 9600 



602·881·8720 

602·941-3747 

602·947·0587 

602·996·0078 

603·228·0705 

603·352·3001 

603·431·6441 

604·465-0017 

604·574·1199 

604·943·1612 

606·291·6502 

606·572·5375 

607·253·7832 

607·256-0200 

607·256·0824 

607·256·393 7 

607·2 5 7·4238 

607·2 5 7·5822 

607·25 7-6134 

607-257·7421 

607·257·7820 

607·272·0601 

607·272·1371 

607·272·3399 

607·272·4060 

607·272·7002 
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First DIBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; Fido
Net 1:300/7 

Eye Net "HS". Speed/ protocols: 9600; Opus 1: 114/ 14; a.k.a. Mac 
Shack, Stack Shack, Mac Wizards 

4th Wave/AMUG II . Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 
2400; FidoNet 1:114/ 53: licensed NewsBytes source 

Tiger's Den. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: HST; Fido· 
Net 1:114/27: $25/yr. for DL access 

Recovery BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:132/ 131.0 

No Na me BBS 

SeaMac NH 

B.C. Macintosh BBS. Hos t : 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 
2400 

Generic BBS 

Sunshine BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 2400 

Blue Chip Mac 

MacCincinnati BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; Covington, KY 

Amiga Exchange. 24 hrs. 

The Lowlands. Mac software; V.32 

C.A.D.E.F. Speed/ protocols: HST; TF; V.32bis; Sysop: 
Scott Mandell 

Mega-City One. V.42; V.42bis; 24 hrs. 

Backdoor BBS. Speed/ protocols: 1200; 24 hrs. 

Memory Alpha. Speed/ protocol s: 2400; 24 hrs. ; GIFs 

Incoherent Light. Speed/ pro tocols: 2400; Midnight-10 p.m. ; 
except Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Not just Another BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

All Broccoli Aside. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs . 

The Night BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; alternate numbe r -6453 
be fore 9 p.m. 

The Forum BBS. Speed/ protocols: 24 00; 24 hrs. 

The Police Box. Speed/protocols: 2400; 10 p.m.-6 a.m. 

Total Perspective Vortex. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

Rainbow Bridge BBS. Speed/ pro tocols: 19,200; 24 hrs. 
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607-273·3233 

607-277-7979 

607·529·3487 

607-844-4475 

607-844-9891 

608-221-3841 

608·244·0852 

608·2 56·1177 

608·836·9473 

609·985·4750 

612·290·9777 

612·338·8844 

612·377·2197 

612·420·5850 

612·420-7811 

612-425·7669 

612-426·6687 

612·535-3196 

612·546·1624 

612·557-8925 

612-571-7774 

612·572·8370 

612-636·4285 

612-636·7580 

612-642-4629 

612-778-1222 

612·825·0595 

612·888-3712 

Revenge of the Banana. Speed/protocols: 14,400; 24 hrs. 

Alchemy International. Speed/ protocols: 14,400; 24 hrs. 

Nightlife. Speed/protocols: 19,200; 24 hrs. 

Tompkins/Cortland BBS. Speed/protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

The GRAFT Magaz ine BBS. Speed/protocols: 1200 

Mac BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/protocols: 2400; 
$1 5/yr. for download access 

Buyer's Review. Opus; reviews SIG; 1:121 /6 

Sta tion 699. Host: Hermes 

Madisound. Audio BBS 

Armoury II. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 

MacExchange II. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

System BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; HW/SW sales 

Railway Post Office. Host: He rmes ; Speed/protocols: 2400 

Tower Exchange 

Tower Exchange BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600 

Desert Oasis. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST; V32; 1:282/72 

Electronic Albatross 

Real American BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 14,400 

Creative Solutions. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Glacier BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

ExchangeNET. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:282/65 

Syndicate. Host: He rmes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Desert Oasis. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST 

DTP Exchange. Speed/protocols: 9600; FidoNet 1:282/61; DTP 
only; over 300 laser fonts online 

Conus BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH ; speed/protocols: 9600; Fido· 
Net 1:282/24; 6 p.m.-8 a.m. CST M·F; 24 hrs. 

Caverns of Depth. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

WALK In the SHADOWs of the NIGHT. Host: Hermes; speed/ 
protocols: 19,200; 1.5 gb storage; alternate number -0596 

Bloomington BBS. FidoNet I :282/22. 1 



612·937·9464 

613·233-1474 

613·562·2624 

613·729·2763 

613·739·1030 

614·385·3870 

615·383·0727 

615·434-2551 

616·364·1958 

617·227·7986 

617·266·6370 

617·324·7310 

617·367·2427 

617·472·8612 

617·494·0565 

617·522·982 7 

617·592·5772 

617·593·7228 

617·599·0691 

617·625·6747 

617· 786·9788 

617·859·9478 

617·965·7816 

618·394·0065 

618·549·1129 
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Mac Shaak 

JUNGLE..electric. Host Nova link; speed/ protocols: HST; 3 nodes; 
design DTP support 

The Great MacHouse. Speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32 ; Victoria, 
Australia 

MacOttawa. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH ; speed/ protocols: 2400; 10· 
day tria l; $45/ yr.; FidoNet 1:163/ 124 

EntrNet·Q. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:163/224 

Beta Traders. Speed/ protocols : 9600 

Nashville Exchange. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 116/ 19; 
18 lines 

JNFO*LIN K. Speed/ protocols: 2400: Mac, DOS, others; 3 lines; 
a lternate numbers -2995, -2875 

MOB Scene. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

BCS Info CenterTBBS. FidoNet 1:101/ 121 

WOLF'S DEN. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

OnRecord BBS. Host: Novalink; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
MDI/music; professional and amateur musicians; multi -line; 
music SW sales; $30/annual fee; FAX service free to members 

Nova Central. Host: Novalink 

Photo Talk. Speed/ protocols: 2400; Opus; 1:101/ 206 

4th Dimension BBS. Host: Mansion; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
FidoNet 1:101/ 450; Mac, IBM, Apple, Tandy 

Dicaeopolis. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols : 2400; Boston 

NPI Ill. Speed/ protocols: 2400; Opus; 1:101/ 193 

REFLECTIONS BBS. Serving the Boston area 

Reflections. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

BCS Mac BBS. FidoNet 101/ 485 

BCS Telecomm. Speed/ protocols : 9600; Opus ; 1:101/ 122 

Crystal Palace. Host: Novalink; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Pris m. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH 

Emerald Keep. Speed/ protocols: 9600; Ami Fido; FidoNet 
1:288/601 

Mac Underground. Alternate numbers -6918, -2005 
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619-230-2530 

619·272-2059 

619-371-4776 

619-571-9010 

619-697-8709 

619-697-8714 

619-758-1700 

702·2 58-0660 

702-293-4655 

703-241-5492 

703-338-6025 

703-351·9173 

703-352-1502 

703-524-5520 

703-524-7312 

703-533-3938 

703-631-8772 

703-658-0086 

703-709-9381 

703-720-1624 

703-759-7038 

703-825-7533 

703-860·1427 

703-893-3632 

704-563·6233 

MacHackers. Shadowfax 

MacUG SafeHouse. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:202/ 710 

Kittyhawk. Speed/ protocols: 9600; Mac, DOS, and music sections 

N. San Diego Apple UG. Speed/ protocols: 2400; 24 hrs. 

The FunHouse BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 
2400; $10/ yr. fo r access to CD-ROM; Sysop: Daniel Kennedy; La 
Mesa, CA; 24 hrs. 

Fun House. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH 

MacNERDS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; trust deed 
sales info; alternate number -1105 

We the People BBS. I :209/ 765 

Mac+ BBS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

MacProgrammers. Speed/protocols: 2400; Falls Church, VA 

ASTEC Support BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600, V.32; Sysop: 
Rod Paine 

Radioactive Parad ise. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Brewster's Barn BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 1:109/ 30 

The Crystal Cave. Invite-only BBS in VA 

Mount Olympus. Hos t: Hermes; s peed/ protocols: 2400 

BBS THALIA. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; show busi
ness/ac tors/agents 

Bull Board. Speed/protocols: 9600; IBM, Ata ri, Tl, Mac, OS/ 2, 
Unix; FidoNet 

Mainline Mac. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: HST; alternate 
number -0087 

Mormac BBS. Host: Hermes ; speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:109/ 348 

End of the Line. FidoNet 1:274/ 16 

Tower of Illus ion. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:1 09/ 330; 
a.k.a. Mac Den 

Culpeper Connection. Host: Novalink; speed/protocols: 2400 

Macintosh Ne twork. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 
1:109/328.715; MacVirus echo origin 

Clus ter BBS. Opus 1:109/ 131 ; 5 p.m. -7 a.m. 

Charlotte Apple Comp Clb 



707-258-2960 

707-485-0987 

707-545-0746 

707-747-0306 

707-795-1721 

707-874-1135 

708-260-9660 

708-291-6660 

708-293-1886 

708-295-6926 

708-352-9282 

708-395-4914 

708-596-3648 

708-654-2064 

708-657-1113 

708-668-828 7 

708-741-1995 

708-759-9214 

708-948-7008 

713-356-6004 

713-471-5142 

713-664-98 73 

713-799-9016 

714-259-4390 

714-593-6144 
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Repository 

Mirror BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST, 9600; FidoNet 1:125/ 26 

Sonoma Online. Speed/protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:125/7 

The Byte Out of the Apple. Sysop: Gregory A. Phillips 

MacComm Connection. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 125/ 14 

WALL BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Working With Works. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/protocols: 
2400 

Rest of Us (TRoU) BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; Opus 11 5/400; 
TROUMUG user group members o nly; $40/annual fee for MUG 

Ephemeral Hedgehog 

MACropedia (tm). Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 29,600; 
$24/yr. for full access; FidoNet l :115/ 295 

Macinations. Host: Mansion; speed/protocols : 29,600; FidoNet 
1:115/ 352 

Inverse Universe. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600, V.32 

Shangri-La. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST; donation 
requested 

Sedation Exclamation! Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600 

Spectrum Maclnfo. Speed/protocols: 9600; Opus ll 5/ 729; 
membership fee; a.k.a. Spectrum MacNet; new number 

Beezodog's Place BBS. Sysop: Eric Vann 

Prime Time. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: HST, 9600 

Tre ndTec. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600; DTP graphics 

Mad Macs. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: HST; online store 

Invisible Sun 

MacEndeavour. Speed/protocols: 2400; TBBS 2.1; SIGs for enter
tainment professionals; NASA Mac users; FidoNet 1:106/ 6268; 
a lternate numbers -51 SO, 640-1298 

HAAUG Heaven 

Galapagos BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: HST, V.32 

CMS Support BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; CMS Mac product 
support 

Gent le Rain BBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:207 / Ill 
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714·641·8208 

714·644·1330 

714·644·1770 

714·644·8652 

714·725·0531 

714·730·5785 

714·760·3932 

714·827·2018 

714·831·2603 

714·858·5322 

714·859·5857 

714·952·2312 

716·248·0694 

716·264·9106 

716·264·9107 

716·383·1635 

716·424·7136 

718·268·1240 

718·2 78·2120 

718·639·8826 

718·667·4470 

718·762·5292 

718·852·2662 

718·997·1189 

Mac Elite 

Unknown Elite #3 

Unknown Elite #4 

Unknown Elite #2 

Orange County Mac Data Exchange. Host : Hermes; speed/ proto· 
cols: 9600 

Spider Is land Software BBS. Demo of Mac-like telecom interface: 
Telefinder 

Unknown Elite #1 

Nymphotic Zitron . Alternate number ·1971 

Beyond This World. Sysop: Marshall Blake 

SIGnet.Canada. Speed/ protocols: 2400 ; FidoNet 1:103/328 

MacVille 

Gra ndpa's. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Mac's Last Stand. Hos t: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
FidoNet 1:260/2 11 

Mac's Last Stand Node 1. Hos t: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 
2400; donation for more online time; Sysop: James VanGeyten; 
Rochester, NY; FidoNet 260/256; 24 hrs. 

Mac's Last Stand Node 2. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 
9600; donation for more online time; Sysop: james VanGeyten; 
Rochester, NY; FidoNet 260/256; 24 hrs . 

AARDVARK Burrow. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Rochester Hamfest BBS. Speed/pro tocols: 2400 

Forest Hills BBS. Hos t: 2nd Slght/RRH; speed/protocols: 9600; 
Queens, NY 

Wall. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH ; speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 
1:107/604 

Laserboard. Speed/protocols: HST 

Black Box. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 107/61 5; MNP-5; 
3 lines 

The Movie BBS 

NY Online. Speed/ protocols: 2400; Brooklyn, NY 

Not Even Odd for Your Mac. Fores t Hills, NY 



719-598-8413 

719-637-1458 

801-374-5438 

801-634-3655 

802-388-9899 

802-482-2110 

802-496-9330 

803-548-D900 

803-576-5 710 

804-423-1338 

804-486-7322 

804-784-3771 

804-978-1076 

805-687-1001 

805-687-5414 

805-967-0194 

805-986-1277 

806-795-6751 

808-456-8498 

808-486-66 73 

813-321-0734 

813-371-3600 

813-542-5482 

813-733-3666 
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Eagles' Nest. Speed/protocols: 2400; Opus 1: 128/ 18; School 
Dist. # 20 

Scorpion. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: HST, 9600; 
FidoNet 1:128/ 46 

Mainly Macintosh. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Mac Plus BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; 
3 p.m.-8 a.m. MST; FidoNet 1:15/10 

Green Mountain Mac. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 
1:325/201 

CVU BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; multi-line; TBBS; FidoNet 
325/107 

The Veil of Illusion 

Fort Mill BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/RRH; speed/ protocols: 9600; 
FidoNet 3 76/24 

MacMoore. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600 

C.F.I. BBS. FidoNet 1:275/ 328 

Sand Castle. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1 :2 75/32; FBBS; 
a.k.a. RoundTable BBS 

Ye Ole' World BBS 

SubZero II. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600, V.32 

Fred's Place. Speed/protocols: 2400 

Fred's Place BBS. All Mac files 

Unlimited BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400; elite 
fairly new; pretty good 

Farside BBS. Host: Hermes ; speed/ protocols: 9600; Mac,][, DOS, 
NUP: Adobe 

Homeboy BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; Mac, IBM, 
Amiga 

MacBBS. Speed/ protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:345/21 

MacBBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 2400; EE 

Mercury OPUS. FidoNet 1:3603/20.0 

Grapevine BBS. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 1:13 7/ 201 

ENTREvous II. FidoNet 1:371/ 1302 

Crash 'n' Burn BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 
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814-337-2021 

815-332-3014 

817-346-9552 

817-383-3268 

817-794-5641 

817-924-2922 

817-927-2873 

818-240-5799 

818-355-7872 

818-704-1365 

818-792-1661 

818-794-4943 

818-794-5843 

818-951-4445 

818-965-6241 

818-966-3630 

901-396-7300 

901-754-9823 

901-795-3453 

904-488-9344 

907-333-4090 

907-345-3277 

907-452-1460 

907-488-932 7 

908-388-1676 

Magical Mystery Tour BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH ; speed/proto
cols: HST; FidoNet 1:23 7 /503; EE 

Castle Glen Finnain. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Six Macs Over Texas. Speed/protocols: 2400; FidoNet 1:130/ 13 

DAMUG BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

WendeiiNet BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 9600; Univ. of 
Texas 

Obligatory Hendrix Perm. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Mad Is land. Speed/protocols: V.32bis 

The Pit BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; any computer; 
large transfer section 

GreyCastle 

CVMUG BBS. Hos t: Hermes; speed/protocols: 9600; FidoNet 
1:102/804 

Realm of the Darkness. Host: Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400 

Red Dwarf Node 2. Host : Hermes; speed/protocols: 2400; alt er
na te number -5843 

Red Dwarf Node 1. Hos t: Hermes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

Mac Valhalla . Speed/protocols: 9600; FidoNe t 1:102/942 

The Drawing Board 

Mountain Retreat. Sysop: Tom Slick 

USA-Ne t. Speed/ protocols: l-IST; FidoNet 1:123/25 

NiteMare BBS. Speed/ protocols: l-IST; 1:123/13 

Memphis Online 

Rickards High School BBS. Fido Net 1:3605/40 

Apple Diggins (line 1 ). Hos t: 2nd Sight/ RRII; speed/ protocols: 
2400; alte rnate number -338-4373 

The Druid's Keep. Host : Hermes; AK 

Northe rmos t Node. FidoNet 1:17 /38; Fairbanks , AK 

Rice Paddy in North Pole. Speed/protocols: 2400; 5 p.m.-9 a.m. 
PST M-Sat.; 24 hrs. Sun . 

NJMUG BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH; speed/ protocols: 9600 (HST); 
Sysop: Mike Bielen; Clark, NJ; 107/ 94 7; FidoNet; 24 hrs. 



908·469·3450 

908·506·0686 

908·666·2013 

908·988·0706 

912·764·7701 

913·649·2484 

913·832·2246 

913·841·2752 

913·841·3059 

913·841·9446 

914·565·6696 

914·682·0404 

914·961·7032 

914·967·8162 

915·590·9798 

916·365·5600 

916·446·0926 

916·649· 1720 

918·492·0087 

918·747·0250 

919·481·4896 

919·779·6674 
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Dragon's Cave BBS. Host : 2nd Sight/ RRH ; speed/ protocols: 9600 
(HSTJ; Sysop: Ralph Merritt; Caldwell , NJ; 269/ 102; FidoNet 
7:520/ 802; AlterNet; 24 hrs. 

Zepplin BBS. Speed/protocols: HST 

NJ Mac BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST 

Castle Tabby. Host: Mansion; speed/ protocols : HST: AlterNet 
1:107/ 412: FidoNet 7:520/ 412; formerly Mou se's Cottage 

Mac BBS. Host: Hermes; speed/ protoco ls: 2400 

MacVault. Collectors 

The ReeperBahn. A human sexuality board 

Lawrence News Center. Multi-line; FidoNet 1:280/102 

Battleship Armageddon. Speed/ protocols: 9600; FidoNet 
1:280/ 101 

The Mac Rocosm BBS. Host: 2nd Sight/ RRH: speed/ protocols: 
2400; Sysop: Rob Dewhirst; Lawrence, KS; 24 hrs. 

Info-Center BBS. Hos t: 2nd Sight/RRH: speed/ protocols: 9600, 
HST 

Dead Deckers Socie ty. Hos t: He rmes; speed/ protocols: 2400 

DataShack BBS 

Mac He ll 

Health Professions BBS. Speed/ protocols: HST; FidoNet 1:381/ 6 1 

UNICOM BBS. Hos t: Hermes 

MacNexus. Speed/ protocols: 9600; TF; v.42bis; hardware hand· 
shake; Bill Davies: Gues t/ Guest; 8 p.m. · 8 a.m. 

DMUG 

MegaByte Image Center. Speed/ protoco ls: HST; a lterna te num· 
ber ·298· 1901 ; GIFs 

ComputerCenter Multiuser Online Svcs. Speed/ protocols: 9600; 
multi· line; FidoNet 

AppleSeeds (Ra le igh Mac Users Group). Host: 2nd Sight/RRH : 
speed/ protocols: 2400; RMUG membership fee 530/ yr.; Sysop: 
Paul Lemieux; Cary, NC; 24 hrs. 

Micro Message Service. Speed/ pro tocols: 2400; FidoNet 
151/ 102 



Appendix liJ 
U .S. Government 
Bulle tin Boards 

T he United States Government runs a number of bulletin board systems 
that you can access with your modem. 

The Economic Bulletin Board 

If the government can be said to have a flagship BBS, it's probably EBB, the 
Economic Bulletin Board, which is operated by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce's Office of Business Analysis. You can inquire about it by making 
a voice call to (202) 377-1986, or you can dia l it up directly with your modem 
at (202) 3 77-3870. It's essentially a subscription-based system that describes 
itself as "a one-stop source of current economic information." It contains 
"press releases and statistical information from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, the Bureau of the Census, the Federal Reserve Board, the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, the Department of Treasury, and several other federal 
government agencies." It lists over a thousand files, and if you happen to 
need economic data, the subscription is cheap at the price. 

325 
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To explore EBB you can log on as a guest (at the "User 10?'' prompt just type 
<guest>). Guests are allotted 20 minutes per call. As a guest, you won't be 
able to go to EBB's file section, but you'll be allowed to list or download some 
information files and some sample data files: 

# ECONOMIC BULLETIN BOARD INFORMATION 

1 EBB Introduction 
2 EBB Registration Form 
3 EBB Quickstart Manual 
4 EBB Technical Help Documentation 
5 EBB Modem Numbers Information 
9 1992 Release Dates Calendar 
10 Files Being Updated This Week 
12 List of all EBB Files 

SAMPLE ECONOMIC BULLETIN BOARD FILES 

20 Federal Reserve Bank of New York Quotations 
21 State and Local Government Series 
22 Daily Treasury Statement 
23 Daily Trade Opportunities 
24 Treasury Yield Curve Points 
25 International Marketing Insight Reports 
26 U.S. AID Procurement Awards Information System 

Type Selection or L for list, P to set protocol, 
<CR> to exit: 

For dialing information, I'll quote one of EBB's own information files: 

The EBB runs two separate speed services depending on what speed 
modem you are using. Both services contain identical information and 
are only separated due to modem speed. 

300/1200/2400 bps parameters are: No parity; 8 bit data length; 1 
stop bit; the fastest transmission speed your modem supports. Dial202-
377-3870. The EBB supports 32 concurrent normal-speed users. 

9600 bps parameters are: No parity; 8 bit data length; 1 stop bit. The 
9600 bps service uses U.S. Robotics Dual Standard HST/V.32 modems. 
Dial 202-3 77-2584. The EBB high-speed service supports six concurrent 
users. 

Both EBB services are available 24 hours/day, 7 days/week. 
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EBB's annual subscription fee for 300, 1200, or 2400 bps users is $35, 
which includes $12 of connect time. For 9600 bps users, the annual subscrip
tion fee is $100, which does not include any connect time. Non-9600 bps 
connect time is billed quarterly at 20 cents per minute 8 a.m.-noon, EST; 15 
cents per minute noon-6 p.m., EST; and 5 cents per minute 6 p.m.-8 a.m., EST 
and 24 hours on weekends. 9600 bps connect time is billed quarterly at 50 
cents per minute, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Other U.S. Government BBSs 

EBB also posts a list of other U.S. Government BBSs as a service to its 
subscribers. It always prefaces the list with the assertion that it "cannot 
guarantee the information." 

And well it can't. Over the years government BBSs as a group have proven 
to be almost as evanescent as amateur BBSs run by teenage sysops. just as 
unpredictable are their access privileges. A board that's open to the public 
one day may be closed the next. One reason for the unpredictability is the 
state of the Federal budget in any given month, and I needn't remind you that 
the government's ability to regulate its budget isn't so different from that of 
a teenager with normally low impulse control. 

Still, if you're willing to spend some money on telephone time and you 
have a taste for arcane facts, you may want to try out some of the numbers 
on the next three pages. You'll probably find that some of the boards no 
longer exist and that some others no longer permit public access. As for 
settings, a good first approximation is 2400-8-N-1-full duplex. The bulletin 
boards in the table are sorted by name within state. 
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BBS Sponsoring Data 
State Name Agency Phone Number 

Wash. D.C. ADAIC BBS (ADA ADA Information 202·694·021 5 
Programming) Center Line 2: 

301 ·4S9-3865 

Wash . D.C. Automa ted Library Federal Library & Info 202·707·9656 
Info Excange (ALIX) Center Comm. 

Wash. D.C. Bureau of Prisons U.S. Bureau of Prisons 202·272·4545 

Wash. D.C. Commerce Dept. BBS U.S. Dept. of Commerce 202·377·1423 

Wash. D.C. D.C. Government BBS Dis trict of Columbia 202· 727·6668 

Wash. D.C. D.C. Info Excha nge U.S. Navy 202·433·6639 

Wash. D.C. Economic BBS U.S. Dept. of Commerce 202·377·0433 
(fee-based) Line 2: 

202·377·3870 
9600 bps: 
202·377·2584 

Wash. D.C. Education/OERI BBS U.S. Dept. of Education 202·357·6011 
Li ne 2: 
202·3 57·6012 

Wash. D.C. EIA BBS Ene rgy Info 202·586-8658 
Administration 

Wash. D.C. Expor t License U.S. Dept. of De fense 202·697·6109 
Status Advisor (ELISA I) 

Wash. D.C. Export License U.S. Dept. of Defense 202·697·3632 

Wash. D.C. Export-Import Bank 202-566·4699 
of the U.S. 

Wash. D.C. FDIC BBS Federa l De posit 202·371·9578 
Insurance Corp. 

Wash. D.C. Fede ra l Highway U.S. Dept. of 202·366-3764 
Administ ration Transportation 

Wash. D.C. FERC·CIPS Federa l Energy 202·357·8997 
Regulatory Comm. 

Wash. D.C. GAO Information General Accoun ting 202-275·1 050 
Technical Center Office 

Wash . D.C. GSA·IRSC General Services 202-535·7661 
Administration 

Wash. D.C. JAG Ne t (Navy-legal) U.S. Navy Judge 202·325·0748 
Advocate General 

Wash. D.C. Justice Dept. BBS U.S. Dept. o f Justice 202·898·0318 

Wash. D.C. Megawatts One U.S. Dept. of Energy 301·353·5059 
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{table continued) 

Wash. D.C. Metro Net U.S. Army Military 202-475-7543 
Dist. of DC 

Wash. D.C. MINES-DATA U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-634-4637 
SYSTEM 

Wash. D.C. Minority Energy Info U.S. Dept. of Energy 202-586-1561 
Clearing House 

Wash. D.C. NADAP BBS U.S. Navy 202-693-3831 

Wash. D.C. NAMARA JAG Net U.S. Navy Judge 202-889-9214 
Advocate General 

Wash. D.C. NANCI {Naval Naval Aviation News 202-475-1973 
Aviation News) Magazine 

Wash. D.C. NARDAC - Laser U.S. Navy 202-475-7885 

Wash. D.C. NASA HQinfo NASA 202-453-9008 
Technology Center 

Wash. D.C. Naval Observatory U.S. Naval Observatory 202-653-1079 
(1200/E/7/1) 

Wash. D.C. NAVDAC BBS Naval Data 202-433-2118 
Automation Command 

Wash. D.C. OCRWM- INFOLINK Office of Civ. Radioactive 202-586-9359 
Was te Management 

Wash. D.C. Science Resource National Science 202-634-1764 
Studies BBS Foundation 

Maryland ALF- Agricultural National Agricultural 301-344-8510 
Library Forum Library 

Maryland Census Bureau BBS U.S. Bureau of Census 301-763-4576 

Maryland Census Bureau U.S. Bureau of Census 301-763-4574 
Personnel BBS 

Maryland FCC Public Access Link Federal Communica- 301-725-1072 
tions Commission 

Maryland Lipid Nutritional Library U.S. Dept. 301 -344-1277 
of Agriculture 

Maryland MSG - RBBS David Taylor Naval 301-227-1042 
Research Center Line 2: 

301-227-3428 

Maryland NIST / Data Management National Institute for 301-948-2048 
Info Exchange Standards & Technology 

Maryland NIST / Microcomputer National Institute for 301 -948-5717 
Elect. Info Exchange Standards & Technology Line 2: 

301-948-5718 
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(table continued) 

Maryland 

Maryland 

Virginia 

Virginia 

Virginia 

Virginia 

Virginia 

NOAA BBS National Oceanic & 301-770-0069 
Atmospheric Administration 

State Data Ctr./ U.S. Bureau of the Census 301 -763-1568 
Business - Ind. Data Ctr. 

Computer Communi- U.S. Dept. of the Navy 703-602-3693 
cations Network (CCN) 

DASC-ZSA Defense Logistics Agency 703-274-5863 

Fort Myer 0 Club BBS Fort Myer Officers Club 703-524-4159 

Geological Survey BBS U.S. Geoological Survey 703-648-4168 

National Biological U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 703-231-3858 
Impact Assessment Line 2: 
Program 800-624-2723 
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Obtaining Hardware Handshake Cables 

Ever since the appearance several years ago of MNP modems, the subject of 
Macintosh modem cables has been a source of considerable confusion and 
frustration. A good part of the blame lies with Apple Computer. Modems 
attempt to communicate with computers through the internationally stan
dard RS-232 serial connection. That's what virtually all external modems are 
made to do, and it's also what most non-Macintosh computers are prepared 
for them to do. 

On the Macintosh, however, RS-232 is implemented only partially. If you 
have a non-MNP, non-V.42 modem whose top speed is 2400 bps or slower, 
none of this need concern you, because you won't derive any particular 
benefit from using hardware handshaking. If you need flow control at all (in 
practice that won't be very often) XON/XOFF will serve your purposes 
perfectly well, and any old Macintosh modem cable that works at all should 
do the job. 
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Hardware handshaking will a lso be of only academic interest if you have an 
older Mac with a DB-9 serial port (see Figure B.l below), as you can't use 
hardware handshaking regardless of what cable you have. 

5 4 3 2 1 • • • • • 
9 a 7 6 • • • • 

Flqure B. I. The DB-9 serial ports of the 
orrginal Mac 128K, the 512K, and the 
512K enhanced. (Pin numbers apply 
when looking head-on at a female con
nector.) 

Why are older Macs left out in the cold? Well, as we've noted elsewhere, 
another name for hardware handshake flow control is RTS/CTS flow control. 
RTS (request to send) and CTS (clear to send) are two of the lines that make up 
an RS-232 serial connection, and in hardware handshaking your Mac and your 
modem use both lines to tell each other when to start and stop sending data. 
Table B.l is from Apple's "Macintosh Technical Notes #10" entitled "Pinouts": 

Pin 

2 

Name 

Ground 

+SV 

3 Ground 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

TxD+ 

TxD

+1 2V 

HSK 

RxD+ 

RxD-

Table B. I. Macintosh Serial Connectors (DB-9) 

Description/Notes 

See Inside Macintosh for power limits 

Transmit data line 

Transmit data line 

See Macintos h hardware c hapte r for power limits 

Ha ndShaKe: CTS or TRxC; depends on Zilog 8530 m ode 

Receive data line; ground this line to emulate RS-232 

Receive da ta line 

As you can see, the DB-9 serial port has only one handshake line. Apple 
envisions it supporting the CTS line of a modem, but that leaves no support 
for the RTS line, which, as you'd expect, makes RTS/CTS flow control 
impossible. Still, don't take that to mean you can't use a high-speed modem 
with an older Mac. See Chapter 14 on high-speed modems for advice on how 
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to get by without a hardware handshake cable regardless of what kind of 
modem you use. 

If you have a Mac Plus or newer computer and a modem that does support 
MNP or V.42 or one whose top speed exceeds 2400 bps, then I'd recommend 
getting a true Macintosh hardware-handshake cable. Such an animal may 
have come with your modem when you bought it, but it also might not have. 
Quite a few high-speed modems, hardware error-checking modems, and 
hardware data-compression modems have been sold with cables that don't 
support hardware handshaking. That's happening less and less frequently as 
both vendors and the modem-buying public become more and more sensi
tive to the problem, but some non-hardware handshake cables are still being 
sold with modems that would be best off using hardware handshaking. 

If you're not sure if your cable supports hardware handshaking, keep 
reading. You'll see how hardware handshake cables are typically wired, and 
you can always use a continuity checker to see what kind of cable you have. 
If you know your cable doesn 't support hardware handshaking and you'd like 
one that does, you can make a cable yourself or buy one ready-made. In the 
latter event, if your regular source for Macintosh products is reputable and 
knowledgeable, you may. prefer to try them first. Here are some alternative 
sources for ready-mades: 

CompUnite Cables 
Celestin Company 
P.O. Box 10949 
Oakland, CA 94610-0949 
1-800-835-5514 

Computer Friends, Inc. 
14250 N.W. Science Park Drive 
Portland, OR 97229 
(800) 547-3303 

Some Cable Anatomy 

MacConnection 
14 Mill Street 
Marlow, NH 034 56 
1-800-800-4444 
Fax: 603 -446-7791 

Maya Computer 
Waitsfield, VT 05673 
1·800-541 -23 18 
Fax: 802-496-8110 

As formally defined, an RS-232 serial connection consists of a number of 
lines with specific names and purposes. Each line name comes with a 
standard abbreviation. There's the transmit data (TXD) line, the receive data 
(RXD) line, the data terminal ready (DTR) line, and so forth. All the lines fall 
into two broad categories: data lines and signa/lines. The data lines carry data 
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in serial fashion ; i.e., one bit after another. The signal lines are typically two
state (i.e., on/off) indicators through which the modem and computer can tell 
each other what state they're in (''I'm ready," "I'm not ready," ''I'm on," "I'm off," 
etc.). A specified voltage on a s ignal line signifies "on" or "true," while another 
voltage signifies "off" or "false." Thus, if a computer is raring to function as a 
data terminal, it might turn DTR on to let the modem know that the data 
terminal to which it's connected is indeed ready. 

The purpose of any Macintosh modem cable is to link the serial port of a 
modem to one of the serial ports on the computer. I say "one of" because there 
are, of course, two Macintosh serial ports, the modem port and the printer 
port. Either one can handle a modem, but using the modem port is generally 
a better idea. If both ports happen to be busy at the same time, it's the modem 
port that gets priority when the Mac checks for data-transfer activity. And if 
the other port is allowed to hog CPU time, it's conceivable you might lose 
some data connection that you 've already made. 

The modem end of a modem cable looks more or Jess like Figure B.2 below. 

13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
25 2 4 23 22 2 1 2 0 19 13 17 16 15 14 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

I Figure B.2. The DB-25 serial por t of nearly all external general 
purpose modems. Pin numbers apply when looking head-on at a 
female connector. 
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And thi s is how your modem's pins are likely to be wired: 

Table 8.2. Modem Pinouts 

Signal Abbreviation DB-25 Pin 

Frame ground 1 

Transmit data TXD 2 

Receive data RXD 3 

Request to send RTS 4 

Clear to send CTS 5 

Data set ready DSR 6 

Signal ground GND 7 

Data carrier detect DCD 8 

Data terminal ready DTR 20 

If you read your modem manual , you'll probably also discover a high-speed 
line (probably pin 12) and a ring indicator line (probably pin 21), as well as 
two or three lines that are optional, proprietary, special, reserved, or whatev
er. As regards the basic Macintosh modem cable, those other lines aren't 
immediately relevant. 

At the Mac end of a Macintosh modem cable, we have either a DB-9 or a mini 
DIN-8 connector. If it's a DB-9, we put Table 8.1 together with Table 8.2 and 
come up with: 

Table 8.3. Typical '"Older Mac"-to-Modem Cable 

DB-9 connector on Mac DB-25 connector on Modem 
Signal Pin Pin 

Ground GND 3 7 GND 

Transmit data TXD· 5 2 TXD 

Data terminal ready(+12V) DTR 6 20 DTR 

Handshake HSK 7 8 DCD 

Tied to pin 3 of DB-9 GND 8 No wire 

Receive data RXD· 9 3 RXD 

Frame ground 1 
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Occasionally you'll see some variations on the configuration in Table 8.3 . 
Some manufacturers haven't bothered to connect the frame grounds (i.e., the 
chassis-to-chassis ground wire) running between pin 1 of each connector. 
Others don't implement the DCD line running between pin 7 of the DB-9 and 
pin 8 of the DB-25. Even when they don't, the cable-quite miraculously
works just about all the time. 

Macs from the Plus on up have mini DIN-8 serial ports, so the computer end 
of their modem cables will look like Figure B.3 below. 

I Figure 8.3. The mini DIN-B. Pin I 
numbers apply when looking head
on at a female connector. 

The connector's pinouts are as follows : 

Table 8.4. Macintosh Serial Connectors (Mini DIN·B) 

Pin Name Description 

1 HSKo Output handshake 

2 HSKi Input ha ndshake 

3 TxD- Transmit data line 

4 Ground 

5 RxD- Receive data line 

6 TxD+ Transmit data line 

7 Not connected 

8 RxD+ Receive data line 

(Grounded to emulate RS-232) 
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Now, back before hardware handshaking was an issue, a modem-to-mini 
DIN-8 cable for the Mac would likely be wired more or less like this: 

Table B.S. Typical Non-Hardware Handshake Modem Cable 

Mini DIN-8 connector on Mac DB-25 connector on modem 
Signal Pin Pin 

Output handshake HSKo 20 DTR 

Input handshake HSKI 2 5 CTS 

Transmit data TXD- 3 2 TXD 

Ground GND 4 1&7 GND 
t ied 

together 

Receive data RXD- 5 3 RXD 

Cables of that ilk are sometimes called standard Macintosh modem cables. 
The standard turns out to vary a bit from maker to maker, b ut with the TXD
and RXD-lines hooked up properly and the grounds properly grounded it will 
very likely do the job. 

Hardware Handshake Cables 

Enter RTS/CTS flow control. It arrived in fo rce with the first wave of 2400 
bps MNP-5 modems. Until then, XON/XOFF (software) flow control was all that 
Mac telecommunicators needed. An XON character (AQ) meant "Gimme data" 
and an XOFF character (AS) meant "Hold your horses!" If you were wise, you 
didn't use XON/XOFF flow control during XModem file transfers, because 
there was always the chance that some eight-bit string of binary data might 
happen to be the ASCII code for AS or AQ_ 

But the new MNP-5 modems came with several new capabi lit ies. They could 
service the RTS (request to send) and CTS (clear to send) lines in the RS-2 32 
serial connection for purposes of flow control, and they could also compress 
and decompress the data they transmitted_ Your modem might take data 
from the phone line at 2400 bps, but if the data were compressed very tightly 
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the modem could, after decompressing the data, send it on to your computer 
a lot faster-theoretically at 9600 bps. At times that could be faster than your 
computer was able to handle it, so the modem could also be instructed to 
monitor the RTS line continuously. If your terminal program was hardware
handshake savvy, it could vary the voltage level on the RTS line in such a 
fashion as to tell your modem either that your computer wants more data or 
to hold off sending because the computer is busy processing the data it 
already has. 

That's if you are receiving data. When you are sending data, your modem 
talks to your computer through the CTS line. One voltage level tells the 
computer it is all right to send more data; a second voltage level tells it to wait 
until the modem handles the data already sitting in its buffer. 

To implement this newer form of handshaking, Hayes Microcomputer 
suggested that Macintosh cables for its V-series modems be wired as follows: 

Table 8.6. Hayes V-series Modem Cable 

Mini DIN-8 connector on Mac DB-25 connector on modem 
Signal Pin Pin 

Output handshake HSKo l 4 RTS 

Input handshake I-I SKi 2 5 CTS 

Transmit data TXD- 3 2 TXD 

Ground GND 4 1 & 7 GND 
tied 

together 

Receive data RXD- 5 3 RXD 

Transmit data TXD+ 6 not 
connected 

7 not 
connected 

Receive data RXD+ 8 1 & 7 GND 
tied 

together 



And soon afterward there came into being a consensus hardware hand
shake cable whose wiring has become more or less standard. This is the way 
it's configured: 

Table B. 7. The "Standard" Hardware-Handshake Modem Cable 

Mini DIN-8 connector on Mac DB-25 connector on modem 
Signal Pin Pin 

Output handshake HSKo 1 4 & 20 RTS/ 
tied DTR 

together 

Input handshake HSKi 2 5 CTS 

Transmit data TXD- 3 2 TXD 

Ground GND 4&8 7 GND 
tied 

together 

Receive data RXD- 5 3 RXD 

Transmit data TXD+ 6 not 
connected 

7 not 
connected 

If you compare the wiring schemes in Tables 8_6 and 8.7, you'll see they're 
largely similar. The Hayes cable has pins 4 and 8 on the Mac side going 
separately to pins 1 and 7 tied together on the modem side, but that yields 
much the same result as you get from the "standard" cable by tying pins 4 and 
8 together on the Mac side and sending just one wire to pin 7 on the modem 
side_ The fact that frame ground and signal ground aren't tied together on the 
modem side of the standard cable ought not to affect performance. 

What about the fact that the "standard" cable has the RTS and DTR lines tied 
together on the modem side while the Hayes cable doesn't? Well, in most 
cases that shouldn't affect performance either. Essentially, the DTR (data 
terminal ready) signal tells the modem whether the terminal, in this case your 
Mac, is on or off. That's so the modem can take some sort of action-such as 
hang up-when you turn off your computer. But most modems nowadays 
default to ignoring DTR anyway. So check with your manual and see if your 
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modem does indeed default to ignoring DTR. If it does, you're in the clear with 
either cable. If not, find out which command it uses to ignore DTR (the 
command sometimes varies from modem to modem) and make sure that the 
command is part of your initialization string whenever you're using hardware 
handshaking. 

BTW, if you do get a hardware-handshake cable bundled with your 
non-Hayes modem, it will probably be wired like the "standard" cable 
in Table B. 7. And if you buy a generic hardware-handshake cable, it 
will probably be wired the same way. 

Making Your Own Har'dware 
HandshAke Cable 

Anyone who's handy with a soldering iron and has access to a decent 
electronic parts store can make a hardware-handshake cable pretty easily. 
You'll need a standard DB-25 male connector at one end and a male mini DIN-
8 connector at the other. (Make sure it's a mini DIN-8. There's also a DIN-8 that 
isn't mini. It's often used to connect microphones, as well as for other audio 
applications, and it's too big to fit the Macintosh serial ports.) 

As for wire, you can use shielded audio cable. The cable will use only five 
lines, but six-conductor shielded cable is far easier to come by. Ground the 
shield to the frame ground on the modem side (probably pin l, but check your 
modem manual just to be safe). Then connect five of the color-coded wires as 
per Table B.? and solder the connections. (A tip: the innards of some DB-25 
connectors make them much easier to solder to than others; use ease of 
soldering as a criterion for buying DB-25s.) 

If you can't obtain any of the parts locally, here are some mail order 
alternatives: 

Cables to Go 
26 Wes t Nottingham 
Suite 200 
Dayton, OH 45405 
1-800-826-7904 

Digi-Key Inc. 
701 Brooks Avenue South 
PO Box 677 
Thief River Falls, MN 56701 
1-800-DIGI-KEY 
Fax: 218-681-3380 

Electro Products Inc. 
1609 South Central Ave. 
Suite 2 
Kent, WA 98032 
1-800-4 2 3-0646 
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T his appendix contains a list of modems widely available in stores and 
by mail order. 

Each unit is shown with its top speed and the protocols it supports . You can 
assume that V.42bis modems also support MNP-5 unless otherwise indicat
ed. (The reverse isn't true.) Most of the modems in the list are external; those 
that go inside a Mac are duly noted. Street prices are always volatile, so the 
ones shown should only be used as guidelines. You'll note that two modems 
that offer pretty much the same set of features can differ quite a lot in price. 
As a general rule, high-end modems like those from Hayes, Telebit and U.S. 
Robotics are better-made and also offer better user support. But low-end 
modems actually do work, and if you run into trouble and can't get the 
manufacturer's tech support people on the phone, you can always turn to the 
bulletin boards for help. 
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Generic Modems 
" MacZone MacTurbo modems, MacWarehouse PowerUs

er Modems, Mac Products Magic Modems, etc. Top 
speed: 2400-9600 bps; Protocols: from MNP-5 on up. They're 
all basically generic, but they work. Many come with termi
nal software (usually MacKnowledge or MicroPhone 1.6) 
and, if they support faxing, with fax software. Some come 
with cables , others require that you buy your cable separate
ly. The general rule is to buy them by price. 

Global Village 
"TelePort. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: MNP-5 . Uses ADB 

port instead of serial port, therefore requires Mac SE or 
newer. Street price: $139 

..-TelePort/Fax 9600. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: MNP-5. 
Essentially the same as TelePort, but also sends fax (but not 
data) at 9600 bps. Street price: $185 

"TelePort/FullFax. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: MNP-5. 
Essentially the same as TelePort/Fax 9600 but also receives 
fax at 4800 bps. Street price: $219 

..- PowerPort/V.32. Top speed: 9600 bps. Protocols: V.32, 
V.42bis, MNP-5. Internal modem for Mac PowerBooks. Can 
send/receive fax at 9600 bps. 

Hayes 
..-Optima 24. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: Y.42bis. Street 

price: $155 

..-Optima 96. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis. 
Generic. Street price: $389 

" V-series SmartModem 9600 MAC. Top speed: 9600 bps; 
Protocols: V.32 (half-duplex only), Hayes proprietary V
series protocol. Discontinued but available. Street price: $610 
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... Ultra 96. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis, 
Hayes Express 96 modulation protocol. Many special fea
tures for special connections. Street price: $669 

.,. Ultra 144. Top speed: 14,400 bps; Protocols: V.32bis, 
V.42bis, Hayes Express 96 modulation protocol. Expensive. 
Street price: $799 

.,. 14.4EX. Top speed: 14,400 bps; Protocols: V.32bis, V.42bis. 
Essentially generic. Street price: $449 

.,. 9600EX. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis. 
Essentially generic. Street price: $399 

Mass Microsysterns 
.,. Fax Modem. Top speed: 2400 bps; fax 9600 bps. Portable 

external. Needs no battery because it uses power from Mac's 
serial port. Appropria te for PowerBooks. Street price: $185 

Practical Peripherals 
.., 2400SA V.42bis. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: V.42bis, 

MNP-5 . Essentially generic. Street price: $125 

.., PM9600SA. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis. 
Compatible with Hayes Ultra 96, but doesn't support every 
last one of its commands. Street price: $289 

.., SmartPack 9600SA. Same as above, but comes with Hayes 
Smartcom II and cable. Street price: $389 

Prometheus 
.,. ProModem 2400 Plus. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: 

V.42bis, MNP-5. External. Comes with MacKnowledge com
munications software and cable. Street price: $225 

.,. ProModem 2400SE. Top speed: 2400 bps. An internal 
modem for the Mac SE or SE/30. Doesn't use the expansion 
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PSI 

slot. Can be upgraded to ProModem 2400SE Plus. Comes with 
MacKnowledge communications software. Street price: $225 

T ProModem 2400SE Plus. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: 
MNP-5. An internal modem for the Mac SE or SE/30. Doesn't 
use the expansion slot. Comes with MacKnowledge commu
nications software . Stree t price: $245 

T ProModem 2400 Mil Plus. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: 
MNP-5. An internal (NuBus) modem for the Mac II family. 
Comes with MacKnowledge communications software . Street 
price: $245 

T ProModem Home Office. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: 
V.42bis . Send/ receive Group III fax at 9600 bps . Voice-mail 
capability. Street price: $259 

T ProModem 24/96 Mini Fax. Top speed: 2400 bps. Send/ 
receive fax a t 9600 bps. Comes with MacKnowledge, MaxFax 
software and cable. Street price: $2 19 

T TravelModem. Top speed: 2400 bps. For the Mac Portable; 
send-only fax at 9600 bps. Street price: $225 

T ProModem 9600-EC. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, 
V.42bis. Includes MacKnowledge communications software 
and cable. Street price: $489 

T ProModem Ultima Home Office. Top speed: 14,400 bps; 
Protocols: V.32bis, V.42bis. Send/receive Group 3 fax at 
9600bps. Voice-mail capability. Stree t price: $489 

T ProModem 9600 Plus. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: 
V.32, V.42bis. Send/receive Group III fax at 9600. Stree t 
price: $645 

T PowerModem. Top speed: 2400 bps. Fax send at 9600 bps, 
receive at 4800 bps. An internal modem for Mac Power
Books. Street price: $205 
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Shiva 
"Y NetModem V2400. Top speed: 2400bps. Has LocalTalk 

interface for shared use on a network. Allows dialing into 
network from a remote computer. Street price: $339 

'Y NetModem V32. Top speed : 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32. Has 
Local Talk interface for shared use on a network. Street price: 
$1,029 

.,. NetModem/E. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32. Has 
Ethernet as well as Local Talk and interface. Street price: $1 ,4 79 

Supra 

"Y SupraFaxModem Plus. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: 
V.42bis. Send/receive fax at 9600 bps. Comes with commu
nications and fax software. Street price: $2 25 

'Y SupraFaxModem V.32bis. Top speed: 14,400 bps; Proto
cols: V.3 2bis ,V.42bis. Send/ receive fax at 9600 bps. Comes 
with MicroPhone 1.6 and cable. Good buy. Street price: $379 

Telebit 

"Y T3000. Top speed : 14,400 bps; Protocols: V.32bis, Y.42bis, 
PEP (Telebit's proprietary protocol) optional. The high end 
of Telebit's line. Street price: $949 

"Y T2500. Top speed: 19,200 bps ; Protocols: V.32, Y.42bis, 
PEP. Stree t price: $949 

"Y TrailBlazer Plus. Top speed: 19,200 bps; Protocols: Tele
bit's proprietary PEP protocol. Expensive. Security features. 
Street price: $849 

"Y TIOOO. Top speed : 9600 bps; Protocols: Telebit's propri
etary PEP protocol. Fewer features than T2500. Street price: 
$699 

"Y Tl600. Top speed : 9600 bps ; Protocols: V.32 , V.42bis. 
Security features. Street price: $699 

"Y QBiazer. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols : V.32, V.42bis. 
Portable, battery-operated. Street price: $699 
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U .S. Robotics 
..-Courier HST Dual Standard. Top speed: 14,400 bps; 

Protocols: HST, V.32bis, V.42b is. Supports HST and V.32bis. 
A fine piece of equipment. Street price: $775 

..-Courier V.32bis. Top speed: 14,400 bps; Protocols: V.32bis, 
V.42bis. Doesn't support USR's HST protocol. Street price: $525 

..- WorldPort 9600 V.32. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols : 
V.32, MNP-5. Does not support V.42 or V.42bis, as most 
other V.32 modems do. Portable, pocket-sized, battery-run. 
Street price: $4 7 5 

..- Sportster 9600 V.32. Top s peed: 9600 bps; Protocols: 
V.32, V.42bis. Street price: $625 

..- Sportster 2400. Top speed: 2400 bps. Essentially generic, 
but of high quality. Street price: $149 

Zoom Telephonics 
..- V.32 Turbo. Top speed: 12,000 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis. 

Has a 12,000 bps turbo mode that lets it connect to a V.32bis 
modem at 12,000 bps. Street price: $339 

..- VFXV32bisMAC. Top speed: 14,400 bps; Protocols: V.32bis, 
V.42bis. Can send/receive Group 3 fax, Classes 1 and 2. 
Comes with Mac cable and fax software. Good buy. Street 
price: $319 

..- VFXV32MAC. Top speed: 9600 bps; Protocols: V.32, V.42bis. 
Can send/receive Group 3 fax, Classes 1 and 2. Comes with 
Mac cable and fax software. Street price: $279 

..- FXVMAC. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: V.42bis, MNP-5. 
Can send/receive Group 3 fax, Classes 1 and 2 at 9600 bps. 
Comes with Mac cable and fax software. Street price: $149 

..- AFXMAC. Top speed: 2400 bps; Protocols: V.42bis, MNP-5. 
Can send/receive Group 3 fax, Classes 1 and 2; receive fax is 
at 4800 bps. Comes with Mac cable and fax software. Street 
price: $99 
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B eing notoriously nomenclature-rich, the field of Macintosh telecommu
nications demands a glossary. To he lp you with cross-referencing, 

phrases within a definition that appear in boldface also have glossary entries 
of their own. 

A 
AB switch A device that a llows you to connect eithe r of two cables to a given port. You 
might use an AB switch to let your modem a nd a printer share your modem port. 

ACK An "acknowledge" or acknowledgment. In file-transfer protocols , a signal from 
the receiving terminal to the sending termina l acknowledging that a block of data has 
been received. Acknowledgments come in two types : positive and negative. A positive 
ACK means the block of data was received without errors: a negative acknowledgment 
(o r NAK) means it arrived with erro rs. On receiving a negative acknowledgment, the 
sending terminal usually tries to resend the block of data. 

ADB Apple Desktop Bus, the circuit that supports the mouse , keyboard and other 
small periphera ls for a ll Macs of more recent vin tage t han the Plus. 

ADB keyboards When Macs began us ing the Apple Desktop Bus, Mac keyboards 
changed. Most relevant to te lecommun ications is the fac t tha t they acquired a Control 
key. 

347 
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America Online A commercial online service whose interface is more Mac-like than 
any of the others. When you connect with America Online you can't use an ord inary 
terminal program; you have to use their proprietary software. 

ANSI The American National Standards Insti tute, which sets s tanda rds for many areas 
of the computer industry. 

ANSI graphics A set of standards by which data terminals send a nd receive graphic 
images. Most commercial terminal programs support some or all of the ANSI graphics 
standard. ZTerm, a shareware terminal program, supports a satisfactory subset. 

Answerback A message sent to a remote terminal in response to a specific enquiry 
upon connecting. The correct response means it's all right to proceed with the connection. 

AOL Abbreviation for America Online. 

Apple Modem Tool A communications tool from Apple Computer that provides a 
software interface to Apple's Communications Toolbox. 

AppleFax modem An early fax-only modem made by Apple Computer. 

ARC A data compression format for IBM-compatible computers. Stufflt Deluxe and 
ArcPop.ARC a re two Mac programs that can decompress ARC fil es. 

Archive A Macintosh file that contains one or more other file s in compressed rorm. Files 
created by the Stufflt family or Macintosh compression programs are commonly called 
archives. 

Archiving The Mac terminal programs Red Ryder and White Knight u se this term 
one way; everyone else uses it another way. In its more general usage, archivi ng refers 
to the process wherein files are compressed and saved in archives. But when White 
Knight or Red Ryder save the contents of your terminal window, they "archive" your 
screen to a text file. 

Archiving utilities Programs that perform file compression. 

ArcPop.ARC A Macintosh program that can create or decompress ARC archives. 

ASCII Pronounced ASS-key, it's the American Standard Code for Information Inter
change. It de fines a se t of 128 characters with decimal val ues ranging from zero to 127. 
The Mac supports 256 charac ters, but only the firs t 128 of them are specified by the 
ASCII standard . 

ASCII Chart A valuable shareware Desk Accessory that displays all 256 of the Mac's 
characters along with their keystrokes and decima l and hexadecimal codes. 

Asynchronous transmission A means of transmitting data over phone lines in which 
transmitted characters need not leave or arrive at any particular time intervals. Each 
character is framed by a start bit and stop bit so the receiving terminal can tell where 
one characte r ends and the next one begins. 

AT The first two characters of most commands in the Hayes language, the s tandard 
command se t with which computers talk to modems. 

ATZ The Hayes command for resetting a modem to its default settings. 
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Auto-answer A feature of most modems in which the modem answers the phone 
automatically when a call comes in. When auto-answer is disabled, you have to tell your 
modem to answer the phone by issuing an ATA command. Most modems default to a 
state in which auto-answering is disabled. 

Auto-dialing A feature of many terminal programs that automates the process of 
dialing up any of a number of services. 

Autotyping In Smartcom II, the term for sending text. 

B 
Background A program is said to be operating in the background when none of its 
windows is the frontmost window on your screen. A terminal program that operates in 
the background lets you work within another program during long file transfers. 
Virtually all modern Mac terminal programs can function in the background. 

Baud, baud rate The number of times per second that the carrier signal on a given 
communications channel changes s tate. Back when transfer speeds of 300 bits per 
second were the edge of the telecommunications envelope, each such change o f state 
corresponded to the sending of a single bit of data , so "baud rate" and "bits per second" 
meant essentially the same thing. Nowadays modems typically send more than one bit 
per sta te change. A 2400 bit-per-second modem, for ins tance , sends four bits per state 
change, so when it's sending at 2400 bps it's actually sending at 600 baud. The general 
public has responded to the confusion by using "baud rate" and "bits per second" 
interchangeably. 

BBS A compute r bulletin board system. 

Bell212A The s tandard modulation protocol in the U.S.A. for transmitting data at 1200 
bps. 

Binary file All compute r files are binary (in that they consist only of ones and zeroes), 
but in everyday usage a binary file is one whose contents are n ot all alphanumeric 
characters. This distinguishes them from tex:t files. 

Binhex Sometimes written "BinHex," a file format in which any text or binary file is 
expressed as a string of ASCII characters. Converting a Mac file into Binhex format 
makes it compatible for transmission to, and storage in, non-Macintosh computers. 
BinHex is a lso the name of a Mac program that converts files to and from Bin hex format. 
Various members of the Stufflt family of programs can also perform these conversions. 

Bits per second The number of data bits transmitted during each second along a 
communications channel. Often abbreviated as "bps." Also see Raw speed. 

Block A string of characters or other binary data transmitted as a single unit from one 
terminal to another. Also called a packet. 

bps See Bits per second. 

Break A signal sent from one system to another whose purpose is usually to interrupt 
a given process. The control character AC (Control+ c) often serves the same purpose. 
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BTW Among telecommunicators, a common abbreviation for "by the way." 

Buffer An area of the internal memory of e ither a computer or a modem in which data 
is s tored temporarily. 

Buffered keyboard A technique in which a line of data entered on a keyboard is stored 
in a buffer a nd not sent to the modem unti l the typist issues a carriage return. 

Bulletin board system Called s imply a BBS, it's a computer-based sys tem for 
exchanging messages and files over telephone li nes. A nu mber of modem ma nufacturers 
a nd public agencies operate bulletin board systems, but the majori ty are run by 
a mateurs. 

BUSY The message normally sent by your modem when it tries to make a data call and 
encounters a busy s igna l. 

Byte A group of eight binary bits tha t together represent a s ingle charac ter. Since eight 
bina ry bits can take any value between 0 and 255, a byte can represent any one of 256 
different characters. 

c 
Cable Normally several wires or lines running ins ide a s ingle coat of insula tion. 

Capture file A text file in which incoming and outgoing text is saved to disk during an 
online session. 

Carrier, carrier signal The audio frequency signal t hat modems use to tra nsmit data. 
A modem imposes changes of s tate on the carrier s igna l that correspond to the bits of 
da ta it's transmitting. Whe n it does so, it's said to be modulating the carrier. When a 
modem interprets the state changes of an incoming carrie r in o rd er to extrac t digital da ta 
from the carrier, it's said to be demodulating the carrier. 

CCITI The Internationa l Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee, a U.N. 
agency that lays down international s tandards for data transmission. 

Checksum A technique for veri fy ing the integrity of transmitted data. It's less rel iable 
than a newer technique called CRC. 

Chooser Apple System software for t he Mac, accessed via t he Apple menu, that lets you 
choose an output device fo r your computer. Norma lly the output device is a printer, but 
it can also be a fax modem. 

CIS Abbreviation for CompuServe Information Services. 

Clear to send Abbreviated CTS, it's one of the active lines in your modem cable if(and 
that's a big if) your cable and your Mac both support it. Hardware handshake cables 
coupled with Macs of Plus-or-later vintage support the CTS line, which is essential to 
hardware flow control . See Flow control and Request to s end. 

Command mode One of two modes your modem can assu me. In this mode it carries out 
the Hayes commands you send it. Your modem's othe r mode is the Online mode. Also 
see Escape seque nce. 
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Communications tools System extens ions that give you access to the Communica· 
tions Toolbox. In turn, other applications such as terminal programs give you access 
to communicat ions tools, so communications tools can be seen as intermediaries 
be tween applications and the Communications Toolbox. Communications tools need 
not be written by Apple Compute r, a lthough some are. 

Communications Toolbox Apple System software built into System 7.0 and insta ll · 
able in late r versions of System 6.x. A collection of software routines to facilitate 
communication through the Macintosh modem port and printer port. 

Compact Pro A popular Macintosh program for compressing and decompressing file s. 
It used to be called Compactor. 

Compactor See Compact Pro. 

Compression A technique in which files are made smaller by encoding redundant data. 
Compression can be performed by software or accomplished directly within you r 
modem. The most popular Macintosh compression utilities a re Stufflt and Compact 
Pro. The most widely used in-modem compression schemes are MNP·S and V42.bis . 
Also see Data compression protocols. 

CompuServe The la rgest commercia l onl ine service. 

CompuServe B, B+ and Quick·B Proprietary file-transfer protocols used by 
CompuServe. B+ is the newest of the three , and it offers advantages similar to those of 
ZModem. 

CompuServe Navigator A special-purpose commercial terminal program designed 
for use with CompuServe. 

CONNECT The message normally sent by your modem when it first establishes a 
connection with the remote modem. 

Control characters Special characters that two connected systems can use to signal 
each another. See Table 3.1 in Chapter 3 for informat ion on what control characters do. 

Control key A key on ADB keyboards used for sending control characters. If your 
keyboard doesn't have a Control key, many terminal programs let you "fake" it with 
ei ther the Command or Option keys. 

Copernicus A Macintosh program for relaying FidoNet messages. 

CPU Central processing unit, the chip that runs your computer. 

CRC Cyclic redundancy checking, a means of verifying the integrity of transmitted 
data. Also the algorithm used for such verification, in which a number is computed for 
a given block of data and then transmitted together with the data. When the block is 
received, its CRC is recomputed. If the recomputed CRC is identical to the received CRC, 
the data is considered to have been transmitted intact . If not, a transmission error is 
deemed to have occurred. Cyclic redu ndancy checking has pretty much superseded the 
older checksum method of verification. 

Creator Means one thing in the Bible, another on the Mac. All Mac files have a 
four-character creator code that identifies the application that created them. 
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CTS See Clear to send. 

D 
D200 A data terminal manufactured by Data General Corp. It can be emulated on the 
Mac by the terminal programs VersaTerm and VersaTerm·PRO. 

DART A utility from Apple to convert bit-fo r-bit images of floppy d isks into compressed 
files for s torage on hard disks. From those files, DART can then recons truct the floppies. 

Data bits In telecommunications, the number of bits used to represent each character 
transmitted. Terminal programs normally use either seven or eight data bits per 
charac ter. 

Data compression protocols Sets of rules that govern data compression performed 
within modems. The ones most widely used nowadays are V.42bis and MNP-5. 

Data rate See Baud rate and Bits per second. 

DB-9 connector On all Macs of vintage prior to the Plus, the nine-pin connector tha t 
constitutes both serial ports (modem port a nd printer port). 

DB-25 connector On nearly a ll modems, the 25-pin connector to which you attach 
your modem cable. 

DDExpand A freeware Macintosh utility program for decompressing files compressed 
by DiskDoubler. 

DEC Short for Digital Equipment Corp., manufactur~r of the VT52, VT100, VT102 , and 
VT220 data terminals. 

Default The initial s tate of a progra m or modem before you change its settings. 

DG Short for Data General Corp. , manufacturer of the D200 data terminal. 

Dialing string In Hayes language, a dialing command followed by the numbers you 
want to dial. "ATDT 55 5·12 12" Is an example. Sending that string to your modem would 
cause it to dial 555-1212. 

Direct hardware connection A serial connection between two computers without use 
of intervening modems. Normally you run what's called a null mode m cable between the 
serial ports of each computer. It happens that the Mac's standard ImageWriter I cable 
is wired so that it can function as a nu ll modem cable. 

DiskCopy A utility from Apple to convert bit-for-bit images of floppy disks into files for 
storage on hard disks. Like DART, DiskCopy can reconstruct the floppies from those 
files. Unlike DART, DiskCopy doesn't compress the disk images . 

DiskDoubler A commercia l file-compression program for the Macintosh. 

Docs Short for documentation, usually of a computer program. 

DOS The most widely used operating system on IBM-compatible computers. 
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DOS Mounter Macintosh software that lets you mount DOS·formatted 3·1/2" floppy 
disks on your Mac. Normally you need a SuperDrive, which the Plus and early SEs lack. 
But there are external floppy drives for Pluses and SEs that can accept DOS floppies. 

Downloading Transferring a file from a remote system to your own computer. 

Duplex See Full duplex, Half duplex, and Local echo. 

E 
E-mail See Electronic mail. 

EAASY SABRE An online service run by American Ai rlines. It offers worldwide flight 
information, online airline reservations, and assorted travel packages. Generally it's 
accessed through gateways from other online services such as GEnie, CompuServe, 
and America Online. 

EBB The Economic Bulletin Board operated by the U.S. Department of Commerce's 
Office of Business Analysis. Access is available to anyone for a sma ll fee. 

Echo In the world of BBSs, a networked message base, usually one that's carried on 
FidoNet, devoted to a given topic. 

Echoing The process in which a remote terminal echoes each of the characters it 
receives back to the sending terminal. This is the normal full-duplex a rrangement for 
most connections, and when it's in force the characters you see in your terminal 
window-including the ones you've typed yourself- have all come from the remote 
terminal. During half-duplex connections the remote terminal doesn't echo back your 
typing, so in order for your typing to appear in your terminal window you have to rely 
on your own terminal to echo your keystrokes. When the local terminal echoes your 
typing, the arrangement is called local echo. 

Echomail Messages relayed among participating FidoNet systems. Echomail pertains 
to public confe re nces devoted to a given subject, while Netmail generally goes 
person-to-person. 

Electronic mail Messages you send and receive using telecommunications techniques. 

ERROR The message normally sent by your modem when it's in command mode but 
can't understand some command you've issued. 

Error-checking protocols, error-control protocols Nearly a ll of the softwa re 
file-transfer protocols provide for some form of error checking. YModem·g is the 
skimpiest in that it checks for errors but isn't capable of asking for a retransmission 
when it discovers them. For error checking that takes place within your modem, V.42 and 
MNP-4 are the dominant protocols. 

Error-checking, error control, error-correcting In telecommunications, the pro· 
cess in which transmit ted data is verified and retransmitted, if it was received with 
errors. Error checking can be performed by your software or inside your modem or both. 
The procedures that govern error checking are known as protocols. Nea rly all 
software-based file-transfer protocols provide for some kind of error checking, and 
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modems tha t support V.42 or MNP·4 can perfo rm error checking wi thout any help from 
your software. 

Escape sequence The characters +++ typed in quick succession to your modem. When 
you r modem is in its online mode, the escape sequence causes it to switch over to 
command mode. 

Even parity A method of error checking that's not p r otocol-dependen t. A character 
is a string of ones and zeroes. During transmission of data the parity hit of each 
character is set so that the total number of ones is even. That is, if there's already an even 
number of ones in the character, the parity bit is set to zero. If there's an odd number of 
ones in the character, the parity bit is set to one. See a lso odd parity. 

Express 96 A proprietary modulation protocol used by Hayes V-Series modems. 

F 
FastComm A s hareware terminal program for the Mac. 

Fax modem A modem capable of fax transmission. Some fax modems are send-only 
devices, but most can send and receive. Fax modems typica lly send faxes at 9600 bps, 
but many can receive faxes only at 4800 bps. Fax modems let you "prin t" a Mac document 
to a remote fax machine. Received faxes can be printed or viewed on your screen. 

FidoNet An amateur network that uses ordinary phone lines to link thousands of 
personal computers around the world. Echomail and Netmail messages are relayed 
from system to system until they arrive at their intended destinations. 

File capture The process in which everything that appears in your terminal window is 
captured to a text file on disk. 

File transfer The transmission of computer files from one terminal to another. Text 
files are someti mes transmi tted without use of any error-checking protocol, but 
binary files are normally sent using a protocol like XMode m or ZModem. 

File transfer protocol The ensemble of handshake signals, data formats, and 
error-checking algorithms that two connected terminals use when a file is transferred 
from one to the other. In general, the term refers to software-based protocols like 
XModem, YModem, ZModem. Kermit , etc. See Error checking and Error-checking 
protocols. 

Firmware The computer code that's stored in ROMs, read-only memory uni ts. 

Flow control A technique in which a mode m or computer that's receiving data can 
signal the sender to halt transmission when it can't handle any more incoming da ta. 
When the receiver is ready for more data, it can then signal the sender to resume 
sending. Flow control in both di rections between your own modem and computer is 
called local flow control, and it can be achieved via hardware or software. Software flow 
control uses the XON (green light) and XOFF (red light) characters as signals. Hardware 
flow control, also called hardware handshaldng or RTS/CTS fl ow control, uses the 
RTS and CTS li nes in your modem cable to accomplish the same thing. 
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Full duplex A connection in which data can be transmi tted in both directions at the 
same time. Also see Echoing. 

G 
Gateway A means by which one online service gives you access to another online 
service. 

GEnie A popular commercial online service. 

H 
Half duplex A connection in which data can be transmitted o nly in one d irection at a 
given ti me. Also see Echoing and Local echo. 

Handshake, handshaking Signals exchanged between two connected terminals or 
modems or between a modem a nd a computer. Modems often do a lot of ha ndshaking 
when they first connect in o rder to negotia te the protocols tha t wi ll govern the 
connection. Also see Hardware handshake. 

Hardware error-checking Error checking that takes p lace within your modem. Sec 
Error checking and Error-checking protocols. 

Hardware handshake See Flow control. 

Hardware handshake cable s Modem cables tha t facili tate hardware handshaking. 
Such cables support the RTS and CTS serial li nes between your modem and your Mac, 
but your Mac has to be a Plus or newer to u se one. See Flow control. 

Hayes compatibility The ability of non-Hayes modems to execute Hayes commands. 

Hayes Hayes Microcomp uter ma nufactures modems. The Hayes language, a set of 
modem commands, was fi rst used in Hayes modems bu t is now in virtua lly universal use 
with all modems. 

Hayes command A Hayes language command issued by a computer (or other 
terminal) to a modem. 

Hayes language Also known as the Hayes command set, a n ensemble of commands 
through which you con trol your modem from your terminal. 

Hayes Modem Tool A communications tool from Hayes Microcomputer. It's one of 
the bes t such tools fo r use with modems. 

Hermes A host program fo r the Macintosh. 

Host, host program, host mode A system that's se t up to answer a nd respond to data 
calls when it's unattended is called a hosl. Bulletin board syste ms are all hosts. When 
systems funct ion in this fash ion, the host computer is under the control of a host 
program. Several sophisticated Maci ntosh terminal programs such as White Knight 
and MicroPhone II can allow your Mac to be a host. When White Knight does this, it 's 
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said to be in host mode. Two Macintosh programs specifically designed for hos ting a re 
Second Sight and Hermes. 

Hot menus A feature offered by many host programs in which your responses to 
prompts don't have to be fo llowed by carriage returns. 

HST Short for High Speed Technology, a proprietary modulation protocol used by U.S. 
Robotics' Courier modems. 

Initialization string A string of commands sent to your modem before making a 
connection. The commands enable or disab le whatever features of your modem are best 
suited to the connection . 

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network, a service offered by telephone companies in 
which digital data can be t ra nsferred at very high speeds without need of any modems. 
Probably the wave of the future . 

K 
Kermit A software-based file-transfer protocol originally created for use by large 
mainframe computers. Nowadays it's giving way to protocols of more recent origin. 

Keyboard buffers See Buffered keyboard. 

Keyboard mapping and remapping A software-based technique offered by some 
Macintosh terminal programs in which keystrokes are made to produce effects other 
than the ones they normally produce. A typical example is the remapping of the Option 
key so that it acts as a Control key, which can be useful if your keyboard doesn't have 
a Control key and you want to send control characters. Keyboards can also be mapped 
to send a Delete ins tead of a common Backspace. When your terminal program is 
emulating one of the DEC VT terminals, your numeric keypad is often remapped to 
support the emulation. Consult your program's manual for available remappings. 

L 
LAN See Local area network. 

LAP-M Link Access Procedures for Modems, the preferred error-checking protocol 
during a V.42 connection. If the re mote modem doesn't s upport LAP-M, V.42 atte mpts 
to fall back to MNP-4. 

Line noise Spuriou s signa ls that interfere with a telephone connection. They can 
originate along the lines themselves or within connected modems. Most modems 
contain some form of noise-suppression circuitry. It's line noise that usually accounts 
for data tra nsmission errors. 
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Local area network A network of two or more computers, printers, modems, etc. in 
close proximity. In the Macintosh world nowadays, the networked devices are usually 
connected to one another with ordinary telephone wire. The protocol that governs the 
movement of data from one device to another is usually either LocaiTa lk or Ethernet. 

Local echo An arrangement in which your own computer echoes your typ ing to your 
terminal window during a half duplex connection. See Echoing. 

Log-off The procedure in which you d isconnect from a remote service. 

Log-on The procedure in whi ch you establish a connection with a remote service. 

LZH A data compression format for IBM-compatible computers. 

M 
MacBinary A file format that's particularly well-sui ted to the transfer of binary 
Macintosh files in that it allows for the preservation of such Mac-specific attributes as 
type, creator, resource fork, etc. Most Mac terminal programs default to converting 
binary files to MacBinary before sending the m. When files a re being received, most 
terminal programs recognize the MacBinary format and convert incoming files back to 
normal Macintosh format on the fly. MacBinary is the successor to BinHex, a n earlier 
format to which binary Mac file s were typically converted before sending. MacBinary has 
significantly less overhead than BinHex. 

Macintosh PC Exchange Software from Apple Computer that makes it relatively easy 
to mount and read DOS floppies on a MAC. Also see DOS Mounter. 

MacKnowledge A commercial terminal program o ften bundled with modems. 

Macros Simple automated procedures for your computer. They're sequences of ac tions 
norma lly triggered by a keystroke or the click of a button. Many Macintosh terminal 
programs have macro capabi li ty. 

MacUnZip A shareware Macintosh program for decompressing fi les in ZIP format. 

Mark parity A non-protocol error-checking techni que in which each charac te r' s 
parity bit is set equal to one before transmission. Nowadays it's rarely used. See Even 
parity for additional information . 

McSink A shareware text processing Desk Accessory that's especia lly useful for 
manipulating text received from remote services and for preparing text for sending to 
re mote services. 

Memory partition An area of your Mac's internal memory that's reserved for use by a 
given application unde r MultiFinder or System 7.0. 

Message base An area of a bulletin board service or online service devoted to 
exchanging messages, often on a particular topic. 

MicroPhone, MicroPhone II Popula r commercial terminal programs for the Mac. 
MicroPhone II is one of the most powerful such programs around. 
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Mini DIN·8 On a ll Macs from the Plus on up, the connector that cons titutes both serial 
ports (modem port a nd printer port). Not to be confused with the plain DIN·B, which 
is la rger. 

MNP Microcom Networked Protocol. Actually a collection of hardware-based protocols 
for in-modem error checking and data compression. The protocols are separately 
called MNP·l (or MNP class 1 or MNP level 1), MNP·2, etc. For example, MNP·3 governs the 
removal of s tart and s top bits from each character be fore sending. The modem at the 
receiving end then res tores the s tart and stop bits before passing characters along to the 
computer, a nd the process results in a gain of about eight percen t in the transmission 
rate. MNP·4 regulates error-checking and MNP·S governs compression. 

Modem A device for sending and receiving digital data along ordinary telephone lines. 
Through a process called modulation, modems convert digital data into audio signals 
by effecting changes in a base aud io tone called a carrier. The inverse of that proces s 
is demodulation, the process by which receiving modems extract digital da ta from an 
incoming carrier. Modem is an acronym for modulator-demodulator. 

Modem cable The cable with which you connect your modem to your computer. See 
also Hardware handshake cable. 

Modem driver Software that serves as a n intermediary between an application, usua lly 
a terminal program, and a particular modem. MicroPhone II makes extens ive use of 
modem drivers. 

Modem port One of your Mac's serial ports, the other being the printer port. Your 
modem can be connected to eithe r one , but because of the way your Mac services Its 
serial ports , the mode m port is preferred . 

Modulation See Modem, carrier, and Baud rate. 

Modulation protocol A set o f ru les that governs how a modem performs modulation 
and demodulation. Some common modula tion pro tocols are V.32, V.32bis, PEP, HST, 
and Express·96. 

MUG A Macin tosh User Group. The Berkeley Macin tosh User Group is known as BMUG, 
for example. 

MultiFinder A feature of Apple's System 6.x which permi ts several p rograms, each in 
its own memory partition, to run at the same time on one Mac. System 7.0 does the 
same thing as a matter of course. 

MultiXfer A s imple but interesting shareware terminal program for the Mac. 

N 
NAK A negative acknowledgment, usua lly a signal from one system to another 
indicating that a given block of data has been received with errors. See ACK. 

Netmail Messages relayed among participating FidoNet systems. See Echomail. 
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NO CARRIER The message normally sent by your modem when it fails to detect a 
carrier signal or whe n it loses a carrier s ignal. Your modem loses a carrie r s ignal when 
a service to which you've been connected hangs up or otherwise disconnects. 

Node In FidoNet, a participating system tha t relays messages to and from other 
sys tems. 

Noise See Line noise. 

0 
Odd parity Like even parity, except the parity bit is se t so tha t the number of ones 
in each transmitted character is odd . 

Online mode One of two modes your modem can assume. In this mode your modem 
expects to receive da ta from a remote service, not commands from your own termina l. 
See Command mode and Escape sequence. 

Online service A commercial sys tem that offers a variety of services to te lecommuni
cators who log on with the ir mod ems. The most popular ones among Macintosh users 
a re CompuServe, GEnie, and America Online. 

Overhead Extra da ta and transmission time introduced by a given protocol or by 
conversion to a special file format. 

p 

Pacing See Text pacing. 

Packet See Block. 

Packlt A Macintos h file-compression program that has fa llen into disuse. Files in 
Pack It format can be decompressed with some othe r compression programs like Stufflt. 

Parity bit The bit in each cha racter that's used for parity checking. 

Parity checking A simple form of e rror control. See Even Parity, Odd Parity, Mark 
Parity, and Space Parity. 

Partition See Memory partition. 

PEP Packetized Ensemble Protocol, a proprietary modulation protocol used in some 
Telebit modems. 

PhoneBook A useful shareware Desk Accessory for making voice calls with your 
modem and mainta in ing add ress books. 

Pinouts Information ab out which pins do what for a given connector. 

Plain text See Text file. 

PortShare Useful commercial software in the form of a Chooser extension tha t allows 
severa l Macs on a local area network to share a modem or other serial device. 
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Printer port One of your Mac's serial ports , t he othe r being the modem port. It's 
through the printer port tha t you connect to a LocalTalk LAN. 

Prodigy A commercial online service. It's not especially popular wi th Macintosh 
telecommunicators. 

Prompt A message from a remote service asking you to type in a rep ly. 

Protocol A set of rules that define the way two connected systems perform soft
ware-based error checking d uri ng file trans fers or the way two connected modems 
perform modulation, error checking, or file compression. See also File-transfe r 
protocol and Modulation protocol. 

Q 

QuicKeys A popular and powerfu l commercial macro program for the Macintosh. 

R 
Raw speed The number of bits per second that a mode m can send or receive unaided 
by any data compression. 

Receive folder The folder on your hard d isk to which your terminal program 
normally directs all incoming files. 

Red Ryder Once the most powerful shareware te rminal program for the Mac. When 
it wen t commercial its name was changed to White Knight. 

Red Ryder Host Once the mos t popular host program with Macintosh bullet in board 
systems. Its successor is called Second Sight. 

Reliable connection A connection between two modems that's overseen by a 
hardware error-checking protocol like MNP-4 or V.42. 

Request to send Abbreviated RTS, it's one of the active lines in your modem cable if 
(and tha t's a big if) your cable a nd your Mac both support it. Hardware handshake 
cables coupled with Macs of Plus-or-greater vintage support the RTS line, which is 
essential to hardware flow control. See Flow control and Clear to send. 

Result codes Responses from your modem, such as OK, BUSY, or NO CARRIER. Result 
codes can be verbal or numeric. See your modem ma nual for how to get the kind of result 
codes you want. 

RJ-11 The designation for ordinary modular telephone connectors. Modems typically 
connect to your phone line through RJ-ll connectors. 

ROMs Read·only memory units. Being non-volatile, their contents can't easily be 
erased or changed. In modems, ROMs are used to store internal settings and the code 
that performs various protocol procedures. Also see Firmware. 

RTS See Reques t to send. 
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RTS/CTS Another name for hardware-based local flow control See Request to send, 
Clear to send, and Flow Control. 

s 
S-registers Storage areas within a modem. The values to which the S-registers are set 
control various aspects of the modem's performance. Different modems contain differ
ent numbers of S-registers. In Hayes language, you set an S-register with the command 
ATSn=v, where n is the number of the S-register and vis the value to which you want to 
set it. See your modem manual for more on what its S-registers do. 

Screen buffer The area in your computer's memory in which your terminal program 
stores text that has appeared in your terminal window. When you scroll your terminal 
window backwards, your terminal program retrieves data from its screen buffer in order 
to know how to draw your screen. 

Script A series of instructions to a terminal program that allows the automation of 
frequently used procedures. 

Scroll-back buffer See Screen buffer. 

Sealink A variant of the XModem file-transfer protocol designed for use wi th 
special-purpose phone systems like packet-switching networks and satellite relays. Few 
terminal programs support it, but it's enough like XModem so that you might be able 
to get away wi th a Sealink transfer by telling your terminal program that it's an XModem 
transfer. 

Second Sight The successor to Red Ryder Host. 

Self-extracting archive A file that contains one or more other files in compressed 
format and also the computer code needed to decompress them. Because you can run 
the decompression code directly, SEAs, as they're sometimes called , are actually 
applications. 

Serial ports See Modem port and Printer port. 

Service Any remote system to which you make a data connection. It can be an online 
service, a BBS, or your fri end's or company's computer. 

Session The time between log-on and log-off with a given service. 

Shareware A method of distributing software that le ts you try out a product before 
paying for it. Shareware is posted in the fi le libraries of commercial online systems and 
amateur BBSs. Its quality is variable, but the price is generally right. 

Smartcom EZ A truncated version of Smartcom II. 

Smartcom II A powerful, if sometimes idiosyncratic, general-purpose terminal 
program from Hayes Microcomputer. 

Software handshaking Another term for software flow control. See Flow control. 
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Space parity A non-protocol method of erro r control in which the parity bit for each 
character is always set to zero, no matter what the value of the other bits in the character. 
Nowadays it's rarely used . 

Standard Files dialog box The dialog box that normally appears on your Mac's screen 
when you ask an application to open or save a file. Within the SF dialog box you can name 
and direct the fil e you're saving or pick the file you want to open. Applications can ad d 
buttons and other text to the SF dia log box, so each a pplication's version may look a little 
different. 

Start bit The bit that denotes the beginning of a character in a s tream of d igital da ta. 
Together with the stop bit, it's u sed to frame each characte r during asynchronous 
t ransmissions. 

Stop bit The bit that denotes the end of a character in a stream of digital data. Together 
with the start bit, it's used to frame each character during asynchronous transmis
sions. 

String A contiguous succession of characters. 

Strip 8th bit While eight b its are used to represent each Macintosh character, data is 
commonly (but not always) sent using just seven bits per character. This tells your 
terminal program to s t ri p the high order (leftmost) bit of each character when sending 
and receiving. 

Strip high bit Same as Strip 8th bit. 

Stufflt A family of powerful Macintosh compression programs tha t includes Stufflt 
Deluxe (commercial), Stufflt Classic (shareware), and Stufflt Expander (freeware). The 
latter can decompress files in archives created by e ither of t he other two. 

Synchronous transmission A means of transmitting data over phone lines in which 
transmi tted cha racters have to leave and arrive at constant time inte rvals. Also see 
Asynchronous transmission. 

Sysop Short for system operator, a person who opera tes a bulletin board system. 

T 
Tabby A program that enables Macintosh systems to relay FidoNet messages and 
otherwise participate in FidoNet functions. 

TeachText Apple's own no-frills text processor. It comes bundled with all recent 
versions of the System. 

Tektronix 4014 graphics terminal A special-purpose telecommunications terminal. 
It can be emulated on the Mac using VersaTerm and VersaTerm PRO. 

Tektronix 4105 A special purpose graphics te rminal. It can be emula ted on the Mac 
using VersaTerm PRO. 

Telebit A major manufacturer of high-end high-speed modems. 

Term-Plus A shareware terminal program for the Macintosh. 
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Terminal Hardware that allows you to telecommunicate with another system. A 
teletypewriter is a terminal, as is a DEC VTS2 or a Macintos h when it's running terminal 
emulation software (i.e. , a terminal program). Modern terminals typically include a 
keyboard and a screen . If a terminal uses a modem, some people regard the modem as 
part of the termina l, other people don't. Also the name ora shareware termina l program 
for the Macintosh. 

Terminal emulation The process by which a terminal program enables a computer 
to emulate another terminal. Most Macintosh termina l programs default to emulating 
either TTY (Teletype) or VTlOO terminals. Versa Term is notable among Mac te rminal 
programs for the number of different terminals it can emulate and the accuracy of its 
emulations. 

Terminal program A program that makes your computer behave like a data terminal . 
General-purpose telecom programs for the Mac are terminal programs. 

Terminal window The main window that a terminal program displays on your 
Macintosh screen. 

Termulator A shareware terminal program for the Macintos h. 

TermWorks A shareware terminal program for the Macintosh. 

TEXT When it's all in uppercase, TEXT refers to the file type that the Macintosh assigns 
to text files. 

Text file A file that contain s only text. In text files there are no formatting information 
or other data embedded in the text. Each group of e ight bits meaningfully corresponds to 
a character in the Mac's set of 256 text characters. 

Text pacing The process by which a terminal program regulates the speed at which 
characters are sent to the remote terminal to make sure the characters don't a rrive too 
rapidly for the remote system to handle them. Text pacing is independent of the data 
rate to which your modem or serial port is set. 

Tick On the Mac, one s ixtieth of a second. 

Timeout In file transfers, the allowable e lapsed time between sending a packet of 
data and receiving an acknowledgment-either an ACK or a NAK- from the remote 
system. Usually, if the interval exceeds the timeout va lue, the system waiting for the 
acknowledgment terminates the transm ission (although it doesn't disconnect). 

Transfer rate The rate, usually measured in bits per second, at which data moves 
from one connected system to another. This is not the same as raw speed, in that data 
compression can significantly enhance the transfer rate between two systems. 

TTY Abbreviation for Teletype, one of t he most widely used data terminals. Emula ting 
TTY terminals is a relatively s imple task for most Mac terminal programs, and it 's the 
emulation most Mac telecommunicators use most often. It's also the emulatio n most 
often used by BBSs and online services such as GEnie. 

Type A four-character code associated with every Macintosh file that identifies its file 
type. Text files are of type TEXT, applications of type APPL, and so forth. Also see 
Creator. 
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u 
U.S. Robotics A major manufactu rer of high-speed modems, especially the Courier 
line of modems. 

UATerm A shareware terminal program for the Macintosh. 

UnZip A shareware Macintosh progra m for decompressing files in ZIP format. 

Uploading Transferring a file from your own computer to a remote system. 

v 
V-series A series of modems manufac tured by Hayes Microcomputer. Early high speed 
V-series modems use only Hayes's Express 96 modulation protocol, but later ones use 
CClTT protocols as well. 

V.22bis The CC ITT modulation protocol for 2400 bps. 

V.32 The CCITT modulation protocol for 4800 bps through 9600 bps. A V.32 modem 
must support 9600 bps. 

V.32bis The CCITT modulation protocol for modems operating at 4800 bps through 
14,400 bps. It includes V.32. A V.32bis modem must support 14,400 bps. 

V.42 The CCITT error-checking protocol for modems. It supports two error checking 
schemes , LAP-M and MNP-4. LAP-M Is preferred. 

V.42bis The CCITT data compression protocol for modems. It can only be invoked 
when LAP·M error checking is also in effect. 

Versa Term, VersaTerm-PRO Two very powerful commercial terminal programs for 
the Mac. They're not for scripting, but they include solid support for the Communica
tions Toolbo:r: and are capable of a number of sophisticated terminal emulations. 

VT100 A data terminal manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation. Qui te a few 
Macintosh terminal programs can emulate the VT100, a lthough some do it better than 
others. 

VT220 A data terminal manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation. It's not as 
widely emulated as the VT52 and VT100, but both VersaTerms do a VT220 emulation. 

VT52 A data terminal manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation. White Knight 
does a good emulation of this terminal. 

w 
White Knight A popular and powerful terminal program for the Mac. One reason for 
its popularity is tha t many Mac telecommunicators began using its shareware predeces
sor, Red Ryder. It has extraordinary scripting capability. 
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Word wrapping Breaking up lines of text in a Macintosh window so that the breaks fall 
between, and not in the middle of, words. 

X 
XModem Once the s tandard file-transfer protocol for personal computers. The 
original version provided only for checksum error checking and 128-byte packet 
lengths, but it was improved to use optional CRC error checking (in which case it's 
sometimes called XModem CRC) and 1024-byte packets (in which case it's sometimes 
called XModem 1 K). 

XOFF By itself, the AS (Control-s) character. In XON/XOFF flow control, it serves as a 
"red light" to halt transmission of data. 

XON By itself, the AQ (Controi·Q) character. In XON/XOFF flow control, it serves as 
a "green light" to resume transmission of data. 

XON/XOFF flow control Another name for software-based flow control. See flow 
control. 

y 

YModem A file-transfer protocol based on XModem. Like XModem lK, it uses 
1024-byte blocks. YModem allows for multiple files to be sent as a batch during a s ingle 
transmission. 

YModem·g A variant of YModem. YModem-g is a "streaming" protocol in that there are 
no handshaking pauses between the transfer of individual blocks. The resulting 
savings in overhead make it notably faster than ordinary YModem, but reduced 
handshaking makes it impossible for erroneous blocks to be retransmitted. If an error 
is detected in a block, the entire transfer is terminated. YModem-g is therefore really 
suitable only for connections governed by hardware error checking. 

z 
ZIP A data compression format for IBM-compatible computers. Stufflt Deluxe, 
MacUnZip, and UnZip can all decompress ZIP files on the Mac. 

ZModem A very efficient software-based file-transfer protocol of more recent origin 
than XModem and YModem. It's a "streaming" protocol like YModem-g, but it allows for 
retransmission of blocks with errors and accommodates the transfer of files in batches. 
The protocol of choice for everyday use. 

ZTerm A shareware terminal program for the Macintos h. It was the first such 
program to offer ZModem fil e transfers and has remained extremely popular with Mac 
telecommunicators. 
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